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"The MATRIX 804 reminds me of nothing so much as a miniature MATRIX 801 Series 2- but
with a sound in no way miniaturized.

... Closing my eyes, the 804s transported me to an

entirely different environment. The sense of space was dramatic. The imaging was tightly
focused and precise, both in width and depth.
and Inoted no obvious midrange colorations.

.. .Clarity and inner detail were outstanding
The sound had fine punch and dynamics,

but without exaggeration. ... It is one terrific little loudspeaker, and lhighly recommend it."
Thomas J. Norton, Stereophile
Vol. 14, No. 11
(Nov. 1991)

The MA1RIX 804 has the magical ability to transport the listener to the immediacy and realism of the original source, without drawing attention to the means. There can be no
higher recommendation for a loudspeaker, or its maker.

=

B&W Loudspeakers of America, P.O. Box 653, Buffalo, NY 14240 Tel: (416) 771-6611
WorldRadioHistory
fax: (416) 882-8397

C OMING

A TTRACTIONS

We're recording our third album this month:
Canadian pianist Robert Silverman will
perform Romantic piano works, including
Schumands F-minor sonata, Op.14 ("Concerto
without Orchestra"). To coincide with the
recording sessions, Robert will give two concerts in Albuquerque's First United Methodist
Church, at 4th Street and Lead, at 8pm on Friday, November 6, and at 4pm on Sunday,
November 8. If you'd like to attend the concert, hear the works on the forthcoming album
in the acoustic in which they will have been
recorded, and perhaps visit Stereophile in Santa
Fe that Saturday, please call Debbie Fisher at

(505) 982-1411 for tickets. (We've also worked
out adeal with Albuquerque's La Posada Hotel
for those visiting from out of state.)
Finally, arepeat erratum: In my September
article on speaker/stand interfaces, Iagain misstated the frequency of Middle C, the note
between the bass and treble def. Middle C has
afrequency of 261.6Hz. Middle C has afrequency of 261.6Hz. Middle C has afrequency
of 261.6Hz.. ..
An English reader, Ashley Marians, informs me that, in one of the subheadings to that same article (p.167), Imisquoted
aKraftwerk lyric. The correct spelling is, of
course, "Boom Tschak"!
—John Atkinson
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When it comes to great audio,
we're not afraid to cut corners.

What's true in life is true in loudspeakers: Ifyou don't keep an open mind
to new ideas you'll end up pretty square, like most speakers in the world.
At NHT® we're obsessed with great sound and the technology that
creates it. That's why our speakers are angled at 27 degrees. It's part of an
acoustic technology called Focused Image Geometry. It's one reason our
unusually shaped speakers give you exceptionally accurate sound.
An example of better thinking going in, and better sound coming out.
That's our angle.
EVERYTHING YOU HEAR IS TRUE.

Now Hear This, Inc., 537 Stone Rd., #E, Benecia, CA 94510
For the NHT dealer nearest you: (U.S.) call 1-800-NHT-9993;
(Canada) Artech Electronics Ltd., Dorval, Quebec H9P 2S4
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udiophiles constantly seek ways to
improve the experience of hearing
reproduced music. Preamps are
upgraded, digital processors are compared,
turntables are tweaked, loudspeaker cables
are auditioned, dealers are visited, and, yes,
magazines are read—all in the quest to get
just alittle closer to the music.
These pursuits have one thing in common:
they are all attempts by physical means to
enjoy music more. But there's another way
of achieving that goal that is far more effective than any tweak, better than any component upgrade, and more fulfilling even than
having carte blanche in the world's finest highend store. And it's free.
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1992

I'm talking about what goes on between our
ears when listening, not what's impinging
on them. Our ability—or lack of—to clear
the mind of distractions and let the music
speak to us has ahuge influence on how
much we enjoy music. Have you ever wondered why, on the same system and recordings, there is avast range of involvement in
the music? The only variable is the listener's
state of mind.
Because audiophiles care about sound
quality, we are often more susceptible than
usual to allowing interfering thoughts get in
the music's way. These thoughts are usually
concerned with aspects of the sound's characteristics. Does the soundstage lack depth?

WorldRadioHistory
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PS Audio
IcaLink.

"The UltraLink is agenuine high end product which has
jumped ahead of many famous names and designs to
appear close to the leading edge of digital replay:
Martin Colloms, Hi R News & Record Review, July 1992.

"In terms of sheer transparency, revealing subtle details of
the music, the PS Audio UltraLink surpasses nearly every
other processor made, even those costing many times its
price."
Peter Moncrieff, International Audio Review No. 64, March 1992.

"No other DAC I've used (to play the Frank Martin Mass)
captured this level of inner detail and vocal definition, this
degree of precision, projection and sheer effortless ease
both dynamically and spatially"
Jonathan Kettle, Audiophile, May 1992.

"In these areas — soundstage transparency and focus,
portrayal of fine dynamic structure, and resolution of inner
detail — the UltraLink was extraordinary and among a
handful of the best processors I've heard, regardless of
price."
Robert Harley, Stereophile, Vol. 15 No. 6, June 1992.

"The UltraLink sounds so good and offers such
conspicuous value among high end DIA processors that, as
much as any digital equipment can be said to be asafe
buy, this has to be it... I'm buying the review sample."
Robert Deutsch, Stereophile, Vol. 15 No. 9, Sept. 1992.

PS

PS Audio, Inc.
PO. Box 1119, Grover City, California 93483

WorldRadioHistory

805/481-4844

Fax 805/481-6892

Does the bass have enough extension? Is the
treble grainy? How does my system compare
to those described in magazines?
Unfortunately, this mode of thinking is
perpetuated by high-end audio magazines.
The descriptions of aproduct's sound—its
specific performance attributes—are what
make it into print, not the musical and emotional satisfaction to which the product contributes. The latter is ineffable: words cannot express the bond between listener and
music that some products facilitate more than
others. Consequently, we are left only with
descriptions of specific sonic characteristics,
apractice that can leave the impression that,
as described by Martin Colloms in his essay
on pace and rhythm elsewhere in this issue,
being an audiophile is about dissection and
critical commentary, and not about more
closely connecting with the music's meaning.
A few months after Ibecame an audio
reviewer (and amuch more critical listener),
Iunderwent akind of crisis similar to that
described by Corey Greenberg in last July's
"As We See It." Corey related how, after he
became areviewer, he lost interest in listening
to music. His experience was strikingly similar to mine: I, too, found myself no longer
enjoying music the way Ionce did. Listening
became achore, an occupational necessity,
rather than the deeply moving experience
that made me choose acareer in audio. While
Corey's disaffection came from feeling that
he should listen to audiophile recordings
instead of his favorite music, my dilemma was
precipitated by the mistaken impression that
whenever Iheard music Ihad to have an opinion about the quality of reproduction. Music
became secondary to sound. Music was
merely an assemblage of parts, something to
be dismantled and studied, not something
that spoke to me emotionally. If this was
common among high-end reviewers, could
it also afflict other audiophiles?'
1This syndrome may be more acute among reviewers: not
only do our value judgments appear in print every month,
but those value judgments guide our readers and carry large
financial consequences—positive and negative—for the
manufacturers whose products we review. The burden of
responsibility and fairness—to readers, manufacturers, and
the truth—is enormous. Reviewers may thus be more prone
to "try hard" to be right, rather than letting the music speak
to them.
A Zen master once asked aWestern audience what the most
important word in the English language was. After coming
up with the predictable answers like "love" and "truth!' the
master said that while these were important words, the most
important word in the English language was "let!'
STEREOPHILE, N OVEMBER 1992
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DECIDED TO FORGET

ABOUT THE SOUND AND LET
THE MUSIC TELL ME WHICH
COMPONENTS WERE BETTER
THAN OTHERS.
Ifound, however, that only after I'd turned
in the month's reviews did the party begin.
Istopped being acritic and became amusic
lover again. Iplayed favorite records, not those
that would tell me what the equipment was
doing. The music as awhole, not the sound
as an assemblage of artifacts, once again
became the object of my attention. It was as
though an enormous burden had been lifted.
Imade up for lost time in those few days
before the inevitable return to reviewing as
the next month's products were set up for
critical auditioning.
Here Iwas with acustom-built listening
room, racks full of the world's finest audio
reproduction equipment, and ajob in which
Ispent agood deal of my time listening, yet
most of the time Iwasn't enjoying the music.
My cheap car stereo gave more musical satisfaction. Something was dreadfully wrong.
This experience precipitated acatharsis that
forced me to reexamine what music listening—
among other things—was all about. Idecided
to forget about the sound for the vast majority
of the listening time and let the music tell me
which components were better than others.
Critical listening and analytical reasoning
became secondary to musical enjoyment. I
began listening to music Iliked, rather than
diagnostic recordings that would tell me
about the product's specific characteristics.
The impulse to disassemble, listen to the
sound, and constantly form judgments gradually disappeared.

B

ETTER SOUND DOES

RESULT IN MORE MUSIC,
BUT PARADOXICALLY,
ONLY WHEN THE SOUND
IS FORGOTTEN.
The result is that Inow enjoy music more
than at any other time of my life. Better sound

WorldRadioHistory
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COMPONENTS
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EXCELLENCE:

LASTING

VALUE

Before you buy anew
stereo, consider why some
people would rather own
aused McIntosh than a
new anything else.

Made in the USA

By now, most people realize that

by serious music lovers, virtually attain-

"new" stereo components often are in-

ing the status of collectibles. Never in-

troduced just to be new. In contrast,

tended to be "disposable", they have

McIntosh designs and builds their out-

been built to deliver leading-edge per-

standing high fidelity components incor-

formance on a foundation of timeless

porating the proven as well as the new,

excellence. The lasting value of its pro-

drawing on the McIntosh heritage of

ducts is just one of the components of

quality, performance and innovation.

excellence that has earned McIntosh its

This is why McIntosh products offer

rightful title as builder of the world's

such a high level of intrinsic quality. And

finest audio

why they continue to be eagerly sought

components.

McIntosh Laboratory Inc., 2Chambers St., Binghamton, NY, USA 13903-2699
(607) 723.3512
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does result in more music, but paradoxically,
only when the sound isforgotten. Moreover, this
conversion increased my listening and reviewing skills: Inow have amuch better feeling
for which products will produce long-term
musical satisfaction.
Nevertheless, analytical listening using
particularly revealing recordings must remain
avital part of the reviewing process. Similarly, conveying the specific sonic characteristics of products under review is essential—
potential purchasers should know what the
product sounds like and decide if it's what
they're looking for. But this type of diagnostic analysis no longer dominates—it has
become merely one aspect of reviewing.
Moreover, Icame to realize that the information gained by analytical reasoning is alower
form of knowledge and that thefeeling about
aproduct's quality—its ability to convey the
music—is ahigher form of knowledge.
These experiences point to adeeper problem of how rationality and the impulse
toward dissection as the vehicle to understanding pervades Western thought. Traditional rationality views awhole as acollection
of parts. The need to dissect, classify, and
assign hierarchal structure is the very foundation of rationality. Our Western upbringing makes it seem so natural that any entity
is merely an assemblage of component parts.
Why should reproduced music be any different? Consequently, we hear in reproduced
music treble, bass, midrange, soundstage,
detail, and air. But how often at alive concert do you dismantle the sound the same
way you do when listening to ahi-fi? Idon't
know about you, but Inever experience live
music in terms of tonal balance, depth, lack
of grain, or other characteristics we assign
to reproduced sound.
Consider two approaches to knowing a
flower. Traditional rationality would pick it,
dissect it, classify its parts, and attempt to
understand and document its mechanisms.
Another way to know the flower would be
to just sit and look at it, appreciating its beauty,
discovering subtleties in shape, color, smell, and
texture, and just absorbing its essence. The
first method produces one kind of knowing—an important one, to be sure—but it
isn't acomplete knowledge.
Moreover, doesn't the first method destroy
something in the process—namely, the
flower? After the dissection is finished we
STEREOPHILE, N OVEMBER 1992

find ourselves left with nothing. This is why
Ino longer enjoyed music; the analytical dismantling consumed the very thing Iwas trying to know. Corey expressed this in the
Third Tenet of his Listener's Manifesto: "The
harder you listen, the less you hear." By allowing intellectual thought to intrude, the oneness of music and listener is destroyed.
The great accomplishments of rationality—
making reproduced music possible in the first
place, for example—produces ahubris that
tempts one to overlook the virtues of nonrational experience. Rationality can point to
its achievements as "proof' of its superiority.
The kind of knowing produced by nonrational experience can point to no physical
manifestations of its value. Instead, the worth
is completely internal and unknowable by
anyone who hasn't experienced it firsthand?
But it isn't just listening analytically to the
sound that interferes with musical enjoyment. Any intellectual activity diminishes the
experience. It is the quality of the listening
experience that matters—the here and now—
not an assignment of value as measured
against some standard promulgated by hifi magazines, comparisons with other systems, or anything else that distracts from the
music.
Isee an analogy with ahobby of mine—
motorcycle touring. Ibought anew Honda
Gold Wing Aspencade in 1987 and have ridden it many enjoyable miles. The very next
year, it was completely redesigned, with a
six-cylinder, 1520cc engine (instead of my
four-cylinder, 1200cc motor), reverse gear,
and many other features and refinements.
The motorcycle magazines raved about the
new Wing, particularly in comparison with
the older version Ihad.
But when my wife and Itour the American Southwest, am Ithinking how much better it would be on the new model? Does the
existence of the better motorcycle diminish
in any way our touring enjoyment?
Not achance What would diminish the experience, however, is allowing our immediate
pleasure to be intruded upon by external and
irrelevant thoughts about the past (I should
have waited for the new model) or future
(how can Iafford one?).
It's the same with music reproduction
2A remark Imade recently encouraging readers to listen to
the review products themselves seems appropriate here: "Why
speak of that which can be known only by experience?"
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N° 30
REFERENCE DIGITAL PROCESSOR
PRIDE IN THE DETAILS . .
Mark Levinson components have earned areputation for
their rugged reliability, uncompromising fit and finish
and, above all, superior sonics. We at Madrigal Audio
Laboratories are understandably proud of this reputation.
The presence of "high technology" in our society has, for
some, come to mean the absence of craftsmanship. Massproduced look-alikes are everywhere, even in the realm
of so-called high-end audio. The quality that you see and
hear in aMark Levinson component is not the result of
automated mass production—rather, it is the result of
painstaking attention to the details of design, and of pride
in the art of craftsmanship.

rparh
evnson

Mark Levinson components are handcrafted in limited
quantities and to exacting specifications. All who participate in their production share the feeling of pride that
comes from knowing that they contribute to aproduct
that defines quality.
It is with great pride, then, that we
introduce the Mark Levinson N5 30
Reference Digital Processor. Five years
of exhaustive research into digital
audio yielded aprocessor worth
waiting for, deserving of the Levinson
marque.
The N1 930 is atrue reference: it neither
adds to nor subtracts from the music.
It brings to your home the accuracy as well as the essence
of the performance. Finally, the promise of digital audio
is fulfilled.
The IV2 30 is proof that state-of-the-art digital and analog
technology can coexist with craftsmanship. The subject
here, however, ultimately is music, and the heart of music
is in the listening. To fully appreciate the quality of the
NQ 30, we recommend that you visit your Mark Levinson
dealer for afull audition.

mar-111>T

L
evinson

Mark Levinson' products are designed and manufactured by
WorldRadioHistory
MADRIGAL AUDIO LABORATORIES P.O. Box 781, Middletown, CT 06457

FAX (203) 346-1540

equipment. The Krell KSA-250, for example,
is amuch better amplifier than the KSA-200.
But if you own aKSA-200, should you enjoy
music any less after the KSA-250 comes out?
It's aridiculous supposition. The KSA-200
performs no differently after the KSA-250
is introduced. It brought musical pleasure
when you bought it—why should it produce
any less pleasure now? It's purely astate of
mind.
There's nothing wrong with being dissatisfied with your system; that's what fuels
improvement. And abetter system does produce adeeper musical experience. But you

WHAT REALLY MATTERS IS
THE EXPERIENCEIMMEDIATE, HERE-ANDNOW EXISTENCE.
shouldn't enjoy music any less if your system falls short of afriend's system, or if you
don't have the latest hot product, or if the
sound doesn't equal that described in magazines. These things are artificial constructs

tacked on to reality, not the reality itself: What
really matters is the experience—immediate,
here-and-now existence. All other thoughts
or intellectual abstractions diminish our
potential for aoneness with the music.
In this way of thinking (or, more precisely,
not thinking), musical fulfillment is no longer
dependent on external means. Yes, the technology that brings music into our homes is
physical and external, but satisfaction cannot be experienced purely through the equipment, no matter how good it is. Instead, getting closer to the music is aspecial interaction
between music and listener, the equipment
merely serving as intermediary. Without this
state of mind, no level of equipment will provide us with what we seek. My temporary lack
of musical etoyment, despite having acustombuilt room filled with topnotch products,
affirmed this truism.
By all means, continue critiquing and
upgrading your system—it can be apath to
more musical enjoyment. But when afavorite
record goes on the turntable and the lights
dim, forget about cables, preamps, tweaks,
and magazines. At that moment, the only
thing that really matters is the music. $

ALL
CLEAR.

These are Martin Logan Speakers.
Unlike any others. Gone are the
components of atraditional
speaker. It looks like we put
nothing behind the grill. That's
our electrostatic driver,
incorporating an incredibly
advanced Vapor Deposited
Membrane that you can see right
through. With less mass than the
air it's moving. Capable of deanly
reproducing the exquisite texture of
aStradavarious violin, yet able to
unleash the awesome power of a
Fender® bass.
Martin Logan invented
Curvilinear Electrostatic
Technology. And we packed it all
into aline of very remarkable
loudspeaker designs. From the new
Aerius starting at $1,995 apair to
the $60,000 Statement System.
All this is something you'll have a
difficult time seeing. But you will
hear it. Clearly.

MARTIn LOGArl. LTD
THE

ELECTROSTATIC

TECHNOLOGY

913-749-0133
P.O. Box 707 Lawrence, Kansas 6601
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WHAT DOES IT TAKE tO build the finest
in-wall speaker?
Quite simply, better design execution.
Better in-wall performance demands better
materials. So, rather than flimsy plastic parts, we
use arigid aluminum diecasting that combines
the main chassis, mid/bass driver chassis and
tweeter faceplate into asingle unit. Instead of
inadequate mounting hardware made of plastic
parts, metal clips etc., we use arigid
diecast-aluminum full-perimeter mounting
flange. Add PARADIGM'S renowned driver
technology and seamless dividing networks,
and the performance results are amazing!
Articulate and transparent, these speakers
simply reveal more of the musical and spacial
reality of the live event.

EVEN MORE ASTONISHING IS THE
PRICE! For the same or even less than
conventional in-wall speakers, you can own the
best... PARADIGM ARCHITECTURAL MONITOR SERIES
speakers.
You won't find PARADIGM ARCHITECTURAL
MONITOR SERIES speakers everywhere. A product
this good requires the expertise of aqualified
audio specialist. So, before you buy any in-wall
speaker, visit your AUTHORIZED PARADIGM DEALER
and listen to the finest of in-wall speakers.
FOR MORE INFORMATION write:
AumoSTREAm, MPO Box 2410
Niagara Falls, NY 14302.
In Canada: PARADIGM, 569 Fenmar
Drive, Weston, ON M9L 2R6.

Sound& V',Ion

(*Mks'
Choke Award .

r',dFIUiÍ9I ii
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L ETTERS
We regret that resources do not permit us to reply individually to letters, particularly those requesting advice
about particular equipment purchases. Were we to do this, asignificant service charge would have to be
assessed—and we don't have time to do it anyway! Although all letters are read and noted, only those of
general interest are selected for publication. Please note, however, that published letters are subject to editing,
particularly if they are very long or address more than one topic.

A WORD FROM HERSELF
Editor:
Ido not use TARA Labs speaker cable.
SHE W HOSE NAME Is NoT To BE
TAKEN I
NVAIN
Everywhere

DOES HER MONEY SMELL
DIFFERENT?
Editor:
A copy of your October '91 issue was given
to me by awoman owner of amostly mid-fi
store in my area. It was very interesting. So
high-end audio equipment is considered
"boys' toys,' eh? Iam aprofessional classical
musician wanting to upgrade into low highend equipment. To support my consumerism, Ialso work as agovernment employee.
Iam, or was, planning to spend between
three and four thousand dollars to better hear
the music that is so important to me.
My experiences so far have been quite interesting, as Ihave found myself "invisible"
as acustomer in several stores. (I want to state
right up front that Iwas treated wonderfully
in the best store Ivisited, Altair Audio in
Albany, NY.)
At this moment Iam sitting here at the
computer, typing this letter, because Imade
an appointment with amerchant—a very
definite appointment—to deliver nearly
$2000 worth of amplification and andllaries
to my home at 9:30 this morning. No show,
no communication. Obviously, Iam not going
to do business in such asituation. There will
no doubt be aphone call with an excuse, at
some point. It should be quite easy to have
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1992

the deposit charge removed from my credit
card. However, my time is important. Ihad
to take some time off from work in reliance
on this delivery. Imade arrangements to have
the balance due on the purchase put into my
checking account, advertised my old equipment for sale, etc., etc.. ..
Probably something came up that was
"more important" to this missing merchant
(he was going to personally make the delivery). Without the facts, it is difficult to say
whether the gender issue entered into it. What
Iam finding, however, is that my being female has everything to do with the failure of
many audio merchants to treat me with the
respect which Iam due.
This morning Imade along-distance call
to another audio store, asking for an appointment to audition two specific speakers. The
salesman discussed the merits of some equipment briefly, then said he had to cut me off
because he had customers in his store. He
never really addressed the appointment request, which Ihad made in the beginning of
the conversation. Etc., etc.
Does my money smell different because
Iam female?
M ANDY KENT
Bennington, VT

M USIC VS RECORDS
Editor:
The letter from David Marks (Stereophile,
Vol.15 No.8, p.16) really got my dander up.
From Mr. Marks's letter Iinfer that he believes the emotional impact of the music (the
performance) is more important than the
sonic quality of the recording. Ialso fervently
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aragon amplifiers
the beast within the beauty

Each 4004 MKII contains two separate monoblock amplifiers enclosed
in a single chassis. This beast produces 200 watts into 8 ohms, 400
watts into 4 ohms from each monoblock, and continues increasing
power into lower impedances. The new 4004 MKII has advanced discrete high bias class A gain stages with auto bias control. From the
epoxy sealed military grade resistors to the beta matched output transistors, the quality of the components in an Aragon are found only in
the world's costliest electronics.
All this is then housed in a timeless sculpture of steel and aluminum,
whose beauty has been exhibited in some of the nation's most prestigious museums. But the beauty is not just skin deep, the Aragons are
there to exhibit the subtle musical differences between Stradavari,
Guarneri and Amati violins.
Experience the Beast Within The Beauty. Made in America and internationally acclaimed as the finest quality and value attainable.

MONDIAL

DESIGNS

LIMITED

2Elm Street, Ardsley, New York 10502 • 914-693-8008
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believe that. However, Ido not read the American Record Guide or other magazines devoted
to reviews of current recordings. To me, these
magazines are useless for the following
reasons:
1) The recordings reviewed are almost always digital. Digital is not perfect, as Sony's
announcement of Super Bit Mapping clearly
indicates. While LPs have their own problems, to my ears, LPs are musically and emotionally much more satisfying than CDs. I
do own over 300 CDs, since some music can
only be obtained this way. However, when
Iwant to experience at home the emotion of
aconcert-hall or rock-concert performance,
Ialways listen to LPs.1
2) The recordings reviewed are usually
from the six Mega-Distributors whose manufactured house sound/performers all sound
alike. Szell/Cleveland, Reiner/CSO, Bernstein/NYPO, Doráti/Minneapolis, Karajan/
BPO, Monteux/Paris, Boult/LSO, Furtwängler, Kempe, Stokowski, Toscanini, etc., do
not sound alike There was adistinctive sound
to each orchestra and conductor.
Where are the brilliant, idiosyncratic performances: eg, Bernstein/NYPO/Stravinsky/
Rite ofSpring (Columbia MS-6010); Stokowski's own orchestration of Mussorgslcy's Pictures at an Exhibition; and Beecham's grandiose
Messiah? Today, most recordings are emotional pablum. You have to search very hard
for adistinctive, individualistic, non-soundalike performance.
3) The recordings reviewed are usually expensive ($12-$15). Even bargains such as the
Mercury Living Presence reissues at $8.99
are still expensive for the average, middleclass Stereophile reader who has just spent
$9100 on equipment. Used LPs are cheap:
$1-$4 if you avoid collectible Shaded Dogs,
Blue-backs, Mercs, etc.
By reading back issues of audiophile magazines Ihave created a"want list" of LPs with
excellent to superior performances with aboveaverage or better sonics. This "want list" contains over 1300 LPs and is still growing. During the last year Ihave purchased over 400
of these LPs for an average price of $3 each.
Why buy new (or even used) CDs when LPs
are emotionally more involving, contain more
1For additional thoughts on this subject, read Neil Young's
"Digital is aHuge Rip-Oft" in the May '92 issue of Guitar

Player. [Neil Young's comments on digital sound were also described
in Stereophile, Vol.15 No3, March '92, p.41.—Ed.]
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distinctive/individualistic performances, and
cost afraction of the CDs you read about in
American Record Guide?
Mr. Marks, please don't feel sad for me
because Idon't read the magazines that tout
the latest and greatest new recordings. Remember, most of these same magazines
touted, and continue to tout, the "perfect
sound" of digital? Perhaps in their enthusiasm for technology and the "new and improved," they have forgotten the sound and
the emotional impact of live music and how
much closer LPs bring one to that experience
than CDs.
For my part, Iwill continue spending a
fraction of what you do to purchase the great
recorded music treasures of the last 50 years.
Ihope you are happy with your new recordings. Iknow that Iam happy with my expanding collection of LPs.
ROGER S. GORDON
San Diego, CA

HAVE WE LOST OUR MINDS?
Editor:
Have you lost your collective minds?!
I've been asubscriber for about five years.
Istill look forward to receiving the magazine each month. Iused to read it cover to
cover. Every artide, every review. Idon't anymore. Why not, you ask?
Because of Robert Harley's goddamn redundant reviews of D/A converters. Every
friggin' issue! Who gives ashit?
Yeah, I've got aCD player, aRotel piece
ofJap crap it took me two years to find cable
for. No, Iam not going to buy aD/A converter, ever! How can I? Harley finds new perfection every month. I've never heard of most
of the manufacturers. I'll never see or hear
them here in the bayous. Honestly, how
many of these things are sold every year by
each manufacturer? Twenty? A hundred? If
Levinson sells five of their $14,000 jobbies
in ayear, I'd be real surprised.
If Harley has to be heard each month, just
give him a column. Don't waste major
amounts of review space on crap that no one
buys. When Ithink of all the important stuff,
like music reviews, cartridges, turntables,
amplifiers, speakers, etc., that are being shoved
aside for this digital claptrap, The Abso!ute
2This is understandable; if magazines did not "sell" di gital,
they would have nothin gto sell.
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Sound becomes alot more appealing.
May Iask why you devote so much space
to arecording medium you deride in each
issue? There's RH singing the praises of the
latest, greatest, most wonderful DIA converter I've
heard in the last 10 minutes, and then Tom Norton deriding the "Spin Doctore" If you don't
like it, why devote so much space to it?
Please, please, pretty please, stop the confusing,
repetitive DIA reviews before Ilose what little of
my mind is kfi. Sorry about the profanity, but,
my God, Ithought you would cut down on
this D/A crap by now—I just reached the end
of my cable.
R. E. KIRKPATRICK
Baton Rouge, LA
Each to his or her own regarding digital "crap," Mr
Kirkpatrick We merely reflect the world as wefind
it. Out of interest's sake, Iasked Madrigal's Mark
Glazier how many No.30s they had sold since its
introduction at the beginning of this year. Whereas
Mr. Kirkpatrick says he would be surprised !fthey
sellfive ayear, Mr. Glazier's answer was that, up
to the summer of '92, over 400 Mark Levinson
No.30s had been sold worldwide, withfive alone
going to Portugal.
-JA

BRAVO!

Editor:
The June 1992 issue "Letters" section immediately turned me from aspeculative subscriber to an out-and-out devotee of Stereophile.
First, as Iread RI.% rebuttal to the criticisms
launched at him for his review ofEnya's Shepherd Moons album, Iwas immediately struck
by the similarities of some of my own experiences to his on discovering and enjoying various types of music. Though my original perspective on "real music" was abit different
from his, Itoo had the good fortune of being
exposed to avariety of styles and genres of
music while at university. Over time, Ibecame quite humbled at the thought of my
own narrow-mindedness. Iam now continually amazed at all the music that is available
to enjoy, and Iam afraid that I'll run out of
time before Iget to hear it all. What keeps me
going is that Iknow there is always something new to discover. Imay not necessarily like all ofit, but then again that's the beauty
of it: you never know what new gems are
lurking around the corner.
The last paragraph in RL's comment in
June conveys my own thoughts much bet18

ter than Icould ever hope to express. Thanks
for showing that all music exists for all of us
to simply enjoy. Bravo!
Iwas also very much interested in the subject of Stereophile's questionable abundance
of reviews dedicated to costly high-end audio
equipment. Though Imay feel your balance
between expensive and modestly priced equipment to be just fine, Iwould also like to clarify that Iam not that type of person who can
buy the likes of Krell and Martin-Logan with
pocket change. And although my audio purchases need to be strictly budgeted, Ihave
discovered that in order to be able to maximize the enjoyment Iget from listening to
music in my own home, the equipment I
choose to buy eventually reflects that added
cost in terms of dollars and cents.
It is my belief, after talking with anumber of people who are interested in buying
quality audio gear, that, given the availability of areasonable amount of disposable income, there are many potential consumers
of true hi-fi who turn gun-shy at the thought
of spending any more than agiven dollar
amount. Of course, many are justified to limit
their spending. But after you eliminate those
people who have other financial priorities
(such as the trivialities of paying the mortgage and feeding the kids), and those who
are only interested in owning astereo to use
as aliving-room ornament that plays their
favorite tunes, you wind up with asegment
of the consumer population that is shortchanging itself. In my opinion, this is aresult
of both misinformation and the lack of information.
Pardon my indulgence in the following
analogy: If someone enters the car market
with, say, $12,000, that person would not
expect to come home with abrand-new Corvette. By the same token, if that individual
buys aFord Tempo, he or she will not try to
convince themselves or their friends that it
is just as good as aCorvette. With all due
respect to the designers, retailers, and owners
of Tempos, Iam sure that it can provide safe,
comfortable, and reliable transportation. But
it does not offer the performance of aCorvette, the luxury of aCadillac, or the engineering of aMercedes-Benz.
Ihope Iam not coming across as an audio
snob. Would you consider someone who appredates the attributes of awell-crafted automobile, or home, or piece of furniture, or tool
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BUILT
FROM THE

F

or most, the benefits of apre/power amplifier set-up is
rarely considered as many combinations cost thousands of

dollars-most are discouraged well before ademonstration.
Rotel, winners of What F11417 "Best product of the year 1991
and Best System has an affordable solution. Rotel introduces
the 360watt 8ohms (Bridged Mono) amplifier that can be bought
in stages.

o

ASIDE

Aclaimed by Audiophile

(11/91),

the RB980 can form the bean

of your audio system, it can grow as your system grows. Begin
by using one RB980 with 120watts nominal per channel and

then add another when you need. Audio Review am
measured the RB980; 137watts e 8ohms per channel, 267watts
4ohms per channel, 388watts e 2ohms per channel. Audio

Review noted, "a really great performance. The sound quality
is extraordinaryfor products in this price range."
Drive your amplifier with Remote Control AM/FM

tuner/preamp RTC950 motor-driven volume control and 20
presets or RC980 preamp with its non magnetic chassis which

cancels hysteresis distortion. Whichever you select, the sound
quality is going to be incredible. Also, check out the

Rotel CD players. They have

received worldwide aclaim.

Choke (lieu Rotel CD player

RCD965 'Best Buy' p'roduces the sort of sound that many
highend products wouldn't have ahope of
achieving." Hi-fl World (nisi) RCD965
"effortless sound quality..." CD &
HI-fl Buyer (12/91) again reviewing
the RCD965 "bass is tight, deep and
where appropriate, thunderous,
always well under control.
High frequencies are sweet
and clear..."

RTC 950
RCD96 5
RD9435

Designs developed in England by
audiophile Tony Mills, Rotel amplifiers truly are built from the
inside out using only premium parts. Selected for sound quality,
resisitors and capacitors come from Germany and the UK, while
special semiconductors orginate in USA. If you're on abudget
then consider the Rotel RB960 power amplifier, its of dual mono
design and capable of 60watts per channel in stereo. By bridging
apair of amplifiers you can feed your speakers with astunning
180watts. What HI-fl? cam) says, "a thoroughly commendable
performance. Great sound quality for price."
Designed in Britain Enjoyed Worldwide
ROTEL OF AMERICA

PO BOX 653
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BUFFALO
NY 14240

USA

TEL 1-800-7243903

as being asnob as well? As much as Iwould
like to, Icannot afford the new Linn CD
player. But spending $1500 for apair of
speakers recently brought some strange looks
and raised eyebrows from afew friends. The
point Iam trying to make here is that many
people have anarrow knowledge of the availability of quality audio gear.
A magazine such as Stereophile exists in order
hopefully to bring attention to that equipment which offers what is important: that is,
quality reproduction of music. Unfortunately,
the best of this equipment is expensive because quality design, engineering, and manufacture are expensive. But if listening to and
enjoying music are important to someone,
then they are doing themselves afavor by exploring all the possibilities available to them.
Stereophile allows that search to be alittle
bit easier, in avariety of price ranges. Then
again, would you want to read acar magazine
full of articles on Skodas and Yugos?
HENRY HUSAR
Ontario, Canada

You HEARD THE MAN

Editor:
Flipping through the pages oían old Stereophile (October 1989), Istumbled upon an
indignant reply to one of my letters—a letter
in which Iagreed with J. Gordon Holt that
classical music is the only standard for judging the absolute sound of acomponent. The
writer called me an "elitist snob!' Thank you.
I'll go even further: classical music—Western
or Eastern—is the only music worthy of being
called music. Sorry, folks, but ljust turned 44,
and you know what? Idon't give adamn
what Bob Dylan has to say about anything?
Eric Clapton is as dead as Tutankhamen. The
Dead are as dead as, well, Bob Dylan. Rock
is either for the angry, drugged, hormonally
hysterical young or the emotionally regressed,
intellectually disadvantaged middle-aged.
And if someone doesn't like my point of view
they can write aletter to this magazine and
call me an elitist snob.
PETER REICHELT
Flushing, NY

HOLT ON CLARIFICATION

Editor:
Iwould like to clarify two statements that I
3Dylan = William Blalcè ("Letters," October 1991). Get sober,
RL!
20

made in my brief Summer CES report
(Vol.15 No.8, p.90).
First, Isaid "I have never cared about how
something works, only about how it sounds."
Almost true but not quite, because things
other than sound alone can affect one's reaction to aproduct. What Ishould have said
was ". ..
only about how well it works." That
would include everything from how easy it
is to use, to whether or not it blows up when
you turn it on. (Besides, the revised version
reads better.)
Second, Ireferred to Deutsche Grammophon as "a record company not exactly
known for its great recordings!' Although
that is generally true today, during the '60s
and '70s European DGs were excellent, even
by 1992 standards. But for domestic distribution, copies of DG's original tapes were
re-equalized "to the American taste" and
recut here. They were thin, strident, and restricted in dynamic range. Did American
consumers really have such bad taste in
sound?
J. GORDON HOLT
Boulder, CO

HOLT ON ROWLAND

Editor:
Iown one of the largest Jeff Rowland Design
Group dealerships in the United States. Favorable or less than favorable mention of
JRDG products in Stereophile touches my
business. J. Gordon Holt's recent CES treatment of amarvelous man and his products
diminishes all of us.
Ihave had the pleasure of listening to music
played through Jeff's wonderful gear for
hundreds ofhours. Ihave been privileged to
be able to discuss music and the art of its
reproduction with Jeff extensively.
Iknow Jeff Rowland to be the type of listener who reserves final judgment until he
has thoroughly and exhaustively tested a
component.
Iknow Jeff Rowland to be adisarmingly
honest, truly caring, and keenly sensitive
man. Jeff Rowland is the epitome of what is
right and good about high-end audio.
Judging by the recklessness of your CES
report, you, Mr. Holt, are no Jeff Rowland.
DR. HOWARD M. HOROWITZ
President, Audio Center, Inc.
Ft. Lauderdale, FL
Iread Dr. Horowitz's letter with puzzlement as
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Icouldn't actually remember apassage inJGH's
CES report where he had summarily trashedJeff
Rowland the man orJeffRowland the components.
All IcouldfindfromJGH in our August issue were
thefollowing passages: "Although I've heard the
[Avalon] Ascents anumber of times in Boulder,
mostly with Rowland amps (all the rage here, it
seems), Ihad been properly impressed but never
bowled over The speakersjust never seemed to come
to life. ..
Ialso confirmed, in the Rowland room,
something Ihad long suspected: Rowland's amplifiers tend to sound rather recessed. In Rowland's
CES room, the Ascents sounded detailed enough,
but because of the backed-off midrange, they never
really came to life—just as they never had in my
previous experience" "Recklessness," Dr Horowitz?
It seems likefair reporting of one man's experience
to me.

M ISSED BRAHMS

Editor:
Mortimer H. Frank's "Building aLibrary"
on the Brahms Piano Concerto 2in September would have benefited from discussing the
recent release by Ivan Moravec and the Czech
Philharmonic Orchestra (Supraphon 1109532031). This unusual performance differs strikingly, and convincingly so, from the ones discussed.
P. HES
SEMER
Chicago, IL

M IS SED MAHLER
Editor:
It's understandable how Kevin Conldin might
have been led to believe that Deutsche Grainmophon's audio and video releases of Mahler's Symphony 8with Leonard Bernstein
and the Vienna Philharmonic (Vol.15 No.8)
were taken from the same performance Had
he been on his toes, however, he would have
discovered that they are, in fact, different performances in different cities.
While the audio release was taped at the
Salzburg Festival in August 1975, the video
was recorded in Vienna in the Konzerthaus
in September 1975. Also, the lineup of vocal
soloists is somewhat altered: on the video,
Edda Moser and Ingrid Mayr replace Margaret Price and Trudeliese Schmidt, respectively.
To make matters even more interesting, the
Vienna performance is better than the Salzburg one in every way—even more fervent
(if that can be imagined), more cohesively
played and sung. The laserdisc version of the
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1992

video is also far more attractive sonically,
without the glare of capsized balances that
mar the CDs.
Frarddy, DG should have issued the audio
portion of the video performance on CD, as
they did with the fragment of Symphony 10
elsewhere in the set.
RICHARD GINELL
Beverly Hills, CA

M A! COREY TOLD AFIB ON ME!
Editor:
"Hush, son. You be one tattletale"
But MA! Corey said he did "every CD
tweak in the book;' but he never tried mine
and he badmouths it to everybody! Ma,
Corey used to be fun, now he POKES fun.
Please, do something. He's become aregular
Misstra-Know-It-All (No-Need-ta-Listen):
"If we want digital to get better, we need to
start focusing on real improvements, not
fiddly-ass little 'tweak o' the week' BandAids" (Stereophile, August 1992, pp.85-87).
Ma, don't that sound jes' like some AES
honcho tryin' to talk way cool? Corey show
himself no true scientist, else he wonder how
and why BandAids work, which even Digital
Lad cannot explain. Suppose Coreyman do
get that new Sony SBM disc collection for
Christmas like he want, my trusty Benjamin
still gonna degauss 'em to apurer realm and
the Corybant 4still won' know why 'cause
he obviously happy as shit droppin,' like every
lemming, "another ten bucks [per disc] for
CDs of this kind of quality."
What ascene! Boy Corey fronting Corporate Culture Club! From his roost as Young
Contributing Editor he may well ridicule
cheap tweak° gizmos—but to the everlasting
detriment of physical science. For here we
have an unaccounted major malefactor in CD
reproduction, intensely audible on every system; atweak that subsumes most others; a
miracle solution to low-level compression,
headachey glare, and fuzzy bass; designers
and reviewers who refuse to listen; and this
bambino with achip on his shoulder.
Mark my word, history will confirm that
in every CD to date, whirling embedded static
charge erects aMaxwellian field that somehow tilts the read mechanism. Call it perhaps
4The Corybant?! Look it up! "Class. myth. Any of the spirits
or secondary divinities attending Cybele with wild music and
dancing and following her over the mountains by torchlight.
Corybantic: a
gitated; unrestrained. Also, Corybantine" I
rest
my case.
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For your nearest NAD dealer call TOLL FREE 1-800-263-4641.

FiùUnyi1 shere! The NAD 505 combines the convenienc
of afive disc carousel compact disc changer with the
kind of performance that has won critical acclaim
worldwide for single-disc NAD players. At NAD, the
music is the most important feature. Come hear the
difference.
WorldRadioHistory

another form of LIM (Logic Intermoduladon) distortion, which just last year at this
time no one knew about either. Yet Mr. Greenberg, who never solicited an explanation from
me, appears adamant that Benjy won't touch
his rave new Sony 20-bit-supermapped discs.
For all he knows, Sony has discovered degaussing!
Thus we get classic hubris entwined with
advance PR for rollout of CD Mk.II, which
years ago Idourly predicted was already on
the drawing boards and would be made
compatible with MILL—unlike the upcoming Mk.III, which will have us buy another
whole disc collection plus different players.
And the groovy new kid on Delgado with
streetsmart quill and Harley-Atkinson T-shirt
falls for it! GET REAL. Nasty child! Ma, my
little brother needs bathing and agood spanking. Or willya unbox his ears? Better yet, take
away his she key! NNYAAHH!
'Couple other things about last August,
for all you mothers out there. Bob Harley's
response to readers Paprocki and McCortney
on audiophiles vs recording engineers deserves bravos! We all play on the same team,
pro good sound, no need to bash each other
when the tone-deaf Money Power truly controls the industry. Nevertheless, their obvious
pandering to lowest-common-denominator
taste fails ridiculously at times. "To the listener with atable radio, the bass-shifting trick
increases the ability to enjoy music:' we read.
Beg to differ! Agreed, "many in the recording
community just don't know what ahigh-end
system can do" Ifind, however, that whatever
plays best on my Big Rig also sounds great
on my mono car radio. Figure it!
Kevin Conklin scores heavy too, thankfrilly recovered from his recent burnout. Yes,
Mitropoulos and Horenstein are the guys to
beat in the Mahler Eighth ("Symphony of
aThousand" to you underachievers), and he
exhibits considerable courage saying so in
Stereophile since Dmitri comes in mono and
Jascha, astunning rarissima BBC transcription, fell into very few lucky hands. (A 1984
Discophile edition, made by playing the BBCs
with aV15, was asonic washout.) Kevin only
omitted the third top contender. Forget Mehta,
Sold, Tennstedt, Bernstein, Ozawa, Haitink,
Shaw—they don't make 'em like Hermann
Scherchen any more! The conductor with the
greatest-sounding Mahler symphony in stereo! (The Second!) Anyone care to join my
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1992

Hermann Scherchen Society?
CLARK JOHNSEN
The Listening Studio, Boston, MA

BLAME THE MUSICIANS
Editor:
A recording engineer who would poorly
mike an instrument to create extra mixing
sessions (in view of the infinite potential for
excess time in mixdown sessions) certainly
has no couth. It is unlikely that, without
the help of accountants, MBAs, and knobtwisting wannabes, there would be as much
equipment used at arecording session. PBS
produces really great orchestral recordings
on the radio mostly with two or three microphone setups, often permanently mounted
in the recording hall for that purpose.
But in RH's August "As We See It," "A
Clash of Values," he misses what every
recording studio knows: that it is the musicians who demand multi-track.
Try talking to asinger who wants a32track recording of his guitar and his voice,
"because more tracks are better since all the
pros use it."
DONALD BISBEE
Columbus, OH

BLAME HARLEY
Editor:
Iwould like to compliment Robert Harley
on avery decent tutorial for the newer members of the audiophile community ("A Clash
of Values:' August 1992). It must become
tedious to periodically repeat fundamental
material for the new readers. Mr. Harley seems
to have striven to maintain balance on his
presentation of two sides ola long-running
debate.
Evidently this article was inspired by John
McCortney's reaction to aletter Ihad written
afew months ago. Not having seen his letter,
Ican only react to what is evident through
RH's essay. Ithink that Mr. McCortney loses
points for not recognizing aTom Maglioni/
Corey Greenberg-style rave when he sees
one. And he really should have been able to
figure out that, as ahi-fi-literate member of
the Stereophile readership community, he
probably wasn't the object of my concerns.
Mr. Harley was talking about me, though,
by name. And he badly misrepresented me
and what Ibelieve. Ido feel obliged to try to
repair the record on afew points.
RH: "I share Mr. McCortney's frustration
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"Have you seen Elvis?"
Convenient, compact, durable,
wonderful sound—the endearing qualities of compact discs.
Trouble is, you've quickly
collected so many CDs that
finding Blue Suede Shoes when
you want to play it has become
areal problem.

From playing asingle track on a
specific CD to playing acustom
sequence of dozens of tracks or
CDs, the CD Library lets you
choose how to play your
favorite music—from anywhere
in your home. Want to play an
hour of baroque music?

Until now.
The Proceed CD Library stores,
organizes, and gives you
flexible access to your one
hundred favorite compact discs.
Not just ahigh-capacity CD
changer, the CD Library lets you

100-CD LIBRARY

How about all of your jazz
CDs? Or acontinuously
repeating sequence of pre-'68
Beatles? It's up to you.
Such power and convenience
don't come at the expense of
first-class sound. Comparable
to any of today's "audiophilequality" single-disc CD players,
the CD Library's superb sonics
are the result of the same engineering that produced the
acclaimed Proceed PCD, PDP,
and PDT.

organize your CD collection, in
the way that works best for you.
No more juggling jewel boxes.
No more scrambling to find
the right liner notes. The CD
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with Mr. Paprocki's dismissal of. ..
closemiking ...
and therefore the skills of all recording engineers?' All of them? Every single
little bitty one, all the way around the world?
This is apretty darned unlikely interpretation, isn't it? Would anyone outside of amental institution actually mean to say something
as irresponsibly absolute as that?
What Isaid was "Recording engineers..
That could mean any number of them greater
than one, but suggests asubstantial subset
of them. Let's try reading this as "the majority of recording engineers?' If one can infer
from RH's statement regarding the vast majority of recordings, it looks like he and Iare
right in sync on this one.
RH: "A blanket condemnation of.. close
miking techniques is clearly wrong, particularly when issued by someone without
practical experience in the matter?'
Oh, man, what am Igoing to say about
this? Boom, there goes half of my life.
Ihate this credentials stuff What am Isupposed to talk about? About almost 25 years
of part-time stage, soundboard, studio, 'scope,
and soldering-iron experience? About almost
35 years of idolizing the art of the 45rpm single? About building my own racks to take
studio gate modules on the road (before there
were good portable ones)? About regularly
direct-injecting everything on stage, including lead guitar, in order to punch in nearsubliminal illumination onto hooky phrases?
About the recordists I've witnessed at work,
good and otherwise? About ...
RH: "It isn't the engineer's prerogative to
stop the session to experiment with twealcy
techniques ..." So just what the heck is so
tweaky about dropping amike stand on the
floor 2' east of where you dropped it yesterday? Ieven took the trouble to include in my
letter arule of thumb for hi-fi miking as it
could be done, so it's already ano-brainer.
And as for the different kinds of music for
different purposes, please note that Imost
distinctly specified ensemble playing. Not
jingles. Not Ministry records. Not dance
mixes. Not every crank-it-out gig astudio
ever gets. Ithink Iwas adequately clear on
this point, assuming cultural literacy on the
part of the reader.
Iknow where RH was trying to go with
his article. There are plenty of audiophiles
around with no sense of context 5 and no
knowledge of technique. But geez, why did
STEREOPHILE, N OVEMBER 1992

you have to appoint me as their spokesman?
I'm scarcely your best choice in that matter,
and my years of fairly intelligent correspondence (and afew raves) in your magazine and
others should attest to that.
So am Isteamed? Yeah, alittle. Ishould be.
But misunderstandings don't always wreck
acquaintanceships. Sometimes they're the
shared experiences from which friendships
grow. I'll be looking forward to the opportunity someday to shake Mr. Harley's hand.
HILARY PAPROCKI

RIGHT?

Rochester, NY

Editor:
7pm, August 24, 1992, The Big Apple:
Klick, klack. ..
Shlack.. .
Istuck my right hand into the deep, narrow mailbox. My mind raced through the
monthly bills, wondering which one(s) arrived today and wishing that Stereophile were
as regular as Con-Ed and New York Telephone in their monthly dispatches!
Then Ifelt asmooth, glossy object under
the pile of envelopes. What could this be?
Can't see it yet, but Ican feel it. ..
wait a
minute—no way! Idon't Corey believe it.
Well, guys, it happened. For three months
running, Ireceived my copies of Stereophile
on time, and that was only the beginning. I
scanned the cover page, and what did Isee?
Budget equipment! No, Iam not one of those
guys who rant about insufficient budget
equipment reviews or the lack thereof in Stereophild but even if Iwere, this issue would
have been enough to placate me 'dl thy kingdom come. Featured were some new and old
equipment by manufacturers whose products
make up agood chunk ofmy budget system:
Kinergetics Research, PS Audio, and Dynaco.
The latter was added two nights ago after
losing one channel in my workhorse Perreaux! Have you guys been watching me or
what? Now, if you really, really want to
shock me, you would have Corey Greenberg
tell me about the Dynaco—like Ilike it! So,
5Lately Ifind this business of cultures more engaging than
messing with the Victrola. Idisagree with your anthropologists. (All anthropologists? Every single little bitty one?)
Every judgment is made in some context. Depending on the
context, there will generally be winner and loser cultures
within any single comparison. The results of all non-frivolous
comparisons can ultimately be summed up. The sums will
not all be equal. Probably, for instance, Santa Fe beats Haiti.
6As far as Iam concerned, Stereophile is in the fast and safe
lane as long as quality is the driving fuel.
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let's see. ..
[flip, flip] ...
here we go: equipment review. ..Dynaco Stereo 70 Mk.II ...
Corey!! No, wait ...
maybe his name was on
adifferent line. Let's eyeball the line s-1-ow-1-y ...eeerrrhhhh... .yeah!!!
Whew! Let me Tellig to you guys, Ilike my
soup with plenty of curry and spice in it. This
time, Stereophile really whipped it up. Iknew
this was going to be another sleepless night
when, on p.123, Corey said he was going to
let the geezers sort it out in thefunny pages! For
starters, Ineed some advice. Iam thinking
about getting married—someday! How do
you married men out there handle asituation like this? Imean, what do you do when
you have aCorey-hot-Stereophile in your hands
and she is feeling honey?
Congratulations to you, Stereophile, for Telhg it like it is and, yes, for all the controversies
you whip up, intended or not.
PETER OBANOR
New York, NY

RIGHT and WRONG?
Editor:
Strangely, Ifind both protagonists in the
latest Gunfight at the Austin Corral to be
both right and wrong. The shootout Irefer
to is, of course, contained in the gunsmoke
of Corey Greenberg's review of the Dynaco
Stereo 70 Series II and Bob Rapoport of Panor's corresponding "Manufacturer's Comment" (Stereophile, September 1992).
Mr. Rapoport's criticism of CG's utilizing
only the one set of rather inefficient speakers
is certainly not without merit. This amplifier
should be reviewed primarily with ancillary
equipment that the average Dynaco buyer
might use. Then, additional auditions with
other speakers can be revealing and informative. Franldy, rereading the review and the
letters from Panor would seem to indicate
that multiple speakers should have been used,
if only to further test and comment on the
effect that the frequency-limiting circuits had
on different amplifier/speaker interfaces Such
information would have been of great help
to potential customers of a$1000 tube amplifier. ..
Where Idisagree with him is his petulant
"you won't play by my rules, so I'll take my
ball and go home—so there!" attitude. This
does not seem consistent with the persona
of the mature person who helped conceive
of the marketing potential of reviving an old
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1992

and very honored marque.
Mr. Rapoport is also partially in error in
stating that no dealer has the original Dynacos to compare with the new. Ipersonally
know of adealer handling the "new" Dynaco product who also handles some used
gear, and on my last visit had at least six original or modified ST7Os on the shelf. If
needed, any one of these could be hooked up
for acomparison. Indeed! Ihave heard one
such comparison, and the new ST70 was
clearly the winner—with the correct amplifier-to-speaker interface.
When Iwas much younger, Iwas advised
by parents that whenever you wrote avery
serious letter, the ideal was to put it into a
drawer for acouple of days; then, after this
cooling-off period, reread it before mailing.
Methinks Mr. Rapoport's parents lacked this
parental advice. Writing aletter to Stereophile's
advertising rep and stating that its editor
treated him like an "asshole" has its ironic
humor. This is not the way to make friends
in avery small, closed industry; the irony is
that in making such aremark, Mr. Rapoport
employs the same writing style that got CG
in hot water some time back. Maybe that
thought is afitting commentary on this whole
issue: "If you can't lick 'em, join 'ern.' If Mr.
Rapoport sincerely believes this is the manner
in which JA treated him, then such acomment might be barely permissible over a
cocktail to afriend, but my personal rule is
never to call someone an obscenity in print
unless you are prepared to go behind the barn
and defend yourself. Gloves, anyone?
As along-time subscriber to Stereophile,
TAS, and other publications, it is my considered opinion that these silly little cat-fights
have no place in audio review journalism. I
can't seem to get the Royal Family or Woody
Allen off the front pages of my daily newspaper, so why should Iput up with petty
bickering in the pages of allegedly respectable
special-interest publications? There is no
place for this here! Article after article in the
audio press decries poorer sales, the lack of
amass audience that understands or appreciates, and now—valuable space devoted to
bickering is not right.
Idon't envy any reviewer's task. Basically,
it is ano-win situation. In spite of admonitions to the contrary, many readers take areviewer's comments as gospel buying recommendations, something that isn't helped by
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the mentality of "sell the Mercedes and move
your wife into White Slavery" so you can
afford this week's "in" product. The bottom
line, however, is that the product should
speak for itself. Corey Greenberg 7may find
flaws in aproduct; it is his duty as areviewer
to point out said flaws, and also the strengths.
Iam alittle dismayed that his reviewing process did not allow for the aforementioned
multiple speaker choices. It would have added
impact to his report.
Ihave listened to the Stereo 70 Series II and
found it to be everything that Steven Stone
described in his TAS review (Issue 75/76,
January '92). My personal opinion is that this
amplifier does everything it purports to do
—admirably. The differences, as we all know,
in going up in price are incremental gains in
refinement. If you can afford to do so—then
go for it! But if aproduct such as the new editions of the PAS3 and ST70 can gain some
converts from department-store rack systems, then agreat leap forward will have been
made in converting asegment of consumers
from Japanese Bells & Whistles junk to at
least an enticing view of what high-end
audio is all about.
TONY GLYNN
Salem, OR

W RONG?

Editor:
In response to Bob Rapoport's ranting, raving, holding his breath, and laying on the
floor kicking and screaming: Puh-lease. Hose
this man down before his head explodes.
Iwas considering the Dynaco for my next
amp—I've got about athousand busks and
I'm hot for tubes. Irespect Corey Greenberg's
opinions, but even if he had said the Stereo
70 SUUUUUUUCKED, that wouldn't
have stopped me from auditioning it. Hey,
7A little over ayear ago. Ihad occasion to write directly to
Stereophik's resident enfant terrible when Itook issue with him
over some comments he had made about someone in an article. In return, Ireceived avery nice response, well-reasoned
and -thought-out, explaining the purpose of his article May
Ialso add that his response was not couched in the excessive
"street" language that brought such adeluge of reader response. Yet, in further defense of Corey, may Inote that over
the past year his writing style has matured significantly, so
overall Iwelcome the addition of CG to the ranks of Sterrophik
reviewers. The early lapses into certain vulgar excesses, Ithink,
can be chalked up to the testing of the envelope by ayoung,
new writer, and also to one who is seriously defending his
First Amendment freedoms. It now seems that CG has realized that the review is the focus of an article, not dever coining
of phrases (except when necessary) or writing like the chief
scriptwriter on an Eddie Murphy movie Hell, you only need
three words for that anyway.
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Mr. Rapoport, I've read the good reviews too.
And Iknow that the first rule of audio is listen
with your own ears, for your own tastes, and
make up your own damn mind. Much to the
credit of all the high-end journals, this is
stressed over and over in their pages. Mr.
Rapoport should give audiophiles abit more
credit. His attempted character assassination
of Corey Greenberg misses the target and
sprays verbal bullets into the crowd of innocent bystanders: us, his potential customers.
He really steps over the line in his letter to
Ken Nelson where he claims that Corey's
choice of music is suspect. Idon't know what
"boomers" he's referring to, but Iwas born
in '55 and Istill like to rock and Ilike to hear
it on good gear. Mr. Rapoport's elitist hissy
fit brings me to this: Iwon't be auditioning
the Dynaco after all. Any manufacturer that
insults my taste in music, fills my favorite
magazine with hateful spite, and tries to financially punish those who dare dislike his
product will not receive any support from
me now or in the future.
BRAD ADAMS
New York, NY

ANEASY CHOICE
Editor:
On occasion Iam fortunate to accumulate
enough money to be able to purchase good
stereo equipment. On such occasions Ihave
difficulty in making my choices, because
there is so much good equipment available.
For this reason, Ithank the Panor Corporation and Mr. Rapoport for making my decision abit easier: Ihave removed Dynaco from
my list of equipment candidates.
HARRY ICLUGER
Reading, MA

FLAWS?

Editor:
Iread CG's review of the new Dynaco Stereo
70 II amplifier with great interest. Ihave used
Stereo 70s for several years, and my own experience confirms his. The unmodified Stereo
70 has somewhat mushy bass and asoft, dull
high end with low resolution. It doesn't stand
up to comparison with today's state-of-theart tube amplifiers.
A few years ago, after encountering much
hearsay and little substantial information
about Stereo 70 modifications, Idecided to
tear one apart to find out why it didn't equal
the best modern amplifiers and what could
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be done about it. Ibegan by disconnecting
the negative feedback loop, which masks circuit weaknesses. What Ifound was aserious
but little-known flaw in the original design:
Because of the very high plate resistance of
its 7199 pentode input stage, it had extremely
poor frequency response: down 13dB at
20kHz with the original circuit. The output
transformer, which has sometimes taken
blame for the Stereo 70's limitations, was
excellent.
After much experimentation, Ifound that
when Imade the input stage function as a
triode (by connecting the 7199 plate to the
screen grid through acapacitor), the frequency response radically improved. Since
this reduced the gain, Iadded apair of 12AU7
dual triodes with cathodes connected together for additional amplification and to operate as drivers for the output tub& Curiously,
this approximated the classic Williamson
amplifier circuit, first published in 1947, the
year of that other great electronic breakthrough, the transistor.
The bottom line is that the sound of the
modified Stereo 70 is absolutely stunning.
It also measures better: Response is down
only 2dB at 100kHz, and 10kHz squarewaves really look like squarewaves (even
without negative feedback). In comparison
to the Audio Research Classic 30, it lacks only
the last degree of image stability. Irecently
had aKrell owner tell me that my system
sounded better than his—the ultimate audiophile ego trip!
Iwould hope that we soon see aDynaco
Stereo 70 III that corrects the major weakness of the original Stereo 70. Such an amplifier would have aWilliamson-type circuit
with areal dual-triode front end (probably
a12AX7). Panor and Van Alstine may argue
it out about who originated the bandwidthlimiting circuits on the Stereo 70 H's front
end, but such crippling circuits have no place
in ahigh-end design! The original Stereo 70
had many virtues, but the dull, low-resolution high end was not one of them, and has
no place in amodern amplifier with highend aspirations.
NORMAN KOREN
Encinitas, CA

8The complete details of this modification were published
in the January 1992 issue of Glass Audio, available by writing P.O. Box 176, Peterborough, NH 13458, or by phoning
(603) 924-9464. Asample issue is $4.
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UNDISCIPLINED SUBJ
ECTIVE
REVIEWING?
Editor:
Icontinue to be amazed at Robert Harley's
defense of—and indulgence in—undisciplined
"subjectivist" reviewing. Never mind that he's
chummy with the manufacturers, who often
lend him the equipment and even personally
install it in his system. Never mind that he
brings all sorts of preconceptions and expectations to his listening sessions, based on the
name of the manufacturer, the price of the
unit, and the promotional literature he reads
first. All of this, Mr. Harley assures us, he ignores when he writes about the sound.
Even if that were true, what about his ultimate lack of standards or criteria for judging the sound? Take his recent review of the
EAD DSP-7000 D/A converter (September
1992), aproduct Ihappen to own and aproduct that has been showered with praise from
other reviewers, including several at Stereophile.
Mr. Harley's critique of the DSP-7000
often bordered on the unintelligible. Example: "It was hard to pinpoint exactly what the
DSP-7000 was doing wrong, but its synthetic, unnatural character was unmistakable."
Come again? What does he mean by "synthetic" sound? Example: "[It] was somewhat
analogous to the difference between real vanilla ice cream and vanilla-flavored ice cream!'
Did Mr. Harley eat his review sample?
This kind of self-indulgent blather fails to
inform the reader. Igather that Mr. Harley
preft.acd the converters made by Kinergetics
and Bitwise, which is certainly his prerogative, but Ilearned nothing from the review
about how well the DSP-7000 measures up
against any meaningful standard or criterion
for judging reproduced sound. Isn't that what
component reviews are supposed to be about?
M ICHAEL W.STEINBERG
Bethesda, MD

HIGHLY ILLUMINATING
REVIEWING?
Editor:
The Stereophile review of the EAD DSP-7000
was highly illuminating and will enable me
to better judge the sonic filters, aka ear-brain
responses, of Bob Harley, your top digital
reviewer. For the first time Iam now able to
accurately gauge his sense of what sounds
good to my own sense of same. They are
31
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not equal.
As an avid reader of Stereophile, and having read virtually all of Bob's reviews on the
subject of digital, Ihave been struck many
times by differences between his taste and
mine. This first carne to light with the reviews
of the Theta DSPs. These processors have
been raved about by Harley and others. Sometime after reading these reviews Idecided to
audition them in my system, beginning with
the Prime, moving to the Basic, and ending
with the Generation II DS Pro Balanced. At
first Iwas favorably impressed with these
processors, noting aheightened sense of
thereness. But time is the best judge of the
best, and with time these processors began
to grate on my nerves. What initially sounded
like "so much more music" was, after extensive auditioning, an overly detailed "hi-fi in
your face" rendition of music that caused my
head to ring. It was enough to drive me from
the room. Not on all music, but enough so
that with certain frequencies it verged on
pain. On many tunes, though, these processors were spectacular. This characteristic was
more true of the Basic and DS Pro than the
Prime, which Ifound to be alittle boringY
Having been amusician for many years,
playing cello, string bass, and keyboards, I
have strong views of what instruments sound
like. It is in this domain that Ifound these
processors to fail the most. Take Shostakovich's Viola Sonata on ECM," with Kim
Kashkashian and Robert Levin. The piano
sound during thefftofffpages often verged
on synthesized, and to my ears sounded unrealistic. Having apiano in my house and
having heard this piece live, Iknow what it
should sound like; even allowing for piano
differences and acoustics, apiano it ain't. The
Thetas also gave me the impression on much
music that the resolution of the digits was so
high that it appeared like aphotograph (auralgraph?) enlarged to the point where the grain
is perceptible. Ido remember Bob once describing the Theta sound as having a"Technicolor" presentation that was not aproblem for him. It was aproblem for me. In fact,
Irecall one review where the issue of neu9At the time, Iattributed this sound to the one-bit nature of
the Prime. In my experience, these processors share common
traits of shrunken soundstage and "polite" highs.
10 An excellent performance combined with avery believable
"space" for the two instruments. Instead of the performers
being in your living room, you are in the hall where the music
was performed. Highly recommended "reference" discs.
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trality was called into question with respect
to Theta's sonics and those of another processor (Wadia 2000, Ithink).
Other DSP processors Iauditioned before
settling on the EAD included the Proceed
PDP 2(also reviewed by Harley and considered Class C), the Wadia 2000, and the Krell
32 SBP. My impressions ranged from okay
(PDP 2) to not enough of apositive difference heard (Krell, Wadia). Is the price asked
worth the differences in sound gained? For
the Wadia and Krell, Idid not think so. For
the PDP 2, the sound was just too boring.
Ifound the EAD DSP that Harley "could
not recommend" to offer the best combination of realism and non-irritation. Ihave chosen it for my reference complementing my
Sony 608—soon to be an EAD T-7000 transport with AT&T Glass, my Krell KBL/KPA,
Rowland Series IV Model 7s, Thiel CS5s,11
SOTA Star/SME V/Monster Genesis II,
AudioQuest Clear, Lapis, Emerald, MIT
cabled system. ..
With the EAD Iam now able to listen to
digital for prolonged periods of time without
the fatigue Ifelt from the other DSPs. What
the EAD does that Iappreciate most is mitigate the differences between the sonic "Gestalts" of the analog and digital mediums.
With the EAD Ican move between analog
and digital with minimal differences in my
ear-brain set. This Iview as amajor breakthrough. Iconcede that this could be unique
to me, but, given the word-of-mouth reputation of the EAD, Ido not think so. It does
this without calling into the question the
price/performance dilemma that is amajor
hurdle in considering many high-end DSPs
today. Does it sound better, and is it worth
it, is the key issue for the audiophile to address. The EAD does what Iexpect from it
—improve my sound—without asking that
Itake out asecond mortgage on my home
or sacrifice what is important to me musically. We should applaud EAD's technical
achievements and their pricing model as the
way things should be but seldom are.
Readers would do well to audition the EAD
and compare what sounds the most natural
and most musical. We should bear in mind
11 My choice of the Thiel CS5s was based on their ability to
"image" apiano in aroom. Their broad frequency range and
small drivers give the piano on many recordings the quickness
and weight of the real thing. A stunning achievement. Ishould
point out that Steteophilds enigmatic review of the Thiels (June
'90) was not afactor in my choosing this speaker.
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that it's always abalancing act in any case. It
is, after all, the rare component that sounds
bad with all music. Generally, we have to
make decisions based on what sounds best
with the widest range of our music. The perfect component does not exist. If it did, I
doubt we could get agreement on it between
Stereophile and The Abso!ute Sound! In my
mind, and at this stage in digitars evolution,
the EAD represents one of the best values on
the market today. ..
Having reached this condusion about Bob
Harley's taste, will this stop me from taking
his or Stereophile's reviews seriously? Of
course not. Iread it, as well as TAS, mainly
to find out what's new in audio, not for what
components sound good. What this does,
however, is give me abenchmark for Harley's
reviews. Inow know that what he often does
not like, Iwill, and what he raves about is
likely to be problematic to my tastes. Which
is right? We both are. That's what makes this
hobby so much fun.
DAVE WILLIAMS
Portland, OR
POLITE BUT CAUSTIC
REVIEWING?
Editor:
Ihave carefully read your polite, but caustic, review of the EAD DSP-7000 and am
disturbed by the contents. Idefine myself as
adedicated music-lover in pursuit of excellent
sound... Ihave lived with the '7000 for
about amonth (without the AT&T jacks) and
have been favorably impressed with the unit's
overall musicality and unobtrusive presentation of performances. Ifound no truth in
the vitriolic opinions of RH and JA relative
to the performance of the unit that Ipurchased. Most of all, Itrust my ears and believe
that most of my components allow me a
glimpse into the window of exceptional musical reproduction that we strive to achieve.
Based upon this, Icannot hold with the
opinions that were published. More disturbing was the review in The Abso!ute Sound,
which was 180° different from the carefully
worded presentation in your magazine. Something must be inherently wrong with the hifi world when two respected publications
end up in decidedly different camps on the
identical piece of equipment. Who should the
novice trust on these matters? Isay their ears,
but then all people have not developed their
aural organs to asufficient degree to be the
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1992

discriminating consumers that this passion
demands. It seems to me that there should
be some sort of minimal consensus that responsible journalists adhere to in order to
insure that the buying public is best served.
In the case of the dueling '7000 reviews,
someone is being less than honest in their
appraisal of afine piece of equipment. Iside
with the positive review the product received
in TAS simply because Iown the particular
component and am familiar with its attributes.
ATHEIL LASHLEY
Taylors, SC

J
UST PLAIN WRONG REVIEWING?

Editor:
To quote from J. Gordon Holt's critique of
high-end audio in the September issue: "And
whenever we hear aloudspeaker or aCD
player that shows subversive signs of sounding more 'alive' or 'realistic' than most, we
dismiss it out of hand as being too 'forward'
or 'aggressive.' As if alot of real music isn't
forward and aggressive!"
In the same issue, Robert Harley criticizes
Enlightened Audio's DSP-7000 digital processor for being "overly aggressive and brittle"
(italics mine). The main criticism of the unit
by RH and JA seemed to be that the '7000
was too "hi-fi sounding!" How curious. Could
Mr. Holt possibly have had Messrs. Harley
and Atkinson in mind when he leveled his
criticism of critics?
Having been once married to apianist who
practiced at home, Ican assure you that pianos
are not polite instruments. Playedforte, they
are pushy, strident, harsh, loud, and even
aggressive That's what they are supposed to
be. That is what Ihear through the DSP7000. On music that is genuinely shy and
retiring, so is the DSP-7000.
Come on, guys. The DSP-7000 is just fine,
and so is my hearing. In fact, it is agreat unit
drawing the best out of all the music Iplay.
LOUIS BENCZE
Ridgefield, WA
DON'T CANCEL MY
SUB SCRIPTION
Editor:
Iamjoining the inevitable onslaught of readers who are puzzled (notice Idid not say
"outraged") by RH's and JA's review in September of the EAD DSP-7000.
Ido not agree with anything they wrote
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as you can get.
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your bank account.
Meet the new re3 line-level preamplifier from Audio Research.
An all-new circu-it design with .
optionalbajamed outputs.
Honest, fdithful reproduction. iepetrkling dynainks.
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about the EAD. Ipurchased an EAD for reasons that contradict its description in these
pages. Ifind that music does indeed flow
from the EAD, and is not forced in any way.
Ifeel that its treble is one of the best of the
digital processors available today. Also, while
the EAD's bass may not equal that of aTheta
Generation III or the Mark Levinson No30,
it is certainly not slow and fat.
Iburned my EAD in for aweek before
serious listening and discovered that the sound
improved even more after aweek's worth of
CD playing. Ifound the DSP-7000 to be
extremely cable-sensitive. Itried the Aural
Symphonics Digital Link, TARA Labs Digital Reference, SimplyPhysics Byteline 111,
XL0 Type 4, ICirnber Kable KCAG, and Siltech HF-6. The Siltech won, and by awide
margin. Ifound the Aural Symphonics and
TARA Labs to be poor choices for the EAD
due to reasons that parallel some of RH's
criticisms of the processor. ..
It is apossibility that some of RH's criticisms stem from
auditioning the EAD in 8x-oversampling
mode. Ihave to agree with RH's dislike of the
8x mode. However, although RH heard that,
"Running at 4x, the DSP-7000 had agreater
openness, less treble hash, and was overall
more musical," he only performed "nearly
all" his auditioning and comparisons with
the Bitwise and the Kinergetks in 4x mode.
He should have done all his listening in this
mode...
Remember, Stereophile, that this is not an
angry letter. Your opinions are as valid as
mine. Iam just aconfused reader who is
eagerly awaiting your "Follow-Up" on the
EAD. And, no, Iwill not ask you to cancel
my subscription.
MICHAEL SHIBATA
Sacramento, CA
Ishall ignore Mr. Steinberg's groundless attacks on
Robert Harley's integrity—why is it that some people are not content just to disagree with someone,
but also have to attempt to assassinate their character?
However, when Ilistened to the EAD DSP7000for myself lastJuly, Iknew that RH's review
was going to upset quite a
few applecarts, witness
the letters above. This was ahot product with alot
of word-of-mouth recommendation goingfor it. Yet
compared with the similarly priced PS UltraLink,
for example, Iagreed with RH that ultimately it
was anon-contender. Things are not as black and
white as the above correspondents imply, however.
Mr. Steinberg comments in his letter that the
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1992

'7000 had been "showered with praisefrom other
reviewers, including several at Stereophile." To
put this latter hafl-truth to rest, the positive mentions
in this magazine concerned the sound in the Hales/
EAD/MFA/Versa Dynamics/Audio Power room
at the 1992 Winter CES, which several Stereophile writers, including myself; thought to be ahighlight of that show.12 For someone to point to EAD's
involvement as being the sole reason for the good
sound of that room would be rather unfair to the
other exhibitors, in my opinion. (Jack English also
notes that his published praisefor the room was based
solely on auditioning analog program.) Readers
should also be careful not give as much weight to
amagazine's published comments on sound quality
at shows compared with comments resultingfrom
more prolonged experience in the writers' own listening rooms. Given the unfamiliarity of the show
environment, any comments on sound quality, whether enthusiastic or condemning, must be regarded
as provisional. Iam never surprised, therefore, when
later experience can result in adifferent conclusion
Jivm the initial impressions gleaned under show conditions.
In their "Manufacturer's Comment" in September, EAD mentioned that the unit had had 15
reviews in other publications, all of which had commented on its "remarkably smooth, distortion-free
'analog' sound," though they didn't specifically mention in what magazines those reviews had been published. Thefirst English-language review that Iam
aware of was that by Martin Colloms, in theJuly
1992 issue of the UK magazine HFN/RR In that
review, the conclusion of which was hardly positive, MC stated that the DSP-7000 a) overall does
sound exceptionally smooth, b) has atendency to
mid-treble glare that is very much recording-dependent, c) has rather an exaggerated bass, with atendency to aone-note character, d) sounds better in
4x than in 8x mode (as also noted by Mr. Shibata
above, as well as by RH), and e) lacks much of the
essentialfeeling ofpace that leads to diective musical
communication. (See his article on pace elsewhere
in this issue.) Readers should note, therefore, both
that Martin basically agreed with both RH and
myself over everyfacet of the character and quality of the unit's sound, and that none of us would
disagree with EAD's characterization of the '7000's
sound as "smooth." (Mr. Bencze should note that
RH was more bothered than Martin or myself by
the unit's mid-treble glare, but that his characterization of the unit's treble in his review as "tizzy"
was specifically linked to occasions when the music
12 See Stereophile, Vol.15 No.4, April 1992, pp.117 ik 143.
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had alot ofhigh-frequency content, the '7000 otherwise sounding smooth.)
The only other English-language review Ihave
found other than those in Stereophile or HFN/RR
was that by Les Linton in issue 81 ofThe Abso!ute Sound (July/August 1992), with a"FollowUp" in the same issue by Michael Fremer. While
Mr. Linton was effusive in his praise of the DSP7000, Mr. Fremer was decidedly more equivocal.
While hefound the '7000 to sound not as light as
the Audio Alchemy and was impressed with its performance on kick drum, suggesting that he agreed
with MC, RH, and myself over the unit's bass, he
was not as enthusiastic overall, going on to write
"A 'breakthrough,' though? Idon't know why it
should be so characterized by LJL. .." Most of
MF's review, in fact, appeared to be devoted to
EAD's T-7000 transport.
Also in their "Manufacturer's Comment," EAD
stated that it is ".standard scientific practice to suspect
any data point. ..
that standsfar removedfrom the
bulk of the data." Iagree, but would point out to
readers that, given the consensus among three ofthe
published reviews, those written by MC, RI-1, and
myself; and the reserved nature ofMF's comments,
it is actually Mr. Linton's rave review that is the
"rogue" data point.
Why should Mr. Linton have come to avalue

Natural Foundations

Steel Foundations

"...for speakers that need stands, every dollar
spent on good stands is worth SS when it comes
to sound quality." -

judgment opposite to those of three experienced
reviewers (and why, indeed, should the impressions
ofthose readers whose letters appear above be so contrary to ours)? Idon't agree with Mr. Lashley that
".someone is being less than honest in their appraisal."
Rather, asJack English pointed out to me in aprivate
communication, the apparent discrepancy can be
traced to the differing contexts of the reviews. RH,
MC, and Icompared the DSP-7000 with top-rated
competitors. RH and MC have also listened to pretty
much every other processor available in all price
ranges, while MF has reasonably wide experience
of what digital has to offer. Mr. Linton's review,
however, was surprisingly devoid of comparisons,
though he did mention his previous experience of
an inexpensive Magnavox 473 CD player which
had subsequently been modified by EAD.
Isuspect that, given his apparent lack of experience of competing units, Mr. Linton had "fallen
in love" with the smoothness of the '7000's sound,
as Isuspect that Ihad done at the '92 WCES, ears
beaten in by aday's worth of Show sound. He had
also probably been impressed by its exaggerated bass
character, which Ifeel many audiophiles will be more
tolerant of than we professional Puritans here in
Santa Fe Isuspect that most of the above correspondents have also been overwhelmed by the '7000's
smoothness. (As Mr. Williams points out, this
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smoothness can be awelcome reliefafter the irritating
nature ofso much digital sound.) Ialso note that
the speakers with which LJL performed his review
auditioning were NEAR 50Ms (our review appears
next month), whichfulian Hirsch's measurements
in the September Stereo Review indicate to have
asignificant lack of energy in the exactfrequency
region where the '7000's sound tends to develop
glare. (I note that Mr. Hirsch took care to point out
that he didn't hear this suckout, though MF, in TAS
#77, did report its presence.)
The review conclusions in the magazines are not
as opposed as they might appear on the surface,
therefore. To sum up: as Mr. Linton discovered, the
DSP-7000 produces avery much better sound than
an inexpensive Magnavox CD player. No one at
Stereophile would disagree. On the other hand,
while this is certainly avalid conclusionfor those
upgradingfrom inexpensive players, in comparisons with the best CD sound at the same price level,
the EADfalls short, having asmooth but ultimately
uninvolving character, with some music-dependent
problems in the treble However, fyou like the sound
ofyour '7000 in your system, nothing we have said
or will say invalidates your opinion, as pointed out
by RH in this month's "As We See It."
Imentioned in September that we will be publishing a"Follow-Up" on the EAD DSP-7000.
As Mr. Williams states, putting together an optimum system around any given component is abalancing act. Guy Lemcoe is currently auditioning
the '7000 with EAD's 7:7000 and will be reporting the conclusionsfrom his balancing act in the
December Stereophile. Ihave also sent copies of
these letters and my response to Les Linton and
Michael Fremer at TAS so that they, too, can respond in our December issue if they so wish.—JA

W HEN DOES THE BUF 0CROAK?
Editor:
Regarding the pin outs ofBUF-03 described
in Stereophile, February 1992, p.19, for Aunt
Corey's buffer/preamp, your description
starting with "looking up at the base of the
can, the pins are numbered," should read:
"the pins are numbered consecutively from
the one to the right of the metal tab, which is
.." Even after rewiring to correct the
clockwise pin arrangement when viewing
the pin-side, and using acool 14.6V instead
of 18V, the resulting buffer/preamp has some
serious sizzling sibilants.
I've built three buffers over the last three
years, starting with adiscrete version by
Christopher Paul (Audio Amateur, Jan. '88),
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1992

three versions of the Gary Galo design (Audio
Amateur, Feb. '90), and Aunt Corey's. Of the
three Galo versions, the one with the dual
JFET front end is irritatingly awful; another
version with unity gain (open at R3) is okay
—like Aunt Corey's, but without the sizzle.
But the best version, with gain, is more dynamic and has the palpable presence of image
that Ilike.
Image can also be improved by reversing
the plug on some CD players (and other components, Ipresume). While reading Aunt
Corey's reviews of power-line conditioners
(Stereophile, Vol.14 No.11, p.171), Iwas shocked
that no experimental controls were made for
plug polarity, nor was there even ahint that
plug polarity made any difference. Yet in several reviews of CD players (eg, Rotel 855),
sonic differences were found by reversing the
AC plug. My procedure is to plug in each
component individually, reverse the plug,
and use the plug polarity that gives the lowest
AC voltage from the chassis to third wire or
earth ground [with no interconnect attached—
Ed.]. After marking each plug, Iplug in all
six components and start the listening test
by reversing the plug of each component.
Then, next, you should (I don't) test interactions by pairs of reversed plugs. Then threeway interaction, etc. This could get rather
labor-intensive, considering the permutations involved, which is perhaps why Corey
avoided the question entirely. Corey? Are you
there? C0000000000000000-[Doppler she]
-rey?
RAY ICRIPPNER, PH.D.
Cedar Rapids, IA
See Corey'sfurther thoughts on his buffered passive
preamp in this issue.
—JA

POLARITY TESTED

Editor:
Iam writing in response to the review of the
Elfix Polarity Tester, which was reviewed in
Stereophile, Vol.15 No.6, by J. Gordon Holt.
The device is offered by the Audio Advisor
for $29.95. Your readers will be interested to
find that the same device may be purchased
from many builders' supply and electricians'
supply outlets, as well as some of the larger
discount/department stores, for around $10$12. (I purchased mine at the local Furrow's
Builders' Supply for $10.99. It is also available
at Meijer's.)
KENNETH BEERS, J
R., M.D.
Yellow Springs, OH 15
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US: Peter W. Mitchell

After last summer's CES was split into atwoday trade show plus atwo-day consumer
show, journalists trying to cover all of the
new products complained that atwo-day
trade show is too short. After evaluating
comments from exhibitors and attendees, the
EIA has decided that the best compromise
will be to make the June 1993 CES athreeday trade show. The public will be admitted
on the fourth day (Sunday, June 6). The EIA
also confirmed my suggestion (in August)
that the published figure of 98,000 tickets
collected did not correctly reflect the number
of consumers who attended last June's show,
because it contained ahigh percentage of
repeats—the same people attending both
Saturday and Sunday.

US: John Atkinson

Apoll die Academy for the Advancement of
High-End Audio conducted of its members
following the 1992 SCES, held in late May
in Chicago, revealed that 68% of the 99
respondents considered the show not to have
been acost-effective promotional tool. The
majority of respondents (80%) felt that just
one CES ayear would be sufficient, while
slightly less than half attributed the poor
attendance by the trade to have been due to
the economy. The rest felt that it had been

due to CES's decision to admit the public on
the second two days of the show. Only 6%
felt that the consumer days added anything
to ashow in decline, while 20% said that the
trade/consumer format was the worst idea
CES had come up with. 45% thought it was
abarely workable format, while the 33%
who thought it agood idea felt that attention was required to make it better. (72% of
the respondents had exhibits that were open
to consumers on the weekend of the show.)
Although, as Peter Mitchell reports above,
the 1993 SCES will allow consumers into the
show on just the final day, the EIA is considering afive-day SCES for 1994, with three
trade and two consumer days.

US: Robert Harley

Hot on the heels of Sony's announcement of
Super Bit Mapping (see elsewhere in this
report for the latest details), Pacific Microsonics, Inc., asmall Berkeley, California company, has revealed adigital audio encoding
and decoding scheme that promises to be a
quantum leap forward in CD sound quality.
The patent-pending process, called High
Definition Compatible Digital (HDCD"),
is the brainchild of recording engineer/designer Keith Johnson and engineer Michael
Pflaumer. The two designers, along with
Michael Ritter, formed Pacific Microsonics
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to develop and market the new process.
HDCD is asophisticated analog/digital
converter and encoding process that produces adigital output compatible with all
existing digital formats and hardware. CDs
encoded with the process will reportedly
realize significant audible improvements over
conventional CDs, and are fully compatible
with the CD format.
The second part of HDCD is an optional
decoder that, when included in adigital/analog converter or CD player, realizes even
greater sonic benefits than CDs made with
the HDCD encoder alone, according to
company President Michael Ritter. Note that
the HDCD decoder is not required to play
HDCD-encoded discs, which are filly compatible with all CD players and D/A converters. The company intends to manufacture professional HDCD encoders as well as
license HDCD decoding technology to CDplayer and D/A-converter manufacturers.
The HDCD project began over five years
ago when Keith Johnson and his partners
were dissatisfied with the quality of digital
audio when compared to the live microphone
feed and his analog tape machine playback.
They developed innovative measurement
techniques to discover and quantify the cause
of the audible degradation introduced by
digitizing an audio signal. The resulting
HDCD process reportedly improves digital
audio on two levels: 1) by avoiding introducing artifacts generated by conventional digital
hardware, and 2) by encoding more information in the signal. Because some key
patents were still pending at time of writing,
the company wouldn't disclose technical
details, but promised to reveal more information later.
The goal during HDCD development was
to create adigital encoder/decoder system that
sounded indistinguishable from Keith's original analog master tapes—a goal the company
claims to have realized. The company also
reports HDCD provides much better sound
quality than Sony's Super Bit Mapping, even
when played back without the optional
HDCD decoder. Keith Johnson says that
HDCD sounds closer to the microphone
feed than any recording he's heard, even those
made on his state-of-the-art, built-fromscratch analog tape machine. If this proves
true—and Ihave no reason to suspect it
won't—HDCD will mark aturning point
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1992

in digital audio sound quality.
The project has produced an engineering
prototype HDCD encoder which has been
used on the last four Reference Recordings
projects? The company plans to have acommercially available HDCD encoder for .
sale
by this time next year.
Ritter estimates that the HDCD decoder,
when produced in large quantities, will cost
the CD-player or D/A-converter manufacturer only afew dollars. A primary design
goal was to put all the intelligence into the
encoder side, making the decoder relatively
simple and inexpensive. The first products
to use the decoder will likely be high-end
DIA converters, with the HDCD decoder
implemented with DSP chips. Switching
between conventional CDs and HDCD discs
will be automatic.
Ihad an opportunity to see and hear the
HDCD system during the most recent Reference Recordings direct-to-CD project (to
be described next month). Although it was
difficult to assess the technology or sonic
results under the circumstances, Ican report
that the encoder is areality. Moreover, the
sheer amount of electronics required (including lots of DSP chips) attests to the system's
sophistication. The encoder Isaw took up
atable top, but the production version will
reportedly fit in two double rack-space
boxes, one for the analog electronics and one
for the digital.
Pacific Microsonics has invited JA and me
to audition the HDCD process in early October and compare it to analog master tapes.
While I'm tremendously excited by HDCD's
promise and potential, a definitive report on its sonic merits must await afull
audition.
These are exciting times in digital audio.
1Pacific Microsonics is not affiliated with Reference Recordings, but because Keith Johnson is Reference's recording
engineer and adesigner of HDCD, it is natural that he would
use the process first on Reference releases.
The first four titles encoded with HDCD are: Testament,
aselection of choral music by 20th-century American composers performed by the Turtle Creek Choral and the Dallas
Wind Symphony; Dick Hyman !nays Duke Ellington, recorded
direct-to-CD; The Oxnard Sessions, Volume 11 by pianist Mike
Garson; and Trittico, amixed program of works for wind band
conducted by Frederick Fennell. The first two will be available
in fall 1992, with the latter two scheduled for early 1993
release.
While these discs will reportedly provide better sound than
conventionally encoded CDs, remember that they don't represent HDCD's capability; the new process's sonic potential is realized only when played back through the HDCD
decoder.
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Now hear the Word .
.
Rectangular Solid Core"* by TARA Labs; if
you use any other speaker cable (no matter how expensive), the best
you can hope for is second best.
No other cable has RSC's transparency, coherency,
immediacy and sense of musical rightness.
Rectangular Solid Core...."the speaker cable that God
uses." For the location of your nearest authorized RSC
dealer call 503 488 6465 or write 2567 Siskiyou Blvd.,
Ashland, Oregon 97520.
*patents pending

TARA TABS
Space & Time Audio Products
WorldRadioHistory

US: John Atkinson

With the launch of MD and DCC imminent
as you read this, both media only able to
work by throwing away data that psychoacoustic experiments indicate might be
unnecessary, it was ironic to read in September issues of Science News and The Economist
of new methods of storing data that would
obviate the need for such "lossy" data compression. The Atomic Force Microscope
(AFM), developed by IBM, and AT&T's
Near-field Scanning Optical Microscope
(NSOM) can both store data with avastly
more efficient packing density than the CD's
pits, though at present that data cannot be
read fast enough to make real-time digital
audio playback possible Within afew years,
however, it most probably will be. Which
would make it doubly ironic if, by then, the
CD had been replaced by the inferior MD
or DCC.

Japan: Peter W. Mitchell

Sony's first MiniDisc products go on sale in
Tokyo during the first week of November—
see Robert Harley's full report later in this
issue—and will begin to arrive in US stores
afew weeks later. The first models include
aplay-only portable at alist price of $550,
aportable recorder at $750, and acar player
for $980. Japanese buyers will be able to
choose from around 500 prerecorded MD
titles by year's end, 190 of them on Sonyowned labels. Two-thirds of the 500 are by
international (mainly American) performers;
the rest will have performances by Japanese
artists for domestic sale. Sony's Digital Audio
Disc Corp. plant in Indiana is already turning
out recorded MDs at the rate of ahalf-million
per month for the North American market,
while Sony and Denon plants in Japan are
producing MDs at asimilar rate. Contrary
to previous reports, the first MDs will be
priced equal to CDs.
Since the analog cassette has never been as
popular in Japan as in the US, Europe, and
the third world, the MD is expected to outsell
the DCC in the domestic Japanese market.
Consequently Matsushita (Technics/Panasonic) has signed up for alicense to proSTEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1992

duce MD equipment, in across-licensing
deal with Sony through which companies
licensed to manufacture either MD or DCC
will gain access to patents on both technologies.

US: Carl Baugher

Composer John Cage liked to think of himself as an inventor of music. The conceit is apt,
considering that Cage created more than just
orderings of tones; in many cases, he created
the instruments on which to play them as
well. When the inventor of the prepared
piano died in New York of astroke on August
12, 1992, just afew weeks shy of his 80th
birthday, the 20th century lost one of its most
provocative, controversial and, ultimately
perhaps, influential composers.
Cage was born in Los Angeles on September 5, 1912 and studied with such modern
masters as Varèse, Schoenberg, and Cowell.
When Schoenberg made his now famous
remark to the young student that he possessed no talent for harmony and would
eventually reach awall as acomposer, Cage
responded in the spirit that would characterize his entire body of work: "I shall beat
my head against that wall."
And beat he did. His often radical concepts
of indeterminacy, chance, and silence wielded
considerable influence over European and
American composers. His most well-known
works included the pieces for prepared piano,
Music For Toy Piano (1960), Radio Musicfor 1-8
Radios, and Imaginary Landscape NoSfor Electronic Tape. His most provocative composition, 4'33", consisted of the ambient sounds
in aroom as apianist sits silently at the instrument and does not play for the piece's 4
minutes and 33 seconds. Equally significant,
however, were such lesser-known works as
the sublime String Quartet in Four Parts
(1949-50), in which Cage offered an alternative to conventional harmonic concepts
with his own brand of monophonic harmony; he called the concept "a line in rhythm
space."
Cage was abrilliant lecturer and writer,
and was considered to be an expert on
mushrooms as well. His book, Silence, is
thought to be one of the major tomes on
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John Cage, 1912-1992

modern music, along with Harry Partch's
Genesis of aMusic and afew others.
Unlike most composers, Cage was not so
much interested in creating apersonal body
of work as in the investigation of methods,
sources, and concepts. His interest in Zen and
the IChing gave his music aphilosophical
bent, and his good-natured humanity always
infused his creations with awhimsical sense
of awe and discovery. Humor and surprise
were often balanced by the most probing tortures in ways that preduded any hint of pomposity or posturing.
John Cage embodied the oft-discussed but
seldom realized American ideal: he was a
genuine original. His unique independence
placed great demands on performers and
audiences alike. The results were often compelling, sometimes maddening, but always
new, and even his detractors did not begrudge
him his curiosity and intellectual persistence.
The avant-garde is much the poorer for his
passing.

•
Japan: Robert Harley
In last August's issue of Stereophile, Corey
44

Greenberg and Ireported on ademonstration
of Sony's Super Bit Mapping (SBM), the CD
mastering process that claims to achieve
nearly 20-bit resolution from the 16-bit
CD—without changing the CD format or
playback hardware Corey and I—along with
just about everyone else who heard the
demonstration—were very impressed by the
improvement SBM appeared to make in CD
sound?
During aSony-sponsored press trip to
Japan in August, Ihad an opportunity to hear
SBM at greater length at Sony's Tokyo
recording studios. More importantly, the
Tokyo auditioning made it possible to compare SBM-processed 16-bit to a20-bit digital
master. A Sony open-reel digital recorder that
had been specially modified to record 20-bit
data was the signal source The machine's 20bit digital output drove the SBM box, which
would either pass the 20-bit data intact, perform SBM processing, or truncate the 20bit words to 16-bit. It was thus possible to
hear full 20-bit digital audio, 16-bit after
SBM processing as would appear on SBM
CDs, or truncated 16-bit. The only option
not available for auditioning was redithered
16-bit, which would have made the listening
more informative. Redithered 16-bit is vastly
better than truncated 16-bit; truncation is
virtually never used anymore.
As the front-panel switch on the SBM box
was thrown, aTV monitor displayed the
switch status: 20-bit, SBM, or 16-bit. The
truncated 16-bit version was immediately
identifiable: the sound was coarse, hard, lacking depth, had poor image focus, and imposed the familiar glare in the upper-mids
and treble that can make digital fatiguing.
The 20-bit version was much sweeter, more
spacious, better focused, had asense of ease,
and provided greater resolution of fine detail.
The SBM-processed signal was remarkably
close to the 20-bit source. Where the 16-bit
truncated signal was obvious, Icouldn't
always distinguish between 20-bit and SBM
without looking at the TV monitor. There
was, however, some difference: the SBM version didn't have quite the space, smoothness,
and resolution of the 20-bit, but it was very
close, particularly when compared with
2See the beginning of this month's "Industry Update" for a
report ors another system that may improve CD sound quality,
and elsewhere for Richard Schneider's impressions of Super
Bit Mapping as applied to Sony Music's classical reissues.
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truncated 16-bit. While Iwas impressed by
SBM from the June SCES demonstration,
Iwas even more impressed after hearing how
close SBM came to full 20-bit digital audio.
Nevertheless, Iwould have liked to have
heard aproperly dithered 16-bit signal. One
conclusion that could be drawn from the
listening session is that truncation of digital audio is horrendously bad—a fact the
world is belatedly learning.
The other comparison missing from the
demonstration was with the original analog
source tape. How close does 20-bit come to
analog? And more importantly, how close
will 16-bit CDs mastered with SBM come
to the original analog reference? I'll have an
opportunity to hear these comparisons firsthand: Sony Classical has invited me to their
New York studios to transfer one of our own
original analog master tapes to 20-bit digital, then process the signal through SBM.
This is the most revealing of all tests; the analog refemace will reveal degradation imposed
by the conversion to digital and the differ,
ences between 20-bit and SBM.3
We may use SBM on Sterecephile's next CD
(pianist Robert Silverman performing works
by Schumann and Schubert) and include
both conventional and SBM versions of one
track on the CD release' Of course, the
recording will also be available in pure analog
form on vinyl, made from the original analog
master tape.

US: Richard Schneider

Sony Classical has embarked upon its most
ambitious and comprehensive series of reissue projects since acquiring the ranch once
known as Columbia Records. The first of
these projects, designated the Leonard Bernstein Royal Edition, will eventually comprise
199 mid-priced titles, all taken from stereo
3Doug Sax, co-founder of Sheffield Lab and an outspoken
critic of digital audio, told me years ago that, any time Irecord,
it is essential to roll both analog and digital machines. Without
the analog reference, he counseled, one becomes inured to digitaPs sonic limitations and forgets analog's many virtues.
4This is provided we can borrow the SBM box for the session, feeding it with 20-bit data from the Manley 20-bit A/13
and outputting the 16-bit data to aDAT machine. Alternately,
we could record on a20-bit storage format (such as the Sonic
Solutions Sonic System and hard disk drive) and perform
SBM later. Both plans are tentative.
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1992

recordings from the 1950s through the '70s,
nearly all with the New York Philharmonic,
standard repertoire emphasized.
The initial release in June revealed asystematic if less than imaginative approach—
alphabetical order by composer. So we have
Beethoven's nine symphonies, which have
been available on CD for some time, but we
also have the CD debut oía Bartók concerto
collection featuring Phillipe Entremont, Gold
and Fisdale, and Isaac Stern. Parenthetically,
Sony has included Bernstein's celebrated
1956 lecture, "How aGreat Symphony Was
Written:' with the Beethoven 5th on aseparate budget-priced CD. The lecture is in
mono, and selectable by track and channel
in English, German, French, or Italian. (Sony
is still working on digital conversion schemes
for Oil'n'Vinegar and Thousand Island.)
Due to its perception of the global nature
of today's record business, Sony is marketing
this series under the Royal rubric, utilizing
the watercolor landscapes of Prince Charles
as album covers. Art criticism aside, the sheer
reduction in size of cover art from LP to CD
gives these releases ageneric sameness of
appearance as more titles in the series are
released each month with seemingly exponential determination. A treasure such as
Bernstein's unforgettable performance of
Bloch's Sacred Service runs the risk of being
lost in the shuffle as recession-cautious collectors experience sensory overload at the
growing stacks of white boxes with their
diminutive, nearly indistinguishable aquarelles.
But behind what appears to be yet another
recycling of old stuff in inappropriate packaging is the intriguing story of Sony's
recently developed process of Super Bit
Mapping, which received substantial coverage from Corey Greenberg and Robert
Harley in the August 1992 issue. Common
to both reports was the distinct impression
that SBM's public debut would occur in the
future in apremium-priced series of Legacy
Mastersound CDs utilizing SBM, in artfully
attractive oversized packages that spacesqueezed retailers will love to hate.
The fact is, SBM has been an element of
nearly every Sony full- and mid-price release
since January 1992, in new, fully digital
recordings as well as reissues of analog material. This does not apply to the budget-price
Essential Classic Series, though many of these
tides have nonetheless benefited from the 20-
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MODERN ART...The MD-10 CD Transcription Turntable
Great art captures the imagination by
challenging perceptions. Science provokes
by defining anew that which came before.
The Krell MD-10 joins art and science to
deliver performance inconceivable only a
few years ago.

increases data accuracy, reducing error
correction. A unique Ambient Light
Cancellation system reduces extraneous
light interference. Programming and FTS
are available from the front panel and
remote control.

The MD-10 is the most advanced evolution
of CD playback technology. A Philips CD
ROM transport is mounted in asophisticated suspension for isolation from
vibration. Improved servo circuitry

The MD-10 couples stunning aesthetics to
high technology, providing its owner with
greater sensory perception of our favorite
art: the art of music.

KRELL DIGITAL INC. •35 Higgins Drive •Milford. CT 06460
Phone: 203-874-3139 •Fax: 203-878-8373
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bit treatment, as well as careful remastering.
If you have Kathleen Battle's and Winton
Marsalis's Baroque Duets, Emmanuel Ax's
Brahms Variations, Mehta Conducts Wagner, or
any of the titles which comprise the Royal
Edition, you've already got SBM.
Sony has taken apeculiar approach to
acquainting the public with the fact that it's
been using SBM all year. Rather than announce the process as it was brought into use,
they held anews conference for the audio
press at CES to herald its future launch.
Meanwhile, over the course of the summer,
Sony invited New York-based music and
audio journalists to its studios for an inside
look at the remastering process used in the
Royal Edition.
Iwas under the impression that Iwould
be attending an actual remastering, such as
one Iattended when Chesky made its own
cutting of the Reiner/CSO Lieutenant Kije at
RCA in 1987. Or, at the very least, Iwould
be witnessing aremastering demonstration,
as hosted by Philips with Wilma Cozart and
Mercury Living Presence in 1990.
Nothing so elaborate. Called to Sony's
New York facility late on aweekday afternoon in July and ushered into astudio furnished with apair of B&W 801 Matrix 3
loudspeakers, Iwas asked to listen to some
remastered Haydn symphonies on finished
production masters. The producers and team
members are musically literate; scores of the
works being prepared were on hand. Bernstein's Haydn sounded very powerful and
full, in contrast to the period-instrument
approach this music gets today. The overall
level was higher than Ilike it. But there was
no frame of reference, such as the raw unprocessed studio masters from which this
production was derived (a hallmark of the
Mercury demonstration).
Iwas impressed by the fullness of the
sound and the overall frequency balance,
which had been problems with Columbia
LPs of the period. But Iwas disturbed by the
fades to total silence between movements, as
well as the unmistakable sound of "tails"
merrily ringing out the final notes.
Guiding me through my Sony experience
were Alan Penchansky, apublic-relations
liaison, and David Smith, aSony engineer.
They explained that some of their producers
are very fussy about extraneous stage noise,
and that the members of the NYP were so
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incorrigibly noisy that these producers feel
that any means must be pursued to suppress
all evidence of their sloppy and unprofessional behavior. Moreover, Iwas told that
some of the sessions which had taken place
in dry, unforgiving studios—rather than in
concert halls, ballrooms, or other large spaces
—would have abit of ambience added via a
light Lexicon program. Such added postproduction confuses the issue of SBM as a
single breakthrough in sound quality.
Penchansky made apoint of the value of
remixing the original balances for 1990s CDs
as opposed to 1960s LPs, but I'm afraid he
misses apoint. Many of these masters are on
three channels. The most one can do is establish aleft-right balance, and find arational
proportion for the center channel which will
satisfy presence as well as depth. Beyond that,
the mix was established at the session.
Cases in point: Anyone who has seen the
DG video "The Making of West Side Story"
has seen living proof that, when it came to
mix, Bernstein rode roughshod over production staff in order to achieve clarity of
instrumental line, without regard to realistic
concert-hall proportion. And in the scherzando section of the second movement of the
Bartók Violin Concerto 2with Isaac Stern,
arhythmic figure is tossed back and forth
several times between timpani and open side
drum. The passage is quiet, lightly scored,

ThE ROYAL SIDEBAR
A Studer A820 open-reel recorder, customized for low speed and low tension in
order to be gentle to old, fragile tapes,
feeds to aCello Audio Suite preamplifier,
which in turn feeds the Data Conversion
Systems DCA 900S (same as used by
Wilma Cozart) to an Ibis four-channel
mixer (most masters are three-channel).
The Ibis feeds acustom-made Sony 20bit recorder whose signal is routed to the
Super Bit Mapping Processor, which then
feeds into four Sony PCM-1630s. Four
production masters are so made for CD
mastering worldwide. There are no dones.
Sony plans to eventually convert its entire
catalog to SBM remastered editions.
Work is monitored on B&W 801 Matrix
3s powered by paieect Cello Dyer 3N>
amplifiers.
—Richard Schneider
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Pure Triode (Zero Feedback)

WORLD-WIDE ACCLAIM AND BEST SELLER FROM CARY
The Cary CAD-300B, a statement of classic triode tube technology!
When was the last time, aside from live music, you got "goose bumps"
from listening to a musical performance? When were you able to reach
out and see and touch the performers of the musical score in your own
home? The Cary CAD-300B is astereo amplifier you feel. One of the topics in audio circles which meets with great debate is whether amplifiers
really sound different. When you sit down and listen to aCary CAD-300B,
the debate needs no further discussion! Please audition and look at the
exotic features at your favorite high-end authorized Cary Audio dealer.
Cary CAD-300B
A world-wide statement in audio amplification.

ARY AUDIO DESIGN, INC.®

CALL 1-919-481-4494
FAX 1-919-460-3828
111A WOODWINDS INDUSTRIAL COURT, CARY, NC 27511
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and well exposed, but Bernstein apparently
insisted that the percussion be heavily spotmiked and brought up in the left-channel
mix, so that the deaf couldn't miss it. Thirty
years later, there is nothing post-production
can do to fix lapses injudgment of this type.
Over the course of the summer, Imanaged
to acquire aconsiderable number of Royal
Edition releases. By and large, they make a
favorable impression, with qualifications. In
particular, items in the Bartók Concerto collection seem to have abit more ambience than
they should, and an enormous tail on the
Rhapsody No.1, afavorite of mine, which
Bernstein and Stern play to agreater farethee-well than any of the native Hungarians
have managed to do.
Perhaps more instructive than anything
shown to me at Sony was my own ability to
A/B (or MB/CID) four versions of the same
recording: the Columbia LP (MS 6251),
the 1986 CD (MK 42263), the 1991 3-CD
Bernstein Portrait: Theater Works, Voll (SM3K
47154), and, finally, the Royal Edition (SMIC
47529) of Bernstein's NYP recording of
Symphonic Dances from West Side Story,
taped at Manhattan Center in March 1961.
The 1970s vinyl pressing suffered from
the shrill high-boost EQ characteristic of
Columbia product of that period. Each CD
version (each remastered by adifferent crew)
offered evolutionary layers of improvement.
MK 42263 was correctly EQ'd, but was outdone for color and space by SM3K 47154,
which was remastered with 20-bit technology, but not SBM. Best of all was the new
Royal Edition with SBM. Beyond dimensional and timbral considerations, Iwas
impressed by the delicacy of the writing for
Latin drums, which in the "Saturday Night
Dance" music no longer seemed just loud.
It was impossible to appreciate the subtlety
and skill with which these parts were played.
Dances and its original flip side, Suite from
On the Waterfnmt, were two ofBemstein's best
sessions: great studio performances, excellent
recordings in which he didn't inflict noticeable damage on the mixes, and for which
the sound of Manhattan Center provided
enough of its own ambience to keep the synthesizers at bay.
It would seem that though The Royal Edition is amixed bag sonically, SBM actually
is the breakthrough it's touted to be. Sony
should exercise more restraint in its postSTEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1992

production practices, however. If they can't
tiptoe through their own tapes without leaving footprints, as BMG's Nat Joluison is able
to do, it would be better for them to adopt
the fanatical purist practices of Mercury's
Wilma Cozart. Look at it this way, Sony:
Only audiophiles buy recordings for sound,
and they like honest sound. The average consumer shops for artist and repertoire, and will
accept avery wide range of sound if it's not
obviously horrible. Since honest sounds
good, why not let it go at that?

US: John Atkinson

If audiophiles are crazier than the general
population, and stereophiles crazier than
audiophiles, and stereophlles who own tube
gear crazier than the rest of us, then who
could possibly be crazier? People into antique
tube gear, that's who—those whose eyes
light up at the thought of single-ended 6W
amplifier designs, using behemoth transmitting tubes with white-hot, directly heated
cathodes, and driving horn speakers.
Sound Practices, anew quarterly magazine
edited and published by one Joe Roberts, is
aimed fairly and squarely at these fanatics,
its first issue featuring an article on an amplifier design featuring the 300B tube, an article
on horns, the data sheet on the 8"-tall 845
tube, and the schematic of Western Electric's
No.91-A amplifier from the '30s. Joe Roberts
promises that subsequent issues will feature
amplifiers that do offer more than 10W output. Sound Practices, Box 19302, Alexandria,
VA 22320. Tel./Fax: (703) 836-4382. A year's
subscription costs $16.
And if you're into things thermionic, don't
forget Glass Audio, now in its fourth year of
publication. A year's subscription costs $20;
two years, $35. Glass Audio, P.O. Box 176,
Peterborough, NH 03458-0176. Tel: (603)
924-9464. Fax: (603) 924-9467.

US: Peter W. Mitchell

In September's "Industry Update," the
address Ilisted for subscriptions to Hi-Fi
Choice was actually for UK subscribers only.
Non-UK subscribers should send address
and credit-card details to Hi-Fi Choice Subscriptions, Chadwickham House, 19 Bolsover Street, London WlE 4UZ, England.
In October's "As We See It" Idiscussed
Snell's CES demonstration of the SigTech
AEC-1000 filter and concluded that digital
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signal processing for room-acoustics correction is the single most important advance in
audio since the CD—perhaps since the
advent of stereo. Evidently others thought
so too. Because of enthusiastic reactions to
this and other demonstrations, Cambridge
Signal Technologies has decided to develop
aconsumer version of the $10,000 pro-audio
SigTech processor. It will be priced under
$5000 when it is introduced next spring. By
then the first processors from the MusicSoft
consortium (Snell Digital and Audio Alchemy) may already be in stores. Another
implementation of this idea has been developed independently in England by B&W
with Michael Gerzon as consultant. The
B&W product will be acomplete digital
preamplifier, with inputs for several digital
sources (CD, DAT, DCC, et a/) together with
the DSP standing-wave correction filter. Evidently 1993 will be The Year of DSP.
At last summer's CES Icarried aCD-R
disc on which E. Brad Meyer had copied
favorite speaker-evaluation tracks from several CDs, plus portions of some of the
recordings that he and Ihave engineered
(separately and together). When Ivisited the
Swan's Speakers room to hear the Cygnus
speaker, one of the recordings Iplayed was
amovement of Brahms's Alto Rhapsody, recorded in concert. When this achingly beautiful music ended, everyone in the room was
weeping. Of course we all were conscious
that Swan's designer and good friend Jim
Bock had succumbed to lung cancer just
three weeks earlier. But Icouldn't help recalling Robert Harley's remark that he judges
products not only by the quality of the sound
itself but also by how well the emotional
power of music is conveyed. Perhaps the
Swan's Cygnus speaker really is one of those
products that communicate musical expression with special power.

•
Japan: Robert Harley

Sony Corporation showed off the technology behind their new MiniDisc format for
the US press recently in Tokyo. Envisaged
as the replacement for the analog cassette, the
2.5" (64mm) MiniDisc (MD) can store up to
74 minutes of "near CD quality" digital
50

audio and looks like aminiature CD in a
plastic caddy. In fact, the MD looks surprisingly similar to the 3.5" computer diskette
(but much smaller), with asliding media protection cover and center hole. The discs can
be either prerecorded (made from polycarbonate just like CDs) or recordable/erasable
using magneto-optical technology. One
machine will play both types of discs.
Sony reiterated their commitment to
launch MiniDisc in Japan on the first of
November, and to introduce MD to the US
market "before Christmas." Sony President
Norio Ohga said he saw "no obstacles to
introduction" by the scheduled launch dates.
Philips's competing Digital Compact Cassette (Dcc) has suffered two launch delays
(with another one rumored), making it likely
that the two consumer digital recording formats will appear in the marketplace simultaneously.
How did it happen that Sony and Philips,
partners in creating the enormously successful Compact Disc, are now about to battle
it out with competing formats? According
to Sony, they were three years into development of MD in 1989 when Philips showed
them DCC and asked Sony to become a
partner in the format. Sony then showed
Philips the MiniDisc, and tried to convince
them to abandon the tape-based DCC in
favor of the optical disc-based MD. The two
sides couldn't agree, creating asituation in
which consumer confusion may kill both
formats.

MD's

MARKET POSITION:

THE POTENTIAL THREAT TO CD
As areplacement for the analog cassette, MD
is, Ibelieve, agreat advance—both in sound
quality and convenience. Even with its 5:1
data-compression scheme, MD's sound is
probably far superior to that of the analog
cassette, which suffers from high-frequency
rollofE poor stereo imaging, speed instability,
tape hiss, and mechanical problems.
Iam concerned, however, that one—or
both—of the two new recordable digital
formats will actually kill CD. The massmarket consumer may look at MD and CD
as merely small and large digital audio
discs—and the small one is recordable [and cute.—
Ed.]. Sony's reaffirmation of their commitment to CD and the development of Super
Bit Mapping that improves CD sound quai-
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ity are heartening, but the consumer (and
retailer) will have the final say.5The possibility that music will be available only on
media that require data compression is a
chilling scenario. It would be ironic—and
tragic—if, in ten years, uncompressed CDs
were available only from specialty high-end
labels, much the way currently-produced LPs
are now distributed to audiophiles.
Ivoiced these concerns to Mr. Ohga
during aquestion-and-answer session. He
insisted that Sony has "a lot invested in CD,"
"is not about to abandon" the format, and
they are "committed to CD as the state-ofthe-art playback [medium]."

MD

HARDWARE
Sony had only limited demonstrations of
MD hardware for the visiting journalists.
This was surprising considering the launch
date was only 60 days away. We did see, however, afully functional car MD player. The
unit performed flawlessly, even when picked
up, shaken, and dropped on atable. An MD
recorder was shown, but this was alarge unit,
not the small portable package shown in
mockup form at CES two months earlier.
The recorder was marked "For Professional
Use Only," presumably to avoid any copyright infringement concerns. When we asked
to see portable playback units—presumably
the primary MD application—we were told
that Sony was "not in aposition to reveal
actual product" during our visit.6

MD TECHNOLOGY
The MiniDisc is based on four technologies
either invented by Sony or refined by them
to become practical in an inexpensive consumer product. These technologies are: 1) a
5:1 data compression scheme called ATRAC
(Adaptive TRansform Acoustic Coding); 2)
magneto-optical (MO) record/playback with
direct "overwrite" capability; 3) a dualfunction laser pickup that will play both
prerecorded polycarbonate discs and MO
5Super Bit Mapping is amethod of achieving near 20-bit
resolution from 16-bit CDs. See "Industry Update" in this
issue and in Vol.15 No.8. Another process that may improve
CD sound, called HDCD, is also described in this issue's
"Industry Update"
6At dinner one night. Isat across from the project manager
for personal portable development. Isaid to him, You must
be very busy with the launch less than two months away."
The knowing look on his face confirmed that they were burning the midnight oil. He assured me, however, that the product
would be fully ready for the launch.
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recordable discs; and 4) a"shock-resistant
memory" that provides skip-free playback
even when shaken violently in portable
applications. The MD is so packed with new
technology that Sony has been granted or has
pending nearly 300 MD-related patents.
ATRAC Data Compression: To provide 74
minutes of playing time on a2.5" disc (and
make the entire format possible), Sony developed the ATRAC data-compression scheme.
ATRAC (Adaptive TRansform Acoustic
Coding) reduces the storage requirements
of the medium by 80% by more efficient
coding techniques as well as by throwing out
musical information judged to be inaudible.
As with all "lossy" data-compression systems, ATRAC relies on human hearing
models to decide which information is audible and which isn't. The large quantization
errors produced by low-bit-rate encoding
are theoretically masked (hidden) by the correctly coded portions of the signal. With
these techniques, astereo digital audio signal
that consumes 1.41 million bits per second
with PCM encoding (as on aCD) requires
only 256 kilobits per second (kb/s) after
ATRAC encoding.
This compression rate is greater than
Philip's PASC encoding developed for DCC
—PASC's data rate is 384kb/s for astereo signal. ATRAC, however, differs from PASC in
many areas. First, ATRAC relies on adifferent
human hearing masking model and uses a
completely different coding scheme. Presumably, ATRAC takes advantage of the
higher ambient noise levels present outdoors
and in cars, where MD is most likely to
be used.
Moreover, ATRAC is fundamentally different from PASC in that it uses nonuniform
frequency and time splitting. In these regards,
ATRAC is very similar to ASPEC, alow-bitrate coding scheme developed by AT&T
Indeed, Sony admitted they may have to pay
royalties on MD: AT&T owns key patents on
some of the techniques used in ATRAC.
ATRAC operates in the digital domain on
normal, 16-bit PCM-encoded digital audio.
The ATRAC encoder divides the PCM digital data into time segments varying between
1.45ms and 11.6ms. The audio signal's transient characteristics determine the time window length; the steeper the waveform, the
shorter the time block. This technique re-
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portedly results in superior time-domain
resolution. Next, the time blocks are split in
the frequency domain into 25 bands of nonuniform bandwidth. This band-splitting is
based on the critical band principles of
human hearing. At low frequencies, the
bands are much narrower-80Hz wide at the
50Hz band—than at high frequencies. The
widest band is 2.5kHz, centered on the
13.5kHz subband. For comparison, PASC
splits the audio band into 32 equal-width
subbands.
The ATRAC encoder then performs Fourier transform analysis on the digital waveform in each segment. Fourier transform
analysis converts acomplex waveform into
its individual pure sinewave components.
The amplitude changes in each band are analyzed as single frequency components, and
bits are allocated based on the signal's spectral
distribution, amplitude (taking into account
the threshold of hearing), and masking
effects. Because high-frequency components
have been removed from the lower-frequency bands, fewer bits are required to
encode frequency information. Fig.1 shows
ATRAC's nonuniform frequency splitting,
and how quantization noise is distributed so
that it is likely to be masked by the audio
signal.
During playback, the decoder reassembles
the many frequency components and reconstructs the time segments into 16-bit PCM
audio data for conversion by conventional
16-bit DIA converters. The ATRAC decoder
output can also be formatted into S/PDIF
data for connection to an outboard DIA converter. It will also be possible to drive an MD
recorder with the S/PDIF output of aCD
transport; the MD's 74-minute playing time
was no accident.
Unlike Philips's position on PASC encoding, Sony admits that an ATRAC-compressed signal is of lower quality than an
uncompressed signal from CD. According
to Sony, "some people will hear" the difference ATRAC encoding produces, but this is
limited to "2% to 5% of the population."
Although Ifeel that data compression is astep
backward in audio's progress, Sony should
be commended for positioning MD as apersonal portable format (where fidelity is less
critical than in the home), and their emphasis
that uncompressed CD audio is superior.
Philips maintains that the PASC encoding
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1992
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Fig. ISony MD, ATRAC's non-uniform frequency
splitting and distribution of quantization
noise (courtesy Sony).

used in DCC is "inaudible" and "transparent." Indeed, Philips even claims that, with
an 18-bit master tape source, DCC sound
quality is superior to CD playback.
Multiple-generation copies oían MD will
suffer from what the data-compression gurus
call "cumulative impairment"; copies from
one compressed medium to another start to
sound very bad very quickly. Despite the
generation loss when copying from one MD
machine to another, Sony has incorporated
the Serial Copy Management System
(SCMS) in the MD format. This scheme,
now used in DAT recorders, permits one
digital-to-digital copy but prohibits secondgeneration digital-to-digital transfers. Isuspect SCMS was included more to placate
record companies than for any practical
necessity.
MD uses the same CIRC error-correction
code as CD. Because of ATRAC data compression, however, burst errors from MD are
potentially more audible than the samelength error from CD.
Magneto-Optical Technology with
Overwrite Capability: MD's record/erase
aspects are based on magneto-optical (MO)
technology, first used in the computer industry for data storage. Computer MO drives
are large and expensive, hardly the technology one would expect to find in the portable MD. Sony, however, has vastly refined
MO to make it practical in asmall, inexpensive consumer product like the MD.
As its name implies, magneto-optical is a
combination of magnetic and optical techniques. The process is based on two phenom-
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Fig.2 Recordable MD, magnetic field modulation
over-write system (courtesy Sony).

Fig.3 Recordable MD, playback system (courtesy
Sony).
ena: 1) amagnetic material's coercivity (its

changing magnetic orientation)
drops when heated; and 2) laser light's polarization is rotated when exposed to amagnetic
field. Here's how it works.
A laser with avery small spot size (1µm)
is focused on aspinning disc coated with
magnetic particles standing on end—like
trees in aforest instead of lying flat as on most
magnetic media. The laser heats the magnetic
particles to the "Curie point," the temperature threshold beyond which it takes very
little energy to change their magnetization.
A magnetic head, located on the opposite side
of the disc from the laser source, is driven by
the signal we wish to record. The disc's rotation displaces the area to be recorded, at
which point the magnetic material takes on
the polarity of the applied magnetic force By
heating asmall area of the disc with alaser,
avery weak magnetic field can change the
magnetic particles' orientation. Moreover,
only the tiny spot heated by the laser is
affected by the head's magnetic field. Note
that the laser doesn't actually transfer information to the medium: it merely heats it
resistance to
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to make it more easily magnetized. This technique, shown in fig.2, makes it possible to
record extraordinarily tiny magnetic features.
During playback, the laser is reflected from
the spinning disc where it is exposed to the
magnetic fields recorded on the disc. These
magnetic fields rotate the laser beam's polarization, aphenomenon called the "Kerr
Effect." 7The reflected beam, now comprising
two alternating polarizations as aresult of the
north-south and south-north magnetic
fields, is passed through apolarizing beam
splitter and to photodetectors. The signals
from the photodetectors thus represent the
north-south and south-north magnetic fields
on the disc, which in turn represent the original binary data applied to the magnetic
recording head. The photodetectors also generate tracking and focus servo signals. MD
playback is shown in fig.3.
Rather than having one magnetic orientation (and thus one polarization plane) represent binary "1" and the other orientation
represent binary "or MD uses Eight-toFourteen Modulation (EFM), the same
encoding scheme used in the Compact Disc.
EFM encoding creates aspecific pattern of
ones and zeros that results in nine discrete
lengths of magnetic orientation on the MD
disc. These patterns correspond exactly to the
nine discrete pit or land lengths on aCD. Just
as aCD's pit edge (either leading or trailing)
represents binary "1" and all other surfaces
(pit bottom or land) represent binary "0," a
change in the media's magnetic orientation
represents binary "1" and no change represents binary "O." Think of one magnetic
orientation as apit, the other orientation as
land, with the information encoded in the
lengths between transitions.
Sony has refined and miniaturized MO
technology to the point that it can be made
7To understand light polarization and polarizing filters, think
of astring stretched through agrating with vertical bars. If
we move one end of the string up and down, imparting avertical wave motion to it, the vertically polarized wave will pass
through the grating unimpeded. If we move the string back
and forth, the grating will not let the wave through. The situation is reversed with horizontal bars; back-and-forth wave
motion will pass, but not vertical motion.
Similarly, apolarizing filter allows only one direction of
polarization to pass; it is opaque to all light except that polarized in acertain plane. If you've ever looked through two
polarizing lenses simultaneously, you may have noted that
by rotating one of the lenses, the two layers become alternately
translucent and opaque. Although normal light is not polarized (as is laser light), the first polarizing filter allows only
one plane to pass. When the second filter is rotated so that it
allows that sanie plane to pass, the two layers become transparent.
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smaller, lighter, cheaper, and with low power
consumption—all requirements of apersonal
portable format. These refinements include
the "overwrite" technique that permits direct
recording over apreviously recorded disc
without the need for either asecond erase
laser or atwo-cycle erase/record process.
Computer MO recorders use a second,
higher-powered laser for erasure or require
aseparate erase step before rerecording new
data.
Another Sony breakthrough in MO technology is MD's very-low-coercivity magnetic material, allowing magnetization with
avery weak field. This reduces the size and
power requirements of the magnetic head,
reducing weight, cost, and power consumption. The magnetic material is called Terbium
Ferrite Cobalt and has acoercivity of 80
Oersteds, about one-third the coercivity
required in conventional MO media.
Power consumption is asignificant factor
in MD's acceptance. Although Sony claims
two hours from aset of batteries in aplayback-only portable, they didn't disclose
any estimates of MD recorder battery life.
Recorders will consume much more power;
the recording laser and current-driven magnetic head are both power-hungry devices.
Shock-Resistant Memory: A primary
objection to optical discs in personal portable applications is interruption of the music
caused by shock or vibration. Sony has
solved this problem in MD with a"shockresistant memory!'
The shock-resistant memory is based on
the fact that data can be read from the disc
five times faster than it is input to the ATRAC
decoder. This is because one second's worth
of ATRAC-compressed data represents five
seconds of decompressed audio. This differential is exploited by putting alarge buffer
(1 Mbit, equal to three seconds of music)
between the optical pickup and the ATRAC
decoder. The buffer is filled with data from
the disc in chunks, just often enough to keep
the buffer nearly full.
When the laser pickup is shaken off the
track, data are continuously clocked out of
the buffer, giving the pickup time to return
to the track. Laser pickup mistracking is thus
completely transparent to the listener. An
address system, similar to that used in CDROM, identifies data sections so that the
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1992

pickup returns to the correct disc position.
This technique is analogous to abucket of
water with asmall hole in the bottom that
is periodically filled by another bucket of
water. The water flows slowly and continuously from the hole despite the periodic
bursts refilling the bucket.

MD LISTENING COMPARISONS
Of particular interest to me were the listening
sessions in which we compared CD and MD
sound. The output from aCD player could
be auditioned directly or switched through
MD's ATRAC data-compression scheme (see
later). It was thus possible to hear the same
music in linear 16-bit PCM audio and after
ATRAC encoding/decoding, which reduces
to one fifth the number of bits representing
the audio signal. We were encouraged to
bring our own CDs for the comparisons.
Although this listening session was much
more extensive than the June CES demonstration, it was far from adequate to fully
explore the effects of ATRAC. Moreover, the
switching between CD and ATRAC was far
too fast—sometimes after just five seconds.
Iwould have preferred to hear apiece of
music in its entirety from CD, then ATRACprocessed, then from CD again. This type
oflistening is much more revealing than rapid
switching. Iwas, however, able to draw several broad generalizations about the audible
effects of ATRAC. These impressions should
be considered very preliminary; afiill assessment awaits extended auditioning through
areference playback system.
My overall impressions of ATRAC were
largely favorable—considering the fact that
the data rate was just 20% of that of 16-bit
linear PCM as found on CD. Although the
degradation imposed was virtually always
audible, the degree of impairment varied
greatly with the source signal's characteristics. On apop recording Sony had selected,
the upper midrange and treble region became
drier, "whiter," and took on amore sterile
characteristic. The cymbals and hi-hat, which
sounded mechanical to begin with, sounded
more so when subjected to ATRAC encoding/decoding. This was accompanied by a
reduction in "air" in the top octave, with the
presentation closing in slightly and suffering
areduction in transparency. ATRAC also
tended to overlay instrumental textures with
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How alittle company from Huntingdon,
England, consistently produces
the world's best-sounding CD players.
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603/602 Meridian's best yet-the best Ihave yet revewed represent.
Ing fine value In the audtophlle context."
Hi-Fi News &Record Review
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Meridian's first CD player, the
MCD, single-handedly opened the door
to higher CD sound quality. Each and
every Meridian CD player that followed—
the PRO-MCD, the 207 and then the
206—set progressively higher standards
for sound quality, winning the highest
praise from audiophiles and critics alike.
This time, Meridian has refined a
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The Meridian PRO-MCD is the
best sounding compact disc player
Ihave tested."
John Duakerley
The Deere Record Company
Limited, April. 1985

"..sets anew standard of performance in under-31k digital converters,
offering alevel of musicality previously unavailable at anywhere near the
Robert Harley—Stereophile, Vol. 13. Nell, November, 1990

new type of digital signal processing to create the Dual Differential PDM
BITSTREAM D-A Conversion System. Available first in the 208 CD
Player, this breakthrough Meridian technology results in CD reproduction
with unequalled clarity, resolution and accuracy. Now, the Meridian 208
CD Player/Preamplifier, the new 206B CD Player, the 203 and 606
Outboard D-A Converters, the 603 Control Unit, and the amazing D600
and D6000 Digital Loudspeakers all use the Dual Differential PDM
BITSTREAM Conversion System.
Never satisfied with "good enough': Meridian always can be counted
on to make the best sounding digital technology sound better.
For the technealy-minded, this new Meridian conversion system employs tao parallel, 256X oversampling
BITSTREAM processors in each channel. Delusive dgital circuitry makes an inverted copy of each channel's signal
and then sends this normakinverted pair of differential digital signals to the centres. After conversion. adifferential
passive analog fitter eliminates extraneous ultrasonic noise then adifferential amplifier combines the Mo audio signals
into one ultra-lovr-noise, ulka-low-distortion signal.
This system offers aphenomenal linearity of
t0.5dB. from 0to -12008, arange as 'vide as
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that of human hearing and greater than that of
existing live recording systems.

Meridian America, Inc., 1701 Touchstone Rd.
Colonial Heights, VA 23834
(804)520-7200
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alayer of grain and coarseness. Ialso noticed
areduction in pace and rhythm, as though
the music had slowed down marginally. Of
course, the tempo couldn't change, but the
subjective effect was alessening of the music's
rhythmic tension. Finally, ATRAC tended
to make the bass alittle woollier.
For my musical selection, Ichose Mike
Garson's The Oxnard Sessions, Volume One
(Reference Recordings RR-37CD). Ithought
this recording's superb sense of space would
reveal ATRAC's effect on soundstaging and
resolution of spatial information. Unfortunately, the studio's playback system didn't
reveal the recording's depth and size with or
without ATRAC, making it impossible to
determine the encoder's potential impairment
of spatial cues. What the recording did reveal,
however, was that signals that were liquid,
smooth, and lacking hardness—a description of The Oxnard Sessions—largely retained
these qualities through the encoding/decoding cycle. Textures that were hashy, grainy,
and strident before ATRAC became more so
when subjected to ATRAC encoding/decoding. The grainier the input to the ATRAC
encoder, the greater the coarseness ATRAC
appeared to add to the signal.
Similarly, instruments that were forward
and dry also seemed to be the most affected
by ATRAC. One journalist had brought a
disc with closely miked glockenspiel and
bells, signals that were clearly and significantly impaired by ATRAC. A track containing apositive-going impulse every 128 samples sounded much like atone without
ATRAC; with the encoder/decoder switched
in, it sounded more like abuzz saw. This is
to be expected: low-bit-rate encoders work
only when broad-band signals can mask the
large quantization error created by encoding the signal with so few bits.
Imust reiterate that this listening session
was by no means comprehensive: afull assessment of ATRAC requires long-term
listening over ahuge range of music and
under varying conditions.
Although MiniDisc's sound quality is
obviously inferior to that from CD, it is likely
to be better than analog cassette. Only
extended listening will reveal whether
ATRAC's impairment is subjectively more
benign than analog cassette's hiss, speed fluctuations, soft bass, and HF rolloff. Despite
my reservations about data compression,
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1992

MD doesn't suffer from the analog cassette's
myriad—and annoying—faults.

MD MEDIA
No format can hope to succeed without support from prerecorded software and blank
media. Perhaps not coincidentally, Sony is
very strong in both areas: it owns one of the
world's largest music catalogs (formerly CBS
Records) and has extensive experience in
developing and manufacturing magnetic
media. Moreover, they are heavily involved
in making magneto-optical computer disks,
the technology on which recordable MD is
based?
To demonstrate their ability to support
MD with software and blank discs, Sony
took us on atour of their MD media development center in Sendai, acity of one million about two hours north ofTolcyo. Everywhere you look in Sendai are huge Sony
factories producing magnetic media. After
apresentation on MD manufacturing, we
donned clean-room suits and went inside the
factory to see MD disc production firsthand.
We were the first people outside Sony to witness MD manufacturing?
Prerecorded MDs are made just like CDs:
pits are impressed in an injection-molded
polycarbonate substrate with ametallintion
layer to reflect the playback laser and aprotective coating to prevent oxidation. Indeed,
the MD production line looked like aminiature version of aCD replication factory.
MDs, however, require several additional
manufacturing procedures not required by
CDs. First, ametal clamping device about
the size of adime is inserted into the disc's
center hole (the MD player spins the disc by
magnetically locking on to the clamping
device). The disc is then inserted into the
plastic protective caddy along with the sliding media cover, write-protect tab, and cover
latch. These last steps drive the cost of MD
manufacturing above that of CD replication—at least initially. MD's smaller size may
eventually make manufacturing costs comparable to that of CD if done on avery large
scale. Virtually all the MD manufacturing
equipment and robotics we saw had been
8In 1978, Sony sold less than $10 million worth of blank
media worldwide Last year, their blank media sales exceeded
half abillion dollars.
9This was particularly interesting for me: Ispent three and
ahalf years working in aCD manufacturing plant.
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made by Sony.
The Sendai facility also developed the technology behind recordable MD discs. Blank
MDs are polycarbonate substrates coated
with very thin layers of magnetic material.
A ring of polycarbonate at the inner radius
is left uncoated. This area, called "lead-in,"
has pits impressed in it just as on aCD. The
MD recorder reads the information in this
un-erasable area, which includes the optimum laser power for recording and the disc
playing time. All blank MD lengths are made
identically; the only difference between a74minute disc and blanks of shorter playing
time is the information encoded in the lead-in
area: it tells the player how much recording
time is available." An additional area, called
the User Table of Contents (UTOC), stores
track times and locations. This information
is written automatically after the disc has
been recorded by the user.
Blank MDs also differ from prerecorded
discs in that they are stamped with apregroove to keep the recording laser/magnetic
head on track. This pregroove is "wobbled"
rather than holding acontinuously curving
track, atechnique called "ADdress In Pregroove" (ADIP). Address information is
encoded in these wobbles, allowing random
access search to specific disc areas. Specifically, the ADIP carrier frequency is 22.05kHz
with amodulation frequency of 63kHz,
resulting in an information rate of 3.15kbs.
These parameters allow access resolution of
13.3ms.
A third type of MD disc, call a"hybrid,"
has both prerecorded program material and
arecordable area. The hybrid MD is ideal for
specialized applications such as language
study.
Sony's blank MD capacity is reportedly
300,000 discs per month from the Sendai factory, with addition production to be provided by other Sony plants around the world.
Ten other media manufacturers—including
TDK and Maxell—have signed licensing
agreements to manufacture MD blanks.
74-minute MD blanks will reportedly
carry aUS retail price of between $12 and
$14. No pricing on prerecorded MDs was
announced: that will be up to individual rec10 This is analogous to atrick of the hand-held multimeter
industry. The same electronics are in every meter throughout
the product line; the less expensive models merely have some
of their features disabled.
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ord companies. Sony promises that 500 MD
titles will be available for the launch, with an
annual production capacity of 1.5 million
discs worldwide by November of this year.
Sony's Digital Audio Disc Corporation in
Terre Haute, Indiana has built an MD line
across the street from its CD manufacturing
plant.
MDs will be packaged differently in Japan
and the rest of the world. US retailers demanded apackage similar in size to that of
the analog cassette so they don't have to
change their display racks. The MD's rectangular outer box is far larger than that required
for the tiny MD, suggesting that the box will
likely remain at home while the MD is transported and used.

MD MASTERING

Mastering studios already making CD master tapes can easily adapt the process for MD
premastering; all that's needed is Sony's MD
format converter. Here's how it works: A finished 3
/"CD master tape is read into Sony's
4
MD format converter via astandard Sony
PCM-1630. The format converter performs
the ATRAC encoding and stores the compressed data on an internal hard disk drive.
A blank 3/4" tape is put back in the U-Matic
machine and the MD-formatted data are
recorded on the 3/4" tape. Subcode information (track and time information, disc and
track titles, etc.) is recorded along with the
digital audio signal on the 3/4" tape's video
track. The MD's much higher subcode
capacity (compared with CD) requires this
technique.
A key element of the format converter is
the ability to ATRAC-encode and -decode
the signal in real time. This permits the
mastering engineer to tailor the signal processing (equalintion, for example) specifically
for the ATRAC-compressed MD medium.
The MD pressing plant cuts an MD master just as it would aCD master. The only
difference is the addition of the MD address
generator in the signal path. Because the data
are compressed at a5:1 ratio, a60-minute
MD can be mastered in 12 minutes. Unfortunately, this feature precludes auditioning
the tape as it is mastered. The master tape's
error rate, however, can be monitored.

FINAL THOUGHTS

Launching anew audio format is aformida61
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The Breakthrough.

The original Adcom GFA-555 power amplifier.

The New Breakthrough.

The new Adcom GFA-55511 power amplifier.

Upon its introduction, the Adcom
GFA-555 power amplifier was considered
abreakthrough in audio technology.
Rated superior to amplifiers costing two
and three times as much, some critics had
difficulty in naming abetter component at
any price.
Now, after years of using the
GFA-555 as their model of superior
performance and value, Adcom engineers
announce another breakthrough. The new,
upgraded GFA-5551I, rated at 200 watts
per channel*, offers greater stability,
superior heat dissipation and less
distortion. It is everything which made
the GFA-555 "...one of the best selling
amplifiers of all time,"**and more.
With the GFA-5551I, Adcom begins
anew generation of amplifiers, designed
to set anew standard for performance at
areasonable price... giving more and

more music lovers the opportunity of
experiencing the thrill of sonic perfection
without the shock of exorbitant costs.
Visit your Adcom dealer and listen to
the new GFA-555II. Then ask its price.
You'll hear how good this new
breakthrough sounds.
*Power output watts/channel, continuous both
channels driven into 8ohms, 20 Hz -20 kHz at
less than 0.04% THD.
**John Atkinson
Stereophile, Vol. 13 No. 10, Oct. 1990
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ble task: not only does it take lots of money
(perhaps as much as abillion dollars), but
requires support from many areas. It's one
thing to develop anew format, but quite
another to provide the mastering equipment,
manufacturing equipment, blank media,
prerecorded product, distribution, and marketing required for the format to even have
achance of survival. Subtract any one of these
elements and the whole thing collapses. Sony
is uniquely positioned to provide the supporting infrastructure necessary to give MD
afighting chance.
As areplacement for the analog cassette,
MD appears to be asignificant step forward
—technically speaking. In relation to DCC,
Ifind MD the more attractive technology.
MD is much smaller, more convenient, and
has the huge advantages of an optical format
—random access, no wear, and neat features
like shock-resistant memory. It remains to
be seen, however, if there are substantial
sound-quality differences between DCC's
PASC encoding and MD's ATRAC.
Finally, does the public want MiniDisc?
Will the analog cassette-listening masses pay
MD's higher entry fee for prerecorded music,
hardware, and blank discs, or be content with
the familiar and inexpensive analog cassette?

UK: Ken Kessler

What the press calls the silly season—the
summer-to-autumn cusp—is so-named because there seems to be so little of worth to
fill the columns. Which is bull, since the Serbs
and Croats, Fergie and Di, Somalia and
South Africa haven't exactly been dull topics.
Anyway, this annual malaise also hits the hi-fi
scene. In the case of Great Britain, the end
of summer/early autumn is the eve before the
serious hi-fi selling season begins, while any
spare energies are devoted to hi-fi shows.
Chicago, Frankfurt, and Hong Kong have
come and gone; London, Milan, and Budapest are on line. And I'm writing this mere
hours before departing for the Penta Hotel
at Heathrow—report next month—so Ilook
at this period as the calm before the storm.
But calm it isn't, the recession having
spread apall of doom and gloom over the
industry. How do Iknow? Because Ionly

heard one joke at the Hong Kong Show
(report also next month) from aguy usually
good for 20 or 30. In other ways, though, the
recession has already started to cull the weak
and the unnecessary. The dust has settled
on the ICinergetics/KEF/Celestion link-up,
too, so things aren't quite as chaotic as they
could be.
The ray(s) of hope for the UK comes from
the most unlikely of sources: adownmarket
software format and the revival of amoribund one which has great support in the US
and the Far East. The former is DCC, about
to be launched with fanfare on apar with that
of CD in '83, while the latter is laserdisc (or
LaserVision, or video disc, or whatever they
want to call it). And while DCC is exciting
because it's brand-new, laserdisc is exciting
because it's wonderful. Which might lead
you to ask why it's been denied any success
in the video-mad UK.
First, let's dispense with DCC, which
Philips will be launching with an abundance
of razzmatazz at Heathrow. Iexpect the tabloid newspaper coverage any day now. Initial
reactions from colleagues in the trade? "Better than analog cassette, not as good as CD."
"Give me aconventional Nakamichi any
day:' "Who needs it?" "Terrific for the Great
Unwashed." Make of it what you will.
Laserdisc, on the other hand, has those
aware of its rebirth shouting "Gimme,
gimme, gimme!" Sony, Philips, and Pioneer
are about to be inundated with orders from
within the trade—reviewers, manufacturers,
retailers—keen to get their hands on the first
dual-standard (NTSC and PAL) machines.
On the back of it, we'll also see aboom in the
sales of dual-standard TV sets, which command, typically, £100 ($200) more than a
normal PAL equivalent.
The delay was all caused by the software
manufacturers, who ensure CDs sell for £13
($25) in the UK when they should cost no
more than £8 or even £7. What they did was
put astop to consumers sourcing or using
the NTSC discs widely available in the US
and Japan by forcing the hardware manufacturers to market PAL-only machines in the
UK,I Ithus forcing consumers to buy PAL
discs—which cost afortune because they're
11 As well as adifferent, more stable color protocol, the UK's
PAL TV system features greater line resolution than NTSC625 vs 525 horizontal lines—but aslower, more flicker-prone
frame rate-50Ha vs 60Hz—te give an identical bancfadddi
requirement.
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pressed in smaller numbers. This wouldn't
have been quite so bad if the film companies
had supported the hardware with PAL discs.
They didn't; it was all but impossible to feed
aPAL player with aflow of decent discs. But
then, albeit quietly, Pioneer introduced a
dual-standard machine at asensible price; it
sold like hotcakes. And anyone traveling
regularly to the Far East or the US could pick
up NTSC discs to feed the machine back
home, while others merely ordered discs
directly from the US.
But what happened to cause this aboveground rebellion? What gave Philips and
Sony the balls to join Pioneer? It's no longer
asecret: there will be avast array of sub-£600
NTSC/PAL machines in the shops by Christmas, along with some serious videophile
offerings as well.
Ican only imagine that part of the resistance to the software manufacturers' blackmail is down to the fact that most of the great
film companies are now owned by the Japanese, but that's too simplistic. More than
likely, the hardware manufacturers realize
that the film companies can't do athing about
it. If Sony, Philips, et al want to market dualstandard machines, there's no law to stop
them. And I'm already hearing about the
opening of anumber of specialist laserdisc
shops in London, offering NTSC discs at
sane prices.
Even more interesting, because it also
affects video tape, is the launching of the
UK's first videophile label. The brains behind
Tartan Video belong to Hamish McAlpine,
ahardcore audiophile who wants his viewing
pleasure to match that of his listening pleasure. The bottom line is simple: All Tartan
films will be offered in letterbox format
instead of pan'n'scan, the packaging will be
generic and informative, the transfers immaculate. And, in most cases, there will be
simultaneous release of tape and disc, in PAL
format.
McAlpine already had experience in film
distribution, having supported Derek Jarman, the maker of impenetrable, tedious,
unwatchable, terminally hip movies which
were always guaranteed column inches in the
quality papers and spots on Barry Norman's
influential film criticism series on BBC TV
Conversely, McAlpine also knew that he had
to distribute films which would sell to an
audience greater than the membership of the
64

Groucho Club, so he released and had ahit
on his hands with Return of the Living Dead.
That was Tartan's kickoff reissue; 60 others
are already scheduled during the next few
months, among them modern classics like
McCabe and Mrs. Miller, THX1138, and Hearts
ofDarkness, acritically acclaimed film about
the making of Apocalypse Now.
To add more credence to the suggestion
that there is ahome-viewing revolution
underway, Celestion just released the first
UK offering in the surround-sound arena,
one which undercuts the Japanese by alarge
amount of cash. The Celestion input consists of two complete packages—Dolby decoders, rear-channel speakers, wire, speaker
brackets—which will convert any home hifi-plus-VCR-or-laser-player to full Dolby
Surround status. The HT One offers Dolby
Surround for £299, while HT Three adds
remote control, Dolby Pro Logic, and a
center-channel speaker for £499. So high
price is no longer areason for listening to
mono or front-only stereo when watching
tapes or discs. (Mind you, some educating
will be required. UK video consumers are
notoriously stupid, most owners of stereo
VCRs lacking the imagination to feed apair
of interconnects into their hi-fis.)
To top it all, anew magazine, tentatively
called Video Choice, is about to be launched
by Hi-Fi Choice. VC will publicize all of the
above—laserdiscs, videophile tapes, surround-sound—as well as large-screen and
projection TV and all the rest. The editorial
balance will probably be 70% hardware and
30% software, but the main difference between VC and existing video mags is the target audience. Pick up the current offerings
and you get either reams of copy about video
cameras, dense technical verbiage about setting up asatellite dish, or in-depth features
on Chuck Norris. Video Choice is aimed at the
"aspirations" market, closer to US magazine
Audio/Video Interiors than Slice'n'Dice Monthly
or What Home Movie. And, as anumber of
the contributors have been borrowed from
the hi-fi community (inc. yrs trly), sound
quality won't be ignored. Hell, Ieven bought
new spectacles for the project, with anew
large-screen, high-def TV certain to cause
my credit cards to scream in pain.
So what does all of the above have to do
with the current malaise? For one thing, it
should mean asales boom for manufacturers
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of speakers suitable for surround-sound
applications. It will mean TV upgrades. It
might even mean—cross fingers—new, better, or second hi-fi systems to accommodate
the superior video hardware. Other spinoffs
might include aboost for the film-rental
shops, now that more members of the public
will have access to the extra channels ofsound
which seem to be available on every new
film—even Jean Claude Van Damme's. Cable
manufacturers with brains will be able to sell
video cables in the UK in greater numbers
than acouple of sets amonth nationwide.
The hi-fi and video furniture manufacturers
will also benefit.
Ordinarily, Ikeep audio and video separate
in my mind/career, even though Iuse surround-sound at home and have for years.
That's because, unlike the US and other
markets, too many British audiophiles are
narrow-minded Luddites who scream blue
murder if you so much as mention avideo
product in the pages ola hi-fi magazine. This
isn't purism. It's masochism, self-abnegation,
and downright stupidity. The challenge for
the hi-fi sector (press and retail) will be to

integrate the two in away acceptable to the
hi-fi community, which is usually where
high-tech home entertainment trends start
—even those which need immediate success
in the non-hobbyist mass market.
The manufacturers don't have this problem; they simply sell their wares to the appropriate shops. But the shops will have to adapt
to the needs of demonstrating home theater, while the magazines will have to accommodate reviews of upscale video and laserdisc
machines, as well as the peripherals, the processors, and the monitors. On the other hand,
the latter might be better off doing what
1-1i-Fi Choice did by launching separate
magazines.
Ilook forward to the video revolution
reaching the UK. It will give me an excuse
for not listening to Happy Mondays, rap,
Sinead O'Connor, most heavy metal, KLF,
and the other dissonant garbage which drove
away what should have become the next
generation of audiophiles. With music which
sounds so awful and is performed so badly,
why buy anything more revealing than a
ghetto blaster?
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The FM Tuner for those who believe sonic accuracy t
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For product information

\

and acopy of our booklet
The FM Specialists"

"Redisceer FM Stereo"
call 1-800-448-8490

6509 TransitRd .4H1, Bowmansville NY 14026 (716)684-0460 FAX (716)684-0463
Canada 6, Export:8 StratheamAve. #9, Brampton, Ontario L6T 41.9 (416)791-5888 FAX (416)791-5583
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HEAR OVER $2 MILLION WORTH OF HI-FI
FOR $15
AND HAVE THE TIME OF YOUR LIFE!

AMW

IN. 77

San Francisco Marriott
(55 Fourth Street)
March 12-14, 1993
Order Now
and save $10 oticket!
Imagine that you have a50-room house—a
mansion, acastle, apalace—and more than
$2 million to fill it with the finest hi-fi gear in the
world.
Your hi-fi fantasies come true for 3days in
March in San Francisco at HI-FI '93.
The Stereophile High-End Show—where
every audiophile can feel like the richest person in the world. Order tickets now and save
$10. Attend all 3days for only $15.*
Hear the gear
that got the great reviews!
Dozens of manufacturers and dealers will
bring the best hi-fi equipment in the world and
set it up professionally for you! All you have to
do is be at the San Francisco Marriott the weekend of March 12-14, 1993. Hi-fi hotel! Hi-fi
heaven!

it's Stereophile
happening live!
The Stereophile High-End Show is the closest
thing to your favorite magazine happening
live. Enjoy demos. Discussions with manfacturers. Meet the reviewers.

Come with your friends. Compare listening
impressions on the spot. Shop for hard-to-find
CDs, rare LPs and accessories—all on premises
and many at show prices.
Hear live music all 3days of the show. And
once you're in the door, pay nothing for any of
the special events—including the live concerts.
One ticket admits you all 3days!

If you live out of town,
you're really in luck!
You get to visit San Francisco! The Marriott has
extra-special weekend rates for the Show—
call them directly at (415) 442-6755 to reserve
...
space is limited! (You know how well the
Marriott treats weekend guests! Luxuries!
Amenities!)
All the best of San Francisco is just footsteps
or ashort cab ride away. Clubs, concerts, restaurants, cable cars. Have the time of your life!

Our ONLY show
in 1993!
HI- Fl '93 will be Stereophile's only show in
1993. For high-end audio, this is the show.
Where it all happens. Birthplace of new products. And ...
it's the place where every person
you meet is an audiophile like you. Think of all
the great conversations you'll have!
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ORDER TICKETS
FOR
SAN FRANCISCO
NOW AND SAVE
$10.*

Ile Iwant to save $10 aticket.* Send me
advance tickets to
The Stereophile High-End Show at $15 each.
Ticket good for all 3days.
Name
Address

Apt. #_

City/State/Zip
Home phone
Work phone
Check enclosed (Payable to: HI-Fl '93)
Charge my:

E VISA

E MasterCard

E AMEX

Card Number
Exp. Date
Signature
For special-rate hotel-room reservations, phone San Francisco Marriott directly at (415) 442-6755.
Mail to: HI-FI '93 •The Stereophile High-End Show •
RO. Box 5529 •Santa Fe, NM 87502 •(505) 984-2716
WorldRadioHistory
Or fax your credit-card order now to: (505) 984-1737

•Tickets at the door will be $25.
All ST

Sennheiser headphones
uncover the secrets hiding in
your favorite music. They
accurately recreate all of the
music's subtlety and power.
Great recordings sound
even better.
A wide range of models
offer new levels of realism
and comfort to enhance your
listening. Whatever your
musical preference, there is
aSennheiser headphone
perfect for your style.
You've only got one set of
ears. Go ahead, spoil them.

ENrJHEISER ®
6VISTA DRIVE ,P.
O.BOX
IN CANADA :221 LABROSSE AVE ., PTECLAM
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Y EARS A GO T ODAY
J. GORDON HOLT

A

As you'll seefrom this month's "Letters"
column, while two listeners might agree
on the description of acomponent's
sound, they can still disagree over whether that component is good or bad.J. Gordon Holt wrote anumber ofessays addressing this kind ofconflict over value
judgments in the early days ofThe Stereophile.
In this penultimate look at the magazine's history
we reprint one of these controversies, from Vol.2
No.11 (enigmatically labeled "Winter (4)" on the
cover and "4-68 Winter" inside, and actually pubSTEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1992

fished sometime in 1970).
In 1975,JGH dropped the articlefrom his magazine's title; plain Stereophile we have been ever
since. But note that throughout this "As We See
It," Gordon writes "the Stereophile," not Stereophile or The Stereophile. WasJGH easing
into the present usage? We also reprint an example ofsomething that was more prevalent in those
more lighthearted years: humor. "Letters You'll
Never Believe"first appeared in Vol.2 No.9, our
"Summer (2) 1968" issue.
—John Atkinson
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Kinergetics Research.
Digital Products for
the Analog Generation.
Back in the days when vinyl was king,
Kinergetics Research was leading the way
in analog technology.
Twenty years later, Kinergetics still leads
the way in the application of analog
technology — but today we apply that
technology to afull line of digital products.

For those of us who remember how good
those records sound but also want to be
able to enjoy the music of today,
Kinergetics' engineers have developed
the KCD-40 Platinum. The KCD-40
represents the state-of-the-art in
integrated CD players. Not only does the
KCD-40 employ four 18-bit DACs in a
balanced/differential configuration, but it
also utilizes afully balanced and discrete
analog section.
Performance, flexibility, and styling are the
reasons why the KCD-40 has become the
standard to which all CD players must
measure up to and has thus become the
favorite of the experienced music lover.

KCD-20 and KCD-40 Platinum Series
If analog is how we listen, then the KCD-20
Platinum is what we listen to. In the
KCD-20 our engineering team has
combined the most advanced 16-bit digital
circuitry available with our fully discrete
Hysteresis cancelling analog circuitry.
This design exemplifies our firm belief
that the digital section of CD reproduction
is only one part of the audio puzzle.
The two analog sections of CD processing
are equally critical and in the KCD-20
these sections are superior to analog
sections of all but the most costly
CD players.
Superior sonics and direct drive capability
make the KCD-20 the logical choice for the
CD-only listener who wants to learn what
vinyl was all about.

For the most demanding audiophile
and music lover Kinergetics offers a
masterpiece in audio engineering, the
KCD-55 Ultra. Four 20-bit Ultra Analog
DACs, aproprietary anti-jitter digital
interface, and adifferential digital and
analog stage are but afew of the technical
reasons why this processor has become
the primary listening source of record
lovers all over the world. The non-technical
reason is that the KCD-55 Ultra simply
sounds more like music.

KCD-55 Ultra Platinum Series
Audition these and other Kinergetics
Research products at adealer near you.
The experience will evoke memories of
music as it was meant to sound. Not
analog, not digital. Just music.

IlE pAZ
‘gT
H ICS
P.O. Box 4839, Chatsworth, CA 91313-4839
213/582-9349 •Fax: 213/582-9434
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reader who asked to remain anonymous wrote to tell us the results of
some tests he saw conducted on
one of our top-rated loudspeaker systems.
Frequency-response checks showed that the
system had virtually no deep bass, amidbass
peak, amidrange slump, and ahigh-end rise.
Further checks had shown gross distortion
at input levels of over about 6W, and adefinitely limited (although adequate for RowM listening) maximum-output-level capability. Said reader then went on to ask how
we could possibly consider such aspeaker
to be one of the best available.
Well, we aren't going to argue with measurements. All we did, in reply, was to reiterate what we had found on the basis of our
listening tests: that the system in question
sounds smoother and cleaner than any other
we've come across. And that, in the last analysis, is what counts.
Now, this is the point in our argument
where some of our more knowledgeable
readers will leap to their feet and say, "Aha!
That's their first mistake. It may sound good
to them, but different people hear differently,
and what's real to the Stereophile may not be
to somebody else." Only partly true. Different people do perceive sounds differently, for
the simple reason that different people listen to different aspects of atotal sound.
Suppose we take two listeners, whom we
shall call A and B, to alive performance of
the "Eroica" symphony. If they sit side by
side, both listeners will be exposed to essentially the same set of sound waves, but listener A may concentrate on the patterns of
harmonies and textures, while listener B may
be "tuned in" to the main themes and the
rhythmic groupings. Each is hearing the entire
complex of sound, in the sense that his
eardrums and nervous system are responding
to it all, but each is perceiving—that is, is
consciously aware of—different aspects of the
sound.
Now, let's seat them both in aliving room
and play them aperfect reproduction of the
same performance. Lithe reproducer delivers
to their ears exactly the same patterns of air
vibrations that reached them in the concert
hall, each listener will perceive what he feels
to be an exact replica of the original sound.
Each can choose to "tune in" to whatever
aspect of the sound he normally listens to,
and as long as they are delivered to his ears
STEREOPHILE, N OVEMBER 1992

in exactly the same proportions as they were
originally, the reproduction will sound perfect to both listeners.
Now, suppose the reproducer is not perfect. (We're still looking for one that is.) Suppose it reproduces all of the information
needed to hear the main themes and the
rhythm, like atypical cheap phonograph, but
tends to change harmonic structures and textures. Listener B, if he has no experience in
analytical listening to reproduced sound, may
notice that it is not aperfect reproduction,
but will find it pleasing because it gives him
what he wants. Listener A, equally inexperienced as alistener to 'fi, won't like the sound
one little bit, even though he may not be able
to explain why. The reason, of course, is because it is wreaking havoc with the things
that he as alistener is interested in.
The fact that every loudspeaker is an
imperfect reproducer of at least some aspects
of the original sound is what accounts for the
tremendous diversity of opinions as to what
constitutes "the best" loudspeaker. Different
listeners judge reproduced sound according to
different criteria, and assign different "weights"
to the various aspects of the sound.
This is why the Stereophile attempts, as

A HANDY GUIDE TO
CE SJARGON 1

New: Different color from previous
designs.
All New: Parts not interchangeable with
previous designs.
Design simplicity Manufacturer's costs
cut to the bone.
Field tested: Manufacturer lacks test
equipment.
Solid low end: Won't tip over.
Direct sales only: Dealers won't touch it.
Rugged: Too heavy to lift.
Distinctive: Ugly.
Redesigned: Previous faults are corrected,
the manufacturer hopes.
Handcrafted: Assembled at a FarEastern labor camp.
Meets quality standards: Ours, not yours.
Satisfaction guaranteed: Manufacturer's,
after receiving the customer's check.
1From Vo1.5 No.6, August 1982, after an original from
Prosonics, who claimed, at the 1982 SCES, that their
preamplifier was "possibly the second-best in the world."
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much as possible, to describe the sound of the
components we test, as well as simply passing
opinion judgments on them. This way, a
reader who has found that he does not generally agree with our opinions may still be able
to ascertain whether or not he might like a
particular component's sound.
He may, for example, have learned that he
prefers some forwardness in reproduced
sound, rather than aneutral or distant perspective. He may value full, fat bass more
than bass detail, and his hearing limitations
at the high end may make it immaterial
whether the sound extends to 181cHz or rolls
off above 13kHz.
In order for atest report to have any real
validity, it must attempt to assess acomponent's inherent capabilities, rather than
describe how it will sound with an amplifier or an acoustical environment that booms
up the bass or rolls off the highs. Thus, all
speakers, from the cheapest to the costliest,
should be evaluated on the basis of their performance under ideal conditions—with the
best possible associated equipment and in an
essentially neutral but realistic acoustical
environment. Then, when an amplifier or
pickup is subsequendy tested, and is described
as having certain colorations (as heard through
atop-grade speaker), the reader can get some
idea as to whether the components in question will complement one another or aggravate one another's colorations.
Of course, components that are designed
specifically for one another must be reviewed
as aunit. But as long as most components are
sold as "universal" items, intended for use
with awide variety of associated components, it seems to us that they should be
evaluated as such.
—J. Gordon Holt

LETTERS YOU'LL
NEVER BELIEVE
FROM AWELL-KNOWN
AMPLIFIER MANUFACTURER

Editor:
Thank you for your letter expressing your
dissatisfaction with our SPA-140 amplifier.
The "hardness" that you hear in the sound
is not due to your associated equipment, but
stems from adrastic increase in the amplifier's distortion at low power levels. This, we
hasten to add, is really quite acommon thing
72

in solid-state amplifiers that were designed
in ahurry in order to meet the New York hifi show deadline.
There is nothing you can do about the
problem, except to buy our next-year's model,
which will probably have other problems
that you never dreamed of.
Sincerely, etc. ..

FROM AN IMPORTER OF
FOREIGN-MADE PICKUP
CARTRIDGES

Editor:
We checked your pickup for you and found
it to be within specifications, so we are returning it. Of course, there will be no charge for
this service.
The 5dB difference in channel outputs and
the 8dB peak at 9kHz in one channel are normal for average-production pickups. Foreigners
have quality-control problems too, you know.
If you are unhappy with the pickup, we suggest that you trade it in on one of our special
HP (hand-picked) models, which is the same
as the standard models except that it is tested
before being shipped from the factory.
Sincerely, etc. ..

FROM ALEADING
LOUDSPEAKER MANUFACTURER

Editor:
We are dismayed to hear that you are so
unhappy with the Omnipotent 500 speaker
system that you purchased. It is true, of course,
that they are horribly overpriced and as ugly
as ababoon's butt, and we are sorry to hear that
one of them fell through your living-room
floor, but we do not really feel that they sound
as bad as all that.
You must understand that these were not
designed to sound realistic. Our market researchers have found that normal people prefer
hi-fi to music, and if aspeaker has to be shrill
and boomy to sell—well, our team of design
engineers hasn't failed us yet, bless their hearts.
Perhaps you should stop going to orchestra concerts and learn what true hi-fi is.
Very truly yours. ..

FROM AMANUFACTURER OF
MODESTLY PRICED TAPE
RECORDERS

Editor:
Of course your Model 152STA batteryoperated portable has battery problems! If
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Itold our design department once Itold them
athousand times, one penlight battery just
won't be enough to run the motor and the
record amplifier and the 10W monitor amplifier for 40 minutes, but no, they wouldn't
listen.
Isuppose you could buy one of our AC
converters and use the recorder from awall
outlet, but if Iwere you Iwould try to palm
the thing off on somebody and buy one made
by an outfit that knows what it is doing.
Sincerely...

FROM THE EDITOR &PUBLISHER
OF The Stereophile
We can understand your dissatisfaction with
the Acme Super 2000 receiver that you bought
on the basis of our excellent review. We too
found that the outputs were out of phase and
that it took apair of gas pliers to turn the
Function switch, but since Acme buys afullcolor four-page foldout in each issue, we felt
it unnecessary to add any more test criteria
to the already comprehensive objective measurements that we make on every product.
As amatter of fact, we felt at first that the
unit was so bad that our readers would not
be interested in reading about it at all, but the

manufacturer magnanimously agreed to continue his advertising support if we ran the
report without mention of the phasing, the
stiff switch, the unreadable dial markings,
the thunderous switching pops, and the subtle odor of burning insulation that we observed. We are confident that you will understand our position.
Sincerely. ..

UNBELIEVABLE LETTERS
Editor:
Where did you ever get ahold of those hilarious letters from manufacturers that you
printed in the Summer issue? Ididn't think
any hi-fi manufacturers could be as brutally
frank as those letters were. ARNOLD W REN
Sacramento, CA
Those "Letters," you may recall, were printed under
the title "Letters You'll Never Believe." Well, you
shouldn't have believed them.
Every one of them was afictitiousfigment ofour
imagination, freelyfabricatedfrom whole dothfor
the sole purpose of entertaining our readers, at the
expense ofsome manufacturers who might conceivably have written such letters but didn't, asfar as
we know.
—J. Gordon Holt

Designed by

Ce‘ eee
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'A prescription for true tonal balance and effortless power
.... instead of the usual patent medicine."

OCM '300'
200W/S S.S.
Stereo Amplifier

In the U.S. Call

1-800 -448 -8490

e

for more information

ee,feTechnology Inc.

6509 Transit Rd. #H1 Bowmansville NY 14026 (716)684-0460

FAX (716)684-0463

Canada &Export: 8Strathearn Ave. U9, Brampton, Ontario L6T 4L9 (416)791- 5888 FAX (416)791-5583
OCM Technology is asubsidiary or Magnum Dynalab Corp.
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What the Critics
have to say...
At its $1395 asking price, this has to qualify
as aminor miracle.
Dick Olsher, Stereophile, Vol.15 No. 8, August 1992 (USA)

Iconclude that the SFL-1 is the only
preamp that can be described as having
really high quality sound and yet be very
affordable.
Y.K. Chan, AUDIOPHILE, Issue 71, February 1992 (Hong Kong)

"0 Canada, your native son, Sonic Frontiers,
has done you proud!"
Dick Olsher, Stereophile, Vol.15 No. 8, August 1992 (USA)

Given the sound quality, the very high
craftsmanship in construction, and the overall
parts quality, Iwould call the Sonic Frontiers
SFL-1 hybrid line preamplifier something of a
bargain at its price.
Andrew Marshall, Audio
Ideas Guide, Winter 1992 (Canada)
WorldRadioHistory

The

SFL-1 Line Stage
Preamplifier

Decide for yourself. Audition an SFL-1 today!

Call for the dealer nearest you.

SONIC FRONTIERS
5

=

INCORPORATED

760 PACIFIC RD., UNIT 19, OAKVILLE, ONTARIO, CANADA. L6L 6M5
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TEL: (416) 847-3245
FAX: (416) 847-5471
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M ARTIN COLLOMS 1 SUGGESTS THAT THE TRADITIONAL WAYS OF ASSESSING HI-FI COMPONENT
PROBLEMS OVERLOOK THE OBVIOUS: DOES THE
COMPONENT DILUTE THE RECORDING'S MUSICAL
MEANING?

F

,or

all its quantifiable technical faults, easily identified in the laboratory when compared with the measured near-perfection of CD,
the vinyl LP disc possesses apowerful and effortlessly musical content, with an easy, fundamental rhythmic stability and solidity. Interestingly, this innate character seems to be quite robust, more so than digital.
Subjectively rewarding results may be obtained from analog sources without
much trouble. Many well-established but not necessarily high-priced components may be assembled to produce musically satisfying results. With
analog, one can listen through the blemishes and be aware of astrong musical
message, one in which the music's flow, pace, and tempo are well conveyed,
and into which the listener is drawn.

ANOBSESSION WITH TECHNICAL MINUTIAE CAN EASILY
BLIND ONE TO AN APPRECIATION OF THE WHOLE.

By contrast, digital audio is afragile medium. Sonic greatness remains
elusive, digital replay often seeming to get bogged down at an earlier stage,
one in which the listener's lack of involvement leads to asubstitute activity.
The mind remains busy, but is now cataloguing perceptual features and
comparing them with previous experiences. This is an interesting abstraction,
comparable in the realm of visual art with the analysis of the brush techniques of old masters. But, as Robert Harley points out in this month's "As
We See It:' an obsession with technical minutiae can blind one to an appreciation of the whole. That easy, rhythmic grace inherent in competent analog
replay points to one of the greatest paradoxes of digital replay.
Digital's technical advantages at low frequencies include low group delay
due to ahighly extended bass response, in theory even continuing down
to DC. Technical appearances can be misleading, however. From my expe1As well as being aStereophlle Contributing Editor and the primary component reviewer for the English
magazine Hi-Fi News £1. Record Revino, Martin Colloms is the author of one of the standard textbooks
on loudspeaker design, High Performance Loudspeakers, the fourth edition of which appeared in 1991.
Published by Pentech Press, Plymouth, Devon, England, HPL is available in the US for 838.95 from
Old Colony Book Service, P.O. Box 243, Peterborough, NH 03458-0243. Tel: (603) 924-6371/6526.
Fax: (603) 924-9467.
—JA
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MONITOR AUDIO
--me" in

EngIaIBJ

LOUDSPEAKERS
*Monitor Audio's aluminum, precision coated ceramic cones afford the ultimate in speed and
rigidity to fully reproduce the subtle-to-thunderous dynamic ronge of live music.
*Monitor Audio's revolutionary gold dome/metal cone driver technology brings
the musicians into your IMng room with three dimensional realism.
*Monitor Audio offers you the choice of matched real-wood veneers
and truly stunning Grand Piano lacquers.
*Monitor Audio loudspeakers are 100% designed and manufactured by
Monitor Audio ro unparalleled standards of excellence.
*Monitor Audio Loudspeakers: From only $379 ro $5400 o pair
... when only the best will suffice.

MONITOR AUDIO
LOUDSPEAKERS

in U.SA PO. Box 1355 Buffalo N.Y. 14205
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Tel (416) 428-2800

in Canada 902 Mdioy Rood Piçkefing, Ontario L1W 3X8 Fax (416) 428-0004

rience of more than 250 digital products, coherent, expressive, naturally
explosive dynamics and the ability to present good musical pace and aconfident, upbeat rhythm are areas in which digital is surprisingly weak. If digital
bass is agreed to be tighter-sounding, less colored and less "phasey," then
how on Earth can analog still be in the running when it comes down to subjectively satisfying bass rhythm? Nevertheless, digital bass generally sounds
laid-back and downbeat, even if it is highly neutral when viewed purely
in technical terms.
Alistener well-trained in the analysis of sound quality may understandably
be fooled into thinking that good bass automatically implies good rhythm.
It does not.

COHERENT, EXPRESSIVE, NATURALLY EXPLOSIVE
DYNAMICS AND THE ABILITY TO PRESENT GOOD MUSICAL
PACE AND A
CONFIDENT, UPBEAT RHYTHM ARE AREAS IN
WHICH DIGITAL IS SURPRISINGLY WEAK.

While good rhythm is akey aspect of both live and reproduced musicmaking, it is not easy to analyze. It's as if the act of focusing on the details
of aperformance blinds one to the parameter in question. The subjective
awareness of rhythm is acontinuous event, registered at the whole-body
level and recognized in astate of conscious but relaxed awareness. Once
you've learned that reproduced sound can impart that vital sense of musicmaking as an event, that the impression of an upbeat, involving drive can
be reproduced again and again, you can't help but pursue this quality
throughout your listening experience.
Scientifically trained, Ifailed to develop aproper awareness of this aspect
of reproduction for many years, so committed was Ito the analytical methods
of sound-quality assessment. My engineering background had taught me
to reduce problems of sound quality to aseries of quantifiable variables,
each of which could then be rated in afairly predictable manner. My objective
was the production of more accurate, more consistent reviews. This analytic
framework was largely based on my experiences during the development
of along line of superior monitoring loudspeakers for the BBC, where I
learned much about live vs reproduced comparisons and developed avocabulary to quantify perceived errors. Those obvious and easily described loudspeaker flaws allowed aquick entry into the field of sound-quality analysis.
What has emerged from my more recent work is the understanding that
while aneutral, perceivably accurate sonic character is helpful to high-quality
reproduced sound, it is not aprerequisite This is similar to saying that though
low distortion is agenerally worthwhile goal for an amplifier, this parameter
is not well correlated with subjective quality unless present to unusual access.

DEFINITIONS

The definitions of "pace," "rhythm," and "dynamics" inevitably involve
such related aspects as drive, timing, involvement, flow, and coherence.
"Pace," for example, connotes speed; indeed, the concepts "fast" or "slow"
have often been applied to sound reproduction.
•Pace: At the simplest level, pace is equivalent to tempo. While alistener
may well have agood awareness of absolute tempo, there is astrong subjective element in the perception of the speed at which amusical work is
performed. This is determined in part by what has come before. The same
is true of the perceived velocity of avehicle in which one is traveling. Exiting
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1992
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from afast expressway, the transition to the lower speed seems surprisingly
abrupt—one's judgment of speed has been dramatically affected by the
preceding experience. The way aconductor and/or musicians vary the tempo
strongly affects the perception of pace This is done deliberately as an element
of musical expression and interpretation, and is vital to good performances.

WEAKNESSES IN THE AUDIO CHAIN CAN GIVE RISE TO
ERRORS WHICH SUGGEST THAT THE MUSICAL PACE HAS
BECOME SLOWER.
It doesn't correlate strongly with measured elapsed time, aperformance
that sounds rushed sometimes taking longer than one which sounds better
paced.
What many listeners fail to note is that weaknesses in the audio chain can
give rise to errors which, in combination, suggest that the musical pace has
become slower; the effect is one ofimpaired listener interest. (Other classifiable component errors also reduce the listener's interest in the reproduced
music—impaired clarity, for example—but the scope of this essay is restricted
to the perception of time.) 'When replay is rendered less interesting, pace
suffers and time may indeed appear to go more slowly.
•Timing: This relates specifically to the musical characterization of aperformer's ability to synchronize his or her playing accurately with respect
to agiven beat or rhythmic pattern. The ear has an extraordinary ability
to recognize playing which is not on or aligned to the beat. This includes
deliberately time-shifted or syncopated playing, as unmusical errors here
quickly destroy meaning.
It is afascinating aspect of audio reproduction that hi-fi components,
individually or in concert, can damage the subjective impression of good
timing and of tight, coherent musicianship. For many familiar recordings
in which good timing is known to be present, some audio components or
systems conspire to give an aura oflassitude in which the musicians seem
to be playing subtly out of time. This failing may, with practice and acuity,
be discerned on just afew notes of asingle voice or instrument. Here one
may perceive anuance of uncertainty, ahint of nervousness, or afeeling
that the steady, controlled flow of aperformance is not as even or as secure
as it should be.
With good reproduction of good performances, there is afeeling of confidence and drive, coupled with an awareness of the power of fundamental
rhythms and their changing nature as the composition unfolds. Accurate
portrayal of rhythm, though certainly very important for classical music,
is absolutely vital for rock music. With its short presentation and simpler,
more accessible structure, rock's rhythmic element is the foundation of listener involvement. Without that foot-tapping association, that invitation
to dance, rock quickly descends to the boring and the banal. Only the most
creative and expressive music—for example, the work ofJoni Mitchell—can
survive such damage; and even this material benefits greatly from good
replay timing.
•Dynamics: Subjective dynamics play their part in the structure of musical
pace and rhythm while carrying substantial weight in their own right. Fundamentally, dynamics are associated with the technical definition of "dynamic
range," the range of allowable, cleanly handled signal between asystem's
noise floor and its overload point. Thus CD can have avery wide dynamic
range; even with 16-bit systems, adynamic range of 110dB is possible80
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I...Have you heard?

"Rooms with good sound included Clearfield...The impressive
and reasonably priced Metropolitans were driven by
Counterpoint's gorgeous new monobiocks." —Robert Harley,
Stereophile, April '92, Vol. 15, No. 4.
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PACE &RHYTHM: ONE LISTENER'S LAMENT
Some years ago it struck me that British
writers were increasingly discussing the
"rhythmic" properties of the components
they reviewed. (I now see the issue coming up slowly in Stereophile and The
Abso!ute Sound as well.) Although Iunderstood all the words used to describe the
differences ("bass was abit slow.., the
highs lagged by aconsiderable amount ...
etc.), this message made no sense to me; I
felt no recognition. Rereading didn't help,
and reading more of the same didn't help.
So, on one of my annual trips to the
HFN/RR Penta Show, Idecided to devote
five minutes of alengthy discussion with
Martin Colloms to the above-mentioned
phenomenon.
When Icame home, Idecided to let the
matter drop, but in the back of my head
the process must have gone its way.
Then, some months ago, Iwas testing
three mid-priced CD players for aDutch
magazine: aPioneer PD-9700, aDenon
DCD-900, and aTechnics SLP-700. One
of the discs Iuse for my auditioning is Paul
Simon's Graceland. Though musically very
interesting, this is by no means the ultimate
recording in terms of sound quality; it can
sound abit hard and "processed" on avery
high quality, very transparent system.
When Iplayed track 3, "I Know What I
Know," on the Pioneer, it suddenly struck
me that there was something rhythmically wrong.
Itend to listen in an analytical way, not
only when Itry to come to grips with the
sound quality of apiece of equipment, but
also when concentrating on the music
itself. Exploring the musical structure, I
identify with one instrumental line and
try to understand the other "voices" from
there on. In "I Know What IKnow," I
chose the bass guitar, which plays on its
high strings an intriguing, almost perpetually repeated sequence which goes
more or less like this:

12°

t. ritet•ritrtr

1

J

J.

Bass guitar riff from Paul Simon's "I Know What
IKnow" (Groceland, Warner Bros. 25447-2)
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The bass guitar is played just slightly
ahead of the beat, this "pulling" creating
tension. Other elements playing important rhythmic parts are the bass drum,
Simon's voice, acouple of electric guitars
playing an Afro/Latin countermelody,
and the chorus in the refrain, some of
these syncopated. The rhythmic balance
between these separate lines is not as tight
as in much of today's sampled and thus
computer-controlled music; it's looser,
like what you'd hear from alive band. At
least, that's how it should be.
The Pioneer made amess of it. After
hearing this same disc on other machines,
the Pioneer made it sound like another
take of the same music played by the same
people, but from adifferent session in
which the band had partied too much the
night before. The Technics was better, and
quite listenable, but the best of all was my
reference machine: aMarantz/Philips CD80.
I've tried many CD players since, but for
rhythm the CD80 is by far the best, regardless of price.
You can hear these differences in rhythm
on some classical music (eg, some faster
Bach movements), but on many pieces of
music it isn't that apparent, even when
listened for. Still, Ithink it plays arole, even
if anearly subliminal one It would explain,
for instance, why I've always liked the
CD80 so much, despite its harsh highs.
As for an explanation of the rhythm
phenomenon, I've no idea. Some have
suggested that low-bit converters are
worse in that respect than the multibitters because of the noise-shaping used
in the former (noise-shaping works by
feedback and time-delay, and could thus
be thought of as time-smearing), but in
my experiences with 20-30 different
machines Ihaven't seen such arelationship. Neither do Isee acorrelation between rhythmic performance and price.
Even more confusing is the fact that, even
when using the same outboard D/A converter, the rhythmic quality reflected the
CD player used as atransport. What's
going on here?
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ample for domestic use. However, this does not mean that CD in general
has good subjective dynamics. Ironically, it does not.
Good dynamics are associated with an awareness of exciting lifelike contrasts between loud and soft sounds. Transients should be imbued with lifelike attack and sharpness, loud peaks really should sound explosively and
dramatically loud. Those peaks should not be rounded, squashed, or compressed.

DYNAMIC DILUTION

Realism in reproduced dynamics goes even further than this. Comparisons
with live sound repeatedly show that the recorded or even just the amplified form suffers asignificant loss of dynamic quality when it comes to
reproducing music's inner dynamics. While an engineer might instinctively
accept the notion that an audio transmission system has afinite dynamic
window and that audible limitations may well be audible when waveform
peaks reach the limits of that window, the idea that sounds nicely placed
in the middle of the working range could still suffer in terms of dynamics
is quite alien to him.
It's unfortunate that the subjective effect of all kinds of audio component errors is often adilution of dynamic expression. More often than not,
this weakness goes hand in hand with aloss in rhythm. Psychoacoustically speaking, it may not be entirely valid to attempt to separate the two.
Intuitively, one might expect that aperceptible softening of asystem's
dynamic quality would blur the timing cues due to its effect on the coherence
and unity of the fast edges of transients and dynamic contrasts. Such an
impression leads logically to aweakening in the presentation of rhythmic
aspects in music. Weaken those, and the sense of drive and forward pace
is also diluted.

I
N
HIGH-END AUDIO, WE ARE OFTEN TOO BUSY EXAMINING
THE TEXTURE OF THE BARK TO SEE WHAT KIND OF FOREST
WE ARE WALKING IN.
It's ironic that you can have an extended bandwidth, or high sound levels,
or great stereo imaging, or very low coloration, or powerful, low-distortion
bass, or several worthy combinations of these, yet rarely can you obtain
these with acoherent, focused combination of natural dynamics, pace, and
rhythm. In high-end audio, we are often too busy examining the texture
of the bark to see what kind of forest we are walking in.
It is undeniable that dynamics and rhythm strongly affect the emotional
response to the whole musical entity. They represent the structure of the
musical house, to which we can add such details as windows and decoration.
However, exceptionally clear glass in awindow frame is of no use if there
is no structure to support it.
Whether played loudly or softly, music reproduced with good dynamic
and rhythmic content competes with external factors for alistener's attention.
Unfortunately, the high-end goals of purity and tonal balance often result
in blandness of expression, with rather subdued dynamic contrasts? In addi2Irecall ablind listening test Itook part in in the late '70s, in which one of the recordings used was
an anechoic one of ajangling bunch of keys. Through one loudspeaker, which had the flattest measured response and the lowest coloration, it was if the number of keys recorded had been reduced to
just one! Through aspeaker, which turned out to be the overall winner in the tests, the keys recording sounded appreciably more accurate, if more colored.
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1992
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tion, the rhythmic delivery can be perceptibly leaden, to the point where
the sound is more like superior acoustic wallpaper than acommitted attempt
to reconstruct alive musical event.
In acontradiction of received wisdom, it turns out that some of the classic
horn loudspeakers show much greater musical integrity, judged in terms
of natural pace and dynamics, than do the majority of low-sensitivity, lowcoloration systems now produced. Come back, Klipsch and Voigt, all is
forgiven! Those designers' belief in outright sensitivity, and the qualities
of linearity and uncompressed dynamics which this single factor confers,
are still not properly valued by the high-end industry.

I
SBEAUTY SUFFICIENT IN ITSELF?

There is areal danger that the audiophile community—manufacturers, critics,
and customers alike—has become obsessed with the search for absolute
beauty in reproduced sound and has lost sight of the underlying animal
force essential to atruly musical experience. Drama, surprise, and dance
elements are essential to most music at almost every level of taste.
For many years it was suspected that beauty and rhythm were irreconcilably opposed, that systems which were lively and rhythmic were also
unacceptably colored. Indeed, it was said that some products and systems
only "sounded" as if they were fast and capable of rhythm, and that this
was aresult of adeliberately imperfect design falsifying the music's tonality.
Coloration has been and remains amajor flaw of loudspeakers, some
listeners taking the view that any serious coloration necessarily invalidates
adesign. Certainly many speakers are quite colored because they necessarily involve mechanical components which have intrinsic propensities
to store and release mechanical and acoustic energies; je, colorations. Yet
if present to amild degree, coloration may not by itself make or break aloudspeaker. For many listeners, mild coloration will not be that great aproblem,
soon becoming part of the whole sound of that speaker in their room.
Interestingly, anumber of loudspeakers which do manage to convey the
music's rhythmic values well are also moderately colored. To some, the two
facts would seem to be causally connected. However, there is an unfortunate
tendency for audiophiles and audio engineers to jump to conclusions when
analyzing audio problems and effects. On the limited evidence ofjust afew
models which appear to have related phenomena and technology, two plus
two might appear to make four but can often make five. Earlier generations ofJBL, Linn, Rega, and Naim speakers, for example, were sometimes
labeled as "colored," it being said that their realistic presentations of life
and pace were inherent in their design flaws. It is now clear, however, that
in many of those designs the goals of lifelike dynamics and good rhythm
were foremost in the designers' minds, and that these goals would not be
compromised in an attempt to deliver fashionably low coloration?
The designers who cared about rhythm felt—and may still feel—that they
possessed some basis for acommon understanding of the lifelike reproduction of recorded music. That understanding was not intentionally distanced from the main high-end thrust. However, whenever dialogue was
initiated between the two camps, it transpired that they were often not on
the same wavelength. Pieces of equipment from the two design schools even
sounded uncomfortable when used with each other. At times insults were
traded between the various proponents, while both took comfort from their
allegiances to different kinds of music. The tonal purists felt more com3Which is the worse loudspeaker: the one that makes aGerman bassoon sound more like aFrench
instrument, or the one that makes the bassoonist sound as if he hadn't had enough coffee that morning?
—JA
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fortable and less threatened by classical material, while the rhythm practitioners became more closely identified with modern rock and jazz, where
the best points of their systems would be more readily revealed. In the UK,
the split has persisted for adecade and ahalf.
It doesn't have to be like this.

ULTIMATELY, THE REFERENCE IS LIVE MUSIC.
There is no good reason why neutral, transparent systems cannot also
reproduce dynamic and rhythmic elements well, particularly if designed
to do so from the start. However, such design specifications do not yet exist
in aquantifiable sense. At present, the specifications must, of necessity, be
subjective, based on careful listening and the use of comparative references.
Ultimately, the reference is live music.

THE TECHNOLOGY OF RHYTHM IS NOT IN THE TEXTBOOK

If an audio designer is truly aware of these properties typically found in
good live music, he cannot help but try, to the best of his ability, to preserve them in his product designs. Such designs are painstakingly interactive processes which must be continuously supported by critical listening.
This auditioning must cover preliminary concepts, prototype studies, passive
components, and finally working models.
Such knowledge is hard-won by designers over many years of development, their findings often contradicting the conventional wisdoms found
in electronic engineering textbooks. The latter, generally bound up with
the classical engineering concepts of value and efficiency, do not recognize sound quality per se. In fact, the over-engineering often seen in topquality audio gear is generally scorned by the electronic engineering fraternity who just cannot see that audiophiles value sound quality so highly that
they are willing to pay an extravagant engineering price to achieve it. If,
for example, at present the only way of significantly advancing the sound
quality of atop-grade power amplifier is to double the size of its power transformers, so be it. If, later in our understanding of the relationships between
the engineering, technical performance, and sound quality we find abetter,
more cost-effective way, that's fine too.

A LOUDSPEAKER EXAMPLE
A given moving-coil speaker is heard to suffer from alack of dynamics—not
in the global compressive sense, but in the expressive, inner-dynamics sense.

PROBLEMS IN DYNAMICS, RHYTHM, AND TIMING ARE
OFTEN TIED TO HYSTERESIS EFFECTS.
Likely causes are poor transient definition resulting from some combination
of unwanted energy storage in the driver and enclosure system, and/or major
flaws in the energy arriving at the listener; for example, poor frequency and
phase responses. Tightening up the driver integration and frequency response
can work wonders here. Attention paid to decay problems will also be helpful. In addition, problems in dynamics, rhythm, and timing are often tied
to hysteresis effects in the mechanical suspensions and/or the cabinet acoustic
loading.
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1992
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Rogers LS3 Sa loudspeaker

Hysteresis in aspeaker drive-unit is aphenomenon wherein recovery
from atransient is artificially delayed due to some viscoelastic or memory
effect, the suspensions failing to act as pure, linear springs. That delayed
recovery distorts subsequent waveforms and seems to weaken the impression
of good timing. Specifically, the bass sounds sluggish, even "half abeat"
behind, despite the extra damping afforded by "lossy" low-Q suspension
systems.
A neat example ofbass rhythm differences is provided by the lovely little
BBC-designed LS3/5a. Two or so years ago, this near-field monitor was
revised to accommodate alater, more consistent bass unit, while the system's
basic, closely toleranced sound was largely preserved. While the new system
was generally alittle cleaner in the midrange than typical examples of the
earlier production;' rock enthusiasts determined that one other difference
had emerged: the older version was found to "time" better, to have more
"rhythm."
Searching analysis revealed that the design feature most accountable was
the choice of the type of front surround for the bass driver. This had been
high-Q, springy Neoprene in the old type, but low-Q, absorptive vinyl
composite for the new. The latter had been specifically chosen for its lossiness
to improve the cone's midrange termination, successfully linearizing the
response, but at the significant expense of the speed and fluidity of bass lines.
The latter quality appears to rely on the principle of alinear spring, with
simple pistonic motion uncomplicated by delay or hysteresis effects.
4See Stereophae, February & March 1989, Vol.12 Nos.2 & 3.

—JA
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...it justly earned my highest
honor —the "maestro" appellation in revealing musical
nuances... .The sound of the
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tapestry.
Dick Olsher
Stereophile Vol 14 Noll,
November 1991. on the
Class ARecommended
VAC PA90

We're not talking about a subtle
improvement here, folks. This was
some of the best sound I've ever hoard
from CDs, anywhere—with "bloom"
and air and surging dynamics that
seemed to breathe with each musical
phrase.
Peter W Mitchell
Stereophile Vol 15 No 5.
May 1992. on the
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It is an unfortunate fact that hysteresis problems are not restricted to the
large-amplitude movements found in bass drivers. They can also affect subjective timing in the mid- and treble ranges, though not to the same degree.
Analysis of many speaker reports suggests that tweeters with foam or fabric
suspensions time better than those using vinyl or similar materials.
In addition, the potentially anomalous mechanical behavior of ferrofluid
has to be balanced against its benefit in terms of reduced voice-coil heating.
The ferocity of such vibrations—small in amplitude but very fast—in a
tweeter can hardly be underestimated. Under strong drive, mounting screws
can be shaken loose, leadout wires fractured due to metal fatigue, and the
ferrofluid in the gap can look as if it is boiling, the agitation sufficient to
turn some of the ferrofluid into amagnetic mist floating between the poles.

Y

VOTE IS STILL OUT CONCERNING ENCLOSURE

FILLINGS.

Experience has shown that any kind of random movement in loudspeakers
conspires against dynamic expression and good rhythm. It is as if the noises
produced by such randomness are so out of context that the musical message
is disturbed. Under heavy drive, loose absorbent fillings can flop about more
or less randomly. That very randomness disturbs the continuity of the bass
rhythm. UK critic James Michael Hughes has even recommended removing
all of aspeaker's filling material as amatter of course.
My vote is still out concerning enclosure fillings. There is almost always
aconflict between the need for good volume absorption to trap those internal
standing waves which are capable of causing coloration, and the need for
clean, fast bass. Ideally, the air trapped in the speaker chamber should be
subject to adiabatic pressure changes, arapid if ultimately non-linear
phenomenon. Dense enclosure fillings, however, are often touted for their
ability to provide an approximation of isothermal operation, in which the
enclosure's effective volume is increased by 20-30%. Here the filling absorbs
the natural temperature changes in the air volume despite its pressure drive
from the bass unit. (The constant temperature which results gives rise to
the term "isothermal.") The penalty is the slower transient response due
to the small but significant delays present in the transition from adiabatic
to isothermal operation. It takes just alittle time for the air to give up its
heat, then get it back.
The random position of the radiating unit's driving point also blurs the
music's rhythmic content. From my experience of many examples, Ihave
observed aclear association between good subjective dynamics and such
fundamental aspects of speaker construction as the integrity of drive-unit
frames, the strength of their fitting systems, and the strength and mass of
the enclosures to which the drive-units are attached. These things alone
will not make agood speaker, but they are essential if the other good aspects
of design are to be heard to full effect.
Many reviewers and owners have heard hysteretic randomness in action
when they experience the improvement wrought by judicious tightening
of the fixing screws for loudspeaker drivers. This needs to be done with
some care; it is only too easy to strip threads in wood-composition baffles where steel "T" nuts are not used. Overtightening can also fracture
the driver frames. After manufacture, wood or wood-composition materials
accept adegree of compression; speaker fixings can loosen with time, even
in the interval between manufacture and delivery.
The sound-quality difference between amoderate tightness, which allows
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some random time-delayed vibration patterns between the driver frame
and the cabinet, and that when fully tightened, can be quite dramatic in
dynamic and rhythmic terms.

LOUDSPEAKER SENSITIVITY &DYNAMICS

Another way of improving aloudspeaker's dynamics and rhythm, provided
that care is taken to maintain alow level of energy storage, is to raise its sensitivity. This is achieved by using alarger, lighter cone which, being required
to move less, needs much less electrical current in its motor coil to achieve
the same spl. Less current leads to lower levels of distortion, as well as less
compression and less heating—other enemies of good dynamics. One highperformance miniature Iknow well achieves quite good dynamics by virtue
of ahighly accurate acoustic energy response, in terms of both wave front
and decay. However, it can never reach beyond this point due to its low efficiency and the corresponding need to drive it with comparatively high currents. With an alternative design with similar-sized working parts, the bass
response has been deliberately sacrificed in favor of higher sensitivity (no
less than 8dB more). In addition, the use of amuch lighter cone enables
the design to achieve its chosen performance characteristic: near-effortless
dynamics.

AMPLIFIERS &DYNAMICS

It's hard to extrapolate from mechanical and acoustic concepts, whose effects
may be directly appreciated in physical terms expressed in the movement
of sound-reproducing structures, to electronics. In an amplifier, the sound
pressure is represented by its electrical voltage analog due to currents flowing
in wires and electronic components. Yet there is now the beginnings of a
dossier containing data on electronic parallels with the acoustic rhythm
experience There are related types of uncertainty or randomness in electrical
behavior which can disturb the internal equilibrium of an electronic component. Such disturbances seem to relate well to subjective weaknesses in
rhythm and dynamics.
One area increasingly familiar to amplifier designers is the effect of large
transients on conventional amplifier power supplies. A fast crescendo
momentarily drains the reservoir capacitors faster than they can be refilled
by the charging diodes, causing the main voltage rails to sag. Heavy ground
currents also flow, which may inject additional disturbances according to
the specific circuit design. Output tubes may suffer partial saturation effects,
aloss of space charge, or heating of the plate/anode structure. In asolidstate unit, MOSFET or bipolar junctions will heat up, the rise in temperature
being correlated with the signal waveform. All of these effects result in altered
operating characteristics. Now we have the recipe for adegree of chaos,
the kind of rhythm-disturbing randomness discussed earlier with loudspeakers.5
Leaving aside the music-related waveform decay, consider the internal
behavior of an amplifier following aheavy transient. The temperatures of
the output stage devices stabilize over their time constants, these changes
also associated with changes in device gain and bandwidth, operating point,
and quiescent bias. The main supply rails have dipped and are now recovering
to their mean voltages, the speed of this process largely dependent on the
surge capacity of the supply lines and the regulation of the mains transformer. The recovery proceeds in bites of rectified 120Hz supply-line current
in asemi-exponential form, these bites possessing awide noise bandwidth.
5See the second half of Ben Duncan's "Harmonic Convergence," Stereophile, Vol.15 No.10, October
1992.
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During the initial dip and subsequent recovery, the amplifier circuit may
fail to fully reject the supply-rail imbalances, and thus may show perturbations in its DC output level, this aparticularly insidious error for the
bass/mid drivers of two-way speaker systems due to the resulting voicecoil offset. The recovery characteristic of the main supply has aprimitive
time constant, but so do many other parts of the amplifier: for example,
the negative feedback decoupling section; or, if fitted, the DC servo. Simpler
amplifiers often have weak decoupling for their lower-level power lines
serving earlier sections. These contribute their own recovery delays.
Thus, following abig transient, both voltages and currents inside an amplifier are on the move, none directly related to each other or, more important, to the envelope of the music.

A

CLEAR CORRELATION EMERGED BETWEEN IMPROVED

DYNAMICS AND RHYTHM AND INCREASED TRANSFORMER
VI RATING.
The amplifier's overall negative feedback loop will largely mask this internal behavior from the traditional tests, which are essentially confined to
the steady-state domain. However, the ear is certainly aware that all is not
right. Some measure of proof that these internal effects are responsible have
resulted from interactive listening tests in which some of these problems
were specifically addressed by the designer. The results were well correlated
with critical auditioning.
One such change examined was the size of the amplifier's power transformer. A clear correlation emerged between improved dynamics and
rhythm and increased transformer VI rating. One explanation is that the
larger transformer provides superior regulation, hence more stable internal
power rails. Even more important, alarger transformer helps the reservoirs
recover their equilibrium more quickly after atransient. Consequently, the
amplifier spends more of its time in equilibrium.
Likewise for an output stage: Increasing its capacity and/or the number
of power output devices has the benefit of reducing the thermal and current
effects in each one. The result is more stable output behavior. Once again,
the payoff is improved rhythm and dynamics.
Such design practice goes far beyond simple engineering considerations.
Where high-quality audio is concerned, the dollars/watt ratio is no longer the prime consideration.
Other established design factors also make sense. For example, operating
an output stage in class-A largely stabilizes its operating characteristics. One
may also include full regulation of the power supply, which removes the
uncertainties and randomnesses of power-supply behavior. Deleting various
low-frequency time constants in the circuit also appears to be helpful, hence
the trend to DC coupling, with servo circuits used to keep the amplifier's
output terminal at mean ground potential.

THE PRIMARY TARGET

Ihave not yet touched on the primary target: digital audio. This is because
the digital operating system is so complex. We have the interfacing of the
digitized data, the digital signal-processing operations, and finally the variety
of conversion techniques used to transform the data back to the analog
domain. This system is not open to the kind of simple analysis so far seen
for loudspeakers or even power amplifiers.
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It's disturbing to reali7e that most digital audio systems are not designed
by seasoned audio engineers but by digital theoreticians at chip level. Without
astrong and critical audio influence, the ultimate sound quality of digital audio will itself have arandom quality, lacking heart and direction. So
far, the results obtained suggest that all ahigh-end designer can do is pick
his way through the available technologies and try to devise applications
which best express his audio goals. This is most definitely not the same as
designing your own speaker or amplifier: within digital technology, the
number of variables available to the designer has been severely reduced.
Those vital system decisions have already been made at the keyboard of
alarge digital CAD system fundamentally tailored for the design of digital
logic circuitry.6
Considering the two primary DAC technologies, broad generalizations
are now possible, notwithstanding individual designer variations. Lowor 1-bit, high-oversampling decode systems have apleasant "undigitized"
sound, "analog-like" in tonal quality and often capable of fine transparency
and very good low-level resolution. In addition, good results are often
obtainable at low cost. The weaknesses of such systems are in the areas of
transient life, dynamic expression, and rhythm. In classical subjective terms,
the sound quality of MASH or Bitstream may appear very plausible, like
avery-low-coloration monitor speaker, but may ultimately fail to satisfy.
A secure feeling of rhythmic, dance-like coherence is often absent, careful analysis of the reproduction frequently revealing bland politeness. Highprofile proponents of low-bit DIA technology include Meridian, Deltec,
Altis, and California Audio Labs, as well as Pioneer, Philips/Marantz, Sony,
and Matsushita (Technics, Panasonic).
While much mud has been slung at the alternative and older, high-bit,
low-oversampling technique, or multi-bit, mainly by avid proponents of
low-bit systems, the fact remains that multi-bit is still the system of choice
for high-end CD replay. Handled well, it is capable of good timbre and
good transparency, while it also has the potential for agood dynamic and
rhythmic performance, even if this is not yet up to the best analog standards.
High-profile adherents of multi-bit technology in the High End include
Accuphase, Mark Levinson, Stax, Linn, Naim, Theta, Audio Research, Krell,
PS Audio, Audio Synthesis (UK), Mission-Cyrus, and Wadia, to name but
afew.
Now that digital audio has matured sufficiently to overcome its initial
harshness and mechanistic quality—"digititis," as it has often been called—it
is time for us to advance its performance in the areas
of pace, rhythm, timing, and dynamics.
I/

ThE FUTURE
Rhythmic and dynamic qualities are fragile and easily diluted. They are precious yet vital aspects of the musical experience, and demand wider recognition and greater understanding. A stronger commitment is required from
the audio industry as awhole to address their manifest deficiencies in this
area.
6The conflict between circuit theory (and simulation) and the practicalities of design is expanded upon
in an excellent collection of essays in the EDN Series for Design Engineers, Analog Circuit Design: Art,
Science, and Personalities, edited by Jim Williams (Butterworth-Heinemann, 1992).
—JA
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The "Recommended" Place to Get
The Right Components.

Record Cleaning Machinet

Digital Noise Absorbers
Blocks Signal
and other
lugh frequency
Onforbens

TON DNA
for CO player 8
D/A processor interconnects
514_95 /pr

The
Record
Doctor

Power Conditioners
Power Wedge
by Audio Power

Big Stockers
for hick interconnects
8power Cords
S1995 /pi

Protect

Vacuum-powered
record-cleaning machine

audio/video gear
and improve performance

Only ••18995

Nifty Gritty Machines
15Fi-semi-autornalic. vinyl cabinet

455.00

2.5Fi -Semi-automatic, wood cabinet

519.95

DPI Cleaning Machines
SPI HW-16.5

Deluxe LP cleaner ...

... '399.95

SPI HW-17
SPI 9W-16.5117

Professional model
. '669.95
Replacement pick-up tubes 19 95

Record Cleaning Solutions
Nitty Gritty Purifier 12

1604 ... 11.95

1gal

39.95

SuperCleaner
Torumat TM-7X11

3202 ... 16.95
16oz ... 1495

1gal
1gal

24.95
69.95

SPI RCM

1gallon

22.00

Listening Room Software
Use your PC to
analyze the acoustics
of square or
rectangular rooms.

Tice Power Block
Power vnnx n,

Macintosh software
(3.5') 65.00

ROOMTUNES

199 95

Isolation Accessories
Audioprism Iso-BearingS

Let Michael Green
tune 3our roomwithout sticker shock!

Set of 3
S39.95

EchoTunes

Joe Gordo
Signature Headphones

29 50
CornerTunes

395.00
495.00

RoomTunes
one pan
each

.
79500

LP &CD Care Products

Monster
CD Footers
Set of 4

-

199 00
99 50

son,
<

S49 95
RoomTune Amp Clamp

POLARITY TESTER

129.00

Naysom Silencers
Quiet vibrations ........ (4)5995
Allot 1195com Cl) feet 14) 29 95

Electronically sense positive
polarity of powercords
8equipment

Hrrr,l
Mezrk 6 Brush

98

•1134. 95

Vibration Dampening Support Globes

BDT -990
"World famous" . 16995
BDT-990 Pro
Professional model 249 95

LAST Resent Moaner
St Power Cleaner
19 95
52 Preservative
19 95
51 Rep Cleaner
14 95
54 Stylus Cleaner
ro 95
45 Styles,
21 95
Finyl Standard Kit
14 95
Deluxe Ka
29 95
Demure
Analoo Sena Kit
49 95
Auglopritm CD Stoplrght
green paint pen
14 95
AO Lesergulde CD polish
tmproves CD sound
and readability
14 95

non,

PAC IDOS Digital Pillar
IDOS 1
149 95 IDOS 2w/ 8outlets

lieverdynemic Headphones

Bargain-priced
Studio reference grade
W/ polarity switcheS
Studio headphone amp

•319.00
449.00
569.00
279.00
199.00

I8M software
39.95
(specify 3.5' or 5.251

AUDIOPHILE HEADPHONES

HP-3
HP-2
HP-1
HPA-1

Power Wedge 112. 6outlets. 2isolated
Power Wedge 114.8 outlets. 4isolated
Power Wedge 116.10 outlets. 6isolated
New Power Enhancer PEI
Power Pack 11, 6outlets

Audio Selector bolsters
Cnoose 010CC Oyes brass or
nun-metal Slice Nosh,
isoisson Cones
14142 95
Support Dots
16) 19 95

HUNT
IDA Mill
record brush
from U
529 95

CONTACT CLEANERS

FM ANTENNAS

"Kontak" electronic connection cleanerienhancer
Imported from England
.49.95/ kit
MC Cramoline contact cleaner

14.95

Sumiko Tweek

14.95

Signet RCA cleaning tool kit ............................. 24.99
brumal TC-2 Contact enhancer
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14.95

by
Audio Prism

6500 passwe. box-type w twos fine tune
7500 passive. 72 ht w/ oak wood base

•189.95
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STANDESIGN RACKS

TARGET RACKS

Slandesign Equipment Racks

EOUIPMENT RACKS
COIllpelents Sound .tter when pope!, oso ,
,red

from England

Depot
40
33
33'

No of shelves
Puce
5shelves
'399 95
5shelves
'
36995
3shelves
'
269 95
amp fiCool stand
99 95
Imnlable or CD wall shell
"139 95

Model
751
155
113
TTFI

KERN

NEW—Tergal TV Menties Stand
20'
3shelves
'
399 95
Pesde 5

emel TTST

MI»

ARCICI
Superstructure
Equipment Rack
frame

01111M
399
349
499
199

....."149.95

shelves ..... (ea.) 28.00

Audio
Audio Ultrahnk
'1995 00
Audio Superlink Generation II .............. '1195. 00
Audio Dogitat Link II
Now Only •'499 00

Audio Alchemy
Dotal Decoding Engine DUO 0
Digital Transmission Interlace DTI
SOP w/ SAC-7 chip
PS2 Power Supply

CARTRIDGES

ARCICI

D/A CONVERTERS

PS
PS
PS
PS

neogn 5Rack Looks great hides wires
5shelves
34' tail
'
399 00
Design 4Rack. Looks cool hides wires
4shelves
34' tad
'349 00
Penta Rack Ultra-Ned welded Peel censure.
5shelves
3414M
. 349 95
OuaMo Rack. Like Peak. voth 9 between shvls.
4shekses
34' tall
'
299 00
Trident Rack Lao Pesta vath 1r between shlvs
3shelves .......34' tail
249 95

Surruko Super &tow,

Monster Sgma Gomm

ARCICI
Speaker Stands
Quad

•'249.95

Leadballoon

—

299.95

VTL ELECTRONICS

00
00
00
00

Monster Moving Coll (.3mV) Cartridges
Alpha Genesis 100011
.........
Sigma Genesis 2000

39995
599.95

Credo Signature Cartridges
Signature 8MZ (3.5m)/1
Signature MCZ (1 5mV1
Signature TLZ (3.5mVI
Signature XTZ (1.5mV1

16995
255.00
399 95
599.95

Sumiko Cartridges
Bluepoint "Specie (2 WWI
Blue Porn' (2.0mV)

.. 259.95

TURNTABLES

AMPS/PREAMPS
VII 75(75 Stereo 75w/ch tube amp ....'1175.00
VIL 90/90 Stereo tube amp
•1799.00
VTL 225 Mono tube amps
•4499.00 /pair

Premium Vacuum Tubes
Counterpoint
SA-5000 phonon« PreamPliter
SA-3000 phononine preamplder
SA-2000 line stage preamplifier
SA-1000 phononme preampldni
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS

3595 00
•199100
1495 OD

Audio
Audio Delta 250 mono amps
'1990.00 pair
Audio 100 Delta stereo atop
'1195.00
Audio 61 line stage preamplifier
'09900
Audio Phonolink mrn/mc phono PreamP •'599 00

Melee "SIM"
Reference line stage and headphone amp

995 00

CABLES & INTERCONNECTS

GOLDEN
DRAGON
AUDIO
TUBES
129670
1201170
120170
61).18
EL34/8CA1
65500
1766
1788
3006

14 00
14 00
14 00
22 00
42 Cem
72 0001
48 00/Pl
96 00/M
264 007pr

RAM Labs Tubes
ARC SP9
99 95
5E110
239 95
SP11
99 95
ARC Power knos
Call
hood Ill 28
89 95
CJ PV5
139 95
CJ 1AV-75
189 95
CM 5L-1 MKII
(59 95
Counterpomi SA-3
69 95
DynacoPAS3
129 95
WM met
65 00
Moscode 1506300 7995
Quicksilver Mom's 299 95
Match Powe Tubes
Call

CHARGE IT!

SOTA TurMables
NEW! SOTA Comet w/ LMT arm .........
SOTA Jewel
SOTA Star vacuum turntable ...............

•54995
•
995.00
•1995.00

Raga Turntables
Rega Planar 3w/ KB-300 arm
Rego Planar 2w/ RB-250 arm

.'575.00

VPI Turntables
UPI HW-19 MO IV
SPI HW-19 MK Ill
VPI VW-19 Jr
Upgrade HW19 to HW19 MKIV

.'1799.95
109100
'549 95
'699 00

TONEARIVIS

Mastercard /DiscoverNisa/Amex

INTERCONNECTS
Tara Labs Ouantum Digital (1.0M) .......
Cardas 30013 Microtwin (1.01M1
Cardas Ouadlink 5(1.0M)
Sillech MCI-24 voWl3T's (1.0M) ...

1-800-942-0220
.109.95

Eminent Technology 6111 (with purnio
ETI Iwithout pump
(ill twill WISA pump)
SME 309 (from UK,

.
209.95
.37500

OIGITAL CABLES
Cardas 3008 coaxial digital (1 OM)
57
Tara Labs DR-1 coaxial digital (1 OMI
195
Monster Cable Lehlspeed 100 optical (1 OM) 39
California Audio Labs leer optic 11 OM
195

SPEAKER CABLES
Ca ,v•
vs on Aural Symphonic, Cardas,
Monster Cable. Museatee, Sines''', Tara Labs. and
Tice AudeZables
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50
00
95
00

Pew 08-300

Rega RB-300 Tonearm (Isom UK)

36995
1049.95
79995
•1335.00
1095.00

Shipping Charges

AUDIO
ADVISOR
225 OakesSW •Grand Rapids, Ml 49503
FAX 616-451-0709 •Service 616-451-3527
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Shipping Charges (UPS. Insured. M Sweet
495
Aecessones One Item
150
Ext. hems
1295
•
Turntables/Stands
2995
Racksitarge slands
895
•
•FlectronKs
Witness Noun' Mon•En 900-7 00 EST — Sat 10 00-3 00
Plots see lo change
.1992 Audio AdHsor Inc
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ILLUSTRATIONS ELY.1)00H SMITH

COREY GREENBERG REVISITS HIS HOMEMADE
BUFFERED PASSIVE PREAMPLIFIER'

D

ad-blamed Postal Service!" Elvis fumed, shooting up aMitsubishi big-screen TV with his blue .357 and taking apull
off aBig Red. "Mah one chance tuh be awn agenyoowahn
US stamp, an' they got me lookin' jes' like some cleenteen WIMP, man!"
A smoking shard of the big-screen's control panel fell earthward. Elvis
whirled, blew it into dust before it hit the ground.
Why was the King Of Rock And Roll in my dreams again? To holler about
the "young Elvis" image we all voted for this past April in the big competition to choose which likeness of Elvis would grace his commemorative
stamp. Ivoted for the "young" portrait mainly because it was closer to the
Sun Sessions '54 Elvis than the white jumpsuited Vegas-style stamp
representing the "later years," but Iagreed with my King: the young stamp
made him look too clean, too polite. To paraphrase the holy Greil Marcus:
15 years after his death and they were still shooting Elvis from the waist up.
"What 'bout jailhouse Rock'?! Hail, that woulda made aFAHN stamp,
man! Now they got me lookin' lahk some pink poodle Pat Boone PANTYWAIST!!"
He paced back and forth through my dream, furiously throwing karate
chops into the air and snarling at the heavens. Ispoke to him.
"I couldn't agree with you more, El. They boned you, man! If it'd been
up to me, Iwould've had astamp of you during your '68 comeback TV special; you know, when you wore that bad-ass black leather outfit and sat
around with all your lackeys, gunning through your old tunes like it was
1954 all over again. It was your finest hour."
Elvis stopped and stared at me. A lone crystal tear rolled down his cheek
into his immaculate sideburn. He walked over and placed his hand on my
forehead.
1The original article, which included the circuit and power-supply schematics, constructional details,
and sources for the parts specified, appeared in Sterrophile, November 1991, Vol.14 No.11, pp.91-103.
Letters on the overall design and discussion of the power supply appeared in Stereophile. February 1992,
pp.15-20. Back issues are available for 85 each from Stereophik Back Issue Department, P.O. Box 5529,
Santa Fe, NM 87502. (Tel: (800) 358-6274 for credit-card orders.) S&H costs 82 for 1-5 back issues;
S3 for 6-10.
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"Corey," he said, his voice breaking just atouch, "It really don't matter what fool portrait they choose—hail, let 'ern put out a'Harem Scarum'
stamp fer all Ah care! Cuz if there's jes' one young fella on Earth with as pure
aheart as you, son ...
then Ah kin finally take mah Eternal Rest."
His smiling image began to slowly fade into the mist. Icried after him.
"But Elvis! Ididn't get achance to tell you about the mods Imade to your
buffered passive preamp yet!"
The faint image melted into nothingness, as his reverb-soaked voice came
from far away: "Return to sender. ..
address unknown ..."
Then he was gone.

I
FIT AIN'T BROKE, KEEP MESSIN' WITH IT

When Ifirst designed and built Aunt Corey's Homemade Buffered Passive Preamp ,
2I
just slapped the thing together and listened to it. Sounded
good! Real good, in fact. So good, Ibrought it over to Austin high-end retailer
Audio Systems to compare it with their best Class A-ranked preamps. To
aroom full of hi-fi salesmen and various hangers-around, the prototype
Aunt Corey's Preamp was clearly anotch above the others, offering amuch
cleaner, more tightly focused sound. The clarity through the mids and highs,
in particular, was exciting enough to create an instant clamor among the
assembled audio nuts for more Homemade Buffered Passive Preamps. Me,
Iwas just excited that something I'd built worked, much less sounded good.

Y

OU WON'T FIND ME HUNCHED OVER THE WORKBENCH

AT 4AM, LISTENING TO DIFFERENT RESISTOR POLARITIES TO
SEE WHICH ONE GIVES THE MOST TEMPORAL PALPITUDE.
Because my preamp worked so well right out of the chute, Ileft it alone,'
happy to rediscover all my favorite recordings in all their newfound clarity.
I'm hardly an inveterate tweak; you won't find me hunched over the workbench at 4ain, listening to different resistor polarities to see which one gives
the most temporal palpitude. That's for guys like Steve McCorrnack; 4I'm
into sleep, and plenty of it!
Meanwhile, across town, Audio Systems' Steve Giuntas was building his
own Aunt Corey's Preamp, but with one crucial difference; while I'm aslapit-together-and-run kinda guy, Steve is Mr. Precise. They like you to have
acertain respect for precision when they hand out Aerospace Engineer2The Semantics Police can kiss my ham on this one; my preamp is exactly that: apassive preamp that
has been buffered; le, aBUFFERED PASSIVE PREAMP. And if you ever find yourself sitting down
to write a"Letter to the Editor" because you have aproblem with the semantics of the title of astupid DIY project in ahi-fi mag and godDAMMIT your voice needs to be heard, do what Ido when Istart
taking all this stuff way too seriously: Go to amirror and pretend your reflection is agood friend of
yours. Then tell this "friend," out loud, just why it is you're peeved and what it is you plan to do about
it. If seeing yourself complain about the semantics oían electronics project in ahi-fi mag doesn't embarrass
you beyond unholy belief, then by all means get out that Garfield stationery and GO DOG GO!
3Contrary to what Peter advised in his "Ground Floor" column last February (p.77), there's no need
for an op-amp to buffer the optional tape Record-Out jacks on my preamp. SW2 in the original schematic
was aDPDT switch before the jacks, which allows you to disconnect the tape deck's record inputs when
you're not making arecording. And you should ALWAYS flip the switch to disconnect your tape deck
whenever it's turned off; many units present awild and untamable load when powered down.
Leave the op-amps OUT of my preamp, and enjoy the cleanest Rec-Out circuit possible: one Penny
& Giles volume pot and asilver switch.
4Best known for the beautiful photographs which adorn the classic Robert Lucas albums on the AudioQuest label, Steve McCormack also designs audio gear under the McCormack brand.
5Steve Giunta also designed the Audio Express NoiseTrapper AC powerline conditioners Ireviewed
in Vol.14 No.11.
STEREOPHILE, N OVEMBER 1992
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Thank-You for a GREAT '92::
FROM

Check out
the savings
good thru
December
20th!!

"Now is the
BEST time to
get started on
my Method of
Listening"

the 'Tunes

JustaRackThe versatile, infinitely adjustable equipment rack!!
Available in five sizes and
three finishes (Black, Charcoal & Rocky Road)
3Shelf (24")
Regular Price
SALE PRICE
4Shelf (30")
Regular Price
SALE PRICE
5Shelf (36")
Regular Price
SALE PRICE
6Shelf (42")
Regular Price
SALE PRICE
7Shelf (48")
Regular Price
SALE PRICE

Michael Green's world famous acoustical treatment
system ...the industry standard. Your high end system
starts here!! (Black, Grey &
Ivory)

Corrmerefuree
$199
$179
$249
$224
$299
$269
$349
$314
$399
$359

Regular Price
SALE PRICE

EchoTune
Regular Price
SALE PRICE

(set of 4)
$79
$59

(per pair)
$39.50
$29.50

ROOMTLIlle (per pair)
Regular Price
$229
SALE PRICE
$199

CALL TODAY
(216)852-2222

ClampRack If you are aMusic Lover,
you need this product!! Improves performance by giving "tuneable" control of the
vibration in your components. (Black, Charcoal &
Rocky Road)
2Component (24")
Regular Price
SALE PRICE
3Component (36")
Regular Price
SALE PRICE
4Component (42")
Regular Price
SALE PRICE

$295
$265
$395
$355
$495
$445

RoomTune, Inc. •P.O. Box 57 •Sugarcreek,OH 44681. Telephone (216)852-2222
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mg degrees, Iguess. He took the same Precision Monolithics BUF-03 metalcan buffers 6and the same power-supply circuit, but tied 'em all together
with alayout so dean and kosher you could listen to it on Passover; compared
to my tangled nest of hookup wire, Steve's preamp looked like alot better.
Unfortunately, it also sounded alot better, dag-nab-it! And after taking
Aunt Corey's preamp to Santa Fe for the 1991 Writers' Conference, where
Iclearly heard the YBA 2preamp better it in JA's listening lair, Iknew Ihad
to go back and clean the ol' girl up abit. She was good, but there was plenty
of room for improvement.

PEOPLE, PEOPLE WHO NEED PEOPLE

First things first: When Iwas wading through different pots from Penny
& Giles, Boums, Vishay, and Radio Shack, Ithought Ipreferred the sound
of the high-grade Alps pot Joe Grado sold me to the Penny & Giles pot I'd
originally used. It's hard making direct comparisons between volume pots
when you have to unsolder, remove, and resolder all the hookup wires each
time you switch. However, Steve Giunta used the P&G in his preamp; since
it appeared to be the only difference in parts between the two units, Iput
my P&G back in. Sure enough, the preamp sounded better, with amuch
cleaner and smoother high end. Vocals that sounded abit dark through the
Alps-based preamp were now more natural, with more air. Soundstaging
was better, too.
S000000. ..
even though Irecommended the Alps "Black Beauty" pot
in my original DIY article, I'm doubling back on myself; the Penny & Giles
sounds better. And what's more, you can actually buy it, although it is abit
pricey at 200 clams. Hey, you want the best, you got to drop some lettuce,
my man!
But even after the switchover to the P&G pot, Steve's preamp still edged
mine out. Iasked him if Icould take alook under the hood, but the only
real parts difference Icould see was in the power supply: instead of the standard DigiKey-sourced rectifiers Ihad in my preamp, Steve had used buckand-a-half Motorola MUR-810s, big beefy diodes the size of TO-220 voltage regulators.
"They're high-speed rectifiers," smiled Steve. "They sound better."
Sh'yeah! As if! All rectifiers do is convert the incoming AC from the power
transformer's secondary windings into simple DC; how could they make
adifference?
A few days later, Igot aletter from Clarke Greene, areader who seemed
to know his way around aschematic: "Corey, you should try high-speed
rectifiers in your power supply," he wrote.
Awright, awright! Gangin' up on me, eh boys? Itried it.
GREEN EGGS AND HAM!!! Icouldn't believe it! Just substituting the
high-speed rectifiers for the stock bridges in my power supply made for
ahuge improvement in the sound; amore significant step than most cable
trade-ups I've made. The sense of inner detail coming from ablack background of silence was uncanny, and the slight upper-midrange grain Iheard
in Santa Fe compared to the YBA 2was gone, replaced with avividly outlined
presentation totally free of hardness and strain. All this from an octet of
power-supply diodes! Makes me wonder how much better all the highS.C.

6As is pointed out in this month's "Letters" column,
Iinadvertently mislabeled the pin-out of the BUF-03
in an answer to areader's letter last February. Looking
down at the top of the top-hat can, pin "1" is the one
to the left of the metal tab, with the others following
'round to the one coincident with the tab, which is
—JA
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There's No Place Like Home
To evaluate cables. That's why we invite you to try
Straight Wire's internationally renowned audio and video
cables in your own system. Just ask any authorized dealer
about our No-Obligation Home Audition Program.
Discover for yourself the benefits of our ongoing research
and experience of producing exquisitely engineered cables.
We know you'll select our products
and recommend
them to your friends. We
couldn't ask for
anything better and
neither will you.

STRAIGHT WIRE

THE SHORTEST PATH BETWEEN You AND THE MUSIC
WorldRadioHistory

end gear that uses typical 1N4002 rectifiers in their power supplies would
sound simply by switching over to high-speed jobs like the MUR-810s. ..

L

YOU BUILT MY PREA/VIP, YOU MUST INSTALL THESE

HIGH—SPEED RECTIFIERS!
Don't argue, don't waffle, don't wait; if you built my preamp, you must
install these high-speed rectifiers. This is the Linn philosophy of system
hierarchy taken to the absurdist extreme: you can't go much further back
than the power-supply rectfiiets!Just be sure that when you replace your standard
diodes with these special jobs, you install them with their correct polarity; the Motorola MUR-810s have one leg marked "K" for cathode, or
"banded end" Diodes don't swing both ways, so make sure you install these
special rectifiers in the right direction.

THEY'RE COMING TO TAKE ME AWAY, HA-HA!

There's one sure thing about screwing around with mods: once you catch
that fever, it's hard to stop! You do amod, the sound gets better, and you
think, "Hmmm, now that I've changed that, IREALLY need to change this,
too!" and you end up chasing that rabbit down so many holes you wind
up replacing the chassis screws with aircraft-grade Blue Devils.
Sure enough, Istarted getting that Modkateer Fever myself after Itried
the high-speed rectifiers. Istarted sweating. Ifelt nauseated. Ieven tried
calling my Tweak-Anon big brother Earl, but he'd fallen off the wagon too
and was reflowing all the solder joints in his CD player's remote control
with Wonder Solder.
"I-I wish Icould h-help you," he whimpered over the phone, "b-but
Ineed to mod my remote. ..
it's getting slower. .."
Iheard some faint sobbing, and the phone went dead.
Frantically, Iran to amirror and recited the 12 Steps of Tweak Recovery: 1) Iam aTweakaholic. 2) Ineed to keep improving my gear with better
caps, solder, and wire. 3) Ivoid my warranty when Ido this, but Idon't care.
4) If! really sat down with acalculator, I'd find that with all the money I
spent on parts, Icould've just bought amuch better unit. 5) I
justify this
by claiming that it's fun to spend abeautiful sunny day indoors inhaling
solder fumes. 6) It's not fun at all; I'm frightened. 7) My skin is so pale I
look like Caspar The Ghost. 8) Ihave never kissed awoman. 9) Isleep with
my eyes open. 10) Iown more than one sound-effects CD. 11) Ihear voices
when nobody's around, which is always. 12) Ma-ma!
That didn't work either. Well, you can either ride awave or be soaked
by one, and ifModkateer Fever had me in its clutches, Iwas gonna hang-ten
all the way back to the beach!

KCAG &THE SUNSHINE BAND

Ihad originally wired up my preamp with Straight Wire LSI-Encore, an
excellent reasonably priced cable. But now Iwas in the throes ofModkateer
Fever; mere excellence wasn't good enough anymore.
I've always liked the various ICimber Kables (the AC cord on my preamp is aKimber Power Kord), so Igot hold of some of their silver KCAG
interconnect; you know, that cool-looking white stuff with the three braided
wires and no shield. Inside the preamp, Iused it just like it's used for interconnect: one wire for signal, the other two tied together for ground. Isoldered the two ground wires to the RCA jacks' ground lugs, and left the other
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ends floating (not connected), in order to isolate the channels more effectively.
Ever seen those graphs in Stereophile's preamp reviews that show a6dB/octave
decrease in channel separation above acertain frequency? That's due to
capacitive coupling between the channels, and grounding the signal wires
like this helps minimize this interaction.
So how did it sound? Stereophile's _"Recommended Components" section describes the KCAG as "astonishingly transparent"; after rewiring my
preamp with it, I'd have to say that "astonishingly KICK ASS" is more like
it! Rewired with the silver Kimber, the sound just came alive, with afurther reduction in high-end grain that let the preamp really open up on top.

I
F
YOU STICK YOUR EAR TO THE TWEETERS AND HEAR
TITO PUENTE, YOUR SYSTEM NEEDS A
GOOD SHIELDED
INTERCONNECT.
The gains in clarity, image outline, and focus were outstanding, well worth
the trouble of rewiring. Ray Kimber says he'll sell unterminated lengths
of KCAG through his dealers; Iwas so impressed with the sound of the
KCAG inside my preamp, Inow use it as the main interconnect throughout my system? Being unshielded, the KCAG is abit more systemdependent than fully shielded cable; try it at home before you lay out that
long green. If you stick your ear to the tweeters and hear Tito Puente, your
system needs agood shielded interconnect. Or you're insane.

PSYCHEDELIC DUAL REGULATION, THAT'S WHERE IT'S AT

Hoo boy, have Isaved the best for last, ssslIlllrrrrssssmmmmkles After putting the Penny & Giles volume pot back in, after installing the high-speed
rectifiers, after rewiring the innards with Kimber KCAG, Iwas seriously digging
the new clarity shining out of my preamp. It was certainly no slouch before
the mods, but the sum total of all these tweaks made for avery real and significant improvement to the sound, and Iwasfinally satisfied that I'd wrung
all the performance out of the design that Icould.
Uh-uh.
John Curl called me with what turned out to be the most important mod
Iended up making to Aunt Corey's Homemade Buffered Passive Preamp;
seems he'd read my original article, and it reminded him of when he built
the piece of gear that put him on the high-end map in the first place: the
Mark Levinson JC-1 preamp. He (and everyone else at the time) thought
it was just about as good as it got, but one of his friends told him that he
got much better sound by using two JC-1s, used as "mono" preamps for
each channel. John tried it, and sure enough, the soundstaging got better!
After he went back and looked at the circuit, John found that because both
channels were fed by the same power-supply regulators, the two channels
"talked" to each other; what happened in the left channel affected the right,
and vice versa. By giving each channel its own dedicated regulation stage,
John was able to isolate the two channels sufficiently to where the JC-1
sounded as good in stereo as two did in mono.
7Interestingly, even though KCAG also has ahot reputation as adigital data cable, most people /know
simply use alength of regular KCAG for this, unaware that Kimber sells adedicated digital version
of the KCAG that's wired 4fferetidy! While the cable itself is identical for both versions, the audio interconnect uses one leg for signal and two for ground, and the digital link uses two legs for signal and one
for ground. Which way sounds better, Jack?
8Sound of licking chops in awolf-like manner.
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WHEN JOHN CURL TALKS, I
LISTEN.
"Dual regulation," John advised me. "That's where it's at!"
Well, when John Curl talks, Ilisten. After fishing out acouple more Linear
Technology LT1033/1085 regulators from my parts drawee Icompletely
rewired my entire power supply; using single solid-core legs ofAuclioQuest's
Type 4speaker cable for the DC rails, Ibasically duplicated everything after
the rectifiers. In other words, where before each of the two rectifier bridges
fed asingle regulation stage, now it feeds two. Connect the input of the second
positive regulator to the positive terminal of Cl; that of the new negative
regulator to the negative terminal of C8. Once you finish wiring the supply
up, each BUF-03 should be powered by its own pair of LT1033/1085 regu-
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lators. Go on, spoil the li'l buffers.
Ireally tried to lay the wiring out neatly this time; no more Squiddly
Diddly retardo mess. And in anod to the Chicken Littles who wrote all
those letters about my use of 18V DC rails in the original article," Isighed
and brought them down abit to asafe and happy ±15V DC by changing
the value of R2 and R4 in the original schematic (Vol.14 No.11, p.101) from
12.9k to 10.5k. Real men run their BUF-03s at max supply voltage, but I
guess such abrazen display of machismo is unwelcome in this time of male
rebirthing and Wildman gatherings. Ineed ahug.
Because the current demand on each LT regulator is halved when you
go for dual regulation, Ilowered the value of the bleeder resistors across
each supply rail to ground, R7 and R8, to 750 ohms/0.5W. This gives an
additional 20mA current drain per regulator; the LT chips need to work a
bit before they get their mojos workin', and the new resistor values keep
,the regulators nice and warm.

LATHER KNOWS BEST

You want lather? I'll give you lather; when Ichanged the Alps pot out for
the Penny & Giles, the preamp sounded more open on top. When Iinstalled
the high-speed rectifiers, the low-level detail became much clearer and the
slight grain through the mids was banished. When Irewired the audio circuit
with ICimber silver wire, the sound became even more alive.
But when Iinstalled the dual-regulated power supply, the preamp was
transformed. Bass lines just bounced out of the BUFs, deeper and tighter than
I'd ever heard them over the mighty Muse subwoofer; the sense of increased
"slam" was amazing! Imean, this preamp BOOGIED! And the sense of
recorded space on purist recordings like the Cowboy Junkies' Trinity Session
and JA!s piano cut on the first Stereophile Test CD was just incredible; so much
better than the original prototype, Icould hardly believe this was the same
preamp. The increased sense ofbass boogie made music sound much more
rhythmically exciting, even slow blues like Stevie Ray Vaughan's "Tin Pan
Alley." Is this what real hi-fi critics like Mr. Martin Colloms mean when
they talk about "pace"? If it is, boy, then "pace" is IT!
John Curl, thank you; dual regulation transformed my preamp from a
very good piece of gear into aserious monkeybone muh-cheen. Yeah, it was
apain in the butt to go back and rebuild the power supply, but the improvements it wrought are on apar with installing dedicated AC lines in my listen9The two top drawers of my desk, home also to my old set of num-chuks, acollection of erotic finger puppets Igot in Mexico, and agenuine red plastic Oscar Meyer wiener-whistle, which still toots
after all these years. Ilove these drawers; every time Iopen them, Itake atrip down memory lane.
10 See "Letters," Vol.15 No.2, February '92, pp.15-20.
STEREOPHILE, N OVEMBER 1992
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ing room. It's that dramatic, and I'm that ecstatic! 1

AUNT COREY'S ADVICE FOR THE LOVELORN

Ifigured anumber of people handy with asoldering iron would build my
preamp, but the response thus far has been amazing; there's more of you
freakazoids out there than Idared imagine! One guy even built abuffered
preamp for his car, powering it off the 12V battery under his hood! Ialerted
the local authorities immediately, who assure me that, though his condition
has been steadily improving for weeks, the word "ointment" still sends him
into paroxysms of fear.
Many of you wrote that you had trouble finding BUF-03s. In response
to the original article, parts king Michael Percy is now carrying the FJ commercial versions of the BUF in his catalog, for 12 clams apiece. Iuse the
AJ milspecs, but the FJ will work and sound just fine at amuch lower price.
The AJ was designed for extreme military conditions like that helicopter
attack scene in Apocalypse Now, where they tear-ass over the village blaring Wagner over their Tiny Triode-driven Klipschoms; for my preamp, the
FJ version is more than adequate Ever hear aTheta processor? You've heard
BUF-03FJs. 'Nuff said.

SOURCES OF SUPPLY

•Newark (Motorola MUR-810 high-speed rectifiers): look in your local
Yellow Pages for the Newark distributor in your town, orjust call (312)
784-5100 for the Newark nearest you. Newark is aparts distributor, not
amanufacturer, so technical questions about these and other parts will fly
over their heads like so many Canadian Geese; order from them, but get
the techno-jizz from the manufacturers.
•Penny & Giles: 2716 Ocean Park Blvd. #1005, Santa Monica, CA 90405.
Tel: (213) 450-9860, ask for Neal Handler. P&G makes tons of different
parts; mention this article, and he'll steer you to the right pot.
•Michael Percy (BUF-03FJ): P.O. Box 526, Inverness, CA 94937. Tel: (415)
669-7181.

YOUR BUF KEEPS LIFTING ME HIIIIIIIIIGHER

One thing that kept intriguing me throughout this whole upgrading game
was that Inever really got to the point where the sound stopped getting
better; the upward "YEAH!" curve never flattened out. What this tells me
is that the BUF-03 is capable of even better sound than Ithought it was, and
that its potential is just now being tapped. Ihad alot of respect for this li'l
buffer before, but I'm eager to see just how far it can be taken before it
becomes the bottleneck of the design. And if you run across any tricks 'n'
tweaks, drop me aline here at the magt 2and turn me on. Ask not what your
BUFs can do for you, but what you can do for your BUFs!

ASK NOT WHAT YOUR BUFS CAN DO FOR YOU, BUT WHAT
YOU CAN DO FOR YOUR BUFS!
If you've already built Aunt Corey's Homemade Buffered Passive Preamp,
these mods will make agood preamp great; if you haven't built it yet, Ihope
this new article helps you do it up right from the git-go. Now, pull those
shades down and GO CASPAR GO!
11 We plan areview of CG's buffered passive preamplifier in the near future.

—JA

12 Write to CG at Sterrophile, P.O. Box 5529, Santa Fe, NM 87502, Fax: (505)983-6327, with "Modkateer
Fever" written prominently on the envelope or Fax cover sheet.
—JA
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D.R.

M ARTIN TALKS WITH RoY GOODMAN

T

hough not nearly as well known as Hogwood, Pinnock, and Norrington ,
Roy Goodman has been apart of London's vibrant period-instrument scene
virtually since the beginning, in the late '70s. He playedfiddle under those
three, as well as under Gardiner, and started conducting in 1981. He was co-director
of The Parley of Instruments. Andfor seven years he's been musical director of The
Hanover Band, also not as well known as some of its peers.
On Nimbus, he and the Hanover Band have cut aproljfic swath through the classical/early romantic repertoire, including thefirst complete period-instrument Beethoven
symphonies set (on which he shared conducting credit with Monica Huggett) and various
Haydn, Mozart, Weber, Schubert, and Mendelssohn works. More lately, he and The
Band have undertaken aHaydn symphonies cyclefor Hyperion, in direct competition with Hog wood. He's also started to record for Hyperion with his own periodinstrument group, The Brandenburg Consort.
While Goodman's music making may not evince the sheen ofHogwood or the probing
intellect ofNorrington, he can almost always be counted on to produce bright, entertaining
readings; mostly on the surface, sometimes alittle ragged, but comely and engaging.
The typical Goodman Nimbus recording seems very much like alive performance,
perhaps because of Nimbus's commitment to long takes, where possible.
Goodman took time to chat while on an American tour with The Hanover Band.
According to his manager, several months after this conversation he severed his relationship
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1992
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with Nimbus; no surprise, given thefrankness with which he questioned the way Nimbus
handled his recordings.

I

GOT A BAROQUE VIOLIN IN

1977,

AND THERE WAS

NO LOOKING BACK.
D.R. Martin:
Tell me alittle bit about how you became aperiod-instrument music-maker in thefirst
place.
Roy Goodman:
Well, Istarted life as aboy chorister [at King's College, Cambridge] and
sang quite alot of 16th-century music.' And 15 years ago, in '75, Iformed
agroup that played baroque music on modem instruments. During the first
couple of years of this group—in '75, '76—some of my friends went and
studied in Vienna with Harnoncourt and came back and said, "Look at what
he's doing. We've got to do this music on the right instruments." I've always
thought that was the right thing to do. But my question to my friends was:
"Who do we play with? There isn't anyone else to make music with. We
can play trio sonatas, but there's no way of forming an orchestra!' It was
really afantastic stroke of luck that, at the same time, most of the periodinstrument groups in England started to be active. It was the early days of
Hogwood's and Pinnock's orchestras. Igot abaroque violin in 1977, and
there was no looking back, really. Isuddenly found that within about six
months Ihad several years of work in the diary.
DRM: Why then? Why that particular time?
RG: There were several things. We were very lucky that commercially the thing
took off in such abig way in England. For example, Christopher Hogwood
tried to employ the maximum number of musicians as often as possible.
And whilst that turned the place into something of afactory for early music,
it did actually give us all an enormous amount of experience. And the vast
majority of people playing at that time had avery strong motivation which
had nothing to do with commercial prospects. In fact, Ithink we all thought
the commercial side of things, the bubble, would burst. Icertainly gave it
amaximum of five or ten years. The reason we felt that way was because
we couldn't believe that something we felt about so passionately would
conquer the world. Our motives were very purist at that time.
DR/v1: So you and your colleagues didn't think that you'd make lifelong careers out of this?
RG: Ithink we all thought we could make alifelong career out of it. But Ithink
we thought we'd be hiding away in alittle comer somewhere, doing it within
avery small circle. The surprise to us all has been the success of the recordings.
There will always be apublic both for and against; there's no point in
pretending there aren't critics of what we do, sometimes fast and furious.
But there is an enormous public who do absolutely adore the sound of these
instruments and the colors that they make. For me that's one of the most
exciting things.
DRM: In general, how has the period-instrument movement in England been regarded by
modern-instrument orchestras and players? Do they tend to have acurmudgeonly view
of the whole business?
RG: Ithink there's agreat deal of ignorance or misinformation about period
performance. I've read several articles that quoted conductors like Colin
Davis and Neville Marriner, who really seem to be unaware of what period
1Goodman was the solo treble on that fabulous 1964 London recording of the Allegri Misere, reissued in 1988 on London Jubilee 421 147-2.
—JA
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iii
orchestras are capable of doing these days. But look at someone like Charles
Mackerras, who is afantastically enlightened man. He is able to just stand
in front of aperiod orchestra in London, flick his wrists, show all the marvelous technique, yet somehow bring something that feels very right to
period performances. Which for me is very refreshing. If someone such as
he can bring such professionalism to period-instrument performance, and
excite all of us, there must be many more like him who can do that. For example, I've heard recordings of Colin Davis's Mozart and Haydn, and for me
the results are fantastic. The Haydn he did for Philips with the Concertgebouw is absolutely superb. Many of the principles he uses to direct performances like those are directly applicable to our performances as well.
Iwould love to see someone like him involved in our kind of performances.
Ithink until they actually do that, until they get off the fence and just commit
themselves, Isee no point in them being downright rude about what they
think period performances are. If they really started working with the people
who are doing this, they'd realize we share the same values, we do share
the same kinds of phrasing and everything else. We may be not as technically
efficient as some of our modern counterparts, but we're actually after the
same goal.

I

WOULD LOVE IT IF EVERYBODY IN THE MUSIC COLLEGES

HAD A COMPULSORY PERIOD OF ACTUALLY PLAYING ON
PERIOD INSTRUMENTS.
DR/v1: So what we need is aserious interchange between the two disciplines.
RG: Ithink it works very much both ways. I'd like to see more period instrumentalists being able to work with modern symphonic players, to offer ways
of widening their vocabulary of sonority and articulation, to show what's
possible on the old instruments. Iwould love it if everybody in the music
colleges had acompulsory period of three, six months, whatever, actually
experiencing playing on period instruments. Every flutist should know
what an 18th-century flute looked like, how it was played, what the crossfingerings could do, how you could do finger-vibrato and all these other
things in these pieces that they will probably be playing on their modern
instruments.
DRM: Has the period-instrument movement done anything to bring about changes in the
Academy of St.-Martin-in-the-Fields, or the English Chamber Orchestra?
RG: It has. For example, Neville Marriner has made very clear that he has to tread
much more carefully on what repertoire the Academy performs. It's very
rare now to hear Handel concerti grossi, Bach suites, and so on played on
modern instruments. That's almost gone out the window. In the Haydn/
Mozart repertoire they are acutely aware of how it goes. Sir Charles Groves,
at the age of 75 or so, even he has been listening to some Mozart on period
instruments and reading abit about period performance practice, and has
changed his ideas. Another rather tangible thing is that the Philharmonia
Orchestra, one of the big four in London, now play alot of their turn-ofthe-century French repertoire on the kind of woodwind instruments that
were used in France at that time; which is acompletely different fingering system and produces avery different sound quality. If you heard the
beginning of The Rite of Spring played on a1910 French bassoon, Ithink
it would sound quite different from acontemporary instrument.
DRIvl: So now we're talking about "authentic" Stravinsky?
RG: We could joke about the word "authentic," but the answer to your quesSTEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1992
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ndiana 46256
Phone 317 849-7103. F
ax 317 841-4107
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tion is definitely yes. You only have to listen to recordings of Elgar, for
instance. His violinists all had gut E-strings. Heifetz played with agut Estring virtually all his life, Igather. That's really aphenomenal difference,
because violinists with steel E-strings avoid playing an open E-string like
the plague. If you have the possibility of using agut string—which can be
hazardous—it does totally affect your fingering system, how you climb
up the strings. Because if you're able to use the open E-string, then it changes
all your technique.

I

WOULD JUST PUT B—L—A—N—D AGAINST MOST MODERN

PERFORMANCES THAT ILISTEN TO OF THE REPERTOIRE THAT
WE PLAY.
DRM: Many people still seem to think ofperiod performance as dry, scholarly, and abstruse.
Iwas talking to Neville Maniner once, and he refenrd to the period-instrument movement
as "the brown-bread bunch."
RG: It would be impossible to say it's dry and scholarly. Ithink Iwouldjust put
B-L-A-N-D, in capital letters, against most modern performances that I
listen to, of the repertoire that we play. That's why Ihomed in earlier on
something like Colin Davis's Haydn recordings for Philips, because for
me they represent what modern playing should be like: they are wonderful
interpretations within aclassical framework. That's really what Ifeel we're
aiming at. To say that you're producing something that's amuseum piece
is absolutely outrageous, because that's the last thing we do.
DRM: Did you happen to read the long review Charles Rosen wrote in The New York
Review of Books awhile back, of Authenticity and Early Music, edited by
Nicholas Kenyon?
RG: I'm afraid Ididn't. Ihave read most of the book, though.
DRM: As you know, Charles Rosen is quite an erudite fellow. ..
RG: Oh, absolutely. The Classical Style and all that.
DRM: The upshot of his argument is that while authentic-music makers may well be on the
dot in terms ofscholarship and the specifics of original performance, hefeels that authentic
music-making has reduced theformerly pre-eminent issue of interpretation to second-class
status. He says, "We no longer try to infer what Bach would have liked. Instead, we
ascertain how he was played during his lifetime, in what style, with which instruments, and how many of them there were in his orchestra. This substitutes genuine
researchfor sympathy, and it makes astudy of the conditions ofold performance more
urgent than astudy of the text."
RG: Sad to say, but that's aload of cobblers. This is terribly misinformed. Has
Charles Rosen ever sat in on an orchestral rehearsal with Frans Brüggen,
Roger Norrington, me? The answer's no, he's never been there. If he had,
if he'd sat in on the rehearsal we had for our performance yesterday, he would
have realized that we spent three solid hours interpreting. We did little else.
Most of the rehearsal was spent shaping phrases, considering what Mozart's
slurs and articulations meant, differences between dots and dashes on the
notes, and actually what they imply with regard to dynamic and shape and
rhythm and all the rest. Putting all of that together and actually creating
avery interpreted performance. But it's within the parameters of performance
practice of that time. It's knowing what those parameters are, then trying
to get the most out of it that you can. That's the exciting thing. Icould put
on aperformance ofjeffrey Tate and the English Chamber Orchestra playing
the same repertoire, and Icould ask, "Who's been interpreting what?" I
can't hear any interpretation on that at all. Every note has exactly the same
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1992
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LARRY WILLIS
STEAL AWAY
AQ 1009
also featuring Cecil McBee 8, Gary Bartz
Three giants of jazz turn in aper-formance of spirituals, blues and originals that is truly stunning. Past associations of these three include Miles
Davis, Cannonball Adderly,
Joe Henderson, Charles Lloyd and
Phoraoh Sanders. Don't miss this one!

ROBERT LUCAS
BUILT FOR COMFORT
AQ 1011
Robert Lucas has received universal
praise from the world-wide blues community for his first two releases

CRESCENT
CRAM.

on AudioQuest. "Built For Comfort"
is atasty combination of solo, duo
and group offerings with backing musicians including Stephen Hodges (Tom
Waits, James Harman) drums,
and Freebo (Bonnie Raitt), tuba. "Built
For Comfort" is Robert's best yet!

A

BRUCE KATZ BAND
CRESCENT CRAWL
AQ 1012
"Amazing" is the only way to
describe Bruce Katz's piano and
Hammond B-3 organ playing. He
has awesome technique along with
that important "something extra" soul. This Boston based group
combines aforward looking jazz
groove with what can only be called
aturbo charged Booker Tand the
MG's sound. Features Bob Malach
on tenor sax.

KA
GLEN MOORE
LARRY KARUSH
GLEN VELU

'me.)

e
Oudoquest

MOKAVEVOL.2
AQ 1007
GLEN MOORE, LARRY KARUSH,
GLEN VELEZ
MOKAVE VOL.1
..an intense collaboration"
said DownBeat in arave review of
Mokave Vol 1. Vol 2features more
from the masters of world music
and improvisation. Those who
have heard Vol. 1already know.
Mokave is earthy, funky, cerebral
and alot of fun!

1

VICTOR LEWIS
FAMILY PORTRAIT
AQ 1010
also featuring JOHN STUBBLEFIELD, EDUARDO SIMON,
CECIL MCBEE, DON ALIAS, JUMMA SANTOS
Victor Lewis is an extraordinarily talented drummer and
composer who co-leads the acclaimed group Horizon with
Bobby Watson. He has been the subject of recent feature
stories in DownBeat, The Wire, Modern Drummer and
Newsweek. "Family Portrait" features an all star cast of jazz
luminaries and is ashowcase for the composing talents of
New York's most in demand drummer.
Also available from AudioQuest:
A01001 Robert Lucas-Use Man Blues
A01002 Strunz and Farah
A01003 Tuxedo Cowboy
A01004 Robert Lucas-Luke and The Locomotives
A01005 Trio Galanterie
A01006 Mokave Vol. 1
A01008 Works of Art Sampler-Selected tracks from the first six Audio0uest releases
AVAILABLE AT ALL MIA RICORIISIVIBM LOCATIONS
WorldRadioHistory
TO ORDER BY PHONE: TOWER RECORDS 1800) 648-4844 OR ACOUSTIC
SOUNDS 18001525-1630

oudioquest
State of the Art Muslc/State of the At Sound
P.O. Box 3060
San Clemente, CA 92674

USA

(714) 498 2770

shape, the same length, the same volume. Ihear no interpretation whatsoever, yet people talk about the structural strength of it all. I'm taking Tate
and the ECO as an example, but these kinds of records get rave reviews
worldwide.

I

THINK NIMBUS IS A LITTLE BIT NAÏVE TO THINK THAT

YOU CAN RECORD BEETHOVEN'S NINTH—WHICH WE HAVE
DONE—SIMPLY ON ONE MICROPHONE.
DRM: You and the Hanover Band are currently in the process of recording the Haydn symphonies for Hyperion. Tell me about that.
RG: I'm very excited about [the Haydn cycle], because artistically I've felt we've
been occasionally at odds with the Nimbus sound. It hasn't always produced the sound of the orchestra in the way that Ihear and perceive it. They
like avery spacious acoustic, much more so than Iwould ever choose myself.
And they have avery idiosyncratic recording technique, one Ambisonic
microphone, which is probably the most sophisticated microphone in the
world. But it is for them asort of black-and-white business. You have this
one microphone in one position, and that is that and there's no arguing with
it. Whilst Iagree that the overriding principle is for the simplest technique
possible that will do the job, Ithink that they're alittle bit naïve to think
that you can record Beethoven's Ninth—which we have done—simply on
one microphone It creates terrible problems for us, getting the right balance
The woodwinds, to me, regularly sound as if they're in the bathroom of
the house next door. I've beat my head against the wall sometimes, thinking
about how to improve this. The long and short of it is that if you're limiting
yourself to this one kind of technique—and minimal editing, which is another

Roy Goodman conducting The Hanover Band
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principle of theirs, resulting in pretty well live performances—it does make
life hard. Not least because, for my ears, the final product is nothing like
as competitive as I'd like it to be. [In the Haydn cycle,] for the first time I've
heard the Band approaching—well, Ishouldn't say for the first time, but
it is true—what Iwant it to sound like on disc.
There's no question at all that Nimbus have been the most amazing
providers for the Hanover Band. Without Nimbus there would not be a
Hanover Band, though the orchestra was formed several years before they
started recording: Nimbus provided the finance that's enabled the orchestra
to go on concert tours. So of course we try to work as hand-in-hand as we
can. I've just felt that artistically for me it's become increasingly difficult
to have control over the result Iwould like. When Igot the Schubert Ninth
CD—because Iget no edited tapes at all from them—I put on the first few
bars and Ivirtually cried. Icouldn't believe that the one tape, which I'd gone
into the control room and indicated that that was the one—and everyone
agreed—was not the one that's on the record. And the one that's on the record
was the one of which Isaid, "Not that one." Life should be much more simple.
Anyone who takes time to look through the player rosters on some oftheir earlier English
period-instrument recordings, from the late '70s to the early '80s, is going to see your
name in alot offiddle sections on recordings by Hogwood, Pinnock, and Gardiner.
How would you characterize the strengths and weaknesses of these conductors, maybe
starting with Hogwood?
That's aleading question, isn't it? [laughs] Well, I've worked for Hogwood
for along time. He began the musical education of alot of us, myself
included. Although he's been the one often put forward for his lack of
interpretation, he is avery cultured and educated man. We learned alot from
him; not necessarily when he was standing in front of the orchestra, but
from talking to him about his concepts and ideas of music.
How about Pinnock?
Some of the first records we made [with Pinnock] we thought were absolutely fantastic at the time; Iremember that quite clearly. But over the intervening decade or so they do sometimes sound very sour in intonation
and ...Well, the very first one now sounds like outtakes. Ithink when Trevor
started recording for Deutsche Grammophon, one of his priorities was to
clean up the string intonation and to get everything sounding much more
professional, if you like. In other words, yes, we've got the enthusiasm from
the players and they've all got the right attitude, but we've got to try to make
it competitive. So the ensemble has to be better, the tuning has to be better, and we have to try to get away from the seasickness sort of phrasing
that was going on at the time.

I
N
J
OHN ELIOT GARDINER'S RECORDINGS, WHICH I
DID
NOT SO MUCH ENJOY AT THE TIME OF RECORDING, I
REALIZE THEY DO HAVE A
FANTASTIC QUALITY ABOUT THEM.
DR/VI: And Gardiner?
RG: John Eliot Gardiner has always been quite ahard man. Iwould say from
the beginning he's been the most autocratic of the English [periodinstrument] directors. Ithink when you're like that you inevitably get a
lot of people's backs up. Iplayed with him in aperiod parallel to Pinnock.
When the English Baroque Soloists began, it was almost exactly the same
124
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Better than
the Original!
Analogue Productions is so confident that our remasters are
better than the original, that if you do not agree or are not totally
impressed with the sound quality we will give you your money back.
\‘1, Analogue Productions (LP) and Vanguard Classics (CD)
..._
— are combining old recording techniques with the latest
_
mastering technology to create the ultimate sound. The
LP's are Limited Edition and mastered by Doug Sax.
New! Sonny Rollins IWay Out West. (LP is 180 gram vinyl pressing.) CD is on

-1

the Original Jazz Classic Label.

New!

LP—AAPJ 008 $30.00

*CD—COJC 337 $15.00

Ravel-Works for Orchestra ISkrowaczewski Minneapolis Orchestra

La Valse, Alborada del Gracioso,
Rapsodie Espagnole, Menuet
Antique (LP is 180 gram vinyl pressing.)
LP—AAPC (107 $30.00
CD—APCD 007 $16.00

WORLD'S LARGEST STOCK OF IN PRINT
8c OUT OF PRINT AUDIOPHILE LPs 8, CDs!

New!

Rachmaninoff /Symphonic
Dances; Vocalise Donald Johanos
Conducting The Dallas Symphony
Orchestra. CD—CAPC 006 $16.00

New!

THE WE:WERS

Resmion id Carnegie Ilalt liNed
141. T
ot Nro hnwr, cements
doNt.t, P.
IMPIIMII1
.
77."

Weavers/Reunion at Carnegie Hall (CI) is agold limited edition on the

Analogue Productions Label.)

LP —AAPF 005 $25.00

CD—CAPF 005 $30.00

Copland: Fanfare for the Common Man IRodeo: Ives the Fourth of July /
Thanksgiving. Cl) includes Ives: Washington's Birthday IDecoration Day
LP =AAPC 004 $25.00

Gould Latin American Symphonette IGottschalk: A Night in the Tropics.
Abravanel conducting The Utah Symphony Orchestra LP—AAPC 003 $25.00
Canteloube ISongs of the Auvergne. Netania Davrath —Soprano. Conducted
by Pierre De la Roche. 2CD set is on the Vanguard Classic Label.
LP—AAPC 002 525. 4)0

t

CD—CAPC 004 516.00

ti4
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*CD —CVAN 8001 $26.00

Virgil Thomson

IThe Plow That Broke the Plains & The Suite from "The
River." Leopold Stokowski conducting the Symphony of The Air. CD also
contains: The Suite from L'Histoire du Soldat. CD is on the Vanguard Classic
Label.

LP —AAPC 001 $25.00

*CD—CVAN 8013 $16.00

Massenet Le Cid /Ballet Music. The City of Birmingham Symphony
Orchestra Conducted by Louis Fremaux. LP—AKLA 522 $25.00

New!

LP—AKLALE 522 $30.00 (LP 180 gram vinyl pressing)
CD is on the Wavier Label. *CD—CKLA 11007 $16.00

New!

Ray Brown ISuper Bass. (LP is 180 gram pressing) LP—ACPR 74018 $25.00

•These items are not on the Analogue Productions Label or were not produced by
Analogue Productions.
TO ORDER
CALL:

Sheffield Lab -Mobile Fidelity -Wilson
Dorian -Reference Recording -Chesky

1.800.525.1630 ,
i1,vraeirà:FRiele,gmet_DK'IaPvier
SHIPPING

Mercury Living Presence -Opus 3
Delos -IBM -London Blue Backs

Continental U.S. $3.00 for the lot item; $40 for each additional item.
Call us for shipping costs outside the Continental U.S.
Catalog 83.00 U.S. I$5.00 Elsewhere
refundable coupon with catalog
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P.O. BOX 2043 •SALINA, KS 67402-2043 •USA
TELEPHONE: 913-825-8609 • FAX: 913-825-0156
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The $ensible Sound

in sound quality to
many speakers costing far
more, the SL260 also dazzles
with its superb build quality
and gorgeous cabinet finish.
As such, the SL260 easily
qualifies for "Best Buy"
status."

"Gobs of bass and percussive kick...and there's great
ambience and imaging.
The Signet 151_2601 has
more bass than the reference
but preserves all the other
good qualities. It almost gives
the real feeling of apipe
organ —high praise for such
little woofers."

Vol 13, No 1(1,()( toher 1990

"The result was striking. "This
is wonderful," my listening
notes read —"a real
soundstage."
...the 1S12801 Signets were
(and are) remarkably satisfying on awide range of music,
from the most intimate to the
most bombastic."
-Thomas I. Norton

"

Superior

-Kent Bransford

Issue 43, Summer, 1991

-Gregory Koster

The Absolute Sound®

Vol I Issue 81, July/August, 1992

-Neil A. Gader, Scot L. Markwell

No excerpts may be printed
here. The complete review is
available on request from
Signet or your Signet dealer.

Call (800) 933 3022 for your
copy of all the unedited
reviews plus alist of Signet
dealers.
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orchestra as the English Concert. Despite that, the orchestras sounded completely and utterly different. It comes down to priorities, really. Ithink that
John Eliot Gardiner wanted to impose his musical ideas on us alot more
than Trevor Pinnock did. For me the end result of all that has been one of
surprise: Although Pinnock's results have always been very professional,
at the last resort, with hindsight, some of the final product's alittle more
bland and dull than Ihad felt when Iwas performing them. But in John
Eliot Gardiner's recordings, which Idid not so much enjoy at the time of
recording, Irealize they do have afantastic quality about them as far as professional standards of playing go. If you like astrong concept of the musicmaking, particularly one of drama, you'll like Gardiner.
DRIV1: You've worked with Norrington, as well, and he seems to be the hot item these days.
What was it like playing for him?
RG: It's amazing how things change. Iremember when Iplayed for ashort while
in the Kent Opera in the early '80s. The orchestra was virtually going to
offer our services, so that Roger Norrington could make arecord. He'd no
discography at all in [orchestral] repertoire. So Ithink that gives you ahint
as to what we felt about him. There was definitely asort of propulsion to
his music-making that was very exciting. He was actually one of the last
on the scene, and he may have capitalized on that. We, the Hanover Band,
were playing classical repertoire and recording it before he had thought
ofit. In 1981 we did aBeethoven concert in London with the Hanover Band,
which was the first concert Idirected. And lo and behold, who was in the
front row of the audience but Roger Norrington? To my knowledge, that
was the very first time he had ever heard Beethoven played on period instruments. The rest is history. There's no question at all that he's had alot of
color and flair in his personality, and he's had avery quick rise to stardom.
Which Ithink in many ways he fully deserves.

I
'D FORGO THAT INDEFINABLE WARMTH THAT'S LACKING
IN CDS, WITHOUT QUESTION, FOR ALL OF THE
CONVENIENCE AND EXTRA QUALITY.
DRM: Are you arecord collector?
RG: Yes, passionately. I've had acollection of four or five thousand LPs for quite
afew years. And I've become aCD collector now, totally, 100 percent. I'm
very curious about modern technology for its own sake, including word
processing and all the rest of it. But Ifind it very strange when people say
they miss this indefinable warmth that's lacking in CDs. Imust say, I've
got pretty good ears. And I'd forgo that warmth, without question, for all
of the convenience and extra quality that's available in CDs.
DRIV1: Even granting the wonderful qualities of vinyl, it was and is abig pain cleaning records,
replacing styli, setting tracking weight and alignments, all that rigmarole.
RG: To get areally good result [from LPs], you have to be patient and do those
things all the time. So no, Iwouldn't look back on LPs with nostalgia. CDs
are awonderful medium. Of course, CDs also enabled alot of musicians
to rerecord alot of things they'd put to bed as LPs.
DRIV1: In addition to bringing out alot of back catalog stuff that nobody would have thought
of reissuing on LP.Just look how the big labels are delving into their vaults, pulling
up stuff that hasn't been seen in 15, 20, 30 years.
RG: Yes, that's right. The sad thing is that some major labels still emphasize a
certain stock repertoire. They haven't all been as imaginative and enterprising
as they might have been.
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1992
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The UltrAmp Series from Mobile Fidelity Sound Lab.
In the end, you have to judge for yourself.
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Din Converter

Line Amplifier

Powe , Amplifier
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configurations

Fully discrete
circuitry

Hand-selected highgrade components

Doubly-regulated
power supplies
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coupling

uigh-end does not have to equal high-priced. Some thing
Hmost manufacturers don't understand. The challenge, as

we see it, is to offer an integrated system of audio components
that delivers high-end sound at amid-fi price.

T

he UltrAmp Series is the culmination ofeverythi ng

we '
ve

learned in fifteen years as pioneers in the audiophile
industry. The D/A Converter, Line Amplifier and 100-watt/

channel Power Amplifier boast ahighly innovative topology,
creating extraordinary depth and amiraculously expansive,
precise soundstage. And judging by the overwhelming
response we've received from numerous audio seminars
we've conducted nationwide, we think you'll agree.

T

he UltrAmp Series is not available through dealers. That's
how we can offer it at the affordable price of $1295 per unit.
The beauty is that these components compare with systems
four times the cost! This series is only available by contacting
us directly. We encourage you to take the UltrAmp home and
listen for yourself. If you do not agree that our system gives
you outstanding craftsmanship, reliability, service and, most
definitely, sound, simply return it within 30 days for afull refund.
Call our audio advisors for more

mobile, fidelity

information al 1-800-423-5759.
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DRM: That's how all these labels that were tiny little operations adecade ago havefound
away to blossom.
RG: Hyperion was such alabel. And Ted Perry, who runs it, was one of the
managing directors of Saga. He's one of the great entrepreneurs in records
in England. He gave Janet Baker and John Shirley-Quirk their very first
albums, for Saga. He then joined in with John Shutdeworth and they began
Meridian Records. They had financial difficulties and Ted Perry was driving
acab around London to make ends meet. He'd spend the night driving a
cab and the day sorting out his recording company. Ihad alot of sympathy
for him, because he's aman with alot of heart and soul, aman who's very
black-and-white in his ideas. If there's something that interests him, he'll
do it, and he'll come out very clear about it. Or you can suggest something
mainstream and he'll say no, that's dull. He's built Hyperion into afantastic
catalog.
DRM: Plus, you have Nimbus and Chandos there in Great Britain, these classy mid-sized
labels doing interesting things. Unfortunately, we don't have anything really analogous
in the US. There are some good little labels, but they hardly have much presence in
the market. Labels like Telarc and Pro Arte might have gone that way, but they veered
off into alot of Pops stuffandgot pretty stodgy in terms of classical repertoire. ..What
kind of music do you enjoy listening to when you're off duty?
RG: I've got incredibly wide tastes. I've got three kids and the oldest is 18. I've
lived through alot of years of pop music with them. Ireally like almost anything. Some of the latest funky house music Ican't take at all; it just goes
on and on and on. Almost everything else. Ilisten to alot ofjazz. Ican switch
into adifferent mode when I'm listening and when I'm going to concerts.
Where shall Istart? Count Basie, Elgar, Shostakovich ...
DRIV1: What atrio!

CD—CAPF 005
$30.00

Aluminum CDs also available on the
Analogue Productions Label:
New! Ravel-Works for Orchestra 1
Skrowaczewski Minneapolis
Orchestra La Valse, Alborada del
Gracioso, Rapsodie Espagnole,
Menuet Antique
CD—APCD 007 $16.00
New! Rachmaninoff 1Symphonic Dances; Vocalise Donald
Johanos Conducting The Dallas
Symphony Orchestra.
CD—CAPCD 006 $16.00

ee

Copland: Fanfare for the
Common Man IRodeo: Ives the
Fourth of July IThanksgiving I
Washington's Birthday IDecoration Day CD—CAPCD 004 $16.00
Like all of the other Analogue
Productions releases, they have
been mastered by Doug Sax off
the original mastered tapes.
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If Santa were an audiophile,
he'd give
e

Hold on — YOU'RE Santa.
You're an audiophile. Have we got adeal for you!
Only $19.95 for each gift subscription.
Donor gets a FREE TEST CD!
What are you going to do for
your friends this Christmas?
Great gift ideas don't grow on
trees. We have an idea for friends
who love music. Give Stereophile.
Turn them on to the hobby. Alter
their ears. Raise their consciousness. Maybe they'll have as much
fun as you do! At the very least,
they're going to love the CD and
record reviews. The great writing.
All for under $20. Think of it —

you give them 12 issues for afew
cents more than the cover price
of four.
We'll send your friends a
handsome card to announce your
gift. And we'll bill you at the
special rate of $19.95 for each
gift. As donor, you get one copy
of our original Test CD free of
charge. You can subscribe for
$19.95, too — just tell us to add it
to your gift order.

Regular rate for 12 issues is $35. Special gift rate good only in the U.S. In Canada: US$24.95
per gift. This is aGREAT DEAL! Gift subs start with the January issue. Gift cards are sent after
12/1/92. Offer expires 12/31/92.
If the order form is missing or if you are ordering after December 10,
phone your gift order toll free.

1-800-238-2626
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EQ UIPMENT
A CD

R EPORTS

PLAYER WITH A RECORD BUTTON!

Robert Harley tries out Meridian's CDR compact disc recorder

Meridian CDR CD-R recorder
Write-Once Compact Disc Recorder. AID converter 64x-oversampling Delta-Sigma type. D/A converter Philips Bitstream.
Analog inputs: three stereo pairs—line-level balanced on XLR jacks, line-level unbalanced on RCA jacks, and microphonelevel unbalanced on y.," jacks. Analog outputs: balanced on XLR jacks, unbalanced on RCA jacks, headphone on 1
/
4"jack.
Digital inputs: S/PD1F on RCA jack, AES/EBU on XLR jack, optical on Toslink jack and SMA jack (SMA optional). Digital
outputs: S/PDIF on RCA jack, AESIEBU on XLR jack, optical on Toslink jack, optical on SMA jack (SMA optional). Audio
Performance (analog input to analog output): Amplitude linearity: ±0.1dB maximum. Phase non-linearity: 2° typical. S/N
ratio: 89dB typical. Dynamic range: 90dB typical. THD+N: 841:1B typical. Channel separation: 86dB minimum. Analog output
level and impedance: 2V RMS, 200 ohms (unbalanced), 3V RMS, 100 ohms (balanced). Input impedance: 47k ohms (balanced).
Power consumption: 40W. Dimensions: lee W by 5%" Hby 1W D. Weight: 10.6 pounds. Price: $8500 (SMA optical input
and output adds $500). Approximate number of dealers: 10. US Distributor.Meridian America, Inc., 3800 Camp Creek Parkway,
Building 2400, Suite 112, East Point (Atlanta), GA 30331. Tel: (404) 344-7111. Fax: (404) 346-7111.

The idea of making custom CDs has always
intrigued me. It wasn't all that long ago that
making aCD was asignificant undertaking, requiring assembling amaster tape—a
thousand-dollar proposition—and needing
nearly two hours of time with amilliondollar mastering machine in aclean room.
Then astamper had to be electroformed, the
disc injection-molded, an aluminum reflective coating applied, and then sealing to prevent oxidation. This put custom-made CDs
out of the reach of the home recordist.
Now with anew format called Compact
Disc Recordable (CD-R), anyone can record
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1992

their own CDs at home with no more fuss
than making acassette. Just pop ablank disc
in and press Record. CD-R is ideal for archiving out-of-print LPs, making compilation
discs, or transferring music from afragile medium—live concert bootlegs on analog cassette, for example—to the robustness of Ca'
Ibecame even more intrigued by CD-R
after reading Jolui Atkinson's report from the
WCES on his experience with the Meridian
CDR. JA and recording engineer/high-end
retailer Peter McGrath heard aremarkable
1The latter is, of course, strictly for personal consumption.
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demonstration of the machine. Meridian's
Bob Stuart digitally copied one of Peter's
own recordings on acommercially released
CD to aCD-R disc. After playing the original disc, Bob put the digital copy—which
was, bit for bit, identical to the original—in
the same transport and pressed Play. Within
seconds, Peter jumped up, shouting "That's
impossible?' The improvement in sound quality of the CD-R copy over the original was
that dramatic.
After hearing this story, reported by JA in
last March's "Industry Update," Iwas even
more eager to get my hands on aCD recorder.
Then Idid.

puts and outputs—an array greatly expanded
by Meridian's modifications. On the analog
side, balanced inputs and outputs are provided on XLR jacks, and unbalanced inputs
and outputs appear on RCA jacks.
The stock Philips CD recorder provides
only S/PDIF (Sony/Philips Digital Interface
Format) input and output on RCA jacks (coaxial) and Toslink (optical) connectors, respectively. Meridian has added a5" W by 3" H
by 11
/ "D box on the rear panel that covers
4
these digital interfaces and replaces them with
Meridian's circuitry. In addition to the coaxial
and Toslink S/PDIF inputs and outputs, the
CDR features the fully implemented AES/
EBU (Audio Engineering Society/European
FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
Broadcast Union) interface? An AT&T SMA
The Meridian CDR starts life as aPhilips
optical input/output pair is available as a$500
machine, which is modified by Meridian
option.
both to improve its sonic performance and
SMA interface? What's that? That was my
expand on the stock unit's digital input and
first question; I'd never heard of it. Apparoutput capability. The nature of the modifiently, the only difference between AT&T's
cations reflects Meridian's view of how the
SMA interface and the more common STmachine will likely be used. Rather than trytype is the connection method: the ST-type
ing to extract state-of-the-art performance
uses abayonet connector and the SMA is a
from the internal A/D and D/A converters,
screw-on mount. Every other aspect of its
Meridian decided instead to improve the
use and performance is identical. Because
unit's digital input and output interfaces. This
they differ only in connection, Meridian
philosophy was shaped by the fact that a will custom-make ST-to-SMA fiber links.
single-chassis unit of this complexity is far
Meridian reportedly avoided the ST-type
from the ideal environment for A/D and D/A
interface because it's about to be discontinued
converters—it's electrically just too noisy.
in favor of the SMA-style connectors. MeridThe Meridian CDR is envisaged largely
ian's 601 digital preamplifier also uses the
as aprofessional product. Consequently,
Toslink input and output jacks.
many CDR purchasers will use their own
The front panel's many buttons and extenexternal A/D and D/A converters. In aprofessive display reflect the machine's function as
sional application, this is almost agiven (we
adigital recorder. In addition to all the feahope). For the audiophile, anyone buying an
tures one would expect on afull-function
$8500 CD recorder will likely already own
CD player, the CDR includes the controls
ahigh-end outboard D/A converter. Moreneeded for recording CDs and setting the
over, Meridian views their 601 digital preamsubcode information. When recording from
plifier as acompanion product to the CDR.
an analog source, the large knob on the
The 601 indudes much more sonically ambipanel's right adjusts the input level. Note that
tious A/D and D/A sections, as well as digitalno level control is provided or necessary
domain phono equalization. Meridian also
when recording from adigital source: digitaloffers astandalone A/D converter, the 607.
to-digital recording is simply adirect copying
Meridian weighed all these factors in decidof the numbers representing the signal.
ing to concentrate on getting the most out
Maximum record/playback time on aCDof the CDR's digital-domain performance.
R is currently 63 minutes. This figure is,
I'll describe these modifications later (see
however, alimitation of the blank disc, not
"Technical Description"). But let's first look
the CD recorder. Discs of longer playing
at the CD Recorder's input and output firmtime have been made, but the error rate indons, features, and how the unit operates
when recording aCD.
2See my review of the Proceed POP 2in Vol.14 No.5 for a
The rear panel has an extensive array ofindiscussion of the AES/EBU interface.
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creases dramatically. Reportedly, 74-minute
CD-R blanks are about to become areality.
Standard 63-minute discs cost about $35
each, and are available from only ahandful
of distributors. Sonic Solutions, the developer
of Macintosh-based digital audio editing systems, is the primary US distributor
Rather than explain each of the front-panel
controls, I'll go through the steps of recording on aCD.
First, ablank CD-R is put in the drawer.
This action is accompanied by the sobering
realization that the $35 blank disc cannot be
erased. Whatever gets recorded now will be
permanently on the disc. After the drawer
doses, the machine identifies the disc as both
aCD-R blank and that it has not been previously recorded. This triggers afeature called
OPC (for Optimum Power Calibration) that
adjusts the recording laser power for that particular disc. A few seconds later, the disc is
ready for recording.
The analog/digital input selector is put in
the appropriate position and the Record button pressed so that the input level is displayed
on the bar-graph meters. The last increment
on the meter's bars is an elongated shape,
indicating that the signal is approaching clipping. Unlike analog tape, which clips slowly
and gently, digital clipping results in an
immediate flattening of the waveform peak
with resultant audible distortion. When the
quantizer runs out of numbers, it assigns the
same maximum value to many successive
samples, producing aflat-topped waveform.
Once the levels are set (if recording from
an analog source), pressing Play starts the
machine recording (we already pressed Record to activate the meters). The display
shows that track 1is being recorded, and the
counter displays the elapsed time of the track.
When the track is finished, the Stop button
stops the recording, leaving the disc ready
to record the next piece of music. The CDR
automatically writes atemporary subcode
on the disc that identifies the numbers and
durations of the recorded tracks.
The process is repeated for each musical
selection until the disc is full. The disc can
be recorded all at once, or in short segments
over any period of time. The CDR will automatically incicisient the track number when
3Sonic Solutions can be reached at 1902 Van Ness Avenue,
Suite 300, San Francisco, CA 94109. Tel: (415) 394-8100. Fax:
(415) 394-8099
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the recording is stopped and started again.
A temporary record of what's on the disc—
track numbering and times—is stored automatically. Even if the user tries to open the
drawer after recording, the machine pauses
to update the temporary directory before the
drawer opens. Foolproof.
Before the disc can be played on astandard
CD player, it's necessary to "fix" the disc
(Philips's term). This is done by pressing a
button behind the flip-down panel, then the
Record button. This action, which takes about
31/
2 minutes, writes all the track and time
information of each track to the disc's permanent Table of Contents (TOC). Before the
final TOC is written ("fixed") on the disc,
the CDR keeps atemporary record of how
many tracks have been recorded and their
times. This allows the CDR to play correctly
—but only on aCD-R machine—until the
final TOC is written on the disc. A CD-R
disc will not play on astandard CD player
until the permanent TOC is recorded. Once
the disc has been finalized, it meets the Philips
Red Book specifications, meaning it will play
on any CD player' Ifound "fixed" discs had
no trouble playing on aTheta Data transport.
Until the disc is finalized, it's possible to
skip tracks or unwanted passages (junk between tracks, for example). The skipped areas
remain on the disc and will still be audible
when played back on aCD player, but will
not be audible when played on the CD-R
machine. Skipped passages can be restored
at any time until the final Table of Contents
has been written.
Although this may sound complicated, I
felt completely at home with the Meridian
after an afternoon of recording on asingle
blank CD-R Ishould add that the CDR figicdons very much like anormal CD player.
When used for playback only, its recording
features don't encumber the machine's ease
of use; just put adisc in the drawer and press
Play. Finally, the two owner's manuals (one
from Philips, one from Meridian) are clear
and easy to interpret.
My only complaints are about the machine's
meters, which appear to show ahigher level
than is actually being recorded or played
back. 1suspect this is to reduce the chance of
4The Philips Red Book is the official document containing the
specifications for the CD. It is available only to CD manufacturing licensees—at acost of $5000. Yes, it got its name
from its red cover.
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digital overload by users insensitive to the
dangers of digital clipping. Many CDs I
played indicated overload, even discs on
which I'd set the digital record levels below
overload during the recording session (the
drum track on Stereophik's Test CD 2, for example). Iprefer to know the actual output
level after the A/D converter. Further, digital
meters should include overload indicators
that come on when acertain number of successive samples—say five—are at maximum
value. The highest peak on the program should
be set to fall just beneath this level.
Other than the meters, Iwas impressed by
the CDR's functionality, ease of use, and
foolproof operation.

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION
The Meridian CDR is distinguished from
other CD-R machines by the added box beneath the original digital outputs on the rear
panel. This box, which constitutes most of
Meridian's modifications, replaces the existing digital interfaces and adds afew more inputs and outputs. Meridian taps into the digital signal before the standard output, replaces
the output circuitry, and reclocks the datastream with ahigh-precision Phase Locked
Loop (PLL). This output PLL acts as alarge
"flywheel" on the digital signal, reportedly
reducing jitter and improving the machine's
sonic performance from its digital output.
The digital input stage has been redesigned,
with what are reported to be "comprehensive" changes to the original circuit to reduce
jitter. Note that "digital input" and "digital
output" refer to the handling of the digital
signals, not the A/D and D/A sections. Other
changes to the machine include amodification
to the main oscillator and decoder. These modifications weren't specified, but Isuspect the
parts" radiated noise was reduced by shielding
and other techniques. The oscillator and decoder modifications affect the machine's performance only when the analog inputs or
outputs are used. These modifications and
additions comprise Meridian's involvement
in the machine's design and operation.
It was very difficult to get alook inside the
machine: the chassis is packed with printed
circuit boards, power supplies, and the large
transport mechanism. It is, however, of standard, mass-produced execution rather than
atwealcy, high-end build. The MD converter
is the Crystal Semiconductor 5326, a64x134

oversampling Delta-Sigma type and the same
chip used in Meridian's 607 A/D converter.
Ihad some experience with the 607 in my
review of Meridian's D6000 "digital" loudspeaker in Vol.14 No.9, and found it to perform well.
D/A conversion is handled by Philips's
SAA7350 Bitstream chip, also known as the
"DAC7." This latest-generation Bitstream
chip differs from its predecessors in using an
external digital filter, operating differentially,
and omitting one of the two output op-amps.
In the Meridian CDR, digital filtering is performed by the filter section of aPhilips 7321
Bitstream converter. And there's nothing
tweaky about the machine's virtually stock
A/D and D/A stages.
The transport itself is very different from
such playback-only transports as Philips's
CDM1 Mk.II, used in many players and
transports. Instead of using aswing arm (the
Philips method) or asled (found in Japanese
players), the CDR's recording capability requires alinear tracking design. Additionally,
the laser head is very high-mass, reflecting
the inclusion of the more powerful recording
laser. According to Meridian's Bob Stuart,
these factors limit the CDR's sonic performance unless the digital output is subjected
to the kind of high-precision digital-output
reclocking circuit Meridian added to the
stock Philips machine.
The blank discs have apre-grooved spiral track to allow the recording laser to stay
on track. This greatly simplifies the recorder
design. A dye polymer, which coats the disc
surface, is burned by the recording laser to
form the pits. Unlike conventional replicated
CDs, which use an aluminum reflective coating, CD-R discs have agold reflective layer.
When recording, the high-powered record
laser is modulated at afrequency of 200M.Hz,
alternating with the low-powered read laser.
A sophisticated servo system (on an 8-layer
pcb!) looks at pit reflectivity and fine-tunes
the recording-laser power for optimum pit
shape. This produces amuch cleaner EFM
signal, and is likely responsible for the CDR's improved sound when compared to an
original CD (see Sidebar). This is an extraordinarily sophisticated system for aconsumer
audio product.

LISTENING
Evaluating the Meridian CDR involved lis-
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tening to and measuring many aspects of its
capabilities. Ithus investigated the CDR's
sound quality on several levels: overall analog
input to analog output with A/D and DIA
conversion, as an A/D converter, as aDIA
converter, as aCD transport, and as adigital storage device with the potential for improving on the sound ola digital source.
The playback system used in auditioning
the CDR included the Audio Research LS2
line-stage preamplifier driving aMark Levinson No.233 power amplifier through 20' runs
M

AT'S IMPOSSIBLE!

Why would abit-for-bit identical CD-R
sound better' than the source CD from
which it was made? Is it really possible to
have "generation gain" in digital audio? 2
These are intriguing questions. The first
hint Ihad that CD-R may sound better
than standard CDs came at the 1989
Microsoft CD-ROM convention. Iwas
working for aCD manufacturer at the
time and manned our booth at the convention. We had aCD-quality analyzer
and oscilloscope set up, inviting showgoers to see how well their CD-ROMs
were made. The idea was to demonstrate
our superior disc quality and lower error
rates. Over the course of the show, we
tested dozens of discs from various manufacturers.
The booth next to us had aYamaha CD
recorder, which at the time cost $40,000.
When they brought over adisc for testing,
Iwas shocked: the disc made on the CDR had avery low BLER (BLock Error
Rate) of 11, and an extraordinarily clean
EFM signal. In fact, the signals from this
disc were far better than from any manufactured disc I'd seen.
At the time, it never occurred to me that
this could result in better sound; "bits is
bits," right? Wrong. It has become in1Some hi-fi writers have seized upon the reported difference in sound quality between aCD and aCD-R copy
made from that CD as the final damning proof that the
High End is fundamentally anti-science. Having heard
this difference—without expecting it—I would point out
to such observers that they would do well to keep silent
until they have actually tried such acomparison. —JA
2See Paul Miller's excellent article and measurements
in the May 1992 issue of the British magazine Hi-Fi
Choke and Peter W. Mitchell's subsequent comments on
the Miller article in Stereophile, September '92, p.45.
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of AudioQuest Lapis interconnect. Loudspeakers were the Hales System Two Signatures
augmented by aMuse Model 18 subwoofer.
Interconnects between digital components
and the LS2 were Monster Cable Sigma. The
CDR's D/A section was compared to the
extraordinary Theta DS Pro Generation III
(see review in October), driven by either the
CDR's digital output or Theta's Data transport. A PS Audio UltraLink and Bitwise
Musik System Zero, two good-sounding and
affordable processors, were also on hand for

creasingly clear that the quality of the
EFM signal recovered from the disc is an
important factor in sound quality. The
CDR's unique method of burning pits
results in amuch cleaner pit shape than
alaser mastering machine used at the CD
factory. The quality of the EFM signal is
directly related to pit shape. And the better
the EFM signal, the lower the level of
intrinsic jitter in the datastream?
This brings up another question: Because pit shape affects the EFM signal,
which affects sound quality, can different laser mastering machines have varying
sonic quality? Doug Sax of Sheffield Lab
thinks so. He told me years ago—before
any of these factors were known or discussed—that the same master tape he sent
to different manufacturing plants produced discs of different sonic quality.
We may soon know the answer. I've
heard arumor that Philips is working on
aprocess by which aCD-R disc can serve
as the master from which molded discs
can be replicated. Stay tuned.
—Robert Harley

3Despite it being repeated in these pages many, many
times that "bits is bits" is only true when the sample timing of those bits is perfectly regular, some people insist
on repeating this fallacy. Any timing irregularity results
in distortion of the final reconstructed analog waveform:
for that distortion to be sufficiently low that the full 16bit precision of the data is preserved, the 44.11cHz word
clock at the DAC must be precise to within 200ps error.
(Many CD players and DIA processors have at least 10
times this amount ofjitter.)Stereophik has recently purchased an analyzer which will allow us to measure word
clock jitter down to afew picoseconds and display the
audio-frequency spectrum of that jitter. Robert Harley
is currently examining the jitter of every digital product we have on hand—including the CDR—and will be
reporting his results in our January '93 issue.
—JA
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comparison.
To evaluate the Meridian's A/D converter
performance, Icompared it to the Manley
Reference A/D, a$7000 standalone ADC that
has already proved itself in critical listening.
We used this converter to transfer Stereophile's
/"analog master tape ofinterme_zzo to digital
2
1
for the CD release, as well as using it for some
of the tracks on Stereophile's Test CD 2. The
Manley AID uses the state-of-the-art, 128xoversampling, 20-bit UltraAnalog converter.
Digital interconnects included AudioQuest
Digital Pro and Aural Symphonics Digital
Standard.
The analog front end was aheavily modified Well-Tempered Turntable and Arm resting on aspiked and lead-shot-filled Merrill
Stable Table. The WIT was fitted with an
AudioQuest AQ7000 cartridge, with gain
and phono equalization provided by aVendetta Research SCP2B outboard phono stage
AudioQuest Diamond interconnects provided
connection in the phono chain. This front
end provided the analog signal source fed to
the CDR, and served as areference for evaluating the digital recordings of analog sources.
Finally, all power to the system (except the
Muse subwoofer and Levinson No.23.5) was
conditioned by aTice Power Block and Titan.
The very first thing Idid with the CDR
was digitally copy (more accurately, clone)
aCD to CD-R and listen to the two discs
played back on the CDR used as atransport
feeding the UltraLink. After hearing JA's
account of his experience with acloned CDRand Martin Colloms's reports in Stereophile
(March '92, p39), Iwas very curious about
this aspect of CDR. Ishould reiterate that the
data on the CDR will be bit-for-bit identical
to that of the source disc; the process is
merely acopying of numbers.
After listening to the source disc in the
CDR, Iplayed the done—with the same transport, D/A converter, interconnects, etc. Iwas
shocked—the difference was not subtle. It
wasn't one of those differences in which you
listen to one, then the other, then go back,
and finally discern aslight difference. The
improvement in the CD-R copy was immediately obvious. Moreover, the difference was
greater than that between CD and DAT.
On Sara Ks Closer Than They Appear
(CheskyjD67), the CD-R had agreater spaciousness, air, bloom, and liquidity compared
to the original disc. Individual instrumen136

tal outlines were less homogenized and took
on anew sense of bloom. Listen to the brushes
on the snare drum at the begirming of "IfYou
Close That Door." On the CD-R copy, they
were distinctly farther from the listener than
when heard from the original CD, revealing
the CD-R's greater souridstage depth. Sara's
voice, already sweet and silky-smooth, became even more so. There was agreater ease
and liquidity to textures, particularly vocal.
By comparison, the original CD had atrace
of grain overlaying the vocal. Ialso heard
greater transparency and more detail. The
guitar accompaniment (played by Bruce
Dunlap, who appeared on our own first Test
CD) was infused with alifelike presence.
Finally, the impression of instruments hanging in three-dimensional space before me was
heightened when listening to the CD-R copy.
An already superb recording was improved
that much.
Ihad identical impressions with Mike Garson's The Oxnard Sessions, Volume One (Reference Recordings RR-37CD). This recording's excellent sense of space was expanded,
with more layers of information in the soundstage. The piano's texture became smoother,
lacking the very slightly brittle edge heard
on the source CD. Left- and right-hand piano
lines were more distinct, allowing greater
communication of the musical intent. Finally,
the increased resolution of low-level detail
was unmistakable For example, the cymbals
at the end of "Spontaneity" retained their fine
structure and delicacy much farther into their
decay when replayed on the clone.
Not all music benefited from copying to
CD-R. Inoted distinctly less bass on the
CD-R copy, which gave the presentation less
weight. Bass lines became alittle harder to
hear, reducing the sense of drive on some
music. With music that doesn't rely on driving bass—the two examples mentioned—the
effect was insignificant. On rock, blues, and
some jazz, the CD-R disc's reduction in pace
didn't make up for the increased transparency
and spaciousness.
Inext recorded on the CDR from LP source
through the machine's internal A/D converter
and with the Manley A/D, comparing both
to the original. This may seem like an unfair
comparison: the Manley is a$7000 standalone reference converter. Nevertheless, it
serves as abenchmark in A/D converters and
puts the CDR's A/D stage in perspective.
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The stock A/D added atrace of brittleness
to the upper mids and treble Textures became
harder, less liquid, and slightly edgy in comparison to the LP. The sense of space shrank,
the rear of the soundstage moving forward.
There was less feeling of space surrounding
instrumental outlines, and the digitized signal
had less bloom. Low-level information became slightly obscured; instruments buried
in the mix tended to get lost. On "What Is
Hip" from Tower of Power's stunning Sheffield Lab direct-to-disc Tower ofPower Direct
(Lab 17), Chester Thompson's organ became
less distinct and harder to hear on the CDR's
copy compared to the direct-to-disc LP.
Additionally, the horn section seemed more
homogenized: it was less like many individual instruments and more like one big horn
in comparison to the LP.
Ihad similar impressions—but to alesser
extent—when the LP source was digitized
with the Manley A/D and recorded on CDR. The Manley was adecidedly better A/D
converter than the CDR's internal converter.
The Manley better maintained space and air
—the room surrounding the drum solo on
"What Is Hip:' for example—and was sweeter
in the upper mids and treble The Manley was
also less bright, acharacteristic that made it
sound closer to the LP.
The comments about the CDR's A/D stage
compared to LP—particularly to aSheffield
direct-to-disc—should be read with the realization that any digitization of an analog
source will degrade the signal. Iinclude these
comments only to inform potential purchasers who may want to archive their LP
collections on CD-R of the compromises
involved. However, the CDR's A/D stage
was still listenable and enjoyable.5
The next job was to evaluate the CDR's
D/A section. Icompared it primarily with the
PS Audio UltraLink driven by the CDR's
digital output through an AudioQuest Digital Pro interconnect. Iwas less impressed by
the D/A stage than by the MD stage: the UltraLink was clearly abetter D/A. The CDR's
internal D/A was abit hashy in the treble—
the music tended to be overlaid with grain,
lacking smoothness and ease. The leading
edges of piano notes acquired a"hard" tex5I'll be reviewing Meridian's 601 digital preamp soon. It is
considered acompanion to the CDR, and contains Meridian's best efforts in A/
D and D/
A converter design. The 601
sells for $4950.
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ture. In addition, the CDR's D/A lacked the
UltraLink's transparency and resolution,
instead sounding alittle flat and congested.
The CDR's bass was full, but Ididn't hear the
same snap and precision of the UltraLink's
low end. In short, the CDR's internal D/A
converter is not for the serious listener.
Finally, Iassessed the Meridian CDR as
atransport, comparing it to the reference
Theta Data. Both were connected to Theta's
Generation III processor or the UltraLink via
AudioQuest Digital Pro. Other Meridian
transports have tended to have laid-back renderings with excellent resolution of space.
The CDR didn't share these characteristics,
instead sounding more up-front, lively, and
detailed. On the positive side, the CDR as a
transport had an excellent ability to present
the music as individual images in space, resolved lots of detail, and had nice transparency. It was definitely not the kind of
transport that homogenized the presentation
and sounded thick. On the down side, the
CDR as atransport was alittle lacking in
width and depth compared to the reference
Theta Data, and was less refined in its presentation of detail and instrumental timbre
Nevertheless, the CDR was more than competent when used as aCD transport.

M EASUREMENTS

Looking first at the CDR's D/A section, the
unit put out 1.95V from the unbalanced outputs when decoding afull-scale, lkHz sinewave This is arather lowish value, being 0.2dB
below the standard 2V output. (Although 2V
is the standard single-ended output level,
most digital processors put out ahigher voltage) Both channels' output levels were identical. The balanced output level was 3.03V
under the same conditions. Output impedance from the RCA (unbalanced) jacks was
alow to moderate 209 ohms across the band.
The balanced outputs had an output impedance of 103 ohms regardless of frequency. I
measured very low levels of DC: 300µV and
100µV (left and right channels, respectively)
at the unbalanced outputs, and 20007 from
both left and right balanced outputs. The
CDR doesn't invert absolute polarity at either
the single-ended or balanced outputs.
Replay frequency response (not shown)
was flat, with very slight rolloff at 20kHz.
The de-emphasis error plot (fig.1, top curves)
was also flat, with avery slight negative error
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(0.1dB) at 20kHz—inaudible. Channel separation (fig.2) was fairly good, measuring
100dB at 11cHz and decreasing slightly at the
frequency extremes.
Looking next at fig3, a1
/-octave spectral
2
analysis of the CDR's analog output when
decoding alkHz, -90dB dithered sinewave,
we can see asurprisingly high overall noise
level, power-supply junk at 60Hz and 180Hz,
and asmall spike at 7kHz. This is far from
ideal performance. (See the same measurement of the Theta Generation III in October
for comparison.)
Performing the same type of spectral analysis when the CDR was decoding digital
silence (all data words zero) produced the plot
of fig.4. The tiny peak at 7kHz we saw in the
previous graph now appears to be aconverter
artifact, an "idle tone," very obvious in this
graph. The effect of the Bitstream chip's noise
shaping, which pushes noise above the audible spectrum, can be seen by the rapidly increasing noise floor above 201cFlz. The powersupply noise at 60Hz, 180Hz, and 300Hz is
quite high in level. Again, this is not exemplary performance.
Fie is the CDR's departure from linearity
on replay. The left channel is well-behaved,
NU1181/41 Ca-I MOM IdIPLCUr) I Ialftlael
IAMB,
.5soss
8.8

11141018)

but the right channel has a7.5dB negative
error at -90dB. The fact that the error occurs
at aspecific level and immediately corrects
itself is reminiscent of missing code transitions in amulti-bit converter. The CDR,
however, uses the Philips 7350 Bitstream
chip. Nearly all the 1-bit converters I've measured have had better low-level linearity.
The noise modulation plot (fig.6) shows
nice tight groupings above 21cHz, but diverges in the bass. This means that the DIA converter's noise floor shifts in the low frequencies as afunction of signal level. Note the
peak in the noise floor between 7kHz and
81cHz, the converter artifact seen in figs3 and
4. The relatively high level of audio-band
noise could also be seen in the waveform of
alkHz, undithered sinewave at -9031dB
(not shown).
Fig.7 is the CDR's reproduction of afullscale, lkHz squarewave. The overshoot and
shape are typical of the digital filter used in
the CDR (a 7321 Bitstream chip). Driving
the CDR with the code representing afullscale combination of 191cliz and 201cHz and
performing an FFT on the output produced
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Fig.1 Merklian CDR, replay de-emphasis error
(top and ADC frequency response (bottom)
(right channel dashed, 0.5dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.3 Meridian CDR, replay spectrum of dithered
'kHz tone at -90.3IdB with noise and
spuriae Ch-octave analysis, right channel
dashed).
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Fig.2 Meridian CDR, replay crosstalk (I0dB/
vertical div.).
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Fig.4 Meridian CDR, replay spectrum of silent
track, 20Hz-200kHz with noise and spuriae
(
1
A-octave analysis, right channel dashed).
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the plot of fig.8. The sidebands around the
signal are commendably low in level, as is the
lkHz difference product. The spikes at 24.1
kHz and 25.1kHz are inconsequential, aresult of aliasing with the sampling frequency,
and are not sufficiently rolled off by the digital filter.
When Iplayed the appropriate tracks on
the Pierre Verany Test CD to look at the CDR's
error-correction ability, Igot quite asurprise:
the CDR was far better than any other CD
transport I've measured. The Pierre Verany
Test CD has intentional dropouts in the spiral
track-you can see these dropouts on the disc
-that increase in length with each successive track. The higher the track number the
player or transport will play without glitching, the better the unit's error-correction ability. Most units start to glitch at around track
32, exceptional players hanging on until track
36. The CDR played every track with only
atiny glitch at the track beginnings, all the
way to track 50, the disc's longest dropout!
This was extraordinary, and hints that the
CDR may contain anewly developed and
highly sophisticated decoding and errorcorrection scheme.
lPlie 01-11 IMOPASSielBo/ I OMMPASS,117/

.1.1/

26 .rtm 92 0:3319

Looking next at the CDR's input stage and
A/D section, Imeasured an input impedance
of 32.8k ohms through most of the band,
dropping to 27.8k ohms at 20kHz for the
single-ended inputs. The balanced inputs
measured 24k ohms input impedance across
the audioband. With the input level knob in
the 12:00 position, avoltage of 3.8V RMS
was required to produce afull-scale digital
signal at lkHz when driven through the
unbalanced inputs.
As Imentioned earlier, Isuspected that the
CDR's meters were calibrated to indicate a
higher level than was actually being recorded.
This would decrease the chance of digital
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Fig.7 Meridian CDR, I
kHz squarewave at OdBFS.
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Fig.5 Meridian CDR, departure from replay
linearity (right channel dashed, 2dB/vertical
div.).
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Fig.8 Meridian CDR, HF intermodulation
spectrum, DC-30kHz, 19+20kHz at OdBFS
(linear frequency scale).
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Fig.6 Meridian CDR, replay noise modulation, -60
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in all traces at 7kHz.
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Fig.9 Meridian CDR, ADC departure from
linearity (right channel dashed, 2dB/vertical
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overload, but also slightly degrade the system's performance if the levels were set below
the maximum value. My suspicions were
correct. Using the Audio Precision System
One's digital signal generator as areference
—which Iknow to be accurate—I fed the
CDR's digital input with the AP's digital
output and compared it to the CDR's meters.
At -2.5dBFS from the AP, the CDR's meters
indicated full scale: OdBFS. This was the
threshold for indicating full scale: at -2.6dBFS,
the meters indicated -3dBFS. When the
meters indicate full scale, you actually still
have 2.5dB headroom.
A/D linearity, shown in fig.9, was quite
good to -90dB, but had arapidly increasing
positive error, due, Iassume, to noise below
that level. Note that this is the A/D converter's linearity only, measured by feeding
the CDR's digital output to the Audio Precision's digital input. Frequency response of
the A/D section (the lower curves in fig.1) was
very flat, with a0.25dB rolloff at 20kHz.
Overall, the CDR's DIA bench performance was only fair. Remember, however,
that the DIA and A/D stages are left stock
from the Philips machine and don't represent Meridian's DIA and A/D converter
design talents.

CONCLUSION
The Meridian CDR offers the home recordist
or professional the exceptional ability to
make custom recordings that will play back
on any CD player. This makes it more practical than Digital Audio Tape (DAT), both
because of CDR's compatibility with the
large base of CD players, and the inherent
advantages of an optical media: instant access
and no wear.

There are, however, two significant drawbacks to recordable CD: the high cost of
blank discs, and the fact that it is awrite-once
medium. Unlike DAT, aCDR recording is
permanent.
Nevertheless, Ifound the idea of making
custom CDs tremendously exciting. Priceless
LPs that are out of print and unlikely to be
reissued can be archived on CD-R. The CDR copies of these LPs are not only insurance
policies against anything happening to the
LPs, but will also extend the life of the vinyl:
with the CD-R the primary source, the LPs
can be saved for special occasions.
From asonic standpoint, the Meridian
CDR's performance was mixed. There is no
question that its digital-domain performance
was superb. As aCD transport and when
recording through its digital interfaces, the
CDR's sonics were excellent. The superior
sound of CD-R clones made with the CDR
from adigital source revealed the Meridian's
outstanding digital-domain performance.
Considering that the stock Philips machine
(sold under the Marantz name) retails for
$7000, the additional $1500 for the Meridian
modifications appears to be aworthwhile
expenditure.
Although the CDR's internal A/D and
DIA converters are far from state-of-the-art,
the serious user will bypass these with outboard converters. Ithought the A/D stage
was better than the D/A section: there was
less difference between the CDR's A/D and
the $7000 reference Manley converter than
between the CDR's DIA and the $2000 PS
Audio UltraLink.
If you're prepared to buy outboard converters and can afford blank discs, the Meridian CDR is well worth the investment.

5

A GOOD SPEAKER GETS BETTER
Guy Lemcoe listens to the Mirage M-3si
Floor-standing, three-way, vented-box dynamic loudspeaker with one 10" carbon-filled polypropylene-cone woofer, two 5"
carbon fiber/polypropylene-cone midrange drivers, and two 1" titanium-dome tweeters. Impedance: 6ohms nominal, 4ohms
minimum. Frequency response: 30Hz-33kHz, ±2dB. Crossover frequencies: 350Hz and 2kHz. Sensitivity: 83dB at 2.83V
(anechoic chamber at Im). Dimensions: 52.5" Hby 18.1" W by 8.3" D. Weight: 135 lbs. Serial number of pair auditioned:
003208. Price: $2800/pair. Approximate number of dealers: 150. Manufacturer Mirage, 3641 McNicoll Avenue, Scarborough,
Ontario MIX 1G5, Canada. Tel: (416) 321-1800. Fax: (416) 321-1500.
What's 1/
16" narrower, over Ye shallower,
and 3/
16" higher than the Mirage M-3 loudspeaker? The new Mirage M-3si, that's what.
140

Though the published dimensions for the old
and new speakers are the same, my eyes told
me there was adifference between them
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Mirage M3Si loudspeaker

when Ihad them side-by-side in my listening
room in Santa Fe. Being the compulsive type,
Igot out my trusty tape measure. No, my
eyes had not deceived me—the M-3si is skinnier and taller. As Iwaltzed them into position, Isensed they weighed about the same
as their predecessors; close enough that setting them on Arcici Super Spikes is atwoman operation. Though either speaker makes
adefinite presence in aroom, Istill find their
high-gloss, black finish (the only finish available) unassuming, attractive, and elegant.
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1992

In developing the second-generation M
Series,' Mirage engineers focused on four
areas they identified as being critical to the
product's improvement: tweeter design, crossover points and slopes, midrange and woofer
cone materials, and cabinet construction.
Mirage claims their Pure Titanium Hybrid
(FTH) tweeter, which took two years to develop, is the "first dynamic tweeter which
can claim the transparency achieved with
electrostatic or ribbon designs while eliminating the sonic overhang typical of those
designs." According to Ian Paisley, the company's VP of Engineering, the new tweeter
consists of afeather-light, pure titanium 1"
dome on acloth suspension system. The
dome's low mass and rigid, close-tolerance
shape is said to ensure near-instantaneous
response to signal inputs, while the cloth suspension eliminates post-signal resonances,
or "ringing," typical of other metal-dome
designs. Mirage feels their PTH has the fastest
time-domain impulse of any tweeter over a
full start/stop cycle. In addition, the new
tweeter's voice-coil is wound on the dome,
which is said to result in low distortion, lowered fundamental resonance, and increased
speed.
The crossover has also been revised to eliminate crossover distortion, flatten the frequency response, and improve coherency between the low- and high-frequency drivers.
The number of crossover parts has been reduced to 23 in the M-3 si, from 28, and the
crossover frequencies are lower: 350Hz and
2kHz compared with 400Hz and 2.2kHz in
the M-3. The rolloffs are second- and thirdorder: 12dB/octave (electrical) high- and lowpass at the 350Hz crossover point; 12dB/
octave low-pass and 18dB/octave high-pass
(both electrical) at the 2kHz point.
All woofers and midrange drivers in the
new M Series use injection-molded polypropylene cones impregnated with carbon
and other proprietary additives for increased
strength and rigidity. The woofer surround
is still Butyl rubber, but the magnet is heavier: 28oz in the M-3si compared to the 20oz
1See Tom Norton's review of the M-3 in Vol.13 No.11,
wherein it walked away with a". .solid Class B. .." recommendation. That review, along with Larry Archibald's
review of Mirage's flagship M-1, in Vol.12 No.6, are required
reading for more detailed accounts of the theoretical grounding and technical considerations which led to the development of the original M-series loudspeakers. Iwill not rehash
that material here.
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magnet in the M-3. This, along with adual
(or second) winding on the voice-coils of the
woofer and tweeter (the latter also sports a
heavier magnet), is said to lower distortion
and increase power handling. The woofer is
designed and built in-house; the midrange
and tweeter are designed at Mirage, but built
elsewhere. As in the M-3, the M-3si features
matched pairs of back-to-back PTH tweeters
and midrange drivers (with the rear-radiating
sound delivered in-phase with the direct output from the front), but uses asingle, frontmounted, ported 10" woofer.
The cabinet was also beefed up; it features
thicker MDF outer walls and acompletely
redesigned internal lattice structure. (Internal
baffles are now 1" thick, as in the M-1.) In
addition to further reducing unwanted resonances, these changes are said to result in
enhanced deep-bass output and the tightest,
moçt vibration-free enclosures Mirage has
ever produced. A knuckle-rap on the sides
of the cabinets produced athuck-thuck sound,
indicating avery well damped enclosure with
arelatively high Q.
The bass ports have also been re-engineered
and enlarged for maximum efficiency and
minimum vent turbulence (a type of distortion occurring when alarge volume of air is
passed through arelatively small, circular
port). They are also stair-stepped, "in amanner approximating aramp," to reduce or
eliminate the chance of the grillecloth hitting the rear baffle. In the M-3si, internal volume was increased 12% without significantly affecting the outside dimensions. The
new speaker has also been tuned 3Hz lower.
Iwas happy to see that the M-3si offers the
provision for solid floor-coupling via 1/4"
steel spikes, which can be threaded into steel
inserts set in the base. Taller, stronger spikes
are available at extra cost for those (like me)
who need additional clearance and strength
Iwas also glad to see the plastic five-way
binding posts used on the M-3 replaced with
much stronger, gold-plated, hex-head, solid
metal ones. There are two pairs, so bi-amping
or bi-wiring is possible You can torque these
babies down tight with acombination wrench;
they won't squeal or crack. Just make sure the
nut which holds this assembly in place, located underneath the speaker, is good and
tight. The fact that the posts are closer to the
rear edge of the base also makes cable connections awhole lot easier. Like the M-3, the
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M-3si is sold in mirror-imaged ("handed,"
as JA would say) pairs, the left speaker's
drivers hugging the right edge of the cabinet;
those for the right speaker hug its left edge

LISTENING CONDITIONS
The timing of this review coincided with my
move from mile-high-plus Santa Fe to sealevel San Diego. Iwas thus able to hear the
speakers in arather small, dry room (Santa
Fe) and ahumid room roughly half again as
large (San Diego). (If there were any sonic
changes due to different atmospheric conditions, they were negligible?) My Santa Fe
room had become arefuge where Icould
immerse myself in whatever music Ithirsted
for at the time. "Immerse" is the right word,
for the system in that room was capable of
marvelous soundstaging, pinpoint imaging,
and virtually holographic presentations of
musical events. It was magic—and addicting. When Iinvited friends over for alisten,
it was often difficult to get them to leave,
despite threats from significant others. It was
with some trepidation, therefore, that I
packed the truck for the move to California
and alistening room of unknown character.
My fears were largely unfounded. In all
but one respect, the new listening room is an
improvement. It is 16 1/
2'
wide by 21 1/
2'
long,
with wall-to-wall carpeting and solid plaster
walls. The 8' ceiling is also plaster. Roughly
half the area of one long wall is glass windows covered by adjustable, floor-to-ceiling
draperies which Ihave adjusted to get correct left/right balance at the listening position. As Iexpected, the highly reflective nature of the walls and ceiling caused asevere
slap echo problem, but by carefully "tuning"
the room with acouple of handfuls ofEchoTunes, four CornerTunes, and half adozen
RoomTunes,3 this apparent handicap was
2In early '91 Iperformed an experiment measuring the same
loudspeaker under identical conditions in Santa Fe and
Washington, DC. The results showed that while there is a
reduction in sensitivity with increasing altitude, there are no
tonal-balance changes other than perhaps when the wavelength of the sound is smaller than the diaphragm (a 1"
tweeter above 201(1-12, for example). However, relative humidity does play asignificant role in changing the sound of your
loudspeaker. If your system sounds harsher than usual or more
aggressive in the upper midband, check the humidity; it may
be lower than usual. Ikeep the relative humidity in my listening room at aconstant 50% year-round.
—JA
3Iconsider the use of Michael Green's 'Tunes to be among
the most cost-effective improvements one can make to a
listening room. Another is running dedicated mains service,
but since I'm renting, this option is not practical. One of
these days ...
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eliminated. In fact, what had at first been perceived as aliability was turned into an asset:
the room's energy and speed lent avibrancy
to the sound which had been absent in Santa
Fe. This was accompanied by asignificant
(and welcome) increase in my system's powers
of resolution.
The size of the room also lent more support to low bass (especially organ pedals).
The spatial aspects of recordings—depth,
height, and width—are exemplary. What my
new room doesn't have (and I'm working on
this) is the overwhelming sense of recording venue Iwas privy to in Santa Fe. Imiss
that "envelope" of air which hung, umbrellalike, over the performers and helped define
the acoustic signature of the hall, auditorium,
studio, or stage I've retrieved space in spades,
but do not yet sense the ultimate and conclusive details of its character. (I don't attribute this failure to the loudspeakers.)
You've read in my past reviews about the
system used in evaluating the new Mirages:
at the analog source-end, Iused either aWI
HW-19 Mk.IV with an upgraded Eminent
Technology ET' 2tonearm/Wisa/Airtech setup,
or astock Well-Tempered Turntable The cartridge used with both turntables is one about
which I'll have more to say in an upcoming
review—the Roksan Shiraz moving-coil. For
my primary digital source, Iused aMeridian 602 transport into aMeridian 606 processor. Other processors on hand (and listened to briefly) were the Enlightened Audio
Designs DSP-7000 and the Theta Digital DS
Pro Prime From the handful of coaxial digital cables at my disposal, Iselected (and preferred, after much A/B-ing) asingle run of
Second Opinion Audio's Music Metre Silver
interconnect. The aptly named AudioQuest
Diamond interconnect was used throughout the rest of the system. Speaker cable was
bi-wired AudioQuest Hyperlitz Sterling.
Iremain convinced of the musical virtues
of the VTL Ultimate preamp and use it exclusively in my listening sessions. Power
amps used were either Manley Reference 200/
100 triodes, Symphonic-Line RG 4Mk3s,
or an Ensemble Corifeo. Where practical, all
source components sit clamped in aRoomTune ClampRack, the amps in AmpClamps.
All electronics, including the turntable, are
plugged into an Audio Power Industries
Power Wedge II (a component which lessened my concern over AC "purity" at the
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1992

wall socket). In order to keep the speaker/
floor interface consistent, Iused Ardd Super
Spikes under the M-3sis (just as Ihad under
the M-3s).
Room positioning with bipolar radiators
such as the M-3si (as well as most ESL or ribbon dipolars) requires alittle thought and alot
of placement testing (otherwise known as
muscle). After much schlepping to and fro
and side to side, Iended up with the speakers
firing down the room's long axis, 7' out from
the short wall—a position which put them
roughly athird of the way into the rooms I
set the speakers alittle over 3' from the side
walls and toed them in slightly so that the
distance from the centers of the speakers to
my ears was 5'. This resulted in 6' separation,
center-to-center, between the speakers. With
the speakers so placed, Igot aseamless, wallto-wall soundstage with excellent depth and
precise image focus. I've always admired the
finest minimonitors for their ability to be heard
and not seen. On the best of them, music
seems to emanate from everywhere but their
grilles. This is an enviable quality in any transducer, yet achieving it has been the Nemesis
of many larger, full-range loudspeaker systems. I'm happy to report that the M-3sis,
despite their size, succeeded admirably in their
ability to disappear. On the best program
material, these speakers faded from consciousness, letting the performers and music take over.

SOUND

The M-3s have been my reference speakers
ever since Ifirst heard them (and immediately
pried them loose from) Tom Norton and the
Stereophile listening room. I've enjoyed their
virtues and accepted their (to me) minor faults.
In my room in Santa Fe, they never failed to
satisfy me with their musicality and ease of
listening. If aspeaker is the least bit aggressive
or forward in its presentation of these events,
Isoon weary of the experience. If I'm unable to exorcise the demon from the system,
Imake changes in the setup or look for other
things to do. In the considerable length of
time I've spent listening to music through the
M-3s, Irarely had the urge to seek out those
"other things!'
Having lived with the M-3sis for several
months, Ihave even less of an urge to leave
4This is the same relative distance from the rear wall Ifound
optimum for my listening room in Santa Fe. Coincidence?
Maybe. Rule of Thirds? More likely.
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the listening seat. These are wonderful loudchange "colors" according to the demands
speakers, and should immediately appeal to
placed on them by the music. Thus, the imall music lovers out there whose desires for
pact of such blockbuster symphonic works
high-end sound are tempered by worldly
as Orff's Carmina Burana, as performed by
realities. (How many of us can afford speakers
James Levine and the CSO (DG 415 136-2)
which cost more than what many of our parwas not lessened, nor was the intimacy of such
ents spent for ahouse?)
solo recitals as Hopkinson Smith's survey of
To test the M-3sis' power-handling capaBach's lute music on Astrée E7721 violated.
bilities, Ithrew alot of material their way
In short, the M-3sis were extraordinary (eswhich demands to be played LOUD. From
pecially so, considering their cost) in their
the adolescent primal screams of such groups
ability to capture the aperformance's scale.
as Nirvana, Butthole Surfers, Fugazi, and Big
Continued listening to the M-3si has conBlack to the industrial, synth-tech dance music
vinced me that Mirage's engineers have suc(which must be played even LOUDER) of
ceeded in not only extending the speaker's
Front Line Assembly and Front 242, Inever
frequency response, but in flattening its curve
got the sense the speakers were even close to
as well. Ifound the M-3si's bass response to
meltdown. As Iturned the volume knob past
be potent. It extends deeper (with more con12 o'clock—accompanied by three-digit
trol), sounds tighter, and is richer in texture
SPLs, ashaking sofa, rattling windows, and
than on the M-3s. Any "woolliness" in the
watering eyes—not once did the speakers
bass, which occasionally characterized the
blat, blare, honk, or squawk. They just, in
sound of the M-3s, has been dealt adeath
Coreyspeak, "KICKED ASS!" At any prublow. When Ifirst fed the M-3sis asignal,
dent volume level, they seemed incapable of
the quality of the bass was so unlike what I
making unmusical sounds in my room (even
had been accustomed to hearing, Ithought
though some of the musk could be construed
Ihad unthinkingly connected them to one
as, uh ...
unsound).
of the solid-state amps Ihad sitting besides
Iwas also struck by their apparent neutralthe Manleys. Further listening reassured me
ity. By this Imean that what Iheard comIhad not made such amistake; the Manleys
ing out of the loudspeakers made differences
were still doing their job (and quite well).
and idiosyncrasies in upstream components'
But ...THAT BASS! Bass lines now sounded
sonic signatures easier to recognize Homomore articulate, making them easier to follow.
genization may make milk more palatable,
For example, Charlie Haden's and John Leftbut it's best avoided in the reproduction of
wich's tasteful playing on Riche Lee Jones's
music. For example, sonic difFerences between
Pop Pop (Geffen GEFD-24426) has never
power amps (all else being equal) were more
sounded so good. Without taking too great
pronounced through the M-3sis than through
aleap of faith, Iswore Icould "see" the bodies
the M-3s. Though Ididn't learn which amp
of the instruments, peg-to-floor, hands
was more "accurate" (and don't much care),
poised over the fingerboards, just in front of
Idiscovered which Ipreferred listening to.
me. After initial attacks (with the leading
On the earlier Mirages, it was harder to make
edges of the notes faithfully captured) the
this decision.
sound "rolled" off the strings, unfolding and
The M-3sis were also extremely revealblooming with anaturalness Ihad not heard
ing of program material. With these loudon the M-3s. The M-3s caught the notes
speakers in your system, you'll probably hear
alright, but they sounded unfocused and a
things on your Evorite recordings you haven't
bit confused. It's as if they suddenly bloomed,
heard before. For better or worse, they can
without unfolding first. In addition, better
and will expose warts on less-than-ideal
pitch definition and rendering of timbre alrecordings.
lowed me to discern differences in the types
On the other hand, well-recorded material
of basses played.
assumes adegree of richness, grace, and granOn orchestral music, well-recorded, massed
deur which is totally involving and remarkstring basses assumed apresence which gave
ably satisfying. Also, unlike some other large
the music an unmistakable (and unshakable)
speakers, which often make everything played
foundation. Their exclamations during the
through them sound grandiose, the M-3 sis
first bars of Shostakovitch's Symphony 5, in
seemed chameleon-like in their ability to
Bernstein's unrivaled early recording with
144
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the New York Philharmonic (Columbia MS
6115), raised me off my seat. This special
quality Iattribute to the M-3si's ability to
render the instruments with afullness and
solidity several notches closer to reality than
on the M-3. Electric bass guitar, such as Dean
Peer's customized Kubicki, heard on the CD
Ucross (Redstone RR91012), was absolutely
stunning. The effects Peer draws from his
bass are captured with an almost 3-D presence. From the harmonics, which are all over
the place in this music, to the sound of the
lowest note he manages to coax from the
instrument, you don't miss athing. This recording is amust for anyone shopping for
loudspeakers, and should be required listening for anyone interested in the art of modern
electric bass playing.5
The speakers are lightning-fast. A good
test of this, in addition to the Dean Peer CD
mentioned above, is "Computerliebe," from
Kraftwerk's recent double LP The Mix (Electrola/Kling Kiang 1C 164-7 96650 1). It's
representative of the snap, crackle, and pop
sonic salad tossed by these two German
synth wizards. There's not a"natural" sound
to be heard here. Nor, in the traditional sense,
do you get asoundstage. What you do hear,
on afast system, is abarrage of electronically
generated "notes" with no leading or trailing
edges, starting and stopping so suddenly
you'll miss 'ern if you blink. Those notes are
arranged kaleidoscopically into dance tunes
for androids, emanating from within (and
occasionally from without) an artificially created "ambience" which has all the spatial
qualities of the real thing. The music is silly.
Ilove it. Heard through the M-3sis, which
had no trouble keeping up with this music,
Iwas dropped into amaelstrom of sound
which left me grinning as my aural sense
spun. The solo halfway through "Taschenrechner," also from Kraftwerk's The Mix,
sounded as if the machines had taken over
and were oiling themselves liberally with Jack
Daniels instead of WD-40.
Idon't know whether or not the speaker's
speed was acontributing factor, but Igot the
distinct impression that articulation was
improved, especially on vocals. A CD Ioften
use to evaluate this important performance
parameter is Tanita Tikaram's The Sweet
5This CD is available from High House Music, 1407 Bradley
Drive, Boulder, CO 80303. [See also Michael Ross's review elsewhere in this issue.—Ed.1
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Keeper (Reprise 26091-2). Her terse lyrics are
often delivered obliquely, making their intelligibility aguessing game on some systems.
With the M-3sis, Icould understand every
word, no matter how abstruse the message.
Iwas similarly elated when Islipped Tom
Waits's import-only CD, The Asylum Years
(Asylum 960 494-2), into the Meridian. For
the first time, his unmistakable, gravelly voice
leaped from the speakers with aclarity which
made the poignancy of his lyrics all the more
affecting.
The midrange was superb. The cellos on
"Prelude & Yodel" from the Penguin Cafe
Orchestra's 1984 LP Broadcasting From Home
(Editions EG EGED 38) never sounded richer.
I've listened to this cut on every system I've
put together. Until now, though, it had never
brought such an unmistakable "shock of
recognition" to my ears. Music lovers will
know what Imean here if they reflect upon
those times when tingly feelings spread
through the body while listening to music
reproduced so naturally and lifelike that the
entire body and soul reacts to its effects. It's
rare and unforgettable. And, since the essence
of most music occurs within this spectral
"window," it is sine qua non that aloudspeaker,
if it has any pretensions of honesty, capture
this vital range in aconvincing manner. The
M-3sis succeeded admirably in this regard.
Timbrai accuracy accompanied this performance. For example, the unique timbre of the
English Horn (which always reminds me of
an oboe in need of Dristan) was faithfully
captured when it introduced the theme in the
languid Adagio ofJoaquín Rodrigo's Concierto
de Aranjuez (Eduardo Fernandez, Miguel
Gomez Martinez, English Chamber Orchestra, London 417 199-2).
The highs were silky-smooth and extended. For example, in the Alegro gentile of
the Rodrigo Concierto, Inoticed asheen—
indeed, asparkle—to the sound of the violins
which had escaped me on the M-3 s. Also,
throughout the piece, Iwas aware of more
character in the sound of Fernandez's guitar. It sounded more "Spanish" to me than
before. There was more sense of "light" to
the sound—a radiance such as one might
expect to see in the sky over Sequento, the
composer's birthplace. In the Kraftwerk album, the highs seemed to explode out of
nowhere, like fireworks seen in the distance
on the 4th ofJuly.
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Ialso sensed Iwas hearing aspeaker with
is the tuned frequency of the M-3si's ports.
well-chosen and -executed crossovers. I The overall impedance indicates afairly easy
found it difficult, even during directed listenload to drive, dipping just below 4ohms only
ing, to hear alack of coherency in transitions
once, at just under 100Hz. The sharp peak
between drivers.
just above 20kHz probably indicates the
Flaws? As with any speaker, there were
presence of anotch filter to tame atweeter
some; but to me, they were benign. For inresonance.
stance, on certain recordings Iheard an occaThe impulse response of the M-3si, taken
sional "dead" note in the upper bass. Whether
on the tweeter axis, is shown in fig.2. The
or not this anomaly was due to the recording,
ringing typically present with ametal-dome
the speakers, or anode in my room, Idon't
tweeter is minimal. Taking the transform of
know. Since it happened so infrequently, I this, suitably windowed to eliminate (above
tend to dismiss it as aprogram-related artiabout 200Hz) the effects of the room, yields
fact. Perhaps Tom Norton's measurements
the frequency response, this averaged in fig3
will shed light on this observation. Also, even
across a30° window on the plane of the
though the M-3sis offer exceptional transtweeter. The break in the curve at 200Hz indiparency for aspeaker laden with multiple
cates the point at which the measured lowconventional drivers, Idon't believe the defrequency response (taken in the nearfield of
gree of transparency they offer approaches
the woofer) and the mid-high frequency rethat of the best ESLs or ribbon speakers I've
sponse (measured at 45") are joined. The sepheard. They do come awfully close, however.
arate curves shown in the lower-frequency
end of the graph are the nearfield responses
DIVERSION
of the two ports. The exact level of the nearIhad just hit the F10 key on my PC for the
field curves, relative to the midrange/treble
umpteenth time, when aknock on the door
response, can only be shown approximately.
signaled aUPS delivery. The large, square
Fig.4 indicates the separate responses of the
box the courier handed me was from TARA
midrange/tweeter and the woofer, indicating
Labs and contained their new Rectangular
an acoustical crossover at about 400Hz.
Solid-Core speaker cable. After wrestling
As noted above, the response curves shown
with it for afew minutes, Igot it connected
in figs.3 and 4were taken on the tweeter
and sat back to give alisten. It didn't take long
plane. The M-3si's tweeter sits quite high;
for me to realize that the boys up in Ashland
aseated listener's ears will not be on the
were on to something here There was an ease
tweeter axis. This is probably just as well, as
to the sound which was immediately apparthe response at this elevation shows asomeent. The already great-sounding bass got
what recessed midband (with adefinite lumpibetter, the midrange became the aural equivaness at and an octave or so above the wooferlent of chocolate truffles, and the treble sparmidrange crossover) and arising top—though
kled even more brightly than before. Iwas
the latter is most evident above 15kHz.
elated, for Ifelt I'd found the "just right"
Fig.5 shows the response of the M-3si on
speaker cable for my needs.6
the woofer axis—the axis which yields the
flattest response (this axis is at 31.5" above
M EASUREMENTS BY T
J
N
the ground, somewhat below anormal seatThe impedance curve (fig.1) shows the douing height). Except for some response irregble hump at low frequencies typical of areflex
ularities above about 8kHz—a very slight
design; the "saddle" between these two
brightening just below 10kHz followed by
humps at about 29Hz (and just over 5ohms)
asoftening just above that, and afinal rise in
arange of interest primarily to bats and small
6Iwas relaxing with the system listening to an incredible,
children—the response is much smoother on
imported two-CD set of Patsy Cline's earliest recordings
this than on the tweeter axis. Since the
(Crazy Dreams: The Four Star Years, Sundown CDSD 3001)
when this event occurred. These superb, mostly mono tracks
tweeter is 48.5" above the base of the loudfrom the '50s capture Patsy with just plain ol' country backspeaker, few seated listeners are likely to listen
ing. On the best cuts, her voice was so compelling, Ifelt like
getting up from my seat, walking about 10' forward, and
at this height. But others might want to
planting abig one on her thick, pliant, lipstick-saturated lips.
experiment with their seating height or the
This reaction to thirtysomething-year-old mono recordings
is unusual for me; Ican't help but place much of the blame
height of the loudspeakers, the latter altered
for it at Mirage's doorstep.
either by elevating the speakers on short cus146
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tom bases or, more practically perhaps, tilting
them back slightly to "lower" the effective
seating height. (If you try the latter, be careful
of the speakers' balance and stability.)
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The lateral dispersion of the M-3si is
shown in fig.6, taken on the tweeter side.
Note that the tweeter and midrange of the
mirror-imaged M-3sis are offset slightly
from center. (The tweeter's outboard response
changes, not shown, didn't differ significantly
from these.) The loudspeakers are typically
set up with the tweeters mounted inboard,
toward the center of the soundstage. Note in
fig.6 that the top curve is the on-axis curve,
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Fig.I Mirage M3si, electrical impedance (solid) and
phase (dashed) (2 ohms/vertical div.).
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Fig.2 Mirage M3si, impulse response on tweeter
axis at 45" (5ms time window, 30kHz
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Fig.3 Mirage M3si, anechoic response on tweeter
axis at 45" averaged across 30° horizontal
window and corrected for microphone
response, with nearfield woofer and ports
responses plotted below 200Hz and 500Hz,
respectively.
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above cabinet top, difference level with
cabinet top, reference response, difference
midway between tweeter and cabinet top,
difference on midrange axis, difference on
woofer axis, difference 7.5° below woofer
axis.
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One transformer (actually two transformers
connected in parallel) is primarily dedicated
to the bass frequencies, while the other handles the upper range. The transformers overlap in the lower midrange. The interface was
redesigned in Fall 1991 to improve the integration between the transformers and to increase
the core saturation headroom. Better passive
parts are also used. Ican tell you from my
own listening that an upgrade to the new
interface is well worth the expense. Tonal balance in the lower midrange improved, as did
midrange transparency. A similar interface upgrade is also available for the Sound-Lab A-3.
Three adjustment controls are provided on
the back plate. The Brilliance control pot
adjusts the treble level, the maximum position yielding the maximum high-treble sensitivity, counterclockwise rotation reducing
the treble response. This control should be
adjusted by ear, the optimum setting being
afunction oflistening-room damping and
front-end balance.
Control is also provided over the bass
response, which can be shelved in 3dB steps
relative to the midrange and treble. From the
nominal OdB bass setting, adjustments to
+3dB, -3dB, and -6dB are possible by moving ajumper. If you're abass hog, you might
find heaven at the +3dB position. But for
most of us, the goal should be to contour the
tonal balance so that the bass response at the
listening seat sounds right.
Finally, the Bias control allows adjustment
of the DC bias voltage to the diaphragm.
Think of it as aspeaker sensitivity control:
the higher the bias voltage, the more sensitive
the speaker. That's good; the amplifier headroom requirements are lessened. Because the
electrostatic array is tested at much higher voltages than those available at any bias control setting, it's perfectly safe to crank this control
fully clockwise for maximum bias voltage.
When you do, you'll very likely encounter
crackling noise. That's normal, and is indicative of minor static discharges between the
diaphragm and stators. Simply back up the
Bias control until the crackling stops. After
several hours of break-in, it may be possible to advance the pot to ahigher bias setting. The ultimate bias setting achievable is
afunction of the local altitude and humidity. My listening room is 6800' above sea
level; after six months, I'm still sitting pretty
close to the minimum bias level.
150

Sound Lab AIloudspeaker

Input connections are via five-way binding
posts of average quality: aplastic body with
agold-plated metal core. C'mon, Roger—
these speakers deserve much better connectors. WBTs would have been nice.

PLANAR POWER
Imagine acylinder nearly 6' tall with aradi
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tom bases or, more practically perhaps, tilting
them back slightly to "lower" the effective
seating height. (If you try the latter, be careful
of the speakers' balance and stability.)
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The lateral dispersion of the M-3si is
shown in fig.6, taken on the tweeter side.
Note that the tweeter and midrange of the
mirror-imaged M-3sis are offset slightly
from center. (The tweeter's outboard response
changes, not shown, didn't differ significantly
from these.) The loudspeakers are typically
set up with the tweeters mounted inboard,
toward the center of the soundstage. Note in
fig.6 that the top curve is the on-axis curve,
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which appears as aflat response—there are
no changes. The normalized curves below
that—actually forward of it, if we view this
as athree-dimensional graph—are each an
additional 15° off-axis. Note some off-axis
peaking at around 800Hz and aconsiderable
amount of irregularity beyond 45° off-axis
—presumably due to the bipolar radiation
pattern. Keep in mind that our measurements, taken in the front 180° hemisphere
of the loudspeaker's circular radiation pattern,
cannot account for the significant subjective
and objective contributions to the response of
the rear-radiating midrange unit and tweeter.
Fig.7 shows the vertical response family,
the normalized on-axis response shown third
from the top. Note the rolloff as we move
below the tweeter, but also remember that
the response on the woofer axis (fig5) is actually the flattest in absolute terms.
Finally, fig.8, the "waterfall" response on
the woofer axis—which shows how the
speaker's response changes as an impulse response decays, and can therefore illustrate
delayed resonances in the response—shows
avery clean HF character with just asmall
amount of hash in the lower treble. Some
low-level, not at all unusual, resonances show
up around the cursor position at 6kHz. Note
that the usual ultrasonic peak typical of a
metal-dome tweeter has been suppressed,
though aresidual ridge remains just below
the notch frequency. An interesting phenomenon just below lkHz is a"valley" in the
delayed response visible just behind the "foothills" at about 3milliseconds. Note that the
response decays into this valley, then rises
148

again to form part of the "ridgeline" visible
in the lower lefthand corner of the plot.
Something is causing the midrange to "take
off" again without additional stimulus in this
region, though the effect remains quite low
in level. The audible consequences of this
behavior are likely to be inconsequential.
—Thomas J. Norton

CONCLUSION

The Mirage M-3si is more than arefined M3.7 It is an unqualified success, aspeaker
which, in the right system, can re-create a
musical experience with all the richness,
finesse, power, and majesty one would expect
from afull-range loudspeaker. It is easy to
drive and is not too persnickety when it comes
to room placement, working equally well in
small or large rooms with adequate space (at
least 3') between them and adjacent walls.
The M-3si can give the music lover "the next
best thing to the very best sound reproduction:' with money left over for expanding
his/her music library.
For atruly luxurious experience, try this:
get your local Mirage dealer to hook up apair
of M-3 sis in an all-tube analog system.
Throw your copy of Joan Armatrading's
Show Some Emotion (A&M SP 4663) on the
turntable.8Cue up "Willow," sit back, relax,
and listen. Ibelieve that, perhaps for the first .
time, you'll understand what all the brouhaha
surrounding the High End is all about. II
7Unfortunately for M-3 owners, it's neither practical nor
economically feasible to upgrade to M-3sis; the changes
incorporated into the M-3d would require acomplete rebuild.
8You do have acopy of this gem, don't you?
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SOUND—LAB A—I ELECTROSTATIC LOUDSPEAKER
Dick Olsher
Full-range, transformer-coupled, electrostatic loudspeaker. Frequency range: 28Hz to beyond 20kHz. Nominal impedance:
8ohms. Sensitivity: equivalent to 88dB/IW/Im at 4m. Minimum amplifier power. 100W Maximum music power 450W Dimensions:
81.24" Hby 35.5" W by 10.5" D(panel), 25" D(base). Weight: 185 lbs each. Bias power-supply input: 117/220 VAC, 50/60Hz.
Warranty: 3years on electrostatic panels, Iyear on electronic interface. Price: $10,950/pair in standard wood finish. Accessories:
"Acoustic Wave Delay Panels" (wings), $1242/set of 4in oak, $1566/set of 4in walnut; "SALUE" BWA-I Back Wave Attenuator,
$1000/pair. Approximate number of dealers: 32. Manufacturer Sound-Lab Corporation, 6451 Mountain View Drive, Park
City, UT 84060. Tel: (801) 649-0172. Fax: (801) 649-6024.

Designer Dr. Roger West got his first taste
of electrostatic transducers many years ago
during astint with Janszen (remember the Janszen tweeter?). To realize the potential of the
full-range electrostatic loudspeaker (ESL), he
and Dr. Dale Ream formed anew company
dedicated to ESL research and development.
West describes this company, Sound-Lab
Corp., as "the electrostatic speaker specialists."
The Model A-1 represents Sound-Lab's
best effort at designing asystem that appears
to have acurved diaphragm. A truly curved
diaphragm (à la Martin-Logan) can have wide
horizontal sound dispersion, but the problem
is its limited linearity at low frequencies,
where large excursions are required. When
the diaphragm is pulled forward, it is stretched,
increasing tension. When pulled back, its arc
of curvature decreases, which causes it to lose
tension. This difference in tension in the two
halves of apush-pull cycle severely limits the
linear excursion range where distortion will
be low. What's apoor designer to do?
Rather than use adiaphragm that is actually curved in the horizontal plane, SoundLab opted to use an array, or mosaic, of small,
flat-diaphragmed transducer cells. In such
an array, alarge sheet of Mylar is stretched
over arigid frame which subdivides the sheet
into an array of flat cells. The diaphragm is
locked onto the outer edges of the frame with
acompound precision-molded clamp that
assures no slippage of diaphragm tension
over time. The cells are then arranged to form
several long vertical facets positioned to
approximate acurved surface. Sound-Lab's
flat diaphragm ensures symmetrical behavior
as it moves between the stators. Care is taken
to keep the dead zone between facets down
to I/32". Further, to prevent an acoustic "venetian-blind" effect, the angle between adjacent
facets is chosen so that the facets should integrate smoothly in the horizontal plane withSTEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1992

out lobes in the pressure response.
Any taut, underdamped membrane (cg, a
drumhead) exhibits asignificant fundamental
resonance. Such drumhead resonances are
undesirable in aspeaker; the large peak (most
often in the midbass) not only colors the
sound, but also limits the speaker's usable
dynamic range. The diaphragm can slap the
stator electrodes and make nasty crunching
sounds that sound little like music. Something must be done to control this resonance.
Normally, resistive damping in the form of
acloth mesh or foam placed next to the stators controls diaphragm motion and reduces
the Q of the resonance.
Sound-Lab's inventive approach, dubbed
the "distributed bass resonance" principle,
is protected under US patent. In this design,
the diaphragm is physically subdivided into
sectors in such away as to stagger the sectors' resonance frequencies, spreading the
bass resonance energy over agreater frequency range. As aresult, the Q of the resonance is reduced, but as an added benefit,
bass extension is improved. In the loudspeaker's nearfield, the bass response rises at
arate of about 6dB/octave, just enough to
compensate for front-to-back dipole cancellation of bass energy for an octave or so
below the diaphragm's drumhead resonant
frequency. Farther into the room, in the far
field, say 10' from the loudspeaker, the back
wave wraps around the panel and neatly
wipes out the array's inherent rising bass
response. The result is aflatter, deeper bass
response, marred only by the presence of the
ubiquitous room modes.
The interface electronics package is housed
in the speaker's base. An ultrasonic type of
bias power supply is used, said to eliminate
the power-line noise and hum typical of
50/60Hz supplies. A pair of step-up transformers is used to cover the audio spectrum.
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One transformer (actually two transformers
connected in parallel) is primarily dedicated
to the bass frequencies, while the other handles the upper range. The transformers overlap in the lower midrange. The interface was
redesigned in Fall 1991 to improve the integration between the transformers and to increase
the core saturation headroom. Better passive
parts are also used. Ican tell you from my
own listening that an upgrade to the new
interface is well worth the expense. Tonal balance in the lower midrange improved, as did
midrange transparency. A similar interface upgrade is also available for the Sound-Lab A-3.
Three adjustment controls are provided on
the back plate. The Brilliance control pot
adjusts the treble level, the maximum position yielding the maximum high-treble sensitivity, counterclockwise rotation reducing
the treble response. This control should be
adjusted by ear, the optimum setting being
afunction of listening-room damping and
front-end balance.
Control is also provided over the bass
response, which can be shelved in 3dB steps
relative to the midrange and treble. From the
nominal OdB bass setting, adjustments to
+3dB, -3dB, and -6dB are possible by moving a
jumper. If you're abass hog, you might
find heaven at the +3dB position. But for
most of us, the goal should be to contour the
tonal balance so that the bass response at the
listening seat sounds right.
Finally, the Bias control allows adjustment
of the DC bias voltage to the diaphragm.
Think of it as aspeaker sensitivity control:
the higher the bias voltage, the more sensitive
the speaker. That's good; the amplifier headroom requirements are lessened. Because the
electrostatic array is tested at much higher voltages than those available at any bias control setting, it's perfectly safe to crank this control
fully clockwise for maximum bias voltage.
When you do, you'll very likely encounter
crackling noise. That's normal, and is indicative of minor static discharges between the
diaphragm and stators. Simply back up the
Bias control until the crackling stops. After
several hours of break-in, it may be possible to advance the pot to ahigher bias setting. The ultimate bias setting achievable is
afunction of the local altitude and humidity. My listening room is 6800' above sea
level; after six months, I'm still sitting pretty
close to the minimum bias level.
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Sound-Lab A-I loudspeaker

Input connections are via five-way binding
posts of average quality: aplastic body with
agold-plated metal core. C'mon, Roger—
these speakers deserve much better connectors. WBTs would have been nice.

PLANAR POWER
Imagine acylinder nearly 6' tall with aradius
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of 19.6". Slice the cylinder into equal quarters,
as you might apie. One of these quarters represents the A-1's radiation pattern. Thus, the
A-1's horizontal dispersion is afull 90°; that
of its smaller brother, the Model A-3, is
onl
y 75 O1
The A-1's radiating surface area is 2200
square inches—a full 30% greater than the
Model A-3's. When sound is radiated from
such alarge, tall surface in close proximity
to both floor and ceiling, the vertical dispersion of the sound follows that of aline source.
That is, aplane wave is launched from the
surface for those frequencies whose wavelength is small compared to the length of the
line source. Hence, all large panel radiators
are generically referred to as planar speakers.
In the nearfield of aline source there is no
vertical dispersion of energy. Energy radiates in afigure-eight or dipole fashion from
each side of the diaphragm, but each radiation
lobe looks like apie wedge with flat top and
bottom. Sound radiation fans out horizontally but does not disperse vertically. A resultant practical benefit is that the vertical listening axis or listening height is not as critical
for aplanar speaker as it is for amulti-way
dynamic speaker. One is not tied down to a
critical listening axis on which the driver
blending is optimum.
Another consequence of this type of dispersion pattern is that sound intensity for a
planar speaker only falls offby afactor of two
for each doubling of distance from the
source; for apoint source, intensity falls off
much more rapidly—as the square of the distance from the source.
This has important perceptual consequences. In the real world of musical instruments there are no point sources of sound.
The acoustic outputs of apiano, double bass,
cello, or any other stringed instrument essentially come from the sounding boards themselves. Wind instruments come closest to fitting the definition of apoint source, but even
here things aren't as they seem.
If there are no point sources of sound,
what happens when you try to reproduce
musical instruments with apoint-source
loudspeaker? Take piano reproduction: For
front-to-back head movements, intensity
falls off more rapidly than in the concert hall.
1The A-3 was reviewed by J. Gordon Holt in Vol.9 No.6,
with "Follow-Ups" in Vol.11 Nos.6 & 11 and Vol.15 No.l.
—JA
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1992

Sitting close to apiano (in the piano's nearfield)
during arecital would correlate with muchsmaller-intensity variations as Imove my head
about. A planar speaker more closely reproduces the natural variation of intensity with
distance that one experiences live.
If! attempt to move my head 1' laterally
in and out of my fivorite minirnonitors' sweet
spot, the soundstage pretty much collapses
to the channel my head is closest to. Well,
that's exactly what the precedence effect predicts: aperceived sound will tend to appear
to come from the nearest source. What about
the analogous live-sound situation of moving
from the extreme left of the concert hall to
the extreme right? Am Istill able to hear the
entire orchestra, or am Iconfined to monitoring only aslice of the stage? The answer
is that, while the stage is skewed spatially
toward me, Ican still perceive the entire stage.
Instruments located on the opposite side of
the stage are not masked by nearer instruments. Planar speakers such as the SoundLab A-1 and A-3 emulate this sort of concerthall perspective. The precedence effect is not
as strong as my head moves laterally because
intensity variations with distance are less, by
afactor of two, for planar than for pointsource loudspeakers.
In aSound-Lab "White Paper:' Dr. West
discusses the "reciprocity" principle and its
application to Sound-Lab speakers. This
principle (in West's version) states that, for
aloudspeaker to re-create asoundstage with
spatial accuracy, the dispersion angle of the
speaker and the acceptance angle of the
microphone must be the same. Because most
microphones feature acardioid acceptance
pattern, the A-1's dispersion pattern is right
most of the time, goes the argument. While
the A-I's controlled dispersion pattern does
have merit in minimizing floor and ceiling
early reflections, two-channel home stereo
has its own brand of requirements which
have little to do with emulating microphones.
However, Ifirmly believe that planar speakers
are more ideally suited for capturing the most
natural soundstage illusion in the home. One
reason for this has to do with the planar wave
launch initiated by such speakers, which
closely emulates the wave propagation of
musical instruments. The other reason, also
aresult of the planar speaker's size, has to do
with surface loudness.
German acoustician Ernst Petzold was
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responsible for formalizing the concept of
surface loudness in the '20s. The fact that his
ideas languished in obscurity for many years
in no way diminishes the importance of the
concept. He defined surface loudness as the
ratio of sound power emitted by asurface to
the area of that surface, measured in acoustic
watts per unit area. Petzold reasoned that,
because the auditory system projects sounds
to the point of origin (after all, no one says,
"I'm hearing the piano in my ear"), the direct
sound not only determines direction, but the
surface loudness of the source is responsible, at least in some part, for our perception
outs spatial extent.
Petzold argued that our perception of the
size and timbre of sounds was fundamentally
shaped by their surface loudness. He used the
analogy of candlepower to explain our perception of atrumpet's timbre as dazzling.
Here is agreat amount of acoustic power
being radiated from asmall surface. He generally ascribed the perception of "dazzling" to
asound source that combines great surface
loudness with significant acoustic power. A
piano, which possesses alow surface loudness
combined with great acoustic output, would
in his jargon be described as "conveying,"
which Itake to mean hefty in outline.
There are two other possible combinations
of surface loudness and sound energy. Low
surface loudness together with small acoustic
power is described as "filling" in timbre Great
surface loudness together with small acoustic
output (ie, apiccolo) is described as "sharp."
Petzold went on to explain that loudspeakers
typically falsify the surface loudness of
instruments they reproduce. For example, a
piano reproduced by an 8" driver would be
portrayed at an unnaturally high surface
loudness—certainly much greater than that
of the original instrument. From this standpoint, planar speakers more realistically
approximate the surface loudness of such
instruments as piano, cello, and the human
voice.
One may argue that, when it comes to
trumpets and piccolos, point-source loudspeakers do abetter job of approximating
surface loudness. But in my experience, planar speakers have done afar better job of
approximating the size and feel of most musical instruments. Living with the A-ls served
to constantly reinforce the spatial-fidelity
potential of this sort of design.
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One of the luxuries ofhaving two listening
rooms is that Ican stroll out of the Reference
Room (where the Sound-Labs have found
apermanent home) into Listening Room 2,
where Ican be dazzled by the finest minimonitor sound. Here either the Ensemble Reference or Black Dahlia loudspeakers are capable of flooding the space between the sidewalls
in the front third of the room with avivid
soundstage. When everything else in the
chain is right, the depth perspective is simply
breathtaking. N-o-o-o-o doubt about it—
this is great fun! In audiophile jargon, you'd
salivate about the "pinpoint imaging."
So what's wrong with this picture? Yes,
images are sharply focused in space, even palpably fleshed out in a3-D manner, with
minimonitors, but instrumental outlines are
not realistically proportioned. The word "toylike" keeps popping into my mind. At best,
this is ahi-fi-ish view of reality. Instruments
are arrayed within the soundfield like stars
in the night sky: small points of light in avast
field. With some recordings the illusion is
better than that because of the presence of lots
of hall information, but in general "men" are
not "men" when reproduced by apointsource loudspeaker.
It's been said that, since no height information is captured by such purist twochannel recording techniques as aBlumlein
crossed pair of figure-8 mikes, image outlines should properly collapse to apoint. I
reject that notion outright. By approximating
the proper surface loudness of many instruments, planar speakers can infuse into the
reproduction aspaciousness that significantly
heightens the illusion of anatural soundstage.
The A-1 was capable of sketching the outlines of apiano or chorus with lifelike dimensions that had me hooked like never before.
And Idon't mean the sensation ofexperiencing a10'-wide violin. That sort of spatial distortion is an artifact of poor recording technique Instead, Iwas captivated by the sensation
of having my favorite singers standing before
me as if in the flesh. The realism of the height
perspective made me want to run right up to
these phantoms and hug them out of sheer joy.
I'm sure you can appreciate the fact that
someone (like me) who cut his audio teeth
on minimonitor sound would have ahard
time weaning himself of his addiction to
"pinpoint" imaging. With the room optimized,
though, Ifound that the A-ls could float a
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soundstage just as effectively as apair of
minimonitors, the crucial difference being
the enhanced believability of image outlines.
The problem was that it took me literally
months to get there For most people, minimonitors represent amuch easier ticket to acceptable imaging.

W INGS

The Sound-Lab wings are officially known
as "Acoustic Wave Delay Panels!' And large
panels they are: 79.5" H by 24" W by 0.75"
D. Made of high-density particleboard nicely
finished in oak or walnut, they attach to the
frame of the array via hinges so that they may
be rotated to any desired angle relative to the
frame. Because the panels rest on the floor,
they serve to mass-load the speaker's frame
and thus reduce reactive movements in the
speaker structure; this helps tighten up the
bass response Iended up removing the little
feet on the bottom of the wings so they could
sink more deeply into the carpet and couple
more tightly to the frame.
The main purpose of the panels is to
enlarge the effective area of the speaker's baffle. As is well known, dipole radiators with
afinite baffle size lose radiation output below
acritical frequency due to front-to-back cancellation of sound energy. This critical frequency is determined by the average baffle
dimension. Cancellation (at the rate of
6dB/octave) is effective for frequencies whose
half-wavelength is larger than the average
baffle dimension. At 50Hz, the half-wavelength
is 11', so that dipole radiators must be large
in size to maintain decent bass efficiency.
If the dipole is floorstanding, things are a
bit better: the floor effectively extends the size
of the baffle. The mirror image of the baffle in the ground plane actually increases the
average baffle dimension by about 41%.
Another way to increase the baffle size is to
use wings, or "folded edges," as they were
called in the hi-fi consoles of the '50s. Large
wings produced acavity resonance that gave
reproduced sound aboxy quality. Sound-Lab
insists that, with the panels flared out from
the speaker frame, cavity resonances are
unlikely—you can have your cake and eat it
too. The panels are said to increase low-frequency response, efficiency, and dynamic range,
tighten up bass definition, provide amore
up-front sound, and improve staging and
imaging. Apparently, there are no tradeoffs
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1992

Sound Lab AI, rear view, showing

wings

with the wings in place.
In my experience with the wings, Ifound
that they definitely extended bass response
and improved bass dynamics in the process.
It's really not fair to compare bass definition
with and without wings. However, it is possible to mass-load the frames without necessarily using wings. To do this, Iraided an old
weightlifting set Ifound in the garage, left
over from the days when Iactually had time
for physical fitness. Iused two weights per
speaker, hanging a15 lb weight on one side
and a10 lb weight on the other. That was all
Icould scrounge at the time, so there's no reason to suppose that these are the ideal
weights. But it worked. Midbass definition
tightened up to the point that Ididn't really
miss this aspect of the wings.

Room CONSIDERATIONS

Roger West had installed the A-ls in the
Reference Room, wings and all. Then, however, came the slow process of optimizing
speaker placement and room treatment to
coax from the speakers their full sonic potential. Because the room is dedicated to listening, Ihad complete freedom in speaker placement. But at first Iwas reluctant to make
major changes in the speakers' initial positions. Without wings, the A-ls are quite easy
to move about, even on acarpeted floor,
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because of their casters. With the wings attached, it's adifferent story.
Initially Ifocused on getting the tonal balance nailed down. The first step was to experiment with distance relative to the wall behind
the speakers, the listening seat, and the toe-in
angle. In my 18.5' by 23' room, Iended up
with the A-1 s6' from the front wall, 6.5'
from each other (with only slight toe-in), and
my listening seat only 9' from the front of
each speaker.
Controlling the bass balance required
locating ASC Tube Traps in all corners of the
room. Iused two Traps per corner: an 11"atop a16" -diameter Tube Trap, the Tubes'
reflective sides facing outward. Other significant damping in the room included heavy
drapes along the rear wall, acarpet over a
thick foam pad, four 4' by 2' foam panels
propped against the wall behind the speakers,
and asmall sofa. Iwas quite pleased with the
resultant bass extension and control with the
bass compensation set at the nominal position. High-frequency damping in the room
was such that there was no problem in operating the Brilliance control fully open—
apparently arare thing.
But the soundstage was like an LA freeway, the congestion and smog taking their
toll on my patience. First of all, Icouldn't see
very far into the soundstage, certainly not to
the back wall of the recording venue. And
there was considerable broadening and
blending of instrumental outlines, to the
point of actively hindering the precise resolution of spatial detail. This was quite amystery. Ihad felt confident that the back wave
of the A-1, being in the dead end of aliveend/dead-end sonic environment, would be
properly controlled. That did not turn out
to be the case. Ihad to undertake another
round of experimentation.
Originally, Ihad set up the A-ls nonsymmetrically in relation to the width of the
room. The left speaker was about 2' farther
from the side wall than was the right. In other
words, the speakers' axis of symmetry was
translated 2' to the right of the room's long
axis. The folks at ASC felt that such aplacement was ano-no, so Imoved the speakers
and wings to afully symmetrical position.
That helped some in stabilizing the width
perspective of the soundstage, but little else.
Remember that the A-ls started life in my
listening room with wings. Ihad yet to hear
154

them without these albatross-like appendages; in aburst of energy, Iremoved them.
Wow! Iguess Iwasn't ready for the resultant
sonic transformation. The boxy, congested
soundstage was liberated. It flowed and bloomed
to fill the space between and behind the
speakers in aflood of energy. Mind you,
while spatial resolution did not improve, the
overall spaciousness of the soundstage presentation increased dramatically. Unfortunately,
bass extension without the wings was not as
deep, and bass definition through the lower
registers was not as tight. But Ihated to give
up the bass advantage of the wings; determined to give them one more try, Ireattached them.
About this time it occurred to me that my
basic approach was flawed—I had been relying entirely on sound-absorption treatment.
To read any popular discussion on room
treatment, you might get the impression that
the ideal listening environment is an anechoic
chamber: the more damping, the better. If!
had asix-channel sound system to fool with,
I'd be inclined to agree. With six channels I
could reproduce ambient information from
the sides and rear of the room in concert-hall
fashion. The problem with two-channel
audio, which we're stuck with for the time
being, is that all ambient information is
reproduced from the front. It's therefore important to involve the listening room in the
reproduction process to enhance the reality
of the illusion. That way, some of the original
ambient information is reflected about the
room and arrives at the listener's ears from
the sides and behind the listening seat. This
must be done carefully to avoid serious coloration. Some absorption is essential, but just
as important is the use of diffusors to ensure
that reflected energy is not specular (concentrated at aparticular angle), but smoothly
spread out spatially.
An important property of aplane wave is
that it does not diffuse very much when
reflecting off awall; the planar nature of the
wave front is pretty much preserved. It's
important to actively enhance the diffusion
process of aplanar speaker's back wave. I
would have loved to have tried some RPG
Diffusors behind the A-ls, but Ilacked immediate access to these animals. Itried the
next best thing: the ASC Studio Traps reviewed
by JE last February. Immediately behind each
speaker Ipositioned apair of Studio Traps
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raised to their maximum height and rotated
so that the reflective side faced the speaker.
That proved areal breakthrough. For the first
time, spatial outlines snapped into focus to
the point where Icould sort out instrumental
outlines with precision.
Another important benefit of this arrangement is that the back wave is controlled very
close to the source. That way, the surface area
that needs to be treated is minimized. Rather
than covering alarge section of the wall with
diffusors and absorbers, only apair of Traps
sufficed close-in. Now there was no need to
leave the four 2' by 4' foam panels against the
front wall. Idecided to move these; on a
hunch, Itried propping apanel on the inside
surface of each wing to provide further control of the back wave. That also helped define
image outlines—not to the extent that the
Traps did, but every little bit helped.
That's how matters rested for along while.
Soundstage transparency had improved, as
had spatial resolution, to the point where I
was almost willing to live with the results.
Maybe I'mjust hard to please, but after acouple of months of this arrangement Iwas getting unhappy again. The soundstage wasn't
integrating properly. It was subdivided, like
abaseball diamond, into isolated left, center, and right fields. Istill had to work too
hard to resolve the depth perspective, and
image outlines lacked the sort of spatial
bloom that live instruments project. While
imaging was okay, there was little magic to
help the listener transcend mere hi-fi.
So I
jettisoned the wings for the second
and last time. As if Merlin had waved his
wand, image outlines broke free of their
straighjackets. The soundstage went into full
bloom. Spatial outlines fleshed out in such
apalpably 3-D manner that Iwas completely
captivated by the magic of the illusion. Voices
were so convincingly life-sized, so realistically sculpted, that Iwas sure Icould just
reach out and touch someone2As final tweaks,
Ipositioned two tapered Traps against the front
2Ishould note that JGH, in whose ears we trust, has been
using wings with his magazine-purchased pair of A-3s, and
is pleased as punch with their performance in his room. He
tells me that the imaging with the wings is better than ever.
Imaging may be seventh or eighth on Gordon's list of priorities after tonal balance, timbrai accuracy, dynamic range,
harmonic textural purity, bass «tension, resolution of inner
detail, and Margin Collorns's pace and rhythm. Naturally. I'm
dubious about his finding. But there's the outside possibility
that the wings' effect on imaging is room-dependent, which
means that they won't screw up the imaging in some rooms.
STEREOPH1LE, N OVEMBER 1992

wall, with aRoornTune in between. Three
additional RoornTunes behind the listening seat
completed the room-treatment process. Rest
assured that, at this point, Istopped fooling
with the setup and settled down to some of
the most enjoyable listening of my life.

ATLAST THE SOUND
The Sound-Labs require ahigh-powered
amplifier. Not to worry: the A-ls can soak
up several hundred watts of music program
without any concern for their physical safety.
Because of the requirement for large voltage
swings, atube amplifier makes much more
sense than asolid-state design's fairly low
voltage rails. Despite JGH's current love affair
with the Boulder 500, Iwould think that a
200'Wpc tube amp would make amore optimal
partner. I've experimented with avariety of
amps over the past six months. The rising
impedance characteristic of the A-1 in the
bass makes aFutterman-type OTL avery
attractive proposition. A circuit like Futterman's H-3a (or its derivative, New York Audio
Laboratories' OTL-3) actually increases in output into aclimbing load impedance. The
Fourier Components Sans Pareil, asoupedup copy of the NYAL CrTL-3 which Ireviewed last June, could really satisfy the A-I's
appetite. The imaging of this combination
was simply astounding, to the point of actually redefining what the illusion of live music
in the home is all about.
Iwell remember my first exposure to an
electrostatic loudspeaker—the classic Quad.
The revelation that reproduced sound can
convincingly mimic live music was based not
so much on the Quad's inherent transient
speed and lack of boxy colorations as on the
"oneness" with which it spoke. Ihad become
accustomed to the diverse personalities of the
various drivers in amulti-way system. Even
in asimple two-way system, there's considerable frequency overlap between tweeter and
woofer. The upper range of afemale vocalist
would be reproduced by the tweeter, the
lower registers by the woofer, and somewhere in the middle both the tweeter and
woofer try to synchronize: two voices trying
to reproduce one. Blending or integrating the
drivers' personalities is one of the hardest
tasks facing aspeaker designer. Too often, the
results lack complete coherence. With even
atwo-way of good design, Ihave little difficulty picking out the woofer's or tweeter's
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contribution to the overall sonic mix. The
most successful multi-way dynamic speakers,
in my opinion, are those in which the midrange is covered by asingle driver.
With the A-1, not only the midrange but
the bass and treble are covered by asingle
driver driven uniformly over its entire area.
The resultant cohesiveness is most persuasive.
The best way to appreciate this is to keep the
music simple and focus on asolo voice or
instrument.
Let's start with the lower octaves. Gary
Karr's rendition of the Adagio dAlbinoni (King
IC33Y 236) on double bass, while technically
imperfect in spots [Mr. Karr manages to play
out of tune, is what DO is trying to say here.—
Ed.] is blessed with an astonishingly sympathetic acoustic space. The grandeur of the
recording is breathtaking, the timbre of his
Amati pushing all the right emotional buttons in me. I've heard this piece reproduced
on avariety of box speakers with mixed
results. The bigger boxes manage to convey
the double-bass's lower-register extension
and upper-body heft, but invariably color
the upper bass with "boxy" colorations. These
spurious resonances may sound euphonic to
some ears, but in my view they do little but
blur the speed and detailing of the upper bass,
coloring this region darker than life.
The little box speakers actually do abetter
job of fleshing out bass detail and conveying the proper sense of speed through the
lower octaves. Alas, they fail to dig low enough
or energize the upper bass sufficiently. Thus,
the minimonitor report card: detailed but
anemic.
You've got to hear the Gary Karr recording on the Sound-Labs. The transition from
deep to upper bass and beyond was seamless,
free of false resonances; when Gary dug
down, the effect was all the more startling
because of the sheer clarity and lack of transient smearing. Ihad not previously experienced bass detail and timbrai accuracy of this
caliber.
Tito Gobbi's scintillating performance as
Figaro in Rossini's Barber of Seville (Angel
S3559 C/L) provides alitmus test of the lower
midrange. The reproduction of abaritone
with this much power and finesse is often
marred by conventional speakers in several
ways. The cohesiveness of the voice may be
degraded by the crossover from the woofer
to midrange driver. Even in atwo-way, tim156

brai accuracy may be marred by in-band resonances of the driver and box. Finally—and
this is not widely appreciated—as the voice
soars into the upper registers, the speaker's
polar response (actually that of the midrange
driver, often 8" in diameter) narrows. The
result is that the power radiated into the room
diminishes with increasing frequency, and
with it the palpability and realism of the
projected image outlines. Gobbi's rendition
of Figaro's big aria in Act Iis amarvel to
behold; on the A-ls, image solidity and timbrai
purity were sheer joys. With other speakers,
Gobbi's image size might shrink with ascending pitch—an effect not experienced in the
opera house. With the Sound-Labs, image size
did not waver or wobble: there he was, chest
and all, standing right before me.
To evaluate the core of the midrange and
the transition to the upper mids and lower
treble, Ican think of nothing better than
female voice. Anna Moffo (Selected Arias,
RCA LSC-2504) will do very nicely. The
"Shadow Song" ("Ombre legere") from
Meyerbeer'sDinorah offers arollercoaster ride
from lower to upper registers. Without any
crossover at 2or 3kHz, there were no discontinuities in the reproduction. There was
no dichotomy between the lower and upper
registers. Ms. Moffo's peaches-and-cream
vocal color was reproduced without even a
hint of textural impurity.
The same seamless flow of harmonic textures also applied to the upper octaves. I'm
often asked my opinion of this or that dome
tweeter.
3 Most have characteristic sonic signatures. Some fizzle, others sizzle, but each
leaves me with an aftertaste: dark, etched,
metallic, chocolate, or vanilla. In contrast, the
A-1 exhibited no obvious treble character.
At times the treble turned slightly soft or
3Before responding, Iusually smile and remind the listener
that, many moons ago, Iowned apair of Plasmatronics
speakers. Igot pretty good at hefting full-sized helium gas
bottles around the family room. The payoff came in dimming
the room light and firing up those plasma drivers. The blue
glow of the plasma jets would send me into ecstasy. There
never was and never will be abetter tweeter in this galaxy.
Above IkHz, the Plasmatronics were magical in their reproduction of transient detail. Anyone privileged to hear violin overtones handled by these speakers would forever have
sonic fantasies about the wonder of that moment.
What finally soured me on the Plasmatronics was the sad
truth that the range below IkHz—the range handled by the
Audax drivers—was rendered in atotally ordinary and undistinguished fashion. There's an awful lot of music below
I
kHz, and the dichotomy in performance between the outof-this-world plasma tweeter and the box below eventually
drove me up the wall.
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grainy, depending on the particular amp in
the system at the time or the makeup of the
front end.
The Sound-Labs faithfully reflected what
came before them. The A-1 did not suffer a
split personality: It was integrated from top
to bottom. What it offered in terms of speed
and resolution was not confined to aparticular region. Its character did not change as
the program material gravitated from one
frequency extreme to the other. The treble,
while not as refined as that of the Plasmatronics, at least blended convincingly with
the midrange, being just as detailed and
quick. In the extreme treble, the impression
was of being seated to the rear of the concert
hall, the treble being somewhat rolled-off
and muted. But because the effect simulated
the live experience, Iwasn't bothered by the
resultant balance.
High-powered orchestral music proved
no problem for the A-ls. A large orchestra
and chorus, as in Walton's Belshazzar's Feast
(EMI SAN 324), were suspended within the
soundstage solidly and with the requisite
tonal authority through the lower mids.
Loud passages with the chorus in full voice
never sounded better. There was no hint of
strain or congestion—as long as the power
amp was able to dish it out.
However, acouple of response limitations
were evident. These speakers went deep, but
were certainly not flat to 20Hz. Usable bass
response in my room was in the high 20s.
More significant was the A-I's tendency to
"overload" in the deep bass at only fairly loud
volume levels. At sea level, where the speakers
could be driven at ahigher bias level and thus
operated more efficiently, the overload may
not be evident except at very high volume
levels. Iuse the word "overload" loosely here;
technically, the diaphragm slaps against the
stators and makes anasty noise. Because of
the staggered bass resonance, only some of
the facets appeared to crack up at certain bass
frequencies. There's no physical damage
when this happens, but it certainly ranked
high on my list of annoyance factors.

BERANEK'S LAW

An ultra-high-end product inspires tweaking, and the A-1 is no exception. By now,
Roger West has heard it all from excited customers. West has even invoked a"law of
nature" to explain the phenomenon. "BerSTEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1992

anek's Law" (after acoustician Leo Beranek)
states that, whatever the modification, the
modified product always sounds better to the
modifier. Roger's reaction is tongue-in-cheek
because of the variety of mods proposed to
him and the fact that some make little or no
sense. An example of the latter variety is
bypassing the power-supply fuse or increasing it in value from 1
/ amp to, say, 10 amps—
4
which Iactually did, on Michael Percy's strong
recommendation. While I'm just as mystified
as Roger as to why this should make any audible difference at all, Idid observe aslight
improvement in bass definition with the
changeover to the larger fuse. The nice thing
about this mod is that it's cheap and easy to
reverse.
Some modifications do make sense; for
example, mass-loading or stiffening the array
frame. The latter approach was implemented
by Albert Porter of Texas; he used nylon line
anchored to the wall together with lead
weights to tension the frame That's too esoteric even for me. Another possibility is
replacing the casters with something like
Tiptoes. The idea here is to couple at least
some of the array frame's energy to the floor.
With awood floor, such astrategy makes a
lot of sense. Even in my room, with its carpeted concrete slab, anchoring the A-ls is still
important.

SUMMARY

The Sound-Lab A-1 is about elevating
reproduced music to the level of the live
experience At slightly over ten kilobucks per
pair, it's fairly priced for ahigh-tech product that really delivers this experience. That
they succeed to this extent is amiracle that
every audiophile should experience at least
once in his or her lifetime. My wife Lesley
will tell you that, when it comes to audio, I'm
damned hard to please. The Sound-Labs do
it for me; they've got me excited about music
like never before.
My quest has been to find aloudspeaker
that could satisfy me till the end of time. That
quest was fulfilled with the arrival of the
Sound-Lab A-ls. Istood before them with
the same sense of awe evinced by Salieri (in
Peter Shaffer's Amadeus) while examining
Mozart's original scores: "They showed no
corrections of any kind. It was puzzling—
then suddenly alarming. What was evident
was that Mozart was simply transcribing
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music completely finished in his head. And
finished as most music is never finished. Displace one note and there would be diminishment. Displace one phrase and the structure
would fall."
The A-1 is the true voice of music. It combines the traditional virtues of ESLs—the
finesse areas of musical reproduction—with
the power and dynamics typically associated
with full-range dynamic speakers. Imagine
the speed and transient control of an electrostatic infused with aconvincing dynamic
range and tonal authority. Sounds like a
glimpse of heaven, doesn't it?

CHANGES
Several days after I'd powered down my
word processor, Roger West called to inform
me that the A-1's electronic interface had been
modified to provide increased flexibility in
contouring their bass response. Independent
shelving of the lower midrange and bass was
now possible in steps of3dB. The response
below 100Hz and the range between about
100 and 600Hz could now be adjusted
separately for more precise handling of the
speaker/room interface Roger also mentioned
anew toy he called "SALLIE"—Sonic Attenuation for Lower Levels of Interference Effects
(known more mundanely as the BWA-1
Back Wave Attenuator). Yes, yes, ofcourse—I
wanted to dally with SALLIE and give the
new interface ashot before the review went
to print.
Roger delivered and installed the new
goodies in March. After Ihad achance to
spend afull listening session with the new
interfaces, Irealized to my horror that there
was now something very wrong with the
sound. The lower treble was recessed to the
point of dulling and darkening the timbres
of many instruments—including the upper
registers of female voice. What had happened?
This, then, was agood time to measure the
speaker's response (something Ihad yet to
do) and try to correlate my subjective findings with aphysically observable problem.

DO MEASURES
The A-I's published frequency range is 28Hz
to ultrasonics. This being somewhat vague
and open-ended, Iasked Roger specifically
what the treble response should be like in the
nearfield. "Flat to 22IcHz," he told me. Using
my Neutrik System 3300 set up for a1/
3158

Fig. ISound-Lab A-I, original sample, nearfield
response without "wings."

Fig.2 Sound-Lab A-I, original sample, nearfield
response with "wings."
octave frequency sweep with a5Hz warble
modulation to minimize the contribution of
room modes, Imeasured the A-1 in the nearfield. My ACO Pacific mike's calibration
curve is flat from 10Hz to 2kHz, after which
point it exhibits aldB rise to 10kHz and a
2dB rise to about 401cHz. (My response curves
should therefore be adjusted above 10kHz.)
Shown in fig.1 is the nearfield response of
the A-1 with wings, while fig.2 shows the
response with the wings removed. These
should be considered typical (for this pair of
A-ls, anyway), as there were small response
variations with changes in mike placement.
The rise in the response below 500Hz is perfectly normal in the nearfield, merely confirming that the distributed bass resonance
principle was working as advertised. However, the response above 41cHz was areal eyeopener: The range between 4and 10kHz was
recessed about 4dB. And above 10kHz, there
appeared to be aresonance centered at about
13kHz, the response plummeting like arock
above that point. By no stretch of the imagination could this HF behavior be construed
as "flat to 22kHz."
Because my listening impressions could
be completely explained by these measurements, Ifelt that Ihad correctly fingered the
physical symptoms. It appeared plausible that
there was something wrong with the HF
transformers in the new interfaces. Iput the
matter to Roger West.

DR. WE ST INVESTIGATE S
Roger agreed that it was possible that there
was aproblem with the HF transformers and
promised to investigate the matter in detail.
He called about aweek later to explain that
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it wasn't the HF transformers after all, but
that Dupont Mylar of improper thickness
had been used to construct my pair of A-ls.
Apparently, this Mylar had been cut from a
fresh batch that had just come in and which
was discovered to be about 6µm thick instead
of 3p.m, the diaphragm's increased mass thus
explaining the HF droop. It failed, however,
to explain the response change in the lower
treble wrought by the new interfaces.
The implications of all this hit me squarely
in the face. First of all, how could such a
blunder have been allowed to leave the factory? Common sense dictates that, as afinal
quality-control check for aspeaker of such
lofty price and pedigree, afrequency sweep
be run at the factory prior to shipment. The
resultant response would easily identify
problems with transformers and Mylar. If it's
possible to generate individual response curves
for $1000 phono cartridges, why not for
$10,000 loudspeakers? That Sound-Lab has
now apparently beefed up its quality control
is small consolation to past Sound-Lab customers who may have been inadvertently
zapped.
Second, that distant concert-hall perspective Ihad experienced with this pair of A-ls
could, in hindsight, be seen as adirect consequence of the limited HF response. Iclearly
did not mind this sonic aspect of the A-1,
which made it more polite and forgiving
with many hot recordings. But Iabsolutely
could not put up with the lower-treble disease that the new interfaces inflicted on the
sound. So Ishut down the Reference Room
until the next chapter rolled around.

It was immediately obvious that there was
alot more treble. Not only was the lowertreble tonality now correct, but there was
much more air through the extreme treble.
In the weeks that followed, Iassured myself
that the magic was back. In fact, the A-ls now
sounded better than they ever had. They were
slightly more forward in presentation, bass
control was improved, and, incredible as it
may seem, the bass appeared to reach deeper
than before. Yet this second time around,
more than ever before, Ibecame focused on
and frustrated by this speaker's hangups at
the frequency extremes.
Already insensitive to begin with, the A-1
is further handicapped at altitude by having
to have its bias voltage cranked down to eliminate annoying crackling noises. This makes
it even more difficult for power amps to provide adequate dynamic headroom. Bass transients didn't present aproblem—provided
that playback volume stayed at only moderately loud levels. At loud volume levels, either
the amp would clip, or, with adequate power
reserve, extraneous noise such as cracking and
crackling would accompany program peaks.
In the treble, Idiscovered that program material with lots of lower-treble energy would
drive amps into gross distortion at even
moderate playback levels; one amp simply
blew up. This was something Ihad not experienced before. Why was every amp in the
house suddenly going bonkers?

JA MEASURES

the answer to Dick's question,
Imeasured the A-l's impedance magnitude
at three settings of the Brilliance Control
(BC) with DRA Labs' MLSSA system. With
DR. WEST RETURNS
the BC set at Maximum (pot wide open), I
It took about amonth for Sound-Lab to proobtained the curves in fig.3. Although the
cure Mylar of the proper thickness and conmagnitude of the impedance is above 10
struct anew pair of A-ls for me. Roger
ohms from the upper bass to 2kHz, and well
arrived in April'92 with abrand-new packabove 30 ohms in the bass, note the drop in
age, induding new interfaces These had been
the mid-treble and above. The cursor indimodified yet again—mainly, Iwas told, to
cates apunishingly low 1.3 ohms at 20kHz,
improve sensitivity by about 3dB. Another
dropping even further to just afraction of an
welcome design wrinkle had to do with the
ohm at ultrasonic frequencies. This measurecasters. Gone were the wobbly rollers that
ment necessarily includes the resistance of
I'd always suspected of detracting from bass
the speaker cables DO was using (TARA
definition. Instead, the speakers were outLabs Rectangular Solid Core); as the margin
fitted with Tiptoe-like feet, available as an
option from the factory. Before he left, I of error in my measurement is probably
around afraction of ohm, it's quite possible
asked Roger to assure himself that all was
that the A-1 presents amplifiers with acomwell with the speakers and that they met spec.
plete short circuit above the audio range.
This he did.
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1992
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Fundamentally, therefore, in electrical terms,
the A-1 with its BC set to maximum is nothing more than alarge capacitor. If this isn't
hell for apower amplifier, Idon't know what
is No wonder DO's amps were choking.
Backing off the BC to the Minimum position raised the impedance at 20kHz to amore
reasonable 4ohms. However, this drastically
reduced the sonic level of the treble, as can
be inferred from fig.4, which shows the effect
of the BC referenced to the response with the
control set at 12 o'clock (middle curve, which
therefore appears as astraight line), which
seemed to give the flattest measured response.
The control gives a massive maximum
response change of 32dB at 23kHz, which
is quite excessive, in my opinion.
Turning to the time domain, the A-1's
impulse response (with the microphone 36"
from the ground, about 45" away, and the
speaker driven by the Crown Macro Reference amplifiers) is shown in fig.5, calculated
by MLSSA. The impulse response of aperfect single-diaphragm speaker should
approximate aband-pass-filtered unidirectional, rectangular pulse (fig.6); the SoundLab's impulse response, however, is overlaid
with high and complex patterns of highfrequency ringing. This is explored further
in the speaker's cumulative spectral decay,
or "waterfall:' plot (fig.7). For comparison,
fig.8 shows how aperfect loudspeaker should
look on this kind ofplot: aflat initial response
decays evenly and cleanly at all frequencies,
with no ridges parallel with the time axis
indicating the presence of resonances. By
contrast, the A-I's diaphragm can be seen to
be in astate of severe breakup in the high treble, as well as there being acouple of resonant modes in the low treble.
There is, Ibelieve, abig misunderstanding over the way in which the diaphragms
of planar loudspeakers behave. DO promul4Using All's LMS (Loudspeaker Measurement System), I
also measured the A-1's impedance magnitude at several settings of the Brilliance Control. With the BC set at Maicimtun,
my first cut at this produced an impedance minimum of 3
ohms at 20kHz. This seemed areasonable result, until Irealized that Ihad better correct for the inherent impedance of
the long measurement cable run from the speaker back to my
computer, which turned out also to be 3ohms! Allowing
LMS to subtract the cable impedance from the speaker impedance curve produced agraph whose minimum was essentially
ashort circuit above 20kHz.
—DO
5Ihad wanted to drive the speaker with Dick's ptcfiui Fourier OTL for these measurements. However, even at RMS
levels of 1-4W, the output tube plates glowed cherry red with
the low peakunean ratio MIS signal, and the amp shut down.
—JA
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Fig.3 Sound-Lab A-1, electrical impedance (top)
and phase (bottom) with Brilliance Control
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Fig.6 Audio-band bandpass filter, impulse response
(5ms time window, 30kHz bandwidth).

gates this misunderstanding when he states
above that the A-1 consists of "a single driver
driven uniformly over its entire area." That
is, of course, true, but it doesn't mean that the
diaphragm moves uniformly at all frequencies as aresult of that uniform drive. At high
frequencies, as can be seen from fig.7, the diaphragm motion is actually chaotic .
6The average position of the diaphragm may move uniformly in response to the drive signal, but
each little element of the diaphragm "shivers"
about that average position, with perhaps one
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element in front of where it should be but its
immediate neighbor behind. The trick for the
speaker designer is to push this chaotic
behavior high enough in frequency that it
doesn't intrude on the music. From my own
auditioning of the A-ls, Ibelieve Dr. West
has managed to do this. The worst behavior
in fig.7, for example, is above 15kHz, where
the ear's sensitivity falls off rapidly.
Before Ilook at the A-1's actual frequency
response, figs.9 and 10 show the manner in
which that response changes for off-axis
listeners in both vertical and horizontal
6That this motion is mathematically chaotic is revealed by
the fact that panel speakers tend to produce subharmonics
when driven hard. (The mathematician Manfred Schroeder
has said that the production of subharrnonics is always an indication of chaotic behavior.) See Stereophile, May 1992, p.109,
for example, where Ishowed the spectrum of apanel speaker
reproducing aIkHz tone at ahigh level. As well as conventional distortion harmonics that are higher in frequency than
the fundamental, the spectrum shows asignificant amount
of 500Hz being produced by the diaphragm.
—JA

planes. As Dick stated, the A-I's design
should result in aspeaker whose tonal balance doesn't change significantly off-axis.
Measuring such large panel speakers relatively close to the diaphragm is an endeavor
fraught with difficulty. Nevertheless, the Al's sound changes quite evenly as the listener
moves to the speaker's side (fig.9). (The large
peaks and dips are probably interference
effects at the 45" microphone position, unnoticeable at amore typical listening position.)
Note that the frontmost trace in fig.9 is the
response 90° off-axis; je, to the side of the
panel. Because Ionly calculate the changes
in response to generate this graph, not the
absolute amplitude difference, it can be misleading in that the 90° response is also actually much lower in level than the on-axis
response. The dipole A-1 produces agood
null to its side, even though the response of
the residual signal is not dissimilar to the
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Fig.7 Sound-Lab A-I, cumulative spectral-decay plot.
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main signal.
The A-1's balance doesn't change significantly in the vertical plane (fig.10). (Again,
Iassume that the peaks and dips are measurement-related interference effects.) This
reinforces the idea that such atall panel in a
typical room tends to act as aline source.
The Sound-Lab's frequency response at the
45" measuring distance, averaged across a
30° window, is shown to the right of fig.11.
The sloping-down from the lower midrange
to the treble is, Ibelieve, due to the proximity
effect featured by alarge panel —ie, the diaphragm size is significant compared with the
microphone distance—and should be ignored.
The BC control was set to its maximum; note
both the high treble peak and the raggedness
of the response in this region. Lower down
in frequency, however, the midrange/treble
transition region is very smooth.
To the left of fig.11 is the A-I's nearfield
response, taken with the microphone almost
touching the panel. (Actually, because of
Sound-Lab's patented "distributed bass resonance" principle, Itook this measurement
at six places and averaged the result. The variation was not large, however.) This curve
shows the A-1 to roll out below 40Hz; as DO
found, without the wings it is not afull-range
speaker. What puzzled me, however, was that
Iwas expecting to find asignificant peak in
the midbass due to the diaphragm's fundamental resonance. For example, to the left
of fig.12 can be seen the nearfield responses
Itook at two different places on the diaphragm of another, older sample of the A1owned by afriend of.J. Gordon Holt's in
Boulder, CO. (To the right is this A-I's
response at a45" distance. It looks smooth
because Iapplied Vs-octave averaging, but
the general shape in the treble is the same as
in fig. il.) Dick's nearfield measurements on
the first A-1 sample he had auditioned also
showed alarge peak in the midbass, so something must have changed either in the speaker
or in my measurement setup.
Iwas puzzled enough by this result that
Iwent back and remeasured the nearfield
low-frequency response of the Wilson Puppy
I'd last measured in April 1991. Within adB
here and there, the old and new curves matched,
indicating that the B&K 4006 microphone/EAR mike preamplifier Iuse had not
changed in the meantime. Presumably, therefore, this latest sample of the A-1 is behav162
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Fig. Il Sound-Lab A-I, anechoic response at 45"
with microphone 36" from floor averaged
across 30° horizontal window and
corrected for microphone response, with
nearfield response (average of 6spaced
measurements) plotted below 220Hz (BC
set to maximum).

ing in amanner different from that of older
versions. (The SALLIE—see later—was in
place for these measurements.) Certainly,
from my own auditioning, the speaker didn't
sound as Wit had apeak in the bass, the sound
being tight and clean, whereas the Colorado
sample did. Perhaps Dr. West would like to
comment on this discrepancy in his "Manufac-
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turer's Comment."
Imentioned earlier that Iwas unable to
measure the A-1 when driven by DO's preferred OTL tube amplifier, the Fourier Sans
Pareil. As Tom Norton had measured the
Fourier's output impedance to accompany
the review last June, it was asimple matter
to calculate the effect on the A-I's frequency
response that would result from the interaction between the speaker's modulus of
impedance and the amplifier's relatively high
source impedance, which ranges from 0.37
ohms at lkElz to 0.55 ohms at 20kHz. Fig.13
shows the response between 200Hz and
20kHz from fig.11, but modified with this
interaction. Because the speaker's impedance
rises to tens of ohms below 200Hz, using the
Fourier will boost the bass. In the treble,
however, where the speaker's impedance is
falling, the response will be increasingly tilted
down with the tube amp, with at least a3dB
attenuation at 20kHz, as shown in fig.13.
Certainly Ifound the A-1 driven by the
Fourier to offer an extremely natural midrange and treble tonality, with only occasionally ahint of very-high-frequency tizz. But
Ihave to reinforce DO's comments on the
A-l's soundstaging, something that will not
be revealed by these measurements. The
impression of image size was extremely lifelike, much more so than Ihave experienced
from conventional dynamic speakers or even
from smaller panel speakers like the Quads.
Finally, figs.14 and 15 show the effect of
the wings on the speaker's response, taken
by DO at the listening seat. Dick notes that
"there is acommon conception that an omni
mike positioned at the location of the listener's
head, together with aswept sinewave response,
can be used to accurately predict the perceived
sound field. That's just not so.
"There are at least two major problems
with such an approach. While an omni's
acceptance pattern does not discriminate
against any particular angle of incidence, the
pinna and ear canal most definitely do. To
quote Jens Blauert, the noted German psychoacoustidan: `The pinna, along with the
ear canal, forms asystem of acoustical resonators. The degree to which individual resonances of this system are excited depends
on the direction and distance of the sound
source: In my experience, the response ola
mike with acardioid pickup pattern correlates more closely with listening impressions.
STEREOPH1LE, NOVEMBER 1992
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Fig.I4 Sound-Lab A-I, in-room response at
listening seat without "wings"
(midrange/bass balance set to -6/+3, BC
set to maximum).

Fig.I5 Sound-Lab A-I, in-room response at
listening seat with "wings" (midrange/bass
balance set to -6/+3, BC set to maximum).

"Second, there's aproblem in using steadystate signals (ie, sinewaves) to measure bass
response in aroom. Unlike bass transients—
which do not fully energize room standing
waves—sinewaves build up room modes to
their fullest. Thus, aroom's resonant signa-
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ture is more apparent with sinewaves than
it is with music signal. Using awarble tone,
as Ido, to minimize the buildup of room
modes, helps in this regard."
With these caveats in mind, fig.14 shows
the listening position response with the A-ls'
EQ set to -6/ +3dB, which DO found to
yield the most convincing tonal balance in
his room. Ignore the deep dip at 38Hz, which
will be due to aspecific node at the mike
position chosen by DO. With the reinforcement offered by the room, the bass is already
quite extended; adding the wings pushes the
in-room extension (fig,15) to 20Hz, which
is why DO decided to try again with them.
—John Atkinson

DO 's LAST WING FLING

Iwish Ihad adollar for every time I've
removed or installed these gigantic wings.
During his visit last March, Roger West suggested that Itry the wings mounted to the
front of the speaker. So Iwent at it again.
There's considerable logic to flip-flopping
the wings to the front. This avoids creating a
resonant cavity with the side and rear walls,
and thus, in principle, should help alleviate
the boxy character that rear-mounting the
wings caused in my room. Second, it makes
more sense to "horn-load" the front wave
rather than the back wave. Dispersion of the
rear radiation becomes easier to accomplish,
and there's also asensitivity gain in the lower
mids.
In the frontal position, with arms outstretched, Ifound the wings actually less
imposing—easier to accept visually. My first
sonic impression was that imaging was
essentially unaffected by the frontal wings.
Certainly, the boxy nature of the presentation
Ihad earlier complained of vanished. In
moderately sized rooms like mine, Irecommend that, if you must have wings, at least
mount them frontally. However, take note
that, over time, Ibecame disenchanted with
one specific aspect of the wingéd soundstage:
Image outlines failed to bloom sufficiently.
The sensation of 3-D, "in-the-flesh" instrumental outlines was lacking. Once Iwas
aware of the problem, Ibecame so focused
on it that my listening enjoyment suffered
considerably.
So back to the closet went the wings, for
what Ihope is the last time. Again, Iwas
amazed at how much better the A-ls could
164

float asoundstage without the wings in the
way. With the new interface, the "tiptoe" feet,
and mass loading of the array, Iwas perfectly
happy with the resultant bass extension and
definition.

ENTER SALLIE

SALLIE is quite agal. At 77" tall, 12" wide,
and 12 3
4 "deep, she strikes oh, such ahug/
gable pose. She does, however, have the peculiar impediment of having double cleavage.
Front and back, running her full height, 6"thick foam absorption wedges are mounted
back to back, offset to always give a6"
absorptive path length through SALLIE. The
wedges are very effective in attenuating
sound from 250Hz up.
At amere 15 pounds each, SALLIE is quite
easily movable; she's intended to be positioned behind any dipole speaker to provide
control over the backwave and its return
reflections off the wall. SALLIE is quite efficient at this because she can be positioned
quite close to the source, thus eliminating the
need for extensive wall treatment behind the
speaker. Reflection off the wedges is quite
minimal; placements right up against the
back of the speaker are okay, and will not
color the front wave.
The amount of backwave absorption is
adjustable by simply moving SALLIE toward
or away from the back of the speaker. This
turned out to be acritical adjustment in my
room; it was possible to over-damp the back
wave to the point that soundstage spaciousness disappeared. The objective is not to
entirely kill the back wave, but to control it
to the point that image outlines snap into
focus. The point of maximum back-wave
attenuation turned out to be with the foam
in the diaphragm's virtual line source. If you
put your ear behind the array and move it to
apoint over the binding posts, you'll notice
asharp increase in intensity. This line coincides with the focal line of curvature for the
array. With SALLIE here, the back wave
really died. However, the optimum placement in my room turned out to be with the
foam about 6" away from the rear edge of the
interface.
Iverified to my satisfaction that SALLIE
performed as effectively as apair of ASC Studio Traps behind each speaker in controlling
the A-ls' back wave. Iimagine that any dipole
speaker would benefit from adate with SAL-
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LIE. At acost of around $1000/pair, SALLIE
is worth getting to know well.

DO's FINAL THOUGHTS
There comes apoint in every love affair when
reality rears its ugly head. My infatuation
with the A-1 swas finally tempered by the
realization that they're not perfect. Blemishes
do exist. As much as it pains me, it must be
pointed out that they are insensitive; dynamically limited in the bass, abitch to drive
(especially in the treble), and aroom-matching
challenge. The A-1 does, however, play much
louder and digs deeper than any other fullrange ESL I've heard to date. They blow away
both old and new Quads in dynamic bloom,
dynamic headroom, and bass extension. But
ESLs they remain.
My level of frustration with this speaker
7Some might say inefficient, but actually the Sound-Lab's
generally high modulus of impedance means that it doesn't
require much current, hence power, except at very high frequencies. This means that, despite its insensitivity, the speaker
is actually quite efficient. Still with me?
—JA

increased after the Mylar episode's serious
QA implications hit home. And the problems
with the treble tonal balance and Brilliance
Control cheered me up not at all. Because the
impedance of both channels measured alike,
Ican safely assume that, rather than amanufacturing defect, the present BC represents
faulty design. And what abooby trap this
lays for the consumer: Under no circumstances should the user be allowed to present
avirtual short circuit to the power amp. With
the BC set to Maximum, Iimagine that
most of the impedance seen by the amp is
actually due to the speaker cable. There ought
to be away to maintain aflat treble response
while presenting abenign load to the amp.
How 'bout it, Sound-Lab?
Yet when the A-1 is on its best behavior,
Iknow in my heart that our relationship is
secure. Its sonic imprint of concert-hall realism is so faithful to the real thing that I'm sure
I'll remain captivated long after the honeymoon is over.

AUDIO RESEARCH PHI
PHONO PREAMPLIFIER
Robert Harley

audio research
room ommyrrore
\MOM. P1-11

14.014,0 PRIUWOVIPIER

Audio Research PHI phono preamplifier
Frequency response: ±0.25dB of R1AA curve, 10Hz-60kHz, -3dB points below 0.5Hz and above 150kHz. Distortion: <0.005%
at 0.25VRMS at IkHz. Gain: 48dB at IkHz (MM and MC compatible). Input impedance: 47k ohms (provisions for any value
below 47k ohms, or added input capacitance for matching certain cartridges). Output impedance: 350 ohms. Recommended
load impedance: 50k-100k ohms and 100pF (10k ohms minimum and 2000pF maximum). Input overload: 160mV RMS at IkHz
(800mV RMS at 10kHz). Rated output: 250mV RMS, 10Hz-60kHz driving 100k ohm load (output capability is 50V RMS at
0.5% THD at IkHz). Noise: 0.12p.V EIN (equivalent input noise), IHF weighted, shorted input (78dB below ImV input).
Power consumption: 35W. Dimensions: 19" W by 51
/
4"Hby 10 1
/
4"D(handles extend 1%" forward of front panel, rear chassis
fittings extend '
8"). Weight: 10 lbs net, 19 lbs shipping. Price: $1495. Approximate number of dealers: 62. Manufacturer
Audio Research Corporation, 5740 Green Circle Drive, Minnetonka, MN 55343-4424. Tel: (612) 939-0600. Fax: (612) 939-0604.

In arecent article criticizing audiophiles, the
author used as an example of audiophile
dementia the continued assertion that LP playback was superior to Compact Disc. In the
STEREOPHILE. NOVEMBER 1992

author's mind, the CD was truly an advance
in the science of music reproduction, and the
vinyl record was aprimitive reminder ofjust
how far audio technology has evolved since
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the advent of digital audio. The author's shock
that there could be any debate on the issue was
genuine
My reading of this article coincided with
aswitch to LPs after three weeks of hearing
nothing but CD playback. I'd just finished
reviewing four inexpensive digital processors
(which consumed all my listening time), and
had returned to vinyl.
Upon hearing LP playback again after this
long digital dry spell, Iwas bowled over by
how much more musically involving records
are. Although Ihadn't doubted the superiority of LP playback, the preceding three
weeks' all-digital diet threw into sharp relief
just how much better vinyl was than polycarbonate and aluminum. Playing LPs produced amuch stronger compulsion to put
on record after record, without regard for
time's passage or duties' calls. What really
drove the point home was playing records
of music I'd been using the CD versions of
to audition the digital processors. There was
alifelike quality, arealism, asense of taking
one step doser to the music's expression from
the LP not even approached by CD.
It isn't that the LP medium is so great—it's
not. Rather, LP's superiority comes, Ibelieve,
from the fact that the signal in its grooves has,
on most LPs, never been digitized.
When, shortly after this experience, Iread
the amide expressing shock that anyone would
even consider the LP to have merit in the face
of the technological achievement of the CD,
Iwondered how the author could reach such
aconclusion. Had he never heard an LP
played back correctly? Was his value system
so different from mine that he valued lack of
surface noise above all else? Or did he just
assume that, because CD is vastly more sophisticated technically, it must be musically superior? Ihaven't aclue
Sorry for the diatribe I'll move on to what
this piece is all about—the $1495 Audio
Research PH1 phono preamplifier.
115CHNICAL DESCRIPTION
The PH1 shares its build and cosmetics with
other Audio Research products, particularly
the DAC1 digital processor and LS2 linestage preamplifier. A brushed-aluminum panel
is flanked by apair of curved black handles; a
narrow rectangular cutout houses two toggle
switches, one to turn the PH1 on and of£ one
to mute the output. A green LED lights up
166

when the unit is on, dimming when the output is muted by the front-panel switch or
automatic turn-on timer. The muting circuit
and LED function identically to ARC's LS2
line-stage preamp. Also like the LS2, the PH1
is minimalistic, designed to give the best possible sound for the least money, and eschewing
features and controls. As with other ARC
products, the PH1 is available with ablack
front panel.
The rear panel holds apair of high-quality
RCA input jacks, identical output jacks, and
aground terminal. A line fuse and captive AC
cord finish off the unit. Chassis construction
is typical Audio Research, with perforated
top and bottom panels for ventilation. The
PHI is attractive and nicely built.
Inside, adual-secondary toroidal transformer is mounted vertically to the left-hand
chassis edge, well away from the analog circuitry. Physically isolating the power transformer from the audio circuit is especially
critical in aphono stage; the input signals are
very tiny, and the circuit has lots of gain—a
recipe for hum.
The power supply and audio circuit share
alarge printed circuit board suspended in the
chassis. The power supply, which occupies
about athird of the real estate, reflects ARC's
philosophy about building audio components: very simple signal path, very sophisticated power supply. Discrete regulation is
employed on the audio circuit's +285V rail,
this reportedly providing an excellent 0.01%
level of regulation. Running the audio circuit on such ahigh voltage rail is said to
improve the PH1's sonics, particularly
dynamics. The +285V power supply employs
ARC's patented DEC (Decoupling Electrolytic Capacitor) scheme which bypasses electrolytics with ahigh-quality film cap and
allows the electrolytic to perform at its best.
The other transformer secondary winding
supplies amore conventional power-supply
stage this powering such PHI housekeeping
functions as the turn-on muting timer and
muting relays.
The audio circuit's front end consists of a
direct-coupled, very low noise very high
input impedance JFET. The left- and rightchanne1J1± Is are gain-matched, and enclosed
in separate clear-plastic housings for thermal
isolation. These housings prevent air currents
from changing the device's temperature.
According to ARC, air currents can cause sig-
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nificant drifts in this device's operating point.
Out of the box, the PH1's input impedance was 47k ohms in parallel with 600pF
of capacitance. The input impedance can be
adjusted, however, by soldering apair of
resistors to turret terminals on the underside
of the pcb. Five resistor values—and highquality solder—are supplied with the PHI,
allowing the user to match the PH1's input
impedance to his or her phono cartridge.
Removing the 560pF capacitors reduces the
input capacitance to 40pF. Additional capacitors (not supplied) can be soldered to the
turret terminals for exact matching, or the
stock capacitors can be completely replaced.
The standard capacitance of 600pF, however,
is suitable for most moving-coil cartridges.
ARC believes this method of changing fixedvalue parts is both sonically superior and
more economical than pots or aswitched
resistor network. Ileft the unit with 47k
ohms input impedance, ideal for the AudioQuest AQ7000 phono cartridge used during
the auditioning.
The input stage is followed by again stage,
abuffer, the main gain stage, and an output
follower for low output impedance. Each of
these stages uses asingle FET (j- or MOS-),
augmented with additional active devices that
are not in the signal path (constant-current
sources, gate protection, etc.). The entire circuit is direct-coupled, except for asingle
coupling capacitor at the output.
While the final high-frequency rolloff pordon of the RIAA EQ appears to take place
after the output capacitor, the main RIAA
equalization is implemented in the feedback
loop, with paths to the source of the input
FET taken from both sides of the output
coupling capacitor. This technique reportedly
improves the sonic performance of that cap.
As with other ARC products, the Ft Is are
graded, sorted, and matched within each
product. At least half the PH1's development
time was spent listening to different iterations
of the circuit or various parts. In addition,
each production PHI is listened to in atemperature-controlled listening room before leaving the factory. The PH1's parts quality, build,
and overall execution are what I've come to
expect from Audio Research: first-rate.

PLAYBACK SYSTEM &
REVIEW CONTEXT

LISTENING

The PH1's sonic signature made itself known
ISee Vol.15 No.1 for a"Follow-Up" on the arm mods. Lary
Pederson can be reached at The LP Lab, 208 Pepperwood,
Hercules, CA 94547. Tel: (510) 799-3858, llam to 2pm PST

The LP front end used with the PH1 induded
STEREOPHILE, N OVEMBER 1992

the Well-Tempered Turntable fitted with aWT
Tonearm and AudioQuest AQ7000 cartridge.
The WTT has been heavily modified with Lary
Pederson's arm tweaks' and Marigo's WellDamped Clamp, isolation system, and platter
mat (see "Follow-Up:' next issue). The
whole rig was mounted on aspiked and leadshot-filled Merrill Stable Table. Interconnects
in the phono chain were Expressive Technologies superb new IC-2 cable. Ialso experimented with Expressive Technologies' SU-1
step-up transformer in the signal path.
The PH1 fed Audio Research's LS2 linestage preamplifier, presumably the ideal
match for the PH1. I've found the LS2 to be
asuperb preamplifier, with very little editorial
influence on the signal passing through it.
The LS2 drove the Muse Model 18 subwoofer through 20' runs of IC-2, with the
Muse's HF output feeding aMark Levinson
No.23.5 power amplifier via alm run of
AudioQuest Diamond. The No.23.5 drove
the usual Hales System Two Signatures via
8' runs of bi-wired AudioQuest Sterling/Midnight.
AC power to the system (except that to the
Model 18 and No.23.5) was conditioned by
aTice Power Block and Titan, running off
the listening room's dedicated AC supply.
The built-from-scratch listening room has
optimum dimensional ratios for room-mode
distribution.
My reference in phono preamplifiers is the
superb Vendetta Research SCP2B, designed
and manufactured by John Curl. This $2500
unit, purchased by Stereophile after JGH's
glowing review in Vo1.11 No.6 (June 1988),
has been an integral part of my LP chain for
the past year. Everyone who has heard the
SCP2B has been captivated by its musicality.
The Vendetta is vastly superior to other
phono stages I've had in the listening room,
including the Audio Research SP-11 Mk.II,
SP-14, and Classé DR-5. The Vendetta thus
stands as abenchmark against which other
phono stages can be judged?
But on to the music.

2Ishould point out that Idon't have the latest iteration of the
Vendetta, the SCP2C.
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on the first LP, with extended auditioning
largely confirming first impressions. My
immediate reaction was that the PH1 was a
little on the hot side of reality—forward, incisive, and bordering on the analytical. It was
also remarkably transparent, tightly focused,
and produced afeeling of palpable images in
the listening room.
The PH1's most salient characteristic was
its immediacy. Hearing music through the
PHI was like moving from Row T to Row
B. The sound became drier, more forward,
and had greater focus through the PHI. With
this type of presentation came aremarkable
clarity and transparency, but at the expense
of adiminished sense of bloom and air
around instrumental and vocal outlines. On
the Robert Lucas LP Usin' Man Blues (AudioQuest AQ-LP1001), for example, the impression of space surrounding the guitar and
vocal shrank slightly. It was as though the
microphones were moved closer to the instruments, decreasing the ratio between direct and
reflected sound.
There was aconcomitant increase in detail,
much the same as when sitting closer to an
instrument. Ifirst felt that the PH1 was resolving more information than the Vendetta, but
quickly realized that the more laid-back Vendetta was actually revealing more detail in the
recording, but was doing so with greater
subtlety. The PH1 tended to hype detail—
particularly transient information—at the
expense of conveying the music's innermost
nuances. Conversely, the Vendetta was more
suave and delicate, allowing the listener to
move into the music and explore the finely
woven fabric of instrumental tortures. Ifound
the latter a more satisfying experience.
Nevertheless, the PH1's clarity and transparency provided ahuge, clear picture window on the music.
In its ability to present dynamic contrast,
Ihave nothing but praise for the PHI. It
superbly conveyed the music's dynamic
structure, both in terms of absolute difference between loud and soft, and portraying
the gradations in between. There was an
effortlessness during crescendos and musical
peaks that opened up the music. Moreover,
the PH1 didn't become thick or congested
during loud, complex passages. Instead, it
retained its excellent clarity, focus, and delineation of individual instruments within the
soundstage.
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Transients were razor-sharp and precisely
executed; The PH1 was the antithesis of slow
and rolled-off The LP Cascades, by the Brazilian trio Azymuth (Milestone M-9109), is
particularly revealing ola component's speed:
there are layers and layers of complex rhythms
played on Latin percussion. Some products
tend to take the edge off the rhythmic intensity, dulling the interaction between instruments. Not the PHI: it faithfully conveyed
the sharp leading edge of transients, allowing
each instrument to be resolved firm the whole
As Inoted above, however, the PHI was
alittle dry and analytical for my tastes. Although there was aclarity and sense of high
resolution, music became fatiguing more quiddy
through the PH1 than the Vendetta. Ididn't
feel the sense of relaxation and ease that
characterizes the Vendetta. Adding to this
impression, the PH1 had aslight hardness
and glare in the upper rnids. The attack of the
strings on John McLaughlin's acoustic guitar
on his Belo Horizonte LP (Warner Bros. BSK
3619) was alittle edgy. Similarly, the leading edge of piano transients lacked the Vendetta's smoothness and liquidity. On Bill
Evans's Quintessence LP (Fantasy F9529), for
example, there was just atrace of stridency
in the upper registers. Violins also had a
harder and slightly steely texture through the
PH1, in contrast to the Vendetta's lush, velvety rendering. This is one area in which the
Vendetta is unparalleled; its portrayal of
instrumental textures can only be described
as gorgeous. The contrast between the two
phono stages was particularly evident on the
superb Harmonia Munch recording of Handel's Water Music (HMU 7010). The violins
took on avery slightly steely sheen through
the PH1, making the LP sound alittle closer
to the CD version of this recording. Similarly, on the Sheffield direct-to-disc Tower of
Power Direct (Lab 17), the horns were alittle
on the chromium side of reality, rather than
having aburnished brass sound.
In the ability to throw asense of space and
depth before the listener, the PH1 was excellent, while not being in the same league as
the Vendetta. The PHI was drier, less spacious, and lacked the Vendetta's degree of
three-dimensional layering. On one track of
the Cascades LP, the percussion instruments
at the extreme left and right of the soundstage
have the least reverb; each successive pair of
percussion tracks is panned alittle closer to
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center and has agreater sense of distance,
with one instrument dead center in the
soundstage, seemingly miles away. The Vendetta better resolved the spatial cues that
allow the listener to hear the three-dimensional
effect of this technique. There was also greater
spatial separation between instruments, with
the farthest instruments appearing to be even
farther away? The Vendetta also had agreater
sense of air surrounding instrumental outlines. Stage width, however, was comparable,
with each phono preamp throwing avery
wide soundstage.
Ishould add that the PH1 was remarkable in its sense of focus, delineation of individual
instruments within the soundstage, and transparency. Its sound was far from the colored,
thick, and congested presentations one hears
from lesser phono preamps, such as those
found in inexpensive full-function preamps.
Bass presentation through the PHI tended
to be lean and tight rather than generous and
weighty. Again, the nod goes to the Vendetta.
Although the PH1's bass was precise and
controlled, the Vendetta had agreater wanntli,
roundness, and power. Bass guitar lines
reproduced by the PH1 had less of the "purr"
quality that produces afeeling of weight and
warmth in the music. Consequently, the PH1's
sense of pace was ameliorated. On "Cruise
Control," from the Dixie Dregs' Unsung
Heroes (Arista AL-9548), Andy West's
powerful, driving bass line—the tune's foundation—lacked the propulsion and energy
it had when heard through the Vendetta.
There was also less sense of "bounce" in the
bass through the PHI.
Imust point out that my playback system's
sonic signature—particularly the AudioQuest AQ7000 cartridge feeding the two
phono stages—may unduly favor the Vendetta. The 7000 tends to be slightly analytical,
very fast but somewhat etched, atad forward
in the upper mids and treble, and lean in the
bass—all characteristics of the PH1. It's very
likely that the 7000's sonic signature is not
an ideal match for the PHL The traits ofeach
are acceptable individually, but exacerbate
one another when combined. Moreover, the
Hales System Two Signature loudspeakers
couldn't be described as having aweighty
bass, alaid-back upper midrange and treble,
3All this was, of course, artificially created, but is nevertheless
convincing. Ionce tried to duplicate this effect but ran out
of reverbs.

or aslow transient response. Add to this the
Well-Tempered Turntable's penchant for a
lightish, detailed rendering, and it all adds up
to aless than ideal system for allowing the
PH1 to achieve its potential.
It came to mind that the ideal cartridge for
the PH1 may be the Benz-Micro MC3—
on aVPI turntable. In the short time Ihad the
Benz (for comparison with the AQ7000), I
appreciated its laid-back sense of ease, subtle
presentation of detail and transient information, and tube-like portrayal of instrumental
textures—just what the PHI needs. Its
slightly higher output level (035mV) is also
abenefit.
Given the PH1's sonic signature, Icannot
stress strongly enough the need for careful
system matching. The choices of turntable,
cartridge, electronics, cables, and loudspeakers
are crucial if the PHI is to satisfy musically.
Systems that are already forward and analytical would be better served by another
choice in phono stages, in my opinion. Ican,
however, think of several systems in which
the PH1's transient speed, transparency, and
superb dynamic abilities would bring life and
vitality to the music.
Despite the system bias toward the Vendetta, Ihave no doubt it is the better phono
stage. Ifound myself enjoying music more
through the Vendetta. It seemed to convey
more of the music's expression and emotion,
making it easier to get lost in the music and
forget about the sound. Although the PHI
was good, it didn't produce the same level
of involvement as the Vendetta.

M EASUREMENTS

The PH1 had ameasured input impedance
of 53k ohms at 20Hz, 49k ohms at lkHz,
dropping to 12k ohms at 20kHz, with the
standard 47k ohm input resistor. Output
impedance was 1200 ohms at 20Hz, dropping to 320 ohms at 20kHz. Although this
fairly low output impedance would suggest
the PH1 could drive apower amplifier directly
through apassive level control, ARC strongly
discourages using the PHI without an active
line amplifier.
Measured gain at 11d-lz was 47.64dB, enough
for most moving-coils, but better suited to
the "high-output" variety. The moderate
gain figure suggests that the lowest-output
cartridges—the ScanTech-manufactured variety with an output voltage of 0.18mV—
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should be avoided. The AudioQuest AQ7000,
itareoelle NhIRI92 F5921.1.1115/ I 9/11 1M/19/ w
2.11.56
also made by ScanTech but with an output of
1.5808
03mV, would seem to be the lower limit with
which the PHI will work comfortably. I 1.01•11
found Iset the LS2's volume control about
„
... .. .4 .. ....... .. •
three-fourths of the way up for moderate lis.....
• •
•
•-Le
tening levels. Despite needing so much gain,
the AQ7000/PHI combination was very quiet.
1.8811
Commendably, gain was perfectly matched
(0.016dB!) between channels at lkHz.
2.1199
15
1195
The PH1 accepted very high input levels
Fig.1 Audio Research PHI, RIAA error (right
before clipping: 17mV at 20Hz, 158mV at
channel dashed, 0.5dB/vertical div.).
lkHz, and 1.154V at 20kHz, equivalent to
Steroophl I. 1111.59111.11 5991.1115195/
11115911•15/
29 JUL 92 12 19 21
moving-magnet overload margins of 44.6,
30, and 273dB. These are generous headroom
!!!!
-611.1111
margins; the PH1 is unlikely to be overloaded
f
!
iiI
by even the highest-output moving-magnet
711.09
•
i
cartridges playing the highest levels on any
•
I
LP. These input levels produced awhopping
38.3V output.
; ; I
1 1
Fig.1 shows the PH1's RIAA accuracy.
_
155.5
Although the curve looks less flat than those
of digital processors or line stages, it is actuIle.,
1111.
ally excellent. The right channel had avery
Fig.2 Audio Research PHI, crosstalk: R-L, top
slight (0.2dB) upward shelving spanning the
L-R, bottom (5dB/vertical div.).
top four octaves, and the left channel had a
SletreephiI. P11111011 9115•1119/ I 111.1, 55 1711 5015/
29 JUL 92 12:14:11
mild 0.15dB dip through most of the bass
Ap
and lower midrange. This is excellent performance: it exceeds ARC's specification of
±0.25dB, and is better than the RIAA accuracy
measured in ARC's SP-9 and SP-14.
;
Intercharmel separation, shown in fig.2,
I
rii4i1Í1
was unusual in that it improved with fre4
4:1
I 4.: ;111...:.H.:t14.4741-,1-4
9;;;,•97:4-'..4
quency. The lower trace (R-L) indicates 88dB
r t.
:1 I
f t1.1..111.111 -1-1 44,4 4. .4_4 4
of channel separation, increasing to 97dB at
4 .4 411-4- -4
44-4-4.
I all
20kHz. This is superb performance The PH1's
xe
tee
u
tek
sue
THD+Noise plot at atypical input level is
Fig.3 Audio Research PHI, THD+noise vs
shown in fig3. The distortion and noise are
frequency at 5mV at IkHz (right channel
below 0.05% across the band, alow figure,
dashed).
though an average of 7-8mV of very lowfrequency noise was present on the outputs.
sented in away that encouraged the listener
The PH1 does not invert absolute polarity.
to lean into the music. This description was
true of the entire presentation, but particuCONCLUSION
larly appropriate to the PH1's portrayal of
At $1495, the Audio Research PHI has many
transient detail. Although quick and clean,
qualities of much more expensive phono
musical detail tended to be slightly etched and
stages. The unit had aremarkable clarity,
analytical.
focus, and superb dynamic expression. The
It's very likely that the playback system
presentation through the PHI was the antitheused to evaluate the PH1-especially the
sis of thick, compressed, congested, colored,
AudioQuest AQ7000 cartridge (see my
and slow. In these qualities, it rivaled the best
review in Vol.14 No.6)-did not form asynphono stages I've heard.
ergistic match that would allow the PHI to
For my tastes, however, the PH1 was alittle
reveal its full musical potential. The need for
too forward and incisive. The music tended
careful system matching cannot be stressed
to be forced on the listener, rather than pretoo strongly. The PH1's sonic signature may
,
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bring anewfound clarity, resolution, and
dynamics to many systems, yet could push
other systems over the brink into analytical
unmusicality.
In short, the PHI is avery good, but not
superlative, phono preamplifier. It was clearly
anotch below the state-of-the-art Vendetta
Research SCP2B, both in specific performance attributes and ability to involve the
listener in the music. The Vendetta, however,
is substantially more expensive than the PHI
($2500 vs $1495), is only manufactured in

extremely low numbers since John Curl's
home was destroyed in the 1991 Oakland
fire, and, with four boxes, is much more
cumbersome.
The PHI has earned aClass B Stereophile
recommendation, but with the strong caveat that system matching is crucial, and an
audition in one's own system mandatory. I
suspect that, given the right support of ancillary components, the PH1 could offer superb
performance for its price.

POWER FOR ASONG
Thomas J. Norton reviews power amps for penny-pinchers
from NAD & Rotel
Rotel RB-980BX. Stereo power amplifier, bridgeable to monoblock. Continuous power output: 120Wpc (20.8dBW), 20Hz-20kHz.
DIN power output (IkHz, 4ohms, 1% THD): 220Wpc (20.4dBW). Bridged power 360W minimum RMS driven into 8ohms
(25.6dBW), 20Hz-20kHz, no more than 0.05% THD. Peak current: 80A (0.1 ohm, 10µs, Ipulse). Frequency response:
4Hz-100kHz, +0.5dB, -3dB. Total harmonic distortion: no more than 0.03% at continuous rated power. IM distortion: no
more than 0.03% at continuous rated power. Damping factor 1000 (10Hz-20kHz, 8ohms), equivalent to an output impedance
of 0.008 ohms. Input sensitivity/impedance: IV/33k ohms. S/N ratio (IHF/A-weighted): 120dB. Dimensions: 17.3" W by 4.75"
Hby 12.75" D. Net weight: 22.4 lbs. Serial number of sample reviewed: 161456. Price: $599.90. Approximate number of
dealers: 125. Distributor Rotel of America, P.O. Box 653, Buffalo, NY 14240. Tel: (416) 771-6610. Fax: (416) 882-8397.
NAD Monitor Series 2400THX. Stereo power amplifier, bridgeable to monoblock. Continuous power rating: 100Wpc into
8ohms (20dBVV). Clipping power 130W (21.1dBVV). IHF dynamic headroom: 5.7dB. IHF dynamic power (max short-term
power per channel): 370W into 8ohms (25.7dBW), 400W into 4ohms (23dBVV), 440W into 2ohms (20.4dBW). Bridged
continuous average power into 8ohms (20Hz-20kHz with rated distortion): 300W (24.8dBW). IHF dynamic headroom,
bridged: 5.7dB. IHF dynamic power, bridged: 800W into 8ohms (29dBVV), 880W into 4ohms (26.4dBW). Frequency response
(THX input): 3Hz-100kHz, +0, -3dB. Slew rate: greater than 30V/µs. Damping factor (8 ohms, 50Hz): 100. Input impedance: 20k ohms. Input sensitivity for rated power IV. Voltage gain: 29dB. Infrasonic filter -3dB at 10Hz, 12dB/octave. Ultrasonic
filter -3dB at 80kHz, 12dB/octave. SIN ratio, A-weighted: 98dB ref W. THD (20Hz-20kHz from 250mW to rated power):
less than 0.03%. SMPTE IM distortion: less than 0.03%. Dimensions: 17.1" W by 4.75" H by 15" D. Net weight: 22 lbs.
Serial number of sample reviewed: 1080718. Price: $599. Approximate number of dealers: 250. Distributor tenbrook Industries
Limited, 633 Granite Court, Pickering, Ontario LIW 3KI, Canada. Tel: (416) 831-6333. Fax: (416) 831-6936.
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Iwas on my way out of Stereophile's offices
one evening, stumbling around in the dark
while trying to close the last window and
pondering some profundity or other, when
my Rockport-protected toe nailed the side
of ahard object. The sound was arather tinny
clank—certainly very un-Krell-like. Had it
been aKrell, Iwould have been undoubtedly
found the next morning, sprawled across the
copy machine. As it was, the object was the
side of the Rotel RB-980BX amplifier—
small, unassuming, certainly very un-Krelllike—sitting on the floor after having just
been run through our lab tests.
It got me to pondering what makes one
amplifier more expensive than another. Sheer
mass has something to do with it—those
super amps are brute-force designs. Fewer
STEREOPH1LE, NOVEMBER 1992

compromises means more sheet metal. More
sheet metal means more money for sheet
metal. And packing crates. And shipping.
And on and on.
Not that Ihave any objection to sheet
metal. If you have ahuge transformer—a
main contributor to an all-out design—you'd
better support it properly. But $600 would
be barely enough to buy the sheet metal alone
in amonster amp. When the whole amplifier
has to sell for that much, something's got to
give.
Fortunately for most of us, there are still
companies that feel that clever engineering
can reduce costs across the board. A lightweight chassis is just the end result of such
engineering; atinny sound when you rap it
does not necessarily relate to aproduct's
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sound quality.
NAD, founded in England in the '70s,
began life as aconglomerate of sorts. (NAD
originally stood for New Acoustic Dimensions, but evolved rapidly to simply NAD.)
Basing its operations on international design
expertise and Taiwanese manufacturing,
NAD made its name with aseries of giantkiller integrated amplifiers. Its core design
principle was then, and remains today, large
dynamic headroom—about which more in
amoment. Cosmetics have always been
deliberately low-key. The original concept
was to avoid the bells and whistles proliferating on the market-dominating Japanese
electronics, get back to basics, and use primarily European, and some American,
design expertise to provide quality sound.
The concept was remarkably successful.
Although NAD remains small compared to
the biggest Japanese manufacturers, it has
nevertheless carved out an important niche
for itself.
Rotel has done the same. Beginning in the
'70s as aJapanese firm with product manufactured in Taiwan, Rotel made the same sort of
products turned out by the major players—
receivers and the like. But it really didn't
compete with them on avolume or name
recognition basis. Then, about 1980, Rotel
introduced aline of small integrated amps in
the UK, these designed with the help of UK
engineers, and began building areputation
for itself as amanufacturer more interested
in sound than cosmetics—just like NAD.
Both companies, though they manufacture in the Far East, design and market their
products very differently from the major
consumer electronics companies based there.
NAD and Rotel today vie for asimilar market, treading the middle ground between the
High End and the Tokyo-by-night mass
marketplace.

DESIGN &CONSTRUCTION
The Rotel BB-980BX is laid out in atwinmono configuration. Output stage operation is class-AB, using aDarlington tripleparallel, fully complementary push-pull circuit. Its power transformer is amagnetically
shielded toroid with separate windings for
each channel's power supplies. The filter
capacitors are British-designed and -built
BHC electrolytics. The thermal protection
circuit shuts down the amplifier in case of
172

overload, illuminating afront-panel light
when triggered.
Other than arear-panel switch which
selects normal or bridged operation, and a
front-panel light which indicates the bridging position of this switch, hookup and operation of the 980BX is intuitive. There are no
gee-whiz features which demand reference
to the manual. The inputs are unbalanced.
About the only difficulty Iencountered was
the stripping of one of the output binding
post nuts on the left channel, forcing me to
revert to abanana plug instead of my preferred spade connectors. (When it came time
for comparisons with the NAD, which does
not accommodate spade connectors at all,
bananas were used on all of the connections.)
The NAD 240(7/MX is aconsiderably less
straightforward design. In order to respond
to the dynamic demands of music, for brief
periods its high dynamic headroom produces
substantially more output than its continuous
rated power. The arguments relating this type
of design to cost savings are compelling.
Continuous power is expensive—power
supplies increase dramatically in size and
price as the power rating goes up—and most
of that big-bucks power is used for bursts of
far less than asecond's duration. Design for
power-on-reserve, to be used only for short
bursts, and your costs drop substantially. This
idea got out of hand in the marketplace back
in the '70s with the breakout of the IHF
"Music Power" wars. But the IHF rating, even
today, is based on adynamic headroom test
with atest-pulse duration of20 milliseconds.
NAD, it's important to note, designs its
amplifiers to provide substantial reserve
power (they claim two to three times the continuous rating) for up to several hundred milliseconds. They call this their "Power Envelope" design.
The NAD 2400THX's ouput circuit is
fully complementary DC-coupled class-AB.
The output devices are designed to handle
high peak currents and alarge peak-to-peak
voltage swing—far larger than for atypical
amplifier of the NAD's continuous power
rating.
To make use of these large current and
voltage output capabilities, the 2400THX
employs adual power supply—though not
dual in the common sense of "separate for
each charmer Alow-voltage supply operates
up to the NAD's rated continuous power; a
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Rotel RB-980BX power amplifier

high-voltage supply furnishes the extra juice
required—through the opening of an electronic gate—for short bursts of power above
that level. The high-voltage supply is designed
to smoothly disengage if high power is
demanded for longer than afew seconds, to
prevent overheating.
The 2400THX is also somewhat more
complex in operational features than most
power amplifiers. Two sets of loudspeaker
terminals are furnished, with front-panel
switching between them. (The terminals
themselves are nonstandard, allowing for the
use of bare wires or bananas, but not spade
connectors.) Two sets of (unbalanced) inputs
are provided, normal and so-called "THX"
(the latter appear to be merely arelabeling
of what NAD used to call their "Lab" inputs
prior to their licensing of the THX designation). The THX inputs are more direct; the
normal inputs provide adegree of ultra- and
infrasonic filtering, and also run through aset
of front-panel level controls (out of the circuit
in THX mode). A rear-panel input-selector
switch is said to optimize the amplifier for
use with either high-impedance (8 ohms) or
lower-impedance (4 ohms and below) loads.
A front-panel overload indicator illuminates
whenever the 2400THX is driven into clipping. A switchable "soft clipping" circuit is
designed to gently round the corners of

clipped waveforms, thus minimizing the
harshness resulting from overdriving the
amplifier.
The NAD 2400THX is claimed to be the
first power amplifier ever approved by Lucasfilm (the developer of theater and home THX)
for home theater THX use. The specific requirements for an amplifier to be so licensed,
however, do not appear to be public information. Certainly amajor requirement is dynamic
power capability—a requirement that the
2400THX would appear to have no trouble
fulfilling.
Internal inspection of both the NAD and
Rotel revealed nothing to keep high-end
manufacturers awake nights. Both do make
extensive use of discrete components and
have roughly equivalent-sized transformers.
But the Rotel's interior has amini, if not quite
high-end, look to it; the NAD appears to
have no pretensions in that direction. The
Rotel has by far the neater build-quality. The
NAD has more point-to-point wiring of the
"rat's nest" variety, including some rather
long input-to-circuit-board cabling, which,
combined with amore tightly packed circuit board, gives it afar less tidy appearance.
Tidiness does not necessarily translate into
better sound, of course (I've even heard the
reverse suggested). The Rotel's edge in this
area appears to be due to alayout which

NAD 2400THX power amplifier
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inherently provides for aneater build, not any
carelessness in NAD's assembly.

of under 4ohms. Matters were better with
the Sonus Fabers (which have asurprisingly
satisfying low end but still never quite tranASSOCIATED EQUIPMENT
scend the lower-octave limits of agood miniEquipment used in conjunction with this
monitor) and the Vandersteens. With the latreview included the MSB CD player, the
ter in particular, though the bottom was still
SOTA Cosmos turntable with Graham
slightly softened, the Rotel dearly had an eastonearm and Clavis cartridge, the Rowland
ier time than with the Stages.
Consummate preamplifier, and the Apogee
Beyond adegree of emphasis at the top end
Stage, Vandersteen 2Ce, Sonus Faber Electa
and softness at the bottom, however, the RBAmator, and Clearfield Metropolitan loud980BX proved to be one of those products
speakers. Interconnects were AudioQuest
reviewers dream of. We blather on endlessly
Lapis from CD player and turntable to preabout how high-end sound is not about
amp, Cardas Hedink from preamp to power
price, but more often than not the products
amp, and Symo loudspeaker cable (bi-wired).
we end up raving about cost an arm and aleg.
The Rotel, whether by design or accident,
SOUND
turned out to be more than just another
Rotel RB-980BX: $599.90: Ifound the
modestly priced amplifier, competent but
Rotel RB-980BX avery pleasant surprise.
uninspiring. If the NAD 2400THX never
Well, not asurprise, actually. Rotel is developoffended, neither did it ever really excite on
ing areputation for coming up with goodmusic sources. The Rotel, on the other hand,
sounding, moderately priced equipment. I got up on the high-end high-wire without
knew from the first time Ihooked up the 980
anet—and performed. At times it tottered—
to our Apogee Stages—not the easiest loudas when its bottom-end or top-end limitaspeaker to drive—that something special was
tions combined with the wrong program
going on.
material and/or loudspeakers—but it never
I'll dispense with the Rotel's weaknesses
fell. And when its footing was secure, it was
immediately. Present on awide range of
thrilling to watch. Imean, hear.
recordings was aslight crispness and grain
No, the Rotel is no super-amp. (If Iever
at the very top, the remnants of an all-butfind one for $600, you'll be the first to know.)
slain solid-state dragon. Never hard, edgy,
But the test of areally solid performer is how
or zippy with good program material, the
long you want to continue to listen to it. With
sound of the 980 nevertheless had atrace of
the Rotel, Ionly rarely wondered if the sound
the analytical. Sibilants on typically closewould be improved by substituting aKrell
miked pop vocals were not subdued. Strings
or other super-amp. Isimply enjoyed the
didn't shriek or grate, but sounded less sweet
sound too much to be distracted by such
than with top-dass amplifiers. Inever found
thoughts.
the Rotel's top end in any way irritating
Itook over 50 pages of listening notes in
through any of the four loudspeakers Itried
my evaluations of the Rotel and NAD, yet in
it with, but adegree of emphasis and afine
the case of the Rotel, the score was clear in
but noticeable grain was present with all of
the first few pages. Beginning with the female
them. It was least evident on the Vandervocal and small-scale instrumental work on
steens, most evident on the Stages.
Sara K.'s Closer Than They Appear (Chesky
On the low end of the scale, the Rotel did
JD67) over the Apogees, Inoted the slight
not control events as well as the powerhouse
grain and somewhat prominent sibilants,
amplifiers. It was no Krell or, to come closer
along with the rather loose, warm bass (qualin price, Aragon either. The extension was
ities also characteristic of the Apogees under
fine, but the vise-like grip was not there. The
some circumstances). But the sound was
bass of the Stages can be difficult for even the
lively in the best sense of that term, not dark,
best amplifiers to control; the Rotel held on,
veiled, dosed-in; or (conversely) hard, edgy,
but the strongest LF transients were more
or zippy. The soundstage was secure, the
soft and cushy than tight and attentionoverall perspective just about perfect—neither
grabbing. Some of this, Isuspect, was due
laid-back nor in your lap. The Stages' essential
to the Rotel's performance into low-impedance
qualities—a vibrant, live, dimensional sound
loads—note that the Stages have an impedance
with astriking midrange—were clearly evi174
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dent. There was no sensation of spatial
squashing or afront-to-back squeeze-play
in the soundstage. If only the Rotel could
continue to keep this up, Inoted, it couldn't
lose.
It could and it didn't. Britten's The Young
Person's Guide to the Orchestra (Neeme Jârvi,
Bergen Philharmonic, Bis CD-420) demonstrated afine sense of depth combined with
lusciously rendered hall sound. The imaging on this recording was real—not pinpoint,
but much as you might hear it from the midhall perspective of the recording. Mary
Black's Babes in the Wood (Dara/Gifthorse/Curb
D2-77528) was tightly focused, open, and
detailed. The inner detailing was impressive,
the midbass clear. Only the vocal sibilants
intruded—and alot of the blame here belonged
to the recording engineer.'
As big acost mismatch as the Rotel driving
the Apogee Stages may appear to be, the
Rotel driving the $4500 Sonus Faber Electa
Amator is even bigger. Yet the combination
did not sound at all ridiculous. My first
impression of the Amators after switching
over from the Stages was of adramatically
reduced bottom end and aless immediate and
more colored (though by no means seriously
so) midrange. But Hiked the Amators almost
immediately, and the more Ilistened, the
more they impressed me. Chief among them
was atruly excellent soundstage with a
decidedly more obvious sense of depth than
that managed by the Stages. All this, remember, with the Rotel driving them. Though the
lowest bass was still abit loose (far less obvious than with the Apogees), the midbass was
tightly detailed. The overall layering could
be striking—listen to the instrumental depth
in the complex mixture of orchestra and
small Irish band (the Chieftains) on the Far
and Away soundtrack (MCA MCAD-10628),
or the even more complex mix in Andreas
Vollenweider's Book of Roses (Columbia CK
48601). The unlikely Rotel/Amator combination did not disappoint on either of these
recordings; nor did it on many others.
The Vandersteen 2Ces are less opensounding than the Sonus Fabers, less palpable
than the Stages. They also cost about $3000
1This is afar better recording, in my opinion, than Ms.
Black's earlier effort, No Frontiers (Dara/Gifthorse/Curb D277308), considered by some to be of reference quality. Were
it not for the sibilants, however, Icould almost be convinced
that Babes in the Wood belongs in that category. Nor does it
disappoint in music or performance.
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1992

less than the former, $1000 less than the latter,
stands excepted—an eminendy practical match
for the Rotel. The life, soundstage, spaciousness,
and detail of the Rotel were evident on the
Vandersteens as well.
The Rotel also had atrace of midbass leanness hardly worth mentioning but for the fact
that, combined with the amp's slight topoctave emphasis, it made for atonal balance
which could not be confused with tube sound.
In light of the fact that Vandersteens are often
demonstrated with tubes, one might wonder
if the Rotel can actually work with them.
First, you're unlikely to find any new tube
amplifier for $600. Further, the Rotel's slight
leaning-out of the midbass, at least in my
listening room, and compared with the NAD
2400THX, definitely opened up the 2Ce's
sound.
I'll have more to say later about the Roters
sound vs that of the NAD, including their
use with video sound sources. Suffice it to
say here that the Rotel offered atantalizing
taste of the High End. The NAD, though a
solid performer with strengths of its own,
on music sources never quite illuminated the
overall sound as the Rotel often did. The
Rotel won't make you forget Krells, Rowlands,
Audio Researches, and other super-amps. But
for the rest of us who can't afford (or who
might be barely able to afford, but not justify)
the high-priced stuff, the Rotel RB-980BX
is unlikely to disappoint—especially at aprice
which, in today's high-end market, is pocket
change.
NAD 2400THX: $599: Gutsy and weighty.
That's the sound that Igot from the NAD
2400THX from the start, and that's the
sound Icontinued to get from it throughout
the evaluation. At its best, the NAD will
make you wonder why you wanted amore
powerful amplifier. Its combination of moderate continuous power and large dynamic
headroom, though no longer anovel approach
(even if NAD is still one of its primary proponents), really does seem to work. Whether or
not it's responsible for the amplifier's weaknesses (which I'll get to shortly), there's no
doubt that the 2400 sounds more powerful
than any 100Wpc amplifier has aright to.
Even without its soft-clipping circuit engaged
(which Inever found any reason to use2), I
never felt the 2400THX was running out of
steam. But readers demanding more sheer
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SPL capability than my preferred "plenty
loud but short of immediate eviction" levels
(if I'm not getting too technical) may want
to look to even more powerful amplifiers (of
which NAD itself makes at least two).
The most convincing test of the NAD's
dynamic capability was with video-based
sources (see below). Next to its sense ofunrestricted power and unflappability, however,
the NAD's most positive sonic quality was
its full-bodied weight and timbral balance
through the midrange. While Idid feel that
its immediacy through this region was at least
partially the result of asomewhat forward
(but not pushy) quality, there was no doubt
about the palpable quality of voices and
instruments Kenny Ranldn's voice on Because
of You (CheskyJD63) was up-front yet intimate. Jennifer Warnes was also very much
"there" on her fine new (though rather bassheavy) album The Hunter (Private Music
01005-82089-2).
At this point, however, the 2400THX
began to get arather mixed report card. Considering its price and unflappability, the
NAD is certainly agood value for those who
simply must have an amplifier which will
grab aloudspeaker and tell it who's boss. But
it never really convinced me that Iwas listening to something other than reproduced
sound. It never got irritated or lost its composure, but at the same time it never quite
opened up and came alive.
Nowhere was this more evident than in the
2400's top octaves and soundstaging. The
lower treble was abit forward, lending atrace
of edge on some but not all program material.
Further up the scale the sound was rather
rounded. Not dull, by any means—it just
lacked that last margin of openness. This
softness reduced the soundstage's overall
focus and spatiality—none of these factors
are independent. The imaging on Vollenweider's Book of Roses, which can be quite
striking with the right system, was slightly
diffused, enlarged, and two-dimensional
with the 2400. And the Rankin and Warnes
albums combined an immediate midrange
with acertain degree of front-to-back image
compression and reduction in high-end air
and transparency.
2Soft clipping was Ent incorporated in NAD's original, lowpowered integrated amplifiers. With power ratings of 20Wpc
or not much more—even with good dynamic headroom—
soft clipping makes more practical sense.
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In the bottom end, the NAD was potent
if atrace soft compared with the best—and
far more expensive—amplifiers. The Stages
tend to be undercontrolled at the bottom end
(for me, their own serious weakness). The
NAD pumped as much bass through them
as any amplifier at anywhere near its power,
though the low end remained abit underdamped. This was also true through the Vandersteen 2Ces, but less so through the Sonus
Fabers—the latter having less bass extension
in any case. Still, Iwouldn't rate the NAD's
bottom end as less than good; it's certainly
competitive with anything else near its price.
And that may be the bottom line for the
NAD in any event. Had Inot heard it in conjunction with the Rotel, my reaction might
well have been more favorable. The Rotel
about equaled the NAD in useful bass output
and bass quality (both were good, but less
than hair-raisingly tight), and fell abit short
of it in upper-octave sweetness, the Rotel
being ashade crisper with more evident
grain. But the Rotel had asee-through transparency and afeeling of correct dimensionality which offer more than atrace of the
High End. While listening to the Rotel, I
never felt astrong urge to switch to another
amplifier. When listening to the NAD, I
always wondered what this or that recording
would sound like through the Rotel.
You would be excused at this point for
thinking that the NAD might be best left off
your list of potential amplifier candidates. So
you might be more than alittle puzzled to
hear that I'm grappling with the urge to buy
one or both of the review samples. Life is never
simple. There's more than mere hype to that
little THX logo on the front panel.

THE SOUND OF VIDEO

Since the NAD is certified to wear the THX
logo into battle with the slings and arrows
of outrageous video sound sources, it seemed
appropriate to listen to it with such program
material, at least briefly. Idon't at present
have an audio/video system up to the task,
much less ahome THX setup? Instead, I
brought my Panasonic LX-1000 laserdisc
player to Stereophiles listening room, along
with acouple of choice videodiscs—Tenninator
2and The Rocketeer. Looking around for loudspeakers able to handle the assault about to
be thrown at them, Iwrestled out the new
Clearfield Metropolitans. Jack English is
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slated to review these brutes in an upcoming issue, and the pair here in Santa Fe definitely needed additional breaking-in. Still,
Isoldiered on.
Remember, the setup used with these video
sources was strictly two-channel stereo—no
surround-sound in sight. Or TV, for that matter. This was audio playback only of avideo
laserdisc. The limitations of video soundtracks
played back in this mode were very apparent—
they have acertain bloated, overprocessed quality which can be mitigated somewhat by a
good surround setup. Ifirst played some familiar audio recordings to adjust to the Metropolitans' sound. It was quite obvious that the sonic
characteristics of both the Rotel and the NAD
could be discerned through the Clearfields in
ahead-to-head comparison. The Rotel continued to sound more open and transparent.
Furthermore, the NAD's extra warmth was not
aplus through the rather warm-sounding
Metropolitans.
Video sources are not noted for refinement
and subtlety. Most are big-boned, rather raw,
and in-your-face. Franldy, to me the greatest
benefit of good surround-sound for video is
the way it acids realism to the few subtleties that
are present on most laserdiscs—the chirping
of insects in anight scene, the rustle of leaves
or the sound of the wind. While such sounds
are hard to find in the general din of 12, they
do exist in Rocketeer, primarily as musical cues.
The band "Jenny Wakes Up in Sinclair's
Home" opens with aplaintive horn solo in the
far distance, and the music remains subdued
through much of the cut. On this the Rotel
scored with its ability to convey depth and
space. The NAD did well, but it was less threedimensional.
On the other hand, when it came to sheer
power, there was no question that the NAD
outgunned the Rotel. The latter certainly
acquitted itself well, and never went to pieces
even at antisocial levels. But careful listening
revealed it to have aspitchy quality on hard,
high-level transients—indicative of clipping3Icurrently use the little, self-powered Pattern surroundsound system from Atlantic Technologies. It has acertain
limited ultimate output capability—though better than you
might expect—and decidedly tubby midbass and restricted
lower octave-and-a-half (my current video room—not the
same room Iuse for listening evaluations—does not permit
much experimentation with placement of the bass module).
But otherwise this may well be the video surround-sound
system for audiophiles who don't want to get heavily into
audio-video systems but would like at least some semblance
of the movie-theater experience at home. Imay have more
to say about it later, but perhaps nothing more needs to be said.
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1992

which was entirely absent with the Mane
NAD's extra low-end weight was also more
evident than it had been with audio sources.
In 72's main title band, the bottom end was
more solid. Gunshots, which cradded slightly
through the Rotel and were robbed of some
of the fullness which follows the initial transient, sounded cleaner, with more resultant
weight and impact, through the NAD. And,
when the going got heavy, and despite what
I've said above, there were actually times
when the NAD appeared to beat the Rotel
in its sense of depth with these high-power
sources. That 72 title cut was acase in point.
With the NAD, the sheer impact and power
of the truck/motorcycle chase scene was overwhelming. And while the Rotel continued
to win out on The Rodeeteer's musical cues, the
NAD showed its superior overload characteristics here as well. You wouldn't expect the
clash of steel swords (in Racketeer's soundstage
fencing scene) to be much of achallenge, but
they rang out clearly with the NAD while
sounding slightly fuzzy with the Rotel. The
slight softness of the NAD in comparison with
the Rotel was in some ways aplus with this
slightly bright soundtrack—not at all atypical
of otherwise good soundtracks in general.
Some of the NAD's power-delivery
benefits may be less important when used in
subwoofer-equipped video systems. But,
contrary to popular opinion, there is agreat
deal of power in the upper-bass/lowermidrange region of both music and natural
sounds.
Icould not imagine avideo system, even
in afairly large room, needing more power
than that provided by the NAD with loudspeakers comparable in sensitivity to the
Clearfields. That sensitivity is fairly high,
however—several dB higher than the Stages,
for instance. And the Clearfields' impedance
is moderately low at the bottom end, if not
unusually so—comfortably above 4ohms at
most frequencies, but dipping to about 3.5
ohms at 300Hz. A fairly insensitive 8ohm
loudspeaker, drawing less power from the
NAD, might not be quite so ready to knock
down the walls.
It's just possible that the NAD was operating with one power supply tied behind its
back during this audio/video comparison. As
Idescribe in the NAD measurement section
below, it's possible for the amplifier to remain
fully functional up to its continuous power
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limit—a substantial 200W with a4ohm
load—with the high-voltage supply's fuses
blown. Just before doing the audio/video
comparison, Icompleted the primary measurements on the NAD. After the comparison, Irechecked afew measurements—and
found that the high-voltage supply fuses
were, indeed, blown. It was not possible to
determine for certain, but there's apossibility
that the fuses blew before
comparison.
There is no visible indication of blown highvoltage supply fuses, or any audible one short
of continuous power clipping. Time did not
permit re-running the audio/video comparison, but what point would that have served?
Whether handicapped or not, the NAD still
put in asuperb showing in that portion of
the listening tests.
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Fig.! Rotel RB-980BX, frequency response at IW
into 8ohms (right channel dashed,
0.5dB/vertical div.).

MEASUREMENTS:
ROTEL RB-98osx

The chassis of the Rotel RB-980BX was hot
following the 60-minute, 1
2 -power precon/
ditioning. Input impedance measured just
over 34k ohms and the amplifier was noninverting. S/N ratio measured 86.9dB, 82.4dB
bridged (both unweighted at 1W into 8ohms).
The Rotel's output impedance was consistently low, never rising higher than 0.015
ohms (0.016 ohms bridged) from 20Hz to
lkHz, 0.02 ohms (0.025 ohms bridged) at
20kHz. DC offset at the outputs measured
10mV in the left channel, 2.7mV in the right.
Like the NAD, the Rotel had its lowest chassis AC voltages (with no other equipment
connected) with the line cord reversed from
its normal position—in the case of the Rotel
asurprisingly high 72.5V in the normal
hookup, 24V reversed It is, of course, pos-'
sible that other samples of the Rotel are wired
differently.
Fig.1 shows the frequency response of the
Rotel at 1W into 8ohms. The response for
2W into 8ohms is virtually identical, as is the
bridged response into either impedance The
Rotel's reproduction of a10kHz squarewave
is shown in fig.2, with afast risetime, avery
slight rounding of ive top of the leading edge,
and no overshoot.
The crosstalk plots in fig3 show nothing
of note except marginally better left-to-right
4Defeating the wide blade/narrow blade AC cord requires
acheater; readers are not advised to do this without the ability
to measure for minimum voltage and aknowledge of what
they are doing.
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Fig.2 Rotel RB-980BX, 10kHz squarewave at
1.4I4V peak into 8ohms.

Fig.3 Rotel RB-980BX, crosstalk: R—L, top; L—R,
bottom (5dB/vertical div.).

Fig.4 Rotel RB-980BX, THD+noise vs frequency
at, from bottom to top: IW into 8ohms,
2W into 4ohms, 4W into 2ohms (right
channel dashed).
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1

separation, and the typical increase in crosstalk at higher frequencies—almost always the
result of capacitive coupling between channels. The distortion curves in fig.4 (scale
expanded for clarity) indicate an increase in
THD +noise at higher frequencies and lower
impedances, and also anoticeable increase
in distortion into 2ohms at lower frequencies.
The THD +noise waveform is shown in
fig.5 (2W into 4ohms). This is mostly ran-

dom noise. (The primary frequency of the
distortion+ noise waveform actually appears
to be below the frequency of the signal, not
aharmonic of it. Perhaps it's hum.)
A plot showing the output resulting from
ahigh-level 50Hz output (147W into 4ohms)
is shown in fig.6. The harmonics are all well
down in level, the highest being the third harmonic at 150Hz (-92.6dB, or about 0.0024%)
and 350Hz (-91.6dB). There is astrange
artifact at 170Hz at -86dB (about 0.005%),
which is dose to but not quite at the right frequency to be power-line-related. Fig.7 shows
I
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Fig.5 Rotel RB-980BX, !kHz waveform at 2W
into 4ohms (top), noise and distortion
waveform with fundamental notched out

•

Fig.8 Rotel RB-980BX, distortion vs output
power, from bottom to top at IOW, into 8,
4, and 2ohms
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Fig.6 Rotel RB-9808X, spectrum of 50Hz
waveform, DC-I kHz, at I47W into 4ohms.
Note that the seventh harmonic at 350Hz is

Fig.9 Rotel RB-98
• 0BX in bridged mode,
THD+noise vs frequency at, from bottom to
top: I
W into 8ohms, 2W into 4ohms, 4W
into 2ohms (right channel dashed).

the highest in level at -91.5dB, or 0.0025%.

Fig.7 Rotel RB-980BX, HF interrnodulation
spectrum, DC-22kHz, 19+20kHz at
I14.7W into 4ohms (linear frequency scale).
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Fig.10 Rotel RB-980BX in bridged mode,
distortion vs output power, from bottom to
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asimilar spectral plot, this time the result of
ahigh-level 19 +20kHz signal, showing the
intermodulation (IM) between these two
tones. In this case the output was 114.7W into
4ohms—just short of visible clipping. The
largest IM artifacts are at 18kHz and 211cHz,
at about -80dB (0.01%) each. The rest of the
artifacts are very low in level, including the
lkHz difference tone at -88.6dB (0.004%).
The spectral plot for the same two frequencies with an 8ohm load and 67.7W input
(again, just prior to clipping, and not shown)
had even lower artifacts (0.007%).
The THD +noise vs level sweeps (at lIcHz)
are shown in fig.8. The outputs show consistently low distortion up to the breakpoint
of the distortion "knee." Note that the curve
for a2ohm load ends abruptly; at the point
where it ended, the power-supply rail fuses
blew. The Rotel will work into 2ohms, but
it is clearly not at its happiest with that load.
The discrete measurements for clipping
(1% distortion) show an output of 125.5W
(21dBW, left) and 120.4W (20.8dBW, right),
both channels driven, 137.2W (21.4dBW) for
one channel driven, into an 8ohm load. With
a4ohm load, the corresponding figures were
1933W (19.85dBW, left) and 191W (19.8dBW,
right), both channels driven, and 240.4W
(20.8dBW) with asingle channel driven. The
line voltage ranged between 110V and 112V
for these readings. Discrete clipping measurements into a2ohm load were not attempted
because of the marginal 2ohm performance
noted in fig.8.
Finally, the THD +noise vs frequency for
the Rotel in the bridged mode is shown in
fig.9—with slightly higher levels than in the
unbridged mode, as Iwould have expected.
The THD +noise vs level curves in fig.10
indicate astrong performance into 8ohms.
(I measured adiscrete clipping, 1% THD
level of 415.9W (26.2cIBW) into 8ohms.) The
4ohm curve, however, does not overlay the
8ohm curve above 350W as the curve might
imply. Instead, the power-supply fuse blew
at 350W into a4ohm load. This is consistent with the Rotel's performance in the
unbridged mode into 2ohms. Ido not recommend using the Rotel bridged into much
below an 8ohm load. While it is unlikely to
run into trouble with music sources at least
down to 4ohms, the design is clearly not
optimized for continuous use into low
impedances—and 4ohms is alow impedance
180

for abridged amplifier. Aside from this, however, the Rotel's test-bench performance was
fine for an amplifier at this price.

M EASUREMENTS: NAD 24.00THX
With its normal and THX inputs, switched
4or 8ohm load-impedance selector, soft or
normal clipping, and potential for bridging—
not to mention adual-rail power supply, the
upper rail of which is only designed to provide apower boost for afraction of asecond—
the NAD 2400THX promised to be complex to measure. Every possible measurement
for every possible setting could not be made,
but alarge cross-section of them were. The
results here concentrate on the THX mode
with the 8ohm load switch position and soft
clipping off. Other conditions, where presented here, are noted.
The 60-minute, 1/
3-power preconditioning
test left the NAD's heatsink very hot—too hot
to touch for more than an instant. Its input
impedance measured just under 18k ohms
through the THX input, and aconsiderably
higher value of just under 208k ohms
through the normal input with gain controls
on full. Gain was 29dB from the TI-DC input
and amaximum of 35.8dB from the normal
input. The amplifier was non-inverting. Its
S/N ratio measured 80.9dB from the THX
input, 78.1dB from the normal input (both
measurements unweighted at 1W into 8ohms).
The 2400THX's output impedance was 0.11
ohms below licHz, rising to 0.19 ohms maximum at 20kHz. (In bridged mode, it rose
marginally to 0.15 ohms up to lkHz, 0.3
ohms at 20kHz.) DC offset at the outputs
measured arather high 49.9mV in the left
channel, 37mV in the right. As was the case
with the Rotel when connected only to the
line and not to other equipment, the AC voltage on the chassis measured lowest with the
line cord reversed from its normal position33V in the normal hookup, 16.8V reversed.
(Again, defeating the wide blade/narrow
blade AC cord requires acheater; readers are
not advised to do this without the ability to
measure for minimum voltage and aknowledge of what they are doing.)
Fig.11 shows the 240C/THX's small-signal
frequency response. (The curves which
remain nearly flat to 10Hz are for the THX
input, the low-frequency rolloffis from the
normal input.) While the THX input gives
the slightly flatter response at high frequen-
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cies, the differences in the upper octaves are
not significant. The curves shown are for the
8ohm output taps at 1W into 8oluns. At 2W
into 4ohms, the response (not shown) is down
approximately 0.1dB more at 201cHz, 05dB
at 50kHz. Changing to the 4ohm output tap
leaves the frequency response unchanged;
bridging the amplifier increases the highfrequency rolloff slightly (another 0.1dB at
20kHz). The 10kHz squarewave with its
slightly rounded leading edges, shown in
fig.12, reflects the ultrasonic rolloff in the frequency response.
The crosstalk in fig.13 shows that the leftto-right and right-to-left crosstalks for the
THX input (middle two curves referenced
at the lkHz point) are practically identical.
With the normal input (top and bottom
curves referenced at lkHz), left-to-right
crosstalk is noticeably less than right-to5There are, strictly speaking, no 8or 4ohm "taps" at the outputs. However, since it becomes cumbersome to constantly
refer to the "8 ohm output switch position" or the "4 ohm
output switch position" of the NAD, Iwill hereafter refer to
these settings as the 8ohm or 4ohm output taps.

left—though the difference is probably inaudible It is likely caused by adifference in the
capacitive coupling between the channels
when in the normal mode, perhaps related
to the extra wiring required for the frontpanel controls.
The distortion curves through the THX
inputs in fig.14 (8 ohm output tap) show a
good result, with some increase into lower
impedances at high frequencies, acommon
amplifier trait. The distortion measurements
through the normal inputs (not shown) were
slightly higher. The high-power distortion
(133W into 4ohms from the 8ohm tap) from
a50Hz input signal at the THX input is
shown in fig.15. These and later figures indicate that the NAD is alow-distortion—and
probably relatively high-feedback—design.
(Neither specs nor manual claim low feedback.) The harmonics are very low in level,
the highest (at 150Hz, 300Hz, 550Hz, and
850Hz) down 93dB (below 0.0025%) or
more. Fig.16 shows asimilar spectral plot,
here the result ola combined 19 +20kHz signal. The residual indicates the intermodulaMONO MC1110.1 •••11-4 10.11.10410.
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Fig.I1 NAD 2400THX, 8ohm output, frequency
response at IW into 8ohms for normal and
THX (more extended at LF) inputs (right
channel dashed, 0.5dB/vertical div.).

Fig.I 3NAD 2400THX, crosstalk through THX
inputs (middle two curves at I
kHz) and
normal inputs: R—L, bottom; L—R, top
(5dB/vertical div. .

Fig.I 2NAD 2400THX, 10kHz squarewave at
1.4I4V peak into 4ohms.

Fig.I4 NAD 2400THX, THX inputs, 8ohm
output, soft clip off, THD+noise vs
frequency at, from bottom to top: I
W into
8ohms, 2W into 4ohms, 4W into 2ohms
(right channel dashed).
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tion between these two tones—the sum-anddifference tones created by the amplifier with
these frequencies at the input. The output of
the amplifier in fig.16 was 133W into 4ohms
(8 ohm tap). The 211cHz 1M component was
-72dB (about 0.025%); the 18kHz -74.5dB
(about 0.02%); elsewhere it never exceeded
0.02%, and was generally much lower. The
IM spectral plot for an 8ohm load at 66.67W
MOM MU.. •.-Slz
•.e

CY., rim
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Ole le ell:40:17

(not shown) indicated an even lower distortion, with all artifacts below 0.01%.
The swept curves for THD +noise vs level
(at lkHz) are shown in fig.17 and 18. Fig.18
is the same data, but shown on an expanded
scale above 100W for clarity. Notice the complex structure of; for example, the 8ohm load
curve. Just above 100W it begins to break, the
classic knee leading to the onset of clipping.
But at about 140W the break levels out, keep-
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Fig.I5 NAD 2400THX, THX inputs, 8ohm
output, soft clip off, spectrum of 50Hz
waveform, 8Hz-I kHz, at I33W into 4
ohms. Note that the third harmonic at
150Hz is the highest in level at -93dB, or
0.0025%.

Fig. 16 NAD 2400THX, THX inputs, 8ohm
output, soft clip off, HF intermodulation
spectrum, DC-30kHz, 19+20kHz at
I33W into 4ohms (linear frequency scale).
I•u•lo
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Fig.I8 NAD 2400THX, THX inputs, 8ohm
output, soft clip off, distortion vs output
power, from bottom to top at 100W, into
8, 4, and 2ohms.

Fig.I9 NAD 2400THX, THX inputs, 8ohm
output, soft clip off, high-voltage rail fuses
removed, distortion vs output power, from
bottom to top at 100W, into 8, 4, and 2
ohms.

•

Fig.I7 NAD 2400THX, THX inputs, 8ohm
output, soft clip off, distortion vs output
power, from bottom to top at 100W, into
8, 4, and 2ohms.
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Fig.20 NAD 2400THX, normal inputs, 8ohm
output, distortion vs output power into 8
ohms with soft clip on (left) and off (right).
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ing the distortion low until about 260W, at
which point it begins arapid ascent, reaching
the 1% point at just over 300W. What's happening here is the action of the dual-rail
power supply. The first rail carries the amplifier to moderately high power, probably
something in the region of 100W. The second
rail then engages, carrying the output briefly
to the 260W point, after which it, too, reaches
its limit. That limit is quite brief, as designed.
In fact, the precision of the THD +noise vs
level curves above the initial knee, after the
second rail enters the picture, is open to question. Note that the THD +noise vs level
sweep at higher power may last more than
long enough for the second rail to run out
of steam. NAD states in their literature that
the high rail disengages after "a few seconds."
This is arather indefinite term, but Isuspect,
based on our curves, that it is enough to sustain the output through the sweep. What the
curves do make clear—and why I've chosen
to present them—is that the second rail does
provide asignificant power boost; with an
input of shorter duration it might well be
even more than that shown by our data. The
reader should keep this limitation in mind,
however, when interpreting all the TIAD+noise
vs level data and curves which follow.
Note also that no discrete clipping measurements are shown for the NAD due to the
same limitations. The action of taking adiscrete reading, while it may appear to be less
stressful on the supply than asweep if the signal is terminated immediately after the reading is made, is actually more stressful. It takes
aminimum of 1second, and usually more
like 2, to turn on the generator, wait for the
THD reading to stabilize, take the reading,
and shut off the generator. Imade two
attempts to do this. On the first attempt, the
upper power-supply rail fuses blew. On the
second they did not, but the output power
saturated (increasing the input merely
increases the distortion without increasing
the power output) well before the power
levels shown in these figures. The THX
inputs were used for figs.17 and 18. With the
normal inputs (results not shown), the results
were not significantly different, the distortion
increasing slightly (by 0.001% to 0.003%)
up to the first, thereafter following the TI-DC
distortion curve quite closely. In both cases
Iused the 8ohm output tap.
Blowing the upper power-supply rail fuses
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1992

uncovered aquirk of the 2400THX's operation that Imight not have noticed otherwise:
The upper-rail fuses blew but those on the
lower, or normal rail, did not. The amplifier
still sailed along, happy as aclam, though
with aslightly reduced power output, performing precisely as it might if it had no
upper rail at all. There is no visible indication of this condition, and likely no audible
one either except at vety high playback levels
(see "Sound" for more on this). Idecided it
might be of interest to run afew measurements on the amplifier in this state The gain
was unchanged, as was the frequency
response. The S/N ratio actually improved
by 3-4dB, as might be expected with one less
power-supply signal running around the
chassis. Perhaps most interesting are the
THD+noise vs level curves in this upper-railless condition (fig.19). Note the differences
between this and the previous figures. The
enhanced power visible in figs.17 and 18 with
the upper rail in operation leads me to believe
that, even with the strain on the upper rail
of the power supply caused by the duration
of the sweep, figs.17 and 18 (and the other
THD +noise vs level data presented in Table
1) are probably not that far off in their depiction of the NAD's maximum instantaneous
power capability.
Table 1shows the result on the output at
lkHz of using the 4ohm output tap. Indicated are the final knee or break point in each
THD +noise vs level curve (the point beyond
which the curve makes its final rise to clipping), and the 1% distortion point in Wand
dBW, both read from the appropriate measurement curve. Note that these results are
also subject to the same potential upper-rail
limitations in running aswept THD +noise
vs level measurement as are the graphs. Still,
they do provide useful information. Note
that, in every case, the available output is
higher when using the 8ohm output tap,
T
able 1
8ohm
8ohm
4ohm
4ohm
8ohm
4ohm
2ohm
8ohm
4ohm
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load
tap
tap
load
tap
tap
load
tap
tap

Final break
W (% THD ) dBW
270 (0.007%) 24.3
210 (0.0072%) 23.2

1% THD
W dBW
295 24.7
230 23.6

320 (0.013%)
270 (0.012%)

22.0
21.3

400
330

23.0
22.2

400 (0.047%)
320 (0.028%)

20.0
19.0

370
290

19.7
18.6

18.3

even with a2ohm load. NAD may have
other reasons for recommending the use of
the 4ohm tap other than power output; my
own best guess is to actually reduce the
power delivered, thus reducing the strain and
heating on the amplifier. Remember that this
is not abrute-force design. Trying to squeeze
the last drop of power out of it into low impedances may not be the optimal mode of
operation, though this should be less stressful
with program material than with test signals.
Next Iinvestigated the action of the softclip circuit. Fig.20 overlays two curves,
THD +noise vs level into an 8ohm load with
normal clipping, and the same with soft clipping (8 ohm output tap). Both are identical up
to about 140W. But note what happens at this
point. The soft clip (the leftmost curve above
140W) rises more smoothly to its maximum.

The penalty for this is areduced maximum
output and increased distortion above 140W.
Figs.21 and 22 actually show the waveform ola lkHz signal driving the amplifier
just into clipping (top traces), along with the
associated distortion waveform (bottom
traces), without and with the soft clipping
engaged into an 8ohm load. Note the flattened tops and bottoms of the top waveform
in fig.21. The shape of the distortion waveform indicates aheavy concentration ofhigh11061310,11 mmell

Tedeeltel we measured .1.42.111,
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Fig.23 NAD 2400THX, normal inputs, 8ohm
output, distortion vs output power into 2
ohms with soft clip on and off.

Fig.2I NAD 2400THX, 8ohm output, soft clip
off, 'kHz waveform just above maximum
power into 8ohms (top), distortion
waveform with fundamental notched out
(bottom).

Fig.24 NAD 2400THX in bridged mode, normal
inputs, 8ohm output, soft clip off.
THD+noise vs frequency at, from bottom
to top: IW into 8ohms, 2W into 4ohms,
4W into 2ohms
.eleSeleed

Fig.22 NAD 2400THX, 8ohm output, soft clip
on, I
kHz waveform just above maximum
power into 8ohms (top), distortion
waveform with fundamental notched out
(bottom).
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Fig.25 NAD 2400THX in bridged mode, normal
inputs, 4ohm output, soft clip off,
distortion vs output power, from bottom
to top at 100W, into 8and 4ohms.
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order harmonics. Note the rounding of the
previously clipped waveform when soft clipping is engaged (fig.22). While it is clearly
not apure sinewave, it now more closely
resembles one. The distortion waveform is
now predominantly third harmonic. What
does not show in these oscillograms (but was
noted in fig.20) is actually an increase in the
measured THD +noise and slightly lowered
output power when the amplifier is operated
above clipping in the soft-clip mode. But the
nature of the distortion is more benign, with
significantly lower levels of high-order harmonics. Despite this, however, Inever felt the
need to use the soft-clipping position during
the listening tests; the 2400THX has such
ample reserve power that pushing it into
obvious clipping with program material
would involve very high listening levels.
Fig.23 is similar to fig.20, but for a2ohm
load (8 ohm tap). Interestingly, in this case
the difference between the soft-clip and normal modes is practically non-existent. With
a4ohm load (8 ohm tap, not shown), the
result falls midway between these two, with
aslightly less pronounced, but still clearly
apparent, difference between the normal and
soft-clip modes.
Finally, Idid some investigations of the
bridged mode of operation. Here, the 4ohm
tap must be used; there is an interlock
between the output impedance-set control
and the normal/bridged operation control
which prevents the 8ohm setting from being
used. Fig.24 shows the THD +noise vs frequency for the bridged mode. Note the
increased distortion over the normal mode,
although the overall levels are still low.
Fig.25 is the THD +noise vs level for the
bridged mode. The lower curve is for an 8
ohm load—producing over 500W into an 8
ohm load (the specifications call for 800W,
but remember again the possible time limits
on the upper rail of the power supply with
our swept tests). The upper curve is for a4
ohm load. While it appears to follow the 8
ohm curve from about 390W up, actually the
4ohm curve stops at 390W. At this point the
amplifier failed. No fuses blew—it just failed,
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with the power-indicator light on the front
panel going out and the amplifier refusing
to perform further duties. Fortunately, all of
the tests were finished by this point.
Normally, bridged amplifiers don't like
being loaded with less than 4ohms unless
rated for normal operation into well under 2
ohms; the NAD apparently found 4ohms
not to its liking, at least on the test bench. It
would probably work satisfactorily into 4
ohms, bridged, with music. But my recommendation would be to keep the load comfortably above that point. I'm not even sure
why, from apower-output standpoint in any
case, you even need to bridge the 2400THX.
It has ample reserves in the stereo mode. If
you want to use two of them to get the
potential benefits of monoblocks, using them
in abi-amp mode might be more sonically
beneficial.

CONCLUSIONS

There's no question that, both sonically and
measurably, the NAD is the powerhouse of
this duo. Its abilities were not always most
evident on musical sources, where the Rotel
kept up the pace in the gutsiness department,
only falling abit short in its overall sense of
timbrai weight. The real strengths of the
NAD became evident only with the sonic
mayhem of hyper video-sound sources.
There it was quite evident that the Rotel,
although it performed valiantly and never
really turned sour, could not match the NAD
in sheer motive power.
But with music as asource—the sort of use
Isuspect most of our readers are primarily
interested in—the Rotel had amagic about
it that the NAD's more workmanlike sound
could not match. The Rotel was measurably
less at ease with low-impedance loads, yet
it drove the under-4 ohm Apogee Stages
with relative ease, only having some trouble in providing ultimate control of the bottom end. Both amplifiers are good performers,
and the Rotel is more than that. Unpack it,
plug it in, and your first impulse will not be
to start asavings account for asuper amp, but
to spend more money on recordings.
S
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FORTÉACRES AND AM ULE
Tube slave Corey Greenberg listens to the
Forté Models 4and 6solid-state amplifiers

Forté Model 4power amplifier
Forté Model 4stereo class-A solid-state amplifier. Rated output: 50Wpc into 8ohms (17dBW), 20Hz-20kHz at no more
than 0.1% THD. Input impedance: 47k ohms. Output impedance: 0.02 ohm. Damping factor: 400. Current capability: 50A
peak, I6A continuous into 0.1 ohm. Output noise: <300µV. Price: $1595.
Forte Model 6stereo class-NB solid-state amplifier. Rated output: 200Wpc into 8ohms (23dBVV), 20Hz-20kHz at no more
than 0.1% THD. Input impedance: 47k ohms. Output impedance: 0.02 ohm. Damping factor: 400. Current capability: 50A
peak, I6A continuous into 0.1 ohm. Output noise: <300µV. Price: $1695.
Both: Approximate number of dealers: 50. Manufacturer: 1nConcert, 7325 Roseville Road, Sacramento, CA 95832. Tel: (916)
348-0600. Fax: (916) 348-0678.

ALL THINGS MUST PASS
Most high-end manufacturers are known
almost as much by their designers as by their
products; personalities like VTI:s David
Manley, Thiers Jim Thiel, and Theta's Mike
Moffat have become as well-known to
audiophiles as their tube amps, speakers, and
digital gear. And because these talented
designers put so much of their own personalities into their designs, it's big news when
one of them leaves the company they've
become associated with.
"Didja hear? The Sixers traded Barkley to
Phoenix!"
"That's nothing; Adcom traded Campos
to NAD for two draft picks plus aminorleague feedback topologist to be named
later!"
Think Threshold and you think big, meaty,
solid-state muscle amps like the mighty SA12/e. You also think Nelson Pass, the man
who designed this and other classic Thresh186

old amplifiers and preamps. Well, think Nelson no more; Pass has left Threshold, handing over the Chief Designer mantle to a
26-year-old Swede named Mikael "Mike"
Bladelius. Ispent some time last April hanging with Mike at Stereophile High End Show
in LA, and was very impressed with both his
technical expertise and the fact that aSwede
could hold his tequila. Mike, who joined
Threshold acouple of years before Nelson
left, hit the ground running, whipping out
Threshold's DAC 1/e digital processor as well
as awhole line of gear for Threshold's more
affordable Forté division. The Forté gear
can be thought of as Threshold's version of
Conrad-Johnson's Sonographe, or Levinson's Proceed: simpler cosmetics, lower
prices, but with the same high-quality design
philosophy as the top o'the line stuff.

COFFEE, IGBT, OR ME?
The Forté Models 4and 6amps are the first
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Threshold designs to use Toshiba's new
IGBT, or Insulated Gate Bipolar Transistor,
as output devices. IGBTs are hybrid devices,
combining the most desirable characteristics of both MOSFETs (high input impedance, tube-like sound, easy to drive) and
bipolar transistors (low output impedance,
high current handling) in asingle package?
IGBTs are also highly linear li'l guys, and
Mike's taken advantage of this by totally
eliminating all global feedback from the
amplifier circuit; only asmall amount of local
feedback around the input stage is employed.
Both Forté amps are DC-coupled from input
to output without the need for DC servos,
and, unlike most solid-state amps, there's no
series output inductor to stabilize the amplifier by defining the ultimate high-frequency
rolloff with capacitive loads. When asolidstate amp lacks aseries output inductor you
can be sure that either the amplifier is very stable or the designer is not.
Both Forté amps are built to ahigh standard, and the rounded corners and low-key,
elegant cosmetics are awelcome sight in this
price range. Mounted on the thick brushedaluminum faceplate are just the centrally
mounted power switch and the teenie weenie
red LED "on" indicator, and both Fortés
kindly turn on and off without any deadly
DC belches. The beefy power supply features
a500VA toroidal transformer, 60,000µF of
supply capacitance, and dual 35A rectifier
bridges, one per channel. Parts and build
qualities are first-rate. Surprisingly for a
toroidal transformer, both Fortés had afair
amount of audible hum coming off the chassis; most amps do this, including the VTLs,
but toroidal power transformers are usually
very quiet. The vibration hum is higher than
normal, but inaudible from the listening chair
if your amp is situated over by the speakers.
This is the last time I'm going to include
"the amplifier's back panel sports apair of
gold-plated Tiffany-style RCA jacks and the
customary 5-way speaker binding posts, as
well as adetachable IEC-style AC power
cord" in an amplifier review, because, with
ahandful of exceptions, THEY ALL DO!!!
Shortly after Ireceived the first review
1The great-sounding BUF-03 buffer used by Theta, Kinergetics, and my own Buffered Passive Preamp is ahybrid device
with aFET input and abipolar output stage.
2Of course, all non-OU tube amps have series output inductors: their output transformers, duh hey now!
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samples, Forté called me up to say they'd just
added balanced inputs to the amps as standard equipment. Ididn't have abalanced preamp to audition the balanced inputs of their
amps, but Isent the amps back anyway and
got acouple of new ones to ensure that Iwas
listening to current production units. It
should be noted that the Forté amps offer true
balanced differential inputs, in stark contrast
to most of the faux-balanced gear in the
High End. Usually, "balanced" gear either
a) feeds the balanced input signal to an opamp, which then promptly unbalances the
signal and sends it along to the rest of the circuit, or b) simply wires XLR pin 2in parallel
with the unbalanced RCA input jack and ties
pin 3to ground. Method A keeps the advantages of balanced-line noise rejection, but
adds an op-amp and other devices in series
with the audio signal; Method B adds nothing extra to the signal path, but throws away
all the noise rejection that balanced lines are
used for in the first place! Neither approach
is kosher for high-end audio, and it's good
to see Forté doing it up right at this price
point.

DEAD RINGERS

Now here's where the going gets cool. Forté's
Model 4is a50W class-A stereo amp, and the
Model 6is a200W class-A/B stereo amp,
even though they're the same size and weight
and look identical. As is customary, Iasked
Forté for both amps' schematics so Icould
describe to you, Cherished Reader, just
what's goin' on inside 'em. A short time later,
alone circuit diagram came curling off the
fax machine without any indication as to
which amp, the 4or the 6, it was supposed
to represent. So Ipicked up the phone and
called Mike Bladelius.
"Yo, you only sent me one schematic!"
"Yo, that's because the two amps are one
and the same!"
Unbelievable but true: the 50W Model 4
and the 200W Model 6are exactly the same
amp, right down to the last resistor! Both
amps even use the same power transformer,
but with different secondary taps for the DC
supply voltages: the Model 4rides on 39V
rails, while the higher-powered Model 6gets
76V to play with. And, obviously, the 50W
Model 4's output stage is biased into class-A,
while the 200W Model 6is biased abit lower
to the more conventional class-A/B. Other
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than the different power-supply voltages and
bias settings, though, the two Forté amps are
identical. Same circuit, same number of output devices (four pairs of IBGTs per channel), same everything. Well, not the same price.
Why is Forté offering two versions of the
same amp? Simple. All things being equal,
full class-A operation is definitely the way
to go ifyour primary objective is sound; with
both halves of the push-pull output stage
conducting at all times, class-A amps are
inherently more linear than class-A/B designs.
Unfortunately, because their output stages
are always conducting at full power, classA amps run hot as hell even when idling, and
waste more wall-juice per watt than A/B
designs. That's why the vast majority of amps
on the market are biased into class-A/B,
which offers amuch more reasonable balance between efficiency and power output.
By configuring the bias settings and supply

JA ON

Given the misunderstandings about
amplifier output-stage biasing, aquick
primer is in order. The simplest form of
power-amplifier output stage consists of
abipolar transistor, tube, or FET connected as a"voltage follower," with a
voltage gain of unity. The signal is amplified by aprevious stage to the appropriate
high value to feed to the loudspeakers and
the follower delivers this same high voltage to the load from asuitably low impedance. The amplifier's output stage
therefore amplifies current.
The output stages of nearly all modern amplifiers consist of two follower
devices in what is called "push-pull"
topology. (The two devices bridge bipolar
voltage rails and the output voltage is
taken from the common connection between the devices. The devices can therefore be said to both "push" and "pull" the
load.) The amount ofDC current that the
designer allows to flow through the two
output devices—the "bias" current—has
asignificant effect on how this stage handles the signal: if sufficient DC current
flows all the time to keep both devices
conducting during each complete signal
cycle, this is termed "class-A" operation;
"class-B" operation is when the DC condition at each device's control input is
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rails, Forté is able to offer users either alittle bit o' class-A magic—see Sidebar—with
the 50W Model 4, or alotta class-A/B muscle
with the 200W Model 6.

THE SYSTEM
In order to get abetter picture of the Forté
amps' full-range performance, Iunhooked
the mighty Muse Model 18 active subwoofer
Iusually use in cahoots with my VTL Deluxe
225 amps and heave-ho'd it out of the room.
This is getting ridiculous, though; if I've
gotta grunt it out of the listening room every
time Ido an amp or speaker review, I
just
may put some of those big-ass goldtone
casters on the mofo! Maybe Steve McCormack
will design some Audiophile-Approved rollaround casters, with thousands of li'l Tiptoes to couple the gold balls to the floor.
Maybe Itook too much of this cough
medicine.
CLASS A

such that both are completely turned off
when no signal is present. Class-A therefore has both devices handling the signal
all the time; class-B involves only the
device connected to the positive voltage
rail being turned on during positive input
signal half-cycles, and only the device
connected to the negative voltage rail
being turned on during negative halfcycles.
As no current flows when there is no
signal, and, when current does flow, does
so only from either rail to the load, class-B
operation is very efficient. Class-A, in
which devices pass current from one voltage rail to the other all the time, whether
there is signal or not, is very inefficient.
A class-A amplifier therefore runs hottest when there is no output—no current
is being diverted into the load, and the
output devices have to dissipate all the
power. A class-B amplifier runs hottest
(if you work through the math) at onethird power, which is why we precondition amplifiers under test at this level.
Even at its most efficient, however, aclassA amplifier can only deliver 50% of the
electrical energy it draws from the wall
to the load, while aclass-B amplifier can,
in theory, be 100% efficient.
As it takes afinite voltage to be pres-
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LPs were played on aWell-Tempered Record Player fitted with Sumiko's Analog Survival Arm Wrap and their new Blue Point
Special cartridge, fed via AudioQuest Silver
Lapis to an Audio Research SP-14's phono
stage and then on via the Rec Out jacks to my
Homemade Buffered Passive Preamp. CDs
fed the Theta Data/Pro Basic II combo, linked
together with AT&T glass cable real opticallike. In addition, Icompared both Forté amps
with the $1200 Muse Model One Hundred,
my first choice in asub-$1500 solid-state
amp. All interconnects except for the Lapis
between the 'table and preamp was Kimber
KCAG, and everything that didn't have a
captive AC cable was plugged into an Audio
Power Power Wedge with Kimber's koolman AC Power Kords.
Speakers used with the Fortés included,
at one time or another, Spica Angeluses,
Scientific Fidelity Teslas, NHT 2.3s, Apo-

ent at the control input of adevice before
it will turn on, pure class-B operation
results in significant amounts of what is
called "crossover distortion," as each
device hands the signal over to the other
twice per cycle. In practice, therefore,
class-B amplifiers are arranged so that just
enough bias current flows to keep the
devices turned on and at the start of the
linear portions of their transfer characteristics, minimizing crossover distortion.
This is termed "class-A/B" operation.
As well as good sound quality, the
advantages of hot-running class-A operation are inherently good linearity and
constant stress on the power-supply and
output devices, which means that there
will be no signal-related effects in their
transfer functions. The disadvantage is
low efficiency, which means large heatsinks, high operating costs, high price, and
four times the number of output devices
for the same output power as aclass-B
amplifier (or only one quarter the maximum output power for the same financial
investment in output devices).
The advantage of cool-running classB operation is efficiency, hence small
heatsinks, low price, and low operating
costs. Disadvantages are inherently less
good linearity (before the application of
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gee Centaur Minors, Eminent Technology
LFT-VIIls, and ProAc Response Twos, with
the bulk of the listening done with the
ProAcs and NHTs. Itried abunch of speaker
cables ranging from AudioQuest to Cardas
to Symo to Straight Wire to Kimber, but the
silver Kimber 4AG 8' bi-wired pair to the
ProAcs was clearly acut above the pack. (It's
interesting to watch the HOD NEW! BESTEST! cables like the Lindsay-Geyer come and
go while good ol' Kimber just keeps right
on chooglin'; card-carrying Audio Shriners
must have the latest obscure wire if they're
worth their salt, of course, but even after trying the latest "hot" cables on the market, the
Kimbers are the best I've heard.)
From silver to gold: Richard Lehnert sent
me the new MFSL gold-plated Ultradisc
reissue CD of Elvis's That's The Way It Is, the
soundtrack to the concert film of the same
name. This is the King ca 1970, when he was
negative feedback), sometimes questionable sound quality (especially in early
solid-state amplifiers), and signal-related
stress on the power supply and devices.
In class-A operation, the maximum
current that can be fed to the load without
turning off one of the devices can only
equal twice the standing bias. By Ohm's
Law, an amplifier must therefore have a
standing bias ofjust under 1.8 amps to be
able to deliver amaximum output of 50W
into an 8ohm load. With output voltages
that would cause the 8-ohm power to
exceed 50W, or with the amplifier driving
loads lower than 8ohms, each of the two
devices starts to cut off each signal cycle:
class-B operation.
Imeasured the Forté 4 as having
1010mA of output stage bias (for comparison, the Forté 6has 300mA of bias
current), meaning that the 4will only
deliver 16.3W into 8ohms in true class-A
before its output devices shift into class-B.
Given the relatively small size of the 4's
heatsinks, Isuspect that this is the maximum bias that could be used without the
amplifier melting down. Nevertheless,
this does appear to endow the 4with
much of the sonic benefits of true class-A
operation, as CG and Ifound from our
auditioning.
—John Atkinson
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well into the white jumpsuits and karate kicks
but before he started to really put on the
chunkage; abona fide Las Vegas extravaganza, with 200 backing musicians, 60 black
female backup singers, and Charlie Hodge
to hand him his towels. If, like me, you long
to hear gold-plated remastered versions of
"Patch It Up" and "Mary In The Morning"
sung as only Elvis could, you can't afford to
be without this monumental disc; bravo,
MFSL.

certainly not in basic sound quality; my
experiences with both tube and solid-state
gear have shown that the closer you get to
full class-A operation, the more effortless circuits seem to sound. Forté claims to bias the
Model 6higher than most AM designs, but
it really only operates in class-A for acouple of watts; the rest of the range is A/B. Still,
the Model 6was fast becoming my clear
favorite of the two Forté amps.

BLIND W ILLIE'S JOHNSON

A CHEF IN THE KITCHEN &
AFORTÉIN THE BEDROOM

They say that alittle knowledge is adangerous thing. Maybe so, but then Danger is my
maiden name. Before Ieven had the two
Forté amps out of their shipping boxes, Ihad
afeeling about how each one would sound;
the 50W class-A Model 4would sound extremely clean and clear at low to medium
volume levels, with little deep bass and a
smaller dynamic ceiling than I'd need to do
Nirvana justice, while the 200W class-A/B
Model 6would kick effortless ass but sound
rougher through the mids and highs.
This kind of preconditioned opinionating
is what ABX loyalists point to with glee
when they gather at AES conventions to
compare '70s haircuts and target the High
End for maladies ranging from the Black
Plague to the cancellation of "My Mother
The Car." Because Iformed an opinion before
Ilistened to the units, says the ABX crew,
it's impossible for me to be truly objective
about the sound of the amps. That's why
the bumper stickers say "ABX Testers Do It
Double-Blind"; to ensure the validity of the
test, the identity of the DUT is kept hidden
so the subject can be free of any preconceptions that might color his response.
You know what, though? Iwas tight on the
money. The Forté Model 4was very clean and
clear, and didn't go very loud. Maybe it wasn't
quite as clean and clear as I'd hoped for from
afull class-A design, but then it probably
needed abit of break-in yet.
The Model 6was adifferent story. It surpassed my predictions, kicking amuch higher
level of amuch higher quality of ass than I'd
ever expected it to do, and doing it with an
even greater clarity than the class-A Model 4.
Was it Tim Cahill or Ron Jeremy who said
there's no substitute for cubic inches? I'd
expected the greater power output of the
Model 6to give it the edge in dynamics, but
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When Iget new gear in for review Iusually
break it in by inserting it into my bedroom
system, which consists ofa Muse Model One
Hundred amplifier, NHT 23 speakers, AudioQuest's budget-reference Type 4speaker
cable,3 ahomemade passive preamp, and a
JVC XL-Z1050 CD player. Other amps,
speakers, and sources replace these units
when Ineed to break them in for the requisite
month'r'so, but these pieces make up the
basic system that Ilisten to music on every
day when Iget up in the morning, get
dressed, put on my truss, etc.
Accordingly, Iswitched off between the
two Forté amps to drive the NHTs for several
weeks before Imoved them over to the listening room for review. The NHT 23 is athreeway 4ohm dynamic speaker with bass capabilities that belie its slim profile, and the
Model 4 drove it fairly well. Still, Iwas
bothered by an overall "smallness" to the
sound. It wasn't so much acase of the little
50W amp distorting on loud peaks, but more
of aclosed-in character to the sound at even
moderate levels. Coming after the big, open
sound of the Muse Model One Hundred, the
Forté Model 4sounded as if it were subtly
reigning in the NHTs in all directions. The
bass was more restrained; dynamics were less
forceful. The sound was very detailed, but
it just didn't have the out'n'out pelvis of the
system when driven by the Muse.
The Model 6, however, threw asaddle
across the 23s and hollered, "gindele!" On
bass-heavy thrash like Metallica, the Model
6drove the NHTs louder and with tighter
3AudioQuest's 79e/ft F-14 speaker cable is very good, but
Ithink their $2/ft Type 4is the best value in speaker cables
today. This simple four-leg, solid-core cable has wiped some
muy expetuivo top o' the line speaker cables from other
manufacturers in my various systems; before you spring that
long, long green for cable you know you're gonna get rid of
six months from now if not sooner, try the AudioQuest.
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deep bass than my usual Muse Model One
Hundred. The Forté sounded abit harder
through the upper midrange, but its high end
was open, clean, and free of congestion. During the time Ihad the Scientific Fidelity Teslas
in my main listening room driven by the
VTL 225s, Iactually started retreating to my
bedroom whenever Iwanted to hear some
loud, clean rock'n'roll; Iended up listening
to the Teslas only when Ihad to for review
purposes, and spending my music listening
time in my bedroom with the Forté Model
6and the NHTs. Even the big VTLs couldn't
ameliorate the problems Icovered in my
review of the Teslas in Vol.15 No.4, while the
much less expensive duo of the Forté Model
6and NHT 2.3s played louder, cleaner, and
with agreat deal more musicality.
Impressed as Iwas with both Fortés, it was
definitely time to move them over into the
main rig and see what they could do.

ATLEAST ICAN SPELL "POTATO"

Model 4.
What the—?!
Look, these two amps are absolutely identical except for the teeny-tiny lettering at the
bottom of the front panel that says either
"Model 4" or "Model 6"!!! Iknow Ihad their
identities straight when Istarted listening to
them in my bedroom, but obviously at some
point Igot them mixed up. Ithought the
Model 4was the Model 6, and versa-vicey.
In other words, it had been Forté's Model
4that had been the big winner here, not the
Model 6. In other words, the 50W amp
played louder and sounded better than the
200W amp. And aside from the differences
in power-supply rail voltages and bias settings, they're the same amp.
Iwas astounded. It made no sense. Iput
the shipping boxes back into the tool shed
and came back to do some more listening.

FORTEACRES AND AMUSE

Even though I'd already done some quick
comparisons with the Muse Model 100, I
Listening to the two Fortés in my listening
hauled it back into the listening room for a
room, my initial impressions were enforced:
head-to-head with the Fortés, matching the
whether driving the Spica Angehm-s, Apogee
levels by playing track 1of the first Stereophile
Centaur Minors, or the ProAc Response 2s,
Test CD and measuring the voltage across
the Model 6was clearly anotch above the
the speaker terminals. Both Forté amps are
Model 4in musicality. Neither amp sounded
agood deal less sensitive than either the Muse
particularly impressive driving the Eminent
or the big VTLs, and Iended up with the volTechnology LFT-VIIIs, where the top end
ume control of my gainless preamp almost
became pretty dark and the dynamic ceiling
full up for the Fortés, with the Muse requirlowered considerably, so Iwouldn't recing abit less drive to achieve the same levels.
ommend this combo. But with the other
Igot perfectly fine results with the combo
three very different-sounding speakers, the
of my preamp and the Fortés, but if you own
sound with the Model 6was open, clear, and
speakers with lower sensitivities than the
musical.
87dB/W/m ProAcs and/or have abig room,
The Model 4remained somewhat disI'd suggest mating the Fortés to apreamp
appointing in comparison with the larger
with some gain.
Model 6. Again, Ikept coming back to the
Now that Ihad the two Fortés' identities
sense of "smallness" the Model 4conferred
straight, Icontinued to hear the Model 4
to my system: the soundstage became both
walk all over the Model 6. Driving the
narrower and shallower, and the amp just
ProAcs, the 4threw up ahighly detailed,
didn't have the effortless quality Iliked so
razor-sharp soundstage with asense of ease
much in the higher-powered Model 6. Ispent
that Irarely hear in solid-state amps at any
alot of time with each amp driving the syscost, much less at the Model 4's $1500 price
tem, but when Iwanted to forget about the
tag. It didn't match the VTLs' freedom from
gear and enjoy the music, I'd hook up the
grain and congestion, but the Forté Model
Model 6.
4is clearly one of the best solid-state amps
Finally satisfied that I'd gleaned whatever
there was to glean from the two amps, I I've heard.
Compared with the Muse 100, the Forté
brought in their shipping boxes from the tool
shed and went over to unhook the Model 6 had avery slightly less clear midrange, with
Lyle Lovett's vocals sounding abit more
from my system.
hooded on the Deadicated CD than when
Only it wasn't the Model 6. It was the
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1992
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played over the Musc Richard Lehnert's spoken voice on tracks 1and 2off the new Stereophile Test CD 2also sounded alittle more
veiled than with the Muse, or to agreater
degree, than with the VTL 225s.
The Model 4's rendering of space also fell
alittle short of the mark set by the Muse.
While the soundstage width and depth were
excellent for asub-$1500 solid-state stereo
amplifier, Ifelt the Muse bettered the Forté
in absolute terms. The differences weren't
great, but recordings that sounded huge on
the Muse, like my Eden track on Test CD 2,
were slightly smaller when the Forté was
inserted into the chain. Again, the dieerence
was slight, but it was there.
It was in the trebles, though, where the
Forté edged the Muse. Ifind the Model 100's
top end to be one of the most open I've heard
in asub-$1500 solid-state amp, but the Forté
Model 4was even cleaner. The brushed cymbals on Bob Harley's drum tracks on Test CD
2had more air than with the Muse, and when
the drummer started to really clang them
Zildjians, Iheard less off-putting hash and
more of the true sound of the cymbals. When
you really smack acymbal, its pitch shifts
slightly sharp; this was more readily apparent
on the Forté than the Muse.
At the other end of the scale, it was more
of atoss-up. The Muse is justly legendary for
its tight, powerful bottom end, but the little 50W Forté kept right up with it. The biggest difference was in the pitch differentiation; listening to recordings with first-class
basslines, like Gene Chandler and Jerry
Butler's One On One LP (Mercury SR 61330),
Ibecame more aware of pitch relationships
between the bass and other instruments with
the Forté. The tightness and level of the
Forté's bottom end didn't sound dramatically
different from the Muse, but the Model 4
seemed to be able to better delineate low-end
subtleties.
Of course, if Ireally pushed it on bass-head
dope like the Metallica or Jimmie and Stevie
Ray Vaughan's Family Style album, the Forté
gave up with acrack before the Muse did, but
the margin of difference was less than I
expected given the power ratings of the 50W
Forté and the 100W Muse. In fact, it was in
this area, and this area alone, that Ifelt the
Forté Model 6to compete favorably with the
Muse; taken in isolation, it was capable of
greater headroom in the low end than either
192

the Model 4or the Muse. However, taken as
awhole, the 6's overall sound sounded smaller
than either of the other two amps'. Whether
it was distortion products up the scale giving
the impression of strain, Ican't say. But overall, Forté's Model 6just wasn't in the same
class as their Model 4, or the Muse.
ThE DARA TE ST
In my house, the hardest challenge apiece of
gear under review faces is The Dara Test. No,
Idon't have recordings of my girlfriend warbling Ivanhoe, the Dara Test is whether or not
Dara will come sit and listen to music with me
if I'm playing something she's not too crazy
about. She'll listen to Delbert McClinton on
aFisher-Price record player, but to get her
to listen to stuff she doesn't like for any period
of time is atrick most hi-fi gear can't turn.
We'd just come back from visiting her
family in Kerrville, and Ihad astack of old
records that her older brother had planned
to get rid of. Rather than lecture him about
the superiority of the LP medium and the
joys of rediscovering your old records with
atopnotch analog rig, Igrabbed 'em like an
LA looter and ran for the car.
One of the records was the long-out-ofprint The Best ofDonny Hathaway (Atco SD
38-107). Side 2 includes the great, great,
GREAT, GREAT live version of "The
Ghetto" off the amazing, amazing, AMAZING, AMAZING Donny Hathaway Live LP;
I'd long since lost my copy of this treasure,
JA keeps his in avault at the bank, and finding the Best Ofrecord in apile of throwaways
in Kerrville, TX, not exactly abastion of hot
buttered soul, was amind-blower!
As much as Ilove Donny Hathaway,
though, Dara's not really into his brand of
slickified, highly arranged, expertly played
urban cool; the rawer, simpler Stax/Volt Singles
are more her thang. Iworship Stax/Volt too,
but Donny Hathaway Live, to me, is one of the
high-water marks of soul music, and amusician's Lexicon O'Lix. Icleaned the thick layer
of dust off the Best Of record, put it on the
Well-Tempered, and cranked up "The Ghetto."
As soon as Willie Weeks's fatback Fender
bass line came swaggering out of the Forté
Model 4and the ProAcs, Dara came right in
and sat down next to me.
"I thought you didn't like Donny Hathaway."
"I don't. But this song sounds good. So
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input configured as the positive leg, pin 3the
negative, the AES standard.
The Forté 4's frequency response into 8
ohms via its unbalanced inputs (fig.1; the
response through the balanced inputs and
A full set of measurements of both Forté
into other loads was avirtual overlay) was
amplifiers was made in their unbalanced
flat within the audio band, with agradual
mode, with selected measurements repeated
ultrasonic rolloff reflected in the rounded
for the balanced modes.
leading edges of the 10kHz squarewave
Following its 1/
3-power preconditioning,
response (fig.2). The unbalanced crosstalk
the Forté 4was warm to the touch but not
shown in fig.3 indicates some asymmetry
as hot as Iwould have expected considering
above lIcHz, which Iwould not expect to be
its class-A operation. (Unlike class-B ampliaudible given the low levels overall. There
fiers, aclass-A amplifier runs coolest at its
was less asymmetry through the balanced
maximum output.) Its input impedance meainputs. While the crosstalk signal below
sured just over 49k ohms unbalanced. In
lkHz in fig3 is probably noise, the increase
balanced mode, the input impedance meain crosstalk with increasing frequency is, as
sured avery low 635 ohms. The Fortés bealways, the result of capacitive coupling
long to that small family of amplifiers which
between channels.
provides abalanced input impedance matchFig.4 shows the small-signal THD +noise
ing the typical impedance of abalanced prevs frequency for the unbalanced mode These
amp output. By matching impedances, outare very fine results, with no rise in the disput to input, in aline-level to line-level
tortion at higher frequencies, or other strange
connection, the interconnecting cable is
anomalies The results for the balanced inputs
treated as atransmission line, allowing for
(not shown) were only marginally different
maximum power transfer. There may be
and slightly lower—all of the curves lying
advantages to this approach, but the driving
below 0.02% THD +noise. The waveform
preamplifier (or other source) must be capaof the THD +noise appeared to be random
ble of providing significant current. In the
noise, with ahint of third-harmonic distormore typical balanced arrangement—in nontion just visible Under some circumstances
professional applications, at least—a high
a60Hz diode switching noise (visible as
input impedance at the power amplifier limits
sharp, alternating positive and negative spikes
the current flow. At least one other manufacor impulses) could be observed in the outturer, however (Jeff Rowland Design Group),
put (but at avery low level).
is astrong advocate of matching input and
The spectrum of the Forté 4reproducing
output impedances in abalanced, line-level
50Hz at 67W output into a4ohm load (
2
/
3
connection. The more expensive Rowland
rated power at that load) is shown in fig.5.
amplifiers provide achoice of low or high
The distortion components here, well down
input impedances in the balanced mode; this
in level, with minor exceptions decrease with
is not an option in the less expensive Forté 4.
increasing frequency—the second, third, and
The gain of the Forté 4(8 ohm load) was
fifth harmonics (100Hz, 150Hz, and 250Hz)
27.4dB unbalanced. In balanced mode, with
lie at -93dB (about 0.0025%), -87dB (about
a50 ohm source impedance, the gain was
0.0045%), and -89dB (about 0.0035%)
25.9dB (and thus did not exhibit the 6dB gain
respectively. All other harmonics are at or
advantage over the unbalanced mode normally expected of abalanced link). With a below -98dB (about 0.0012%). Fig.6 shows
the response to a combined 19 +20kHz
600 ohm source impedance—such as you
signal—the intermodulation of these two
might typically experience with many balfrequencies—at 28W ELMS into 8ohms (just
anced output sources—the gain of the amplibelow visible signs of clipping with this sigfier was 20.5dB. The output impedance meanal). The highest artifact here lies at -68dB
sured under 0.05 ohms at any frequency. DC
at 21kHz (0.04%), with asimilar if just
offset was negligible at 9.8mV in the left
channel, 4.7mV in the right. S/N ratio (un- slightly lower level at 18kHz. The level of the
lkHz difference frequency is at -85dB, or
weighted, wide-band at 1W into 8ohms)
about 0.006%. Into a4ohm load at 52.5W
measured 76.5dB in either mode. The 4was
(again, just prior to visible clipping), the disnoninverting, with pin 2of the balanced

hush."
Test passed.

TÍN MEASURES
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tortion levels were slightly higher but still
very low in level: -65.7dB at 21kHz (0.05%),
marginally lower at 18kHz, and at or below
-79.4dB (about 0.01%—the 17kHz figure)
at all other frequencies.
The lkHz THD +noise vs level curves for
the Forté 4are shown in fig.7. The curves are
self-explanatory, with low distortion up to
the curve break-point or knee and arapid rise
above that. The Forté 4, despite its modest
power into 8ohms, appears to be asolid performer into low-impedance loads, its output almost doubling as the load impedance
MOM eelellellel loved 01111.781.1 • Olen...el be 111110171

halves. Its discrete clipping measurements
were 56.9W (17.55dBW, left) and 56W
(17.5dBW, right, 113-115V line), both channels driven, and 573W (17.6cIBW, 114V line),
one channel driven, into 8 ohms; 96.5W
(16.8dBW, left) and 97.6W (16:9dBW, right,
112V line), both channels driven, and 108.2W
(17.3dBW, 114V line), one channel driven,
into 4ohms; and 1843W (16.6dBW) into 2
ohms, one channel driven (113V line).
Altogether, while Ifound nothing specific
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Fig.4 Forté 4, THD+noise vs frequency at, from
bottom to top: I
W into 8ohms, 2W into
4ohms, 4W into 2ohms (right channel
dashed). Measurement dominated by noise.
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Fig.I Forté 4, frequency response at IW into 8
ohms (right channel dashed, 0.5dB/vertical
div.).
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Fig.? Forté 4, 10kHz squarewave at 1.4I4V peak
into 8ohms.

Fig.5 Forté 4, spectrum of 50Hz waveform,
DC—I kHz, at 67W into 4ohms. Note that
the third and fifth harmonics at 150Hz and
250Hz are the highest in level at —87dB
(0.0045%) and —89dB (0.0035%).
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Fig.3 Forté 4, crosstalk: R—L, top at 10kHz; L—R,
bottom (10d8/vertical div.).
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Fig.6 Forté 4, HF intermodulation spectrum,
DC-22kHz, 19+20kHz at 28W into 8ohms
(linear frequency scale)
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in the Forté 4's measurements which might
explain CG's surprise at its gutsy sound
(aside from its fine performance into lowimpedance loads), neither did Ifind anything
that would preclude it. This is asolid performer on the test bench and, apparently,
equally at home in the listening room.
The Forté 6, following its 1/
3-power preconditioning (which subjects the class-A/B
output stage to maximal thermal stress), was,

as expected, hotter to the touch than the Forté
4had been. The measured input impedances,
frequency responses, and voltage gains of the
6were effectively identical to those of the
Forté 4. Also like the 4, the 6was noninverting, with pin 2of the balanced input configured as the positive leg, pin 3the negative.
The Forté 6's output impedance was under
0.07 ohms at any frequency. DC offset fluctuated from 24-37mV in the left channel and
46-50mV in the right. These levels are quite
abit higher than normally experienced with
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Fig.7 Forté 4, distortion vs output power, from
bottom to top at IOW, into 8, 4, and 2
ohms.
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Fig.I0 For-té 6, spectrum of 50Hz waveform,
DC-I kHz, at I47W into 4 ohms. Note that
the second and third harmonics at 100Hz
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and 150Hz are the highest in level at -84dB

(about 0.006%).
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Fig.8 Forté 6, THD+no'se vs frequency at, from
bottom to top: IW into 8 ohms, 2W into
4ohms, 4W into 2ohms (right channel
• •

dashed).
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Fig.I IForté 6, HF intermodulation spectrum,
DC-22kHz, 19+20kHz at 87W into 8ohms
(linear frequency scale).
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Fig.9 Forte 6, 'kHz waveform at 2W into 4ohms
(top), noise and distortion waveform with
fundamental notched out (bottom).
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Fig.I2 Forté 6, distortion vs output power, from
bottom to top at IOW, into 8, 4, and 2
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parency are first-rate, with full-bodied, threedimensional images; the bass is punchy and
tuneful; and the dynamics lifelike in their
impact. On the downside, the trebles are
slightly soft and attenuated, robbing the
music ola measure of sparkle and air. However, as DO pointed out, the trebles are "harmonically more lifelike" into 47k.
I'd like to add my two cents' worth on the
sound of the Pro IV. The cartridge's most
obvious sonic characteristic is its big, wide,
very close soundstage. Performers are in the
room with you. For example, Iwas much
closer to Joan Baez (Vanguard VRS 9078)
than I'd been accustomed to. The Pro IV
brought her intense vibrato and bell-pure
soprano into my listening room instead of
placing her on astage somewhere behind the
back wall. An even eerier example of this
came from Arvo Part's Stabat Mater (Arbos,
ECM 1325). This gloriously spiritual piece
begins with soft, distant strings. The volume
increases very gradually, with the psychoacoustic effect of the strings moving ever
closer. With the Pro IV, they kept on coming forward until they were right in my
room! This absolutely beautiful music became
much more intimate and immediate than it
had been with other cartridges.
Iwas given afront-row seat on large-scale
orchestral works. This was equally true for
such splendidly recorded works as Virgil
Thomson's The Plow That Broke The Plains
(Analogue Productions AAP001), or those
less well recorded, such as Shostakovitch's
Symphony 5(EMI ASD 2668), conducted
by Dmitri's son Maxim with the USSR
Symphony Orchestra. The soundstage was
wonderfully expansive in both cases, with
tremendous width and very effective renderings of depth. The performances were open
and spacious. More important, they were
very immediate. Ialmost felt I'd temporarily
switched places with someone like StereophiWs
own Lewis Lipnick—that lucky devil!
As captivating as the overall perspective,
large-scale soundstaging, and full-bodied
imaging were, it was the ICoetsu's tonal splendor that earned my long-term admiration.
Every Koetsu I've ever heard has that magic
in the midrange. Here is where the Pro IV
passed with aplomb J. Gordon Holt's nowfamous goosebump test. It did as good or
better a
job of re-creating the midrange as any
other cartridge I've ever heard. Period. From
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the natural purity ofJoan Baez's voice through
the timbrally wonderful woodwinds performing under Leopold Stokowski on Thomson's Plow, the Pro IV just got the midrange
right. The key to the magic was the lush, liquid,
rich, grain-free, full-bodied, harmonically
accurate re-creation of every sound through
the ever-critical midrange.
A third area of sonic splendor was, as DO
pointed out, the re-creation of dynamic contrasts The Pro IV bloomed with crescendos,
ebbing and flowing with the music's pulse.
Loud sounds were realistically loud, soft
sounds delicately low. Subtle contrasts effectively conveyed the desired emotion. The
ponderous third movement of Shostakovitdi's
Fifth came at me in waves of dynamic power,
while the pulsating rhythms of T-Bone Burnett's "Fatally Beautiful" (Proof Through The
Night, Linn Selekt/Side Effects/Fiend 14) got
me up and dancin'.
A fourth strength mentioned by DO was
the ultimate "kick-ass" bass he got out of the
cartridge. Here Isomewhat disagree. For
starters, Idid not experience the poor bass
quality he apparently suffered through until
the cartridge finally settled down. Ultimately,
Inever experienced the very high quality of
bass he ended up with. In my system, the Pro
IV was never as bad or as good as DO Experienced.
Still, bass was sufficiently articulate and
powerful to be, as DO described, "tuneful."
It had reasonably good extension, nice body,
and good articulation. However, it did not
exhibit the deep-bass extension and very high
levels of darity that I've experienced with some
other cartridges. One notable example is the
Benz Micro MC-3, which both DO and Iuse
regularly as areference. The MC-3 goes deeper,
and with greater clarity, than the Pro IV. On
the other hand, the Pro IV is particularly
satisfying through the mid- and upper bass,
where it is rich, dynamic, and powerful, though
lacking the clarity of some other cartridges.
Finally, DO rightly criticized the Pro IV's
treble performance. He assumed that there
may have been some correlation between the
treble problems he experienced and the humidity in Santa Fe. In my temperature- and
humidity-controlled central NJ home, Idon't
have to be concerned with wide variations
in humidity. Nor, at 350' above sea level, am
Iconcerned with air density. (Santa Fe, nearly
7000' higher, has correspondingly thinner
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air.) In my system, there were no outside
excuses with which to rationalize the Pro IV's
treble performance. While measurements
might say otherwise, the Pro IV did sound
soft on top. The trebles sounded both attenuated and slightly slow. The latter may have
been what DO described as the blunting of
trailing transient edges.
The net impact of the soft trebles was a
diminished sense of sparkle and detail, cymbals and triangles losing abit of their characteristic luster and prominence The high-end
softening did indeed work to tame otherwise
hot recordings like Anita Baker's Rapture
(Elelctra E1-60444) and Led Zeppelin III (Mantic
SD 7201). However, Inever felt Iwas missing
anything. All of the treble sounds Iknew were
there were, in fact, there. It may well have been
that the prominent midrange and overall sense
of immediacy was proportionately more
obvious, making the deep bass and highest
trebles less so. In any event, the highest trebles
did sound slightly soft and rolled.
When all was said and done, DO walked
away from the Pro IV feeling that it could not
be recommended. However, while he, Michael
Gindi (The Absolute Sound, Issue 70), and Iagree
nearly to the letter on setup and sonic character,
we disagree rather substantially on this cartridge's overall quality. The Pro IV does lack
stunning performance at either frequency
extreme. Nor does it have anear-surgical
ability to present the inner details of music,
or the lightning-fast transients of alive performance. The Koetsu Pro IV is not the last
word in accuracy.
However, what it does do is embody everything that Iwould describe as "musical!'
Many extremely accurate cartridges remind
me of apointillist painting by Seurat. Every
little dot is precisely in place. When viewed
from an appropriate distance, all these little
colored dots come together into awonderfully realistic whole
The Koetsu, on the other hand, is more like
the evocative artistry of Monet. There are no
little dots. The colors run together without
precisely defined boundaries. The overall picture never looks like dots, is never dissected
into parts, but is always awhole no matter
how close or far you are from it.
The Koetsu Pro IV paints amarvelous picture of the music. Captivating to hear, it is
as satisfying aphono cartridge as Ihave ever
heard.
—Jack English
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1992

BITWISE MUSIK SYSTEM ONE
DIGITAL PROCESSOR

My current production sample of the Musik
System One (MSO), from Bitwise Audio
Technologies, is said to incorporate small
improvements over the unit Ireviewed in
December 1990. After living with it for several months by now, I'm quite prepared to
declare that this latest effort from Bitwise
represents asmall step forward when contrasted with the older version. But—and this
is aBIG but—the competition has also gotten much tougher in the interim.
My present reference in such matters is the
Theta Digital DS Pre Generation IIIi, though
Iobtain analog output via the "Tape Out"
jacks, preferring to bypass the DS Pre's linelevel stage Through the Sonic Frontiers
SFL-1 (reviewed in August) or the Jadis JPL
(review to appear shortly), the Theta comes
alive with remarkable soundstaging and
dynamic drive.
The key element in getting musical sound
from digital appears to be the vacuum tube.
Whether the improvement is due to the filtering of RF hash, the tube's transfer characteristic, its ability to gracefully overload, or a
combination of these factors is not entirely
clear. What is perfectly clear—to me, at
least—is that, without tubes early on in the
chain, Icannot tolerate digital sound.
Thus, with aTheta Data transport at the
helm, and both processors feeding the alltube Jadis JPL, the MSO and Theta squared
off for asonic showdown. Unfortunately for
the MSO, this didn't turn out to be much of
acontest. Please note that although there
would appear to be asignificant mismatch
here price-wise, I'm sure of the same result
had Iused the cheaper Theta DS Pro Generation Mi. After all, taking the analog output
from the tape outputs of the DS Pre in effect
gives the sound of the Pro.
Before, it had been the MSO's analog-like
phrasing that showed the DS Pre and Pro
Basic athing or two. This time around, it was
the Theta that surpassed the MSO in terms
of midrange liquidity and upper-register
smoothness. The natural, unforced delivery
of the MSO was its singular strength. Exceeded as it was in this area by the Theta, the
MSO no longer had any place to hide What
before had been merely weak now became
aserious liability. The Theta Pro Basic surpassed the MSO even ayear ago in terms of
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The Critics
Had Their
30-Day,
No-Risk,
In-Home
Audition.

"You'll fall in love with this speaker's clear sound. Ifeel that it can
compete with several prestigious loudspeakers costing many times
it's price."
-Bruce Bartlett, High Performance Review ,Summer 1991
"Close your eyes and you'd think you were listening to electrostatic
speakers... Iwas constantly reminded of the Quad ESL-63, with its
breathtaking transparency and impeccably true timbres through the
middle and upper voices... The Parsecs are speakers for symphonic
music; to the Sibelius Second they brought anaturalism and presence
simply unmatched by any other design under consideration."
-Lawrence Johnson, CD Review, Nov. 1991
"The Lumen is the best under -$1000 speaker Ihave heard."
-Kenneth Duke, The Sensible Sound, No. 43, Summer

1991

"From it's clear, sweet, solid sound, we declare the Lumen awinner!"

Isn't It Time
You Had
Yours?

- Music and Audiophile, January 1992

"For someone who is looking for agood speaker at under agrand,
the Lumen would be my top recommendation right now."
-Karl Nehring, The Sensible Sound, No. 43, Summer 1991
"I urge you to rush and give the Lumen alisten. Ithink you will
definitely fall in love with these American speakers!"
-Modern Audio, January

1992

For your own copy of our free 12-page color brochure
and review reprints please call us toll-free at:
I

c
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since 1989

Nf

— ESocs — 669 — 9662
Icon Acoustics, 13 Fortune Drive, Billerica, MA 01821

Absolute Hi-End

Absolute Affordable

Solo 323 INTEGRATED

STEREO AMPLIFIER

•SELECTABLE OUTPUT, ClassA tr+OW, ClassAB 50+301,
-Fil/LOW TRANSFORMER COUPLE BI-WIRE OUTPUT
-MM PHONO STAGE INCLUDED
EXCEPTIONAL PARTS QUALITY
13.0 x 17"W x 9.H, 52Ibs NET
SUGGESTED RETAIL UNDER S2,000.ea

Solo H500

STUDIO HORN MONITOR

GENUINE MAHOGANY PURE EXPONENTIAL HORN.
(11-WIRE INPUT, 30A GOLD PLATED TERMINALS
98dB/1W/1M SPL, 451-1z-30kHZ +/- 5dB.
ALL POLYPROPYLENE CAPACITORS
• 15.0 x 24'W x 17.H
SUGGESTED RETAIL UNDER S2,500./pair

(415)369-7387
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED.

1735.
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information retrieval and soundstaging. Now
the gap in these areas was considerably
widened.
The MSO evinced losses in soundstage
transparency, spaciousness, and image focus.
The presentation wasn't as immediate or
involving. Image outlines were fleshed out
in adiffuse 2-D fashion that prevented me
from glimpsing the core or heart of each
instrument. Spatial detail just wasn't being
sharply resolved. It was like wearing shades
indoors: the ebb and flow of the soundstage
were rendered more opaque and indistinct.
Bass definition was not in the Theta's class.
Control of double-bass phrasing, for example, was noticeably mushier. And neither
were the upper mids and lower treble as
clean. The result of all of the above was alessening of the music's dramatic bite and drive.
The illusion of "live" was much more fragile
with the MSO.
The fast-moving field of digital-processor
technology has not been kind to the MSO.
In this business you either lead or get out of
the way. The Musik System One has failed
to keep pace; in the span of merely ayear, it
has been rendered no longer competitive
with the best in its class. —Dick Olsher S
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Digital Processor
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MEET THE I
NNOVATORS

Listen to Linaeum
Thursday, October 22
Friday, October 23
Mr. Paul Paddock, Chief Engineer

Call, Fax or write in
The Linaeum Model 3
$3,800. per pair
The Linaeum "Line Source"
Driver is an innovative,
patented technology.
Ask for technical white paper.

202

for our complete Seminar
Information guide.
Advance registration is
necessary.

The bi-polar Linaeum Model 3
optimizes musical clarity,
lucidity, imaging, power
handling, and bass response.

Refreshments will be served.
We're in the
NYNEX Yellow Pages
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The limitations of current
electrostatic and ribbon
technologies are eliminated.
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MEET THE I
NNOVATORS

Mingle with Madrigal
Thursday, November 12
Friday, November 13
Mr. J. Michael Wesley, V.P. of Product Development
Mr. Dana Carlson, Eastern Regional Manager
AUDITION
The Mark Levinson Reference Digital Products
The N530 Reference Digital Processor
The new N535 Digital Processor
I.,

And the new N"31 Digital Transport

"While other processors have provided narrow
glimpses into digital's musical potential, the N530 throws wide open the door
on what digital audio can achieve. And the view is stunning!'
— Robert Harley Stereopbile, Vol.15 No.2, February 1992
R. S. V. P.
Call, Fax or write in
for our complete Seminar
Information guide.
Advance registration is
necessary.
Refreshments will be served.
We're in the
NYNEX Yellow Pages

NNOVATIVE

77
CLINTONHEIGHTS
STREET
BROOKLYN
NEWYORK 11201.
(212)619-64000R

AUDIO VIDEO SHOWROOMS
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MEET THE I
NNOVATORS

Talk with Thiel
Thursday, November 19
Friday, November 20
Mr. Jim Thiel, Design Engineer
Ms. Kathy Gornik, President, Marketing Director
Mr. David Gordon, Sales Manager

Thiel...
The Next Generation
Introducing the Thiel CS 3.6
The Next Classic.
$3,900./pr.
The Thiel Speaker Line
SCS Bookshelf...$1,090./pr.
CS 1.2...$1,250./pr.
CS 2.2...$2,250./pr.
CS 3.6...$3,900./pr.
CS 5...$9,200./pr.
R. S. V. P.
Call, Fax or write in
for our complete Seminar
Information guide.
Advance registration is
necessary.
Refreshments will be served.

We're in the
NYNEX Yellow Pages

INNOVATIVE
AUDIO VIDEO SHOWROOMS
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MEET THE I
NNOVATORS

R.S.V.P
LINAEUM

AVALON

CORPORATION

Mr. Neil Patel, President

THIEL

MADRIGAL...MARK LEVINSON
&PROCEED —
Thursday, November 12
Friday, November 13
Mr./ Michael Wesley,
Vice President
ofProduct Development
Mr. Dana Carlson,
Eastern Regional Manager

ACOUSTICS

Thursday, November 5
Friday, November 6

Thursday, October 22
Friday, October 23
1/r. Paul Paddock. Chief Engineer

Call, Fax

Thursday, November 19
Friday, November 20
Mr. Jim Thiel, Design Engineer

or write in

for our complete Seminar

Ms. Kathy Gornik, President.
Marketing Director
Mr. David Gordon,
Sales Manager

Information guide.
Advance registration is
necessary.
Refreshments will
be served.

SPECTRAL

AlcINTOSH

Friday, December Il

Thursday, December 10
Amplifier Clinic
Mr. Howard Diamond,
Eastern Regional Manager

Saturday, December 12
Mr. Richard Fryer, President & CEO
Dr. Keith Johnson,
Chief Consulting Engineer

O UR BRANDS

O UR FACILITY

Adcom, ADS. AKG, Avalon Acoustics, Bang &Olufsen. B&K,

Our 6000 sq. ft. facility allows us to perform specific com-

California Audio Labs, Celestion, Creek, Definitive, Denon,

parisons which include turntable vs. CD, turntable vs.

Exposure, Fosgate, Grado, JVC Video, Klyne, Lexicon, Linn,

turntable. CD vs. CD, speaker vs. speaker. tapedeck vs.

Linaeum, MarkLevinson, McIntosh, MIT, Monster, NAD,

tapedeck, and comparisons among electronics. Come in to

Nakamichi. Pioneer Elite. ProAc, Proceed. Proton, Rotel,

Innovative and see our Media Rooms with Dolby Pro-Logic

Sennheiser, Shahinian, SharpVision, Signet, SONY Video,

and Lucas Film Home THX . Surround Sound and our com-

Spectral, Spica, Thiel, Velodyne and more.

plete Video Department.

D ELIVERY, INSTALLATION & R EPAIR 7 D AYS A W EEK
We deliver and install at reasonable rates throughout the entire region. In the event you need service, we offer afree loaner
for units purchased at Innovative. Service is performed on premises. Located just 5minutes from Wall St. Easy to reach
by subway or car. Parking nearby. Call for directions.

Were In the NYNEX Yellow Pages

NNOVATIVE

AUDIO VIDEO SHOWROOMS
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"Live" is the standard
against which all highend audio is judged.
Nothing else is quite so
pure, so clear, so
involving.
Can any other audio
electronics bring you
closer to the purity, the
clarity, the emotion of
live music than those
from Gryphon Audio
Designs?

Note

•
•

for aperf ect musical connection

kimber completes the score
Sure we could talk about exotic materials,
esoteric theories, or advanced construction
techniques—and we have. This time we
wanted to remind you of the one
fundamental element that truly
matters—The Music!

You be the judge.

THE

Like finely crafted instruments in the right
hands, aconnection with Kimber can mean
the difference between mere 'notes on a
page' or acommand performance, lf the
Music matters to you then insist on
Kimber to conduct perfection, right on
pitch —everytime.

G YPHO

Msit your nearest Kimber dealer and
re-discover the music for yourself.

It's What You've Been Waiting For
KIM3
ER KABLE

Gryphon USA
12629 Larchmere Boulevard
Cleveland, Ohio 44120
(216) 791-9400
Fax (216) 791-3131
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Kimber Kable products are available at
select audio stores. For the name of
your nearest dealer and an informative
brochure contact us at
(801) 621-5530
2762 S. 1900 W.
Ogden UT, 84401
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B UILDING

A

L IBRARY

RICHARD SCHNEIDER

W

ith five recent releases, which appeared in April and May of 1992,
RCA has made available abasic
Munch/BSO collection in newly remastered
CD
of recordings which have been
out of print for many years. By adding the
legendary 1955 Ravel Daphnis et Chloé (on
Chesky vinyl as well as RCA CD) along with
the 1954 Berlioz Damnation ofFaust, reissued
two years ago, and Berlioz's L'Enfance du
Christ, reissued in August 1992, one could
broaden this view considerably. Despite the
lack of obvious commercial value of afew
of these issues, each in its own way gives a
vivid picture of the style and character of the
Boston Symphony Orchestra during the
Musical Directorship of Charles Munch,
from 1949 through 1962.
Nearly all the early US orchestras established during the 19th century were Germanic cultural transplants, staffed by Germanborn or German-trained musicians, founded
and led by German conductors. The BSO,
founded in 1881, was no exception, but took
adifferent turn when it appointed Frenchborn Pierre Monteux as its conductor during

eremieres
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the 1920s.
A more profound change occurred under
Monteux's successor. Russian-born, Parisiantransplanted Serge Koussevitzky would become one of the echt Franco-Russian performers of his time. Under his highly temperamental leadership, along with personnel
changes over two decades, the BSO was transformed into one of the world's great FrancoRussian orchestras.
Koussevitzky, notorious among musicians
as an uncompromising martinet, was nonetheless respected by public and critics as a
supreme orchestra builder and interpreter of
music. In these things he shared the good
company of such generational peers as Toscanini, Stokowski, and the up-and-coming
Reiner. Under Koussevitzky's direction, the
BSO became celebrated for its wide-ranging
expressiveness, its dark, warm, yet unerringly
firm string tone, and the brilliant, sometimes
eccentric virtuosity of its solo woodwind and
brass playing.
The appointment of Charles Munch as
Koussevitsky's successor came as ashock to
some observers. Munch's personality and
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"Your education as an audiophile
will not be complete unless you
take the Ensemble plunge."
Dick Olsher, Stereophile
Vol. 13, No. 6, June 1990

TAKE THE

Our component rack systems are the result of
serious attention to detail and pride in the art
of design and craftsmanship.
"We will even compose apiece to
pur exact specs. My great
Uncle Walter couldn't ask for
more than that!"
1.1 , 1

Mil IMO

PLUNGE
The combination of Ensemble
electronics and cables exemplifies
the synergistic relationship we all
seek in our quest for the system!'
Guy Lemcoe, Stereophile
Vol. 14, No. 5, May 1991.
US Agency: Ensemble USA do Musical Surroundings
5856 College Ave, Suite 146, Oakland, CA 94618
Tel. (510) 420-0379, Fax (510) 420-0392
Ensemble Inc. Ltd, Switzerland
H Annoni-Str. 23, CH-4132 Muttenz, Switzerland
Tel .(41 )61-619191. Fax *(41) 61-619325

•Tube Hex kits
•I
ubular Steel Construction
•High Pressure Laminated Shelving •AMP Stands
•Big Screen Pedestals
•Cut Corners and Beveled Edges
•TV/Recorder Tables w/ Swivel Tops •Superior Rigidity
•Made in the USA
•10-day Delivery on Most
Pre-design Models in US
N1 IP /BILLY BAGS
•Isolation-Tips, Optional
•Leg Vibration Dampers
CALL USF
OR
YOUR L
OCAL DEALER
414" Transport St. •Ventura, CA 93003 •(ROS) 6442155 I

-

OVERWHELMING
RESPONSE.
It's rare to see audio reviewers
in agreement on matters of sound.
Therefore it is particularly humbling
to receive nearly unanimous praise
for our new Response line of
reference loudspeakers.
Contact your ProAc dealer
to hear the new Response Three
Signature and Response One-S.
We're sure you'll find it an
overwhelming
experience.
ProAc USA 112
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PROAC
Swanhill Ct., Baltimore, MD 21208 410/486-5975 Fax 410/560-6901
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style were markedly different from those of
any of his predecessors. Whereas Koussevitzky
was meticulous and demanding, Munch hated
to rehearse, and would prefer to play on the
experience and instincts of the BSO for heightened spontaneity. Some observers considered
him downright lazy, and believed that the
BSO's fabled discipline, ahallmark of the
Koussevitzky era, was irreparably damaged
under Munch's stewardship.
BERUOZ: Roméo etJulktte, Les nuits d'été*
Margaret Roggero, mezzo; Leslie Chabay, tenor; YiKwei Sze, bass; Harvard Glee Club; Radcliffe Choral Society (G. Wallace Woodworth, dir.); Victoria
de los Angeles, soprano*, BSO, Charles Munch
RCA 60681-2 (2 CDs only). Lewis Layton, eng.;
Richard Mohr, prod. ADD. TT: 111:29
BRAHMS: Symphony 2, 'Bogie Overture
SCHUMANN: Genoveva Overture
Charles Munch, BSO
RCA 60682-2 (2 CDs only). Lewis Layton, eng.;
Richard Mohr, prod. ADD. TT: 58:35
CHAUSSON: Symphony in B-flat, Poème*
SAINT-SAÉNS:
.
Introduction &Rondo Capriccioso*
David Oistrakh, violin,* BSO, Charles Munch
RCA 60683-2 (CD only). Lewis Layton, eng.;
Richard Mohr, prod. ADD. TM 56:25
DEBUSSY: Le Martyre de Saint Sélnutian, Ibéria
Florence Kopleff, Catherine Akos, contraltos; Phyllis
Curtin, soprano; Charles Munch, speaker; New
England Conservatory Chorus (Lorna Cooke de
Varon, din); BSO, Charles Munch
RCA 60684-2 (CD only). Lewis Layton, eng.;
Richard Mohr, prod. ADD. TT: 73:32
HONEGGER: Symphonies 2& 5
MILHAUD: Suite provençale, La création du monde
Charles Munch, BSO
RCA 60685-2 (CD only). Lewis Layton, eng.;
Richard Mohr, prod. ADD. Tr: 76:57
WAGNER: Orchestral Excerpts
Tanuhititser: Overture & Bacchanale; Tristan und lsolde:
Prelude and Liebestod*; Die Walkike: Magic Fire
Music; Gatterdiimmerung: Immolation Scene*
Eileen Farrell, soprano*, BSO, Charles Munch
RCA 06086-2 (CD only). Lewis Layton, eng.;
Richard Mohr, prod. ADD. TT 66:47

There may have been asmidgen of truth
in some of these observations. On the other
hand, Munch's relaxed, avuncular approach
came at the twilight of the super-intensified
Toscanini/NBC era, and was roughly contemporaneous with the ruthlessly correct
high-colonic regime of Szell/Cleveland. With
even greater relevance to fans of RCA "New
Orthophonic" and the pioneering Living
Stereo treasures, Munch/BSO served as a
kind of down'n'dirty alternative to the intriguingly lucid, boldly detailed, yet oddly cerebral Reiner/Chicago Symphony recordings.
How Munch arrived at his flamboyant
spontaneity makes for afascinating personal
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1992

profile. Born in the French Alsace of halfGerman, half-French background, he was
trained as aviolinist, and served as concertmaster of the Leipzig Gewandhaus, where
he performed under the likes of Furtwângler,
Weingartner, and Walter. Conducting ambition brought him to Paris and, after WWII,
guest-conducting appearances in the US.
Seeking areplacement for their beloved but
frail and aging Koussevitzky, the Bostonians
were swept away by Munch's ecstatic musicality as well as his personal charm.
Under Munch's directorship, the BSO
became less Franco-Russian, more FrancoAmerican. For all the success he enjoyed as
aguest conductor elsewhere, Munch's BSO
sound was singular: the Koussevitzky BSO,
foot to floorboard, brights on. Nothing like
it could be heard elsewhere, not even in his
recordings with Parisian orchestras.
At first glance and hearing, these recordings of works by Brahms, Schumann, and
Wagner may seem far afield. In today's heavily industrialized music business, these works
wouldn't be recorded by an orchestra that
sounds like the 1950s BSO. But the orchestras and conductors who have bought into
today's music business are trained to be idiomatically correct at all costs. This 1955 Brahms
2may not replace all others in your collection, but it is, for all its eccentricity, afar more
liberated and expressive performance than
some recent entries by today's movers and
shakers. Schumann's Genoveva Overture,
recorded in mono in 1951 and especially
prized by Munch collectors, makes its first
appearance since the initial 10" LP.
The Wagner is arguably the most stylistically bizarre disc of the non-French releases,
especially in the Immolation Scene. They
seem to be making the statement, "This is the
way we play it. Period." Tannhâuser's pilgrim
music may not be quite what we're used to,
but the Bacchanale is an orgy of sexual tension and afterglow that knows few rivals.
Eileen Farrell is the fat lady, and it isn't over
until she sings. She may not be Nilsson or
Norman, but fortunately, she isn't Behrens
or Martón either. Farrell is just right, honest,
and true to herself and her roles. Listen to this
disc and Barenboim's recent CSO Wagner
CD on Erato; Munch's is the one you'll want
to hear again.
Munch's ability to tread the fine line between
protagonist and accompanist in working with
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US Agency Ensemble USA c/o Musical Surroundings
5856 College Ave. Suite 146, Oakland, CA 94618
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soloists is more modestly displayed in Chausson's Poème, and in Saint-Sens's Introduction
and Rondo Capriccios° with David Oistrakh.
Munch recorded with nearly all of RCA's
important artists. Hopefully, there'll be more
to come. Unfortunately, avulgar and bathetic
side of Munch's musical disposition is all too
evident in Chausson's Symphony in B-flat.
RCA made an important and highly gratifying artistic decision to release Munch's 1953
mono recording of Berlioz's Roméo etJuliette,
rather than the 1961 remake. Despite betterknown soloists and stereo in 1961, Munch/
BSO were but apale shadow of their earlier
selves, and the stereo sound was aspacey,
nebulous wash. The digital remastering more
than lives up to the '53 recording, which was
one of the great mono LP sets: close, incisive,
highly detailed, and always convincing on
its own terms. Once you've heard this performance ofRoméo, chances are it won't matter that others by the likes of Inbal, Levine,
Dutoit, or even Sir Colin Davis are in stereo.
This is the one that gets the job done, with
commensurate sonics. The coupling with Les
nuits d'été, with Victoria de los Angeles, is no
minor consideration.
Honegger and Milhaud were two of Munch's
own contemporaries. Honegger's Symphony
5of 1949 was one of the earliest BSO commissions of Munch's reign. He premiered the
work, performed it often, and made this
mono recording in 1953. No one has since
captured the dramatic intensity or the very
special instrumental color of this work; as
with the Berlioz, later stereo recordings may
not matter once you've heard this one.
The Milhaud selections, recorded in 1960
and 1961, are of superdisc class. Originally
issued, with artwork, on the premium Soria
Series, the La création du monde side was the
stuff of which vinyl heaven is made. There
were problems with Suite provençale, especially
with the piccolo duo which opens the final
movement—a cutting and tracking nightmare. La création lives up to its former sel£ and
Provençale is improved beyond expectation,
the piccolo players' reputations rescued at
last. The Milhaud works are in great stereo,
and incomparably performed.
If there is asingle pièce de résistance among
the French repertoire, Le Martyre de Saint
Sébastian would be the likely candidate.
Although slightly abridged, this performance
conveys the experience of an elaborate piece
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1992

of incidental music to amystery play by
Gabrielle d'Annunzio. This strange work is,
by any reckoning, apowerful saga of homoerotic passion and ritual human sacrifice,
veiled as aChristian martyrdom second only
to the Crucifixion. The gap between the Hebrew Adonai and the Greek Monis is but a
tiptoe through the Court of Lilies, the Magic
Chamber, and the other enchantingly pagan
twilight zones in which the story is played out.
The performance is narrated by the overdubbed Munch, who, in his late '60s, read from
the lines of the adolescent Sebastian. Very
strange, yet touchingly beautiful. Munch could
have been one of the great actors of the Frenchspeaking world. Restoration of Munch's narration track, and its joining to the stereo master
for this issue, exemplifies the dedication and
skill of Nat Johnson and his staff at BMG
Classical.
The callow sound and distinctively nonnative French of the NEC Chorus are obvious enough, yet it was Munch's genius that
he could make avirtue of such flaws. The
eerie moods, haunting tensions, and indescribable brilliance of this performance are rivaled
only by the celebrated Munch/BSO Daphnis
et Chloé. Despite apparent problems (there are
afew brief mono passages), Le Martyre is a
sonic feast for the audiophile gourmet of any
persuasion. The annotation is complete, and
includes akey element missing even from the
initial LP edition: text and translation of the
narration. Finally, we non-French speakers
can get in on the action.
Sonically, each of the stereo recordings
recalls the best days of RCA's early stereo in
Symphony Hall. RCA is preparing aspecial
Living Stereo series, modeled on the style and
success of the Mercury Living Presence CDs.
It's tempting to imagine how much better
they might sound, or to speculate how long
it might be until RCA gets Sony's Super Bit
Mapping. These CDs sound very damn
good just as they are—dynamic, spacious,
and full-range, with only an ethereal vestige
of tape hiss. Each selection ends with enough
sustained "environment" to allay the shock
of the sudden digital stop. And there are no
phony "tails."
Ajob well done. Whether you acquire all
of these tides, or just one or two, you will
own apiece of audio and performance history that no audiophile or orchestral collector
should be without.
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BARENAKED LADIES!!!! That's, uh, them on the left there—really. See p.243 for abreathless explanation.
And that's John Wesley Harding on the right, trying to hypnotize you into buying his new album, Why We Fight,
which usual curmudgeon RL thinks is his best yet (see p.243).

CLASSICAL
BARTÓK: Concerto for Orchestra, Divertimento
for String Orchestra
Sir Neville Mariner, Academy of St. Martin-in-the-Fields
Philips 432-126-2 (CD only). Erdo Groot, bal. eng.;
Roger de Schot, Evert Meriting, rec. engs.; Martha de
Francisco, prod. DDD. TE 62:10
BARD:51C:Concerto for Orchestra; M usic for Strings,
Percussion at Celesta
Eliahu Inbal, Orchestre de la Suisse Romande
Denon 81757-9044-2 (CD only). Peter WillemotS, eng.;
Peter Laenger, prod. (Concerto); Yoshiharu Kawaguchi,
prod. DDD. TE 67:56

Of these two Concepto performances, Marriner's
is superior to Inbal's. Sadly, that's not saying
much. Both interpretations are plagued by a
pervasive lack of empathy with Bartók's salty,
east-European accents. The two orchestras also
seem to have little affinity for the music. Marriner does achieve respite from his middle-ofthe-road reading by nicely revealing secondary
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1992

melodic lines, especially in the second set of pair
games in movement two, and also in the fourth
movement. And while his finale does ring of
triumph, it cannot divorce itself from the recollected hollowness of so much that precedes it.
Inbal approaches the Concerto with more grace
than fire, which is putting things the wrong
way around. His tempos seem extraordinarily slow until you check the timings and discover that it is actually the anemic phrasing that
makes the music sound slower than it really is.
The frequent ritards at the ends of phrases are
especially emasculating. And in one of the most
magical of this work's many magical moments
—the transition to the parody of the Shostakovich theme in movement four—Inbal's
approach is far too cautious to be convincing.
The finest performances of this work that
Iknow of are by Reiner (RCA), Doráti (Mer-
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David Charles ei David Friedman
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Percussionist David Charles and vibraphonist
David Friedman lead agroup of special
guests on avariety of exciting new adult
contemporary compositions. Introducing
vocalist Lisa Lombardo.

The Vivino Brothers Band
Chitlins Parmigiana, CD 492

Jimmy &Jerry Vivino lead a¡azzy blues
entourage featuring Al Kooper and vocalist
Catherine Russell. "Think of it as the Brecker
Brothers meet the Neville Brothers."
Bill Milkowski
Available in fine record and audio
stores or order direct, l
-800-926-6545
P0 Box 15835. Park Square Station •Stamford. CT 06901
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cury), and Dohnányi (London). Needless to say,
neither Inbal nor Marriner presents aserious
challenge.
There are also preferable performances of the
accompanying works on these discs. As for the
Musicfor Strings, Percussion and Orchestra, Dutoit's
1988 performance on London presents more
verve and sinew than does Inbal's. So do Karajan and Doráti on Angel and Mercury LPs,
respectively. By comparison with all of them,
Inbal's reading is leaden and somewhat sloppily
played as well. And although Marriner achieves
anail-biting buildup of tension in the second
movement of the Divertimento, his performance
overall does not match the vitality and rhythmic
swagger of the Orpheus Chamber Orchestra
on DG, asuperb performance that is also beautifully recorded.
—Robert Hesson
BEETHOVEN: Piano Sonatas Op.10, Nos.1-3
Richard Goode, piano
Elektra Nonesuch 79213-2 (CD only). Max Wilcox, eng.,
prod. DDD. TE 54:07
BEETHOVEN: Piano Sonatas Op.2 No.1, Op.10
No.1, Op.13, Op.31 No.2
Zoltan Kocsis, piano
Philips 432 127-2 (CD only). Roger de Schot, eng.; Wilhelm Hellweg, prod. DDD. TT 74:23
BEETHOVEN: Piano Sonatas Opp.109, 111, 119
John O'Conor, piano
Telarc CD-80261 (CD only). Jack Renner, James Mallinson, engs.James Mallinson, prod. DDD. TT: 65:14

Ifind Richard Goode's Beethoven arevelation.
Technically he's superb: textural separation
between hands, variation of color and touch,
and intuitive weighting of chords enable the
composer's every linear thought process and
structural concept to identify itself. Goode
somehow manages to make you feel that you
are hearing 100% Beethoven, without demanding more of it than was intended, or veneering it with his own artist's persona ...
but perhaps that in itself is the unmistakable hallmark
of Richard Goode's artistry.
The early Op.10 sonatas are not the most
demanding of Beethoven's canon for performer
or listener; their relative simplicity can often
make them seem dull by comparison with the
greater works. Goode helps us to appreciate
their perfection by highlighting, say, the rhythmic importance of various motifs in 1, the
beauty of immaculately played semiquaver runs
against staccato quavers in 2, and the legato/
staccato juxtaposition of voices in 3. This is
wonderful stuff, the product of agreat deal of
analytical thought and ahighly developed musical sensitivity.
Zoltan Kocsis's Beethoven program, with
its duplicate Op.10 Sonata, is one of the most
provocative Ihave ever heard. He plays Beethoven's first Sonata with the brittle touch and
excitable dynamism of Glenn Gould's Bach.

Tempo indications and sforzando accents are
interpreted with great eccentricity, but Kocsis's
technique is truly phenomenal: his sparkling
triplet quaver runs in the Proctissimo Finale are
so precipitous that achase in aKeystone Cops
movie sprang to mind.
His "Pathétique" certainly requires an open
mind: the Allegro fairly explodes out of the
slow introduction, compelling one to marvel
at his virtuosity rather than listen to the music.
The Rondo is also predictably breathtaking, but
the whole performance was spoiled for me by
the snatched final chord. With the "Tempest"
following much too quickly on its heels, and
feeling far too rushed for the rest of its course,
neither Kocsis nor the listener is allowed to relax
into anything like aseductive cantabile. A peculiarly idiosyncratic set of performances, then,
that you'll love or hate; Isuggest you try before
you buy.
John O'Conor is yet another very different
artist, as subjective in his approach as Goode
seems objective, and who woos his listeners
with lyricism rather than the type of pyrotechnic display favored by Kocsis. Ican enjoy this
too; his Op.109 is played with such intensity
and passion that Ican't believe anyone who
would not be moved by this performance. But
basically his whole technique is more lightweight than Goode's, and while this is acceptable in the E-major work, the last two Sonatas
seem mere shadows. Here O'Conor seems to
lack both technical power and vision. Beethoven was stretching form, meter, and the instrument to their utmost; one needs to be made
aware of ateetering on the edge of destruction.
Even in passages where Iwould have predicted
O'Conor to be excellent, like the l'istesso tempo
di Arioso in the third movement of Op.110, his
lyrical flair escapes him, the right-hand "song"
flat against obtrusive strumming left-hand
chords. If you want atruly excellent account
of these last three sonatas, look no further
than—you guessed it—Richard Goode on
Nonesuch Elektra 79211-2, with Sonatas 28
and 29 thrown in for Goode measure.
—Barbara Jahn
BLOCH: String Quartets 2& 3
Arabesque Z6626. TT 57:28
BLOCH: String Quartets 4& 5
Arabesque Z6627. TE 61:42
Portland String Quartet
Both: CD only. Frank Laico, eng.; Ward Botsford, prod.
DDD.

This is not the Ernest Bloch of the Concerti
Grossi, recently reissued on Mercury. Nor is
it the Bloch of Schelomo, on the same disc. Those
works could be described, respectively, as neoclassic and Hebraic (a term Bloch disliked and
never attached to his music). The Bloch of the
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string quartets is acomposer of tempestuous
questioning.
Listening to this music is abit like sitting in
ahurricane, but with the advantage of being
able to step above the fury and look down from
asatellite's-eye-view on the beautiful organization of the storm. These pieces are magnificently constructed by an intellect that abhorred
the superfluous and revered the organic. Within
these quartets, one discovers not an experimenter
but an eclectic, capable of fusing techniques as
diverse as the fugue and the twelve-tone row
into aseamless whole. Incorporating the dissonances and disjunct motions characteristic
of much 20th-century music, these are demanding compositions for the listener, but their rewards are commensurate with the effort invested.
The Portland String Quartet does the music
justice. But in atwo-horse race, they finish a
close second to the only other ensemble with
currently available recordings of the works, the
Pro Arte Quartet on Laurel. The reasons for
the difference at first seem elusive. And, as is
often the case in such instances, the superiority
of one performance simply comes down to a
more sympathetic shaping of individual notes
and phrases. The Pro Arte seems to dig deeply
into the mind and spirit ofBloch to present the
music in amore moving and forcible manner.
Nowhere is this better illustrated than in the
opening pizzicato passage of the third movement of Quartet 4. The Portland plays the notes
with equal emphasis, and they sound much the
way notes look on apage. The Pro Arte brings
arhythmic perspective to the passage, shaping it into adimensional, vivid presence. And
so it goes throughout the quartets. Heard on
its own, the Portland Quartet does, indeed,
sound convincing. But after listening to the Pro
Arte, there can be little doubt that they more
tellingly realize the spirit of the music. Of
course, the Portland gives us Quartet 5, and the
Pro Arte doesn't. Thé final quartet is afine one,
offering amore meditative, tuneful vein (despite
its flirtation with atonality) that the Portland
portrays beautifully.
Arabesque's sound quality does little to aid
the Portland Quartet's cause, mirroring the
group's slightly more tepid performances. The
violins become somewhat steely on louder passages, and none of the instruments' naturally
resonant timbres is particularly well preserved.
The Pro Arte receives somewhat better, though
uneven, treatment by Laurel.
Ido not hesitate to recommend the Portland
Quartet's recordings based on their own merits,
but must admit to being more enthusiastic in
my preference for the Pro Arte's.
—Robert Hesson
LISZT: De Profutulis (completed by Michael Maxwell);
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1992

Fantasy on Themes from Beethoven's Ruins of
Athens
SCHUBERT/LISZT: Wanderer Fantasy
Philip Thomson, piano; Kerry Stratton, Hungarian State
Orchestra
Hungaroton HCD 31525 (CD only)János Horvith, mg.;
Michael Maxwell, prod. DDD. TT 68:24

The unusual work here is the nearly 35-minute-long De Profundis, an extremely original
piano concerto that dates from 1834 and the
time when Liszt was basking at the feet of the
iconoclast Abbé Lamennais in Brittany, drinking in that guru's philosophies. This almost but
not quite finished and unrevised work is perhaps more reminiscent of the composer's Harmonies poétiques et religieuses than it is of the piano
concertos, but, make no mistake, it is amajor
composition and one with agreat deal of impressive and highly brilliant writing. The version heard here presents acompletion by Canadian composer Michael Maxwell, in which the
ending is more flamboyant than the quiet,
incomplete original used in the competing performance on ASV by pianist Steven Mayer with
Támas Vásary conducting. The latter also contains, in addition to the Totentanz, the recently
discovered and reconstructed Piano Concerto
in E-flat from the late 1830s, whereas the Hungaroton recording includes the Ruins ofAthens
Fantasy and the orchestration of Schubert's
"Wanderer" Fantasy.
So far as the present performances are concerned, there can be little complaint, for all three
works are rendered in amost invigorating fashion. Neither of the Liszt Fantasies had ever
intrigued me much, but Ifound myself responding with unexpected enthusiasm to the brilliance of the solo playing and the sympathetic
orchestral support. Imaging of the sound picture is very good. The piano, just slightly clattery, and orchestra are semi-distant, but present
anice aural spread.
—Igor Ilipnis
MAHLER: Symphony 4, Linter einesfahrenden Gesellen
Neeme Jârvi; Linda Finnie, mezzo; Royal Scottish
Orchestra
Chandos CHAN 8951 (CD only). Ralph Couzens, eng.;
Brian Couzens, prod. DDD. TF 76:25
MAHLER: Symphony 3
Leif Segerstam; Anne Gjevang, contralto; Copenhagen
Boy's Choir, Danish National Radio Choir, Danish
National Radio Symphony Orchestra
Chandos CHAN 8970/71 (2 CDs only). Jorn Jacobsen,
eng.; Michael Petersen, prod. DDD. TT: 104:20
IVES: Symphony 1
BARBER: Three Essaysfor Orchestra
NeemeJárvi, Detroit Symphony
Chandos CHAN 9053 (CD only). Dan Dene, Robert
Shafer, engs.; Charles Greenwell, prod. DDD. TE 70:26

I'm permanently cynical about the torrent of
Mahler cycles that have been rushing to market.
So when Járvi's Mahler began to appear, Iwas
prepared to dislike it.
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Wrong. The first release is one of the best
Mahler Fifths available. This Fourth, the second
release, is admirable in its balance of the work's
light and dark forces. It is overall sweet and
bucolic, though not particularly light in texture
or conception. Tempos are relaxed, occasionally
crossing into heaviness—there are nightmarish
forces at the periphery of this child's dream.
As if to remind us of this, Jârvi draws out the
low strings at ca 13:20 of I, and generally darkens the timbres throughout II. The third
movement is conducted at afull adagio, even
slower than Bernstein/Concertgebouw, though
Jârvi does not rivet the attention so firmly as
Bernstein.
The booklet says little about Linda Finnie,
afrequent partner in Jârvi's Chandos recordings, other than that she is amezzo-soprano,
though most of the parts she has recorded are
for contralto. The part Mahler wrote for soprano in the symphony's fourth movement lies
high for her, but her timbre adds awomanly
quality to the Wunderhorn song, unexpected yet
effective. The first two, lighter Wayfarer songs
fare less well, Finnie and Jârvi lumbering where
they should play. Murray/Litton on Virgin are
closer to the spirit of these songs. kh hab' emn
glühende Messer is, however, excellent, benefiting
from the performers' extravert personalities. An
expansive Die zwei blauen Augen is good as well.
The sound on this disk is very good: abit
more forward than most Chandos recordings
I've heard, with an excellent illusion of depth.
Chandos appears to be building asecond
Mahler cyde, with Leif Segerstam and the Danish Radio Symphony. Iexpect his Third to be
less controversial than the Sixth that opened
his cycle. Upon first hearing the opening movement, Iwas prepared for something special.
Segerstam draws out the trombone elegy and
the slow march which follows, making them
elemental and incantatory. My initial high expectations were tempered by the rest of the
symphony. The second movement, though
well played, lacks personality, with more than
awhiff of the trifling. Segerstam comes back
to life in the big music of III, managing wonderfully the mood change from pastoral interlude to climax at 17:40, his concentration continuing through the end of the movement.
Anne Gjevang's rich contralto lends strength
to the fourth movement, but the musicmaking here could benefit from more awe and mystery, as it could in V. In his very good VI, Segerstam, like Levine and Bernstein, seems to find
in this music childlike, Charles Ives-ish quotations of sounds heard in the countryside. (The
string chorale which opens the movement is
here redolent of Ives's own Symphony 3.) Don't
know if this is what Segerstam has in mind, but
Ithink other Americans will hear it as well,
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1992

while they won't with Horenstein or Haitink.
I'm impressed with Segerstam's deft handling
of the long climax through the conclusion of
the work, though the emotion Ihear sounds
as much like rage as the love Mahler originally
set as the movement's subject. In isolation this
works well enough, though I'm left unsure of
the context for the violence, as well as of any
principle tying together the performance of the
whole symphony. First choices remain Horenstein, Levine, Bernstein (times 2), and Haitink.
Audiophile warning: this recording, like Segerstam's Sixth, suffers from alack of bass.
Speaking of Charles Ives, Neemeprvi has
turned to that composer's Symphony 1for his
hundredth Chandos release. (Chandos has for
the occasion coated the disc with gold, adding
afew bucks to the cost.) Ives wrote the work
while aYale undergraduate composing under
the advice of Professor Horatio Parker, aconservative pedagogue ofBrahmsian allegiances.
Jârvi emphasizes the Teutonic influence rather
more than Ithink the music warrants, so the first
movement sounds like warmed-over Brahms,
the sweet second, chorale-like movement like
Dvorák, the third like ascherzo-trio from an
early Bruckner symphony ervi really makes
this work). Jârvi renders the finale as if to exorcise its brassy American influence.
Among other recordings of the First, the
very good Ormandy awaits reissue by Sony.
Best of all is the recent Michael Tilson-Thomas.
With Thomas you're more likely to hear Tchaikovsky than Brahms, and that's to the good.
What you hear most of all is the 22-year-old
composer's love/hate relationship with Teutonic orthodoxy, his remarkable control of difficult material, and his irrepressible Americanness.
To my ears, Samuel Barber's three rather
intellectual Essays are odd accompaniments for
Ives, even if both composers were Americans.
Jârvi gives none of them amemorable performance; he broadens these quite different works
to the point where they lose the energy necessary to assert their individuality. There are
better recordings of each. Sony is again overdue
in reissuing the Schippers/NYP Second Essay
on CD. A good recording of the First is available on the audiophile label, Sheffield Lab. All
three may be found on an RCA disc with Slatkin/St. Louis; Ihaven't heard it, but it has been
widely praised.
Sound is more distant than on jârvi's Mahler
disc, as if listening down from the loge, and
would be excellent if the strings didn't sound
undernourished. More than compensating for
this is the reference-quality reproduction of
percussion, which figure prominently in the
second and third Essays.
Chandos CDs are often just the things to get
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Omni Sound, Dallas' oldest
audiophile oriented retailer, is proud
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the finest products from manufacturers
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aconvinced digitophobe to listen to the silver
discs. These three releases mostly share that
label's typical good sound, though Iwould recommend none as atop choice for performance.
—Kevin Conklin
MOZARE La clentenza di Tito
Anthony Rolfe Johnson, Tito; Anne Sobe von Otter, Sesto;
Sylvia McNair, Servilia; Julia Varady, Vitellia; Catherine
Robbin, Annio; Cornelius Hauptmann, Publio; Monteverdi Choir, English Baroque Soloists; John Eliot
Gardiner
Archiv 431 806-2 (2 CDs only). Karl-August Naegler,
prod. DDD. TE 118:04

Because I'm tired of trying to convince people that Clemenza is on apar with the da Ponte
operas, Iwon't even bother citing chapter and
verse. Those who know will rave about its concision, its lack of flab, its gorgeous, direct melodies, its subtle and not-so-subtle use of wind
instruments, its remarkable first-act finale; all
the while acknowledging that Mozart was
stuck in the opera seria mode and wound up with
an eponymous hero who is rather dull and goes
nowhere, either dramatically or musically, from
first to last. Detractors will harp on the lack of
sexiness (for want of abetter word), and never
get further. No, it never thrills and titillates the
way Cosi does, but it isn't supposed to. It's noble.
This new recording is anice companion to
Gardiner's recent Idomeneo on Archiv; both
grew out of live performances, both are on original instruments, and in both the action moves
briskly and the recitatives are urgent and dramatically apt. One also finds in both extraordinary singing and afew of the same performers. Rolfe Johnson is as fine aTito as he was
an Idomeneo, singing with class and clarity.
McNair's Ilia was lovely; so is her Servilia,
making us wish there were more to the part.
Von Otter can apparently do no wrong—her
Idamanœ was smooth and heroic while expressing vulnerability, and her Sesto is complex too,
and sung with great virtuosity.
Julia Varady is fabulous as Virelli2, the opera's
most fully drawn character. She has no trouble with the 21
/ -octave range, she's always
2
expressive, and she sings the great showpiece,
"Non piu di for," like adream come true.
Catherine Robbin is anice Annio; Hauptmann
is adrab Publio (not altogether his fault).
Needless to say, Gardiner's chorus and instrumentalists sing and play as if they mean it, and
the recording is fin; with no evidence, except
urgency of exclamation in the performers, of
an audience. There are no mediocre performances of this opera available (that alone should
tip the detractors off that they're wrong), and
this one is terrific too. If it's original instruments
you want, this one's for you. Otherwise, go for
Davis, Bohm, or Kertész, the last two on budget labels.
—Robert Levine
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1992

MOZARE String Quartets 14 Az 15
Cleveland Quartet
Telarc CD-80297 (CD only). Jack Renner, eng.; Judith
Sherman, prod. DDD. TE 60:05

The Cleveland Quartet has existed for some
time, but only cellist Paul Katz was part of the
group that made its debut more than two decades ago. As presently constituted (with William Preucil, Peter Salaff, James Dunham), it
is aformidable ensemble: technically adroit,
beautifully balanced, and—as this release makes
clear—highly responsive to the Classical style.
This is as fine an account of 14 as Ihave ever
heard. Tempos are exceptionally well-judged,
with animated allegros and aslow movement
that, in its freedom from sentimentality, reveals
the group's awareness that andante means "walking" in Italian. In addition, rhythm is rocksteady and motivic profile sharply etched, traits
that bring out the dramatic tension at the core
of so much of the work. Adding to the performance's virtues is the Cleveland's decision to
observe all repeats, apractice that produces four
movements of roughly equal length.
Quartet 15 is almost as impressive. Technically the playing is every bit as accomplished,
my only reservation being that the Cleveland
is not quite so successful as other quartets (notably the Juilliard) in conveying this work's peculiar demonic gloom and eerie contrasts. Note,
for example, how the slight tempo shifts for the
Trio of the Minuet and the D-major variation
of the finale undermine rather than italicize the
sudden shift of harmonic color. Still, this is a
performance that should prove generally
appealing, and Telarc's close but natural sound
offers welcome intimacy without the intrusion
of extraneous noise generated by the musicians.
A distinguished release. —Mortimer H. Frank

mozArrn Piano Music

Sonatas: No5 in G, K.283; No.8 in D, K.311; Duport Variations, K.573; Rondo in D, K.485; Adagio in b, K.540
Stefan Vladar, piano
Sony SK 46700 (CD only). Sid McLauchian, eng.; David
Mottley, prod. DDD. TE 64:13
BRAHMS: Piano Music
Sonata 1in C, Op.1; Ballades 1-4, Op.10
Stefan Vladar, piano
Sony SK 47196 (CD only). Marcus Herzog, eng.; David
Mottley, prod. DDD. TE 54:21

At the age of 27, Stefan Vladar is emerging as
one of the most talented of younger pianists.
Already to his credit is the distinction of having
won the International Beethoven Competition
at the age of 20. Three years later he recorded
what remains—for a23-year-old—remarkably
sensitive performances of four of the Beethoven
concertos (currently available on Naxos). Now,
under contract to Sony, he continues to fulfill
(as these two releases attest) the early prom-
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ise of his youth.
Iapproached the Mozart disc with some
apprehension, having heard some disparaging
remarks about it from fellow critics. But a
listening did not confirm their views. Vladar's
way with the composer may lack some of the
subtlety and tension of Lili Krause, the tonal
shadings and rhythmic nuances of Mitsuko
Uchida, or the extreme use of tubato that stamps
Alfred Brendel's most recent Mozartean excursions. It has, nevertheless, an assertive directness
that removes the composer's music from an
18th-century drawing-room gentility that can
neutralize the passion that lies beneath its elegant surface. Granted, there may be passages
in the Duport Variations and the Rondo in D
that are abit too machine-like and wanting in
dynamic and rhythmic shadings. But elsewhere,
Vladar produces these shadings, especially in
dynamics, with resulting contrasts that probably exceed the capabilities of the keyboard
instruments of Mozart's day. All the same, his
overall approach is stylish, especially in its sparing use of the sustain pedal. In the main, this
is vital, virile Mozart.
Even more impressive is the disc devoted to
early Brahms works. The Op.1 Sonata, let it be
remembered, is the piece with which Brahms
chose to make his big initial splash (publishing it before the earlier Op.2 Sonata). It is a
work that recalls the early C-Major Sonata of
Beethoven and (more obviously) Beethoven's
late "Hammerldavier" Sonata; furthermore,
it reflects the strong influence of Schumann.
In short, the work is at once grandiose, ruminative, even potentially pompous, traits that, along
with its technical difficulty, make it especially
demanding.
Vladar meets all of its demands, handling its
most difficult passages with seeming ease and
avoiding what can easily become in this piece
crass splashiness. The opening movement, in
particular, has agrand dignity that also permits
its more relaxed moments to sing without
being sentimental. And in the finale there is fire
aplenty, but never at the expense of clear articulation. Interestingly, too, Vladar's sonority
in this work is rounder and less clangorous than
in some of his previous recordings. The four
Ballades are also impressive: rhythmically and
technically secure, and tonally more pleasing
than Vladar's previous efforts.
Both discs are recorded at fairly close range,
which works better for Mozart than for Brahms,
where the relatively flat perspective weakens
the impact of the loudest, almost symphonic
chordal writing. This, however, is aminor blemish on avery major achievement. More and
more, it seems as if Stefan Vladar may become
one of the pianistic stars of the 21st century.
—Mortimer H. Frank
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1992

MUSSORGSKY: Boris Godson»
Nicolai Ghiaurov, Boris; Nicola Ghiuselev, Pimen;
Michail Svetlev, Grigory; Josef Frank, Shuisky; Stefka
Mineva, Marina; Boris Martinovich, Rangoni; Dimiter
Petkov, Varlaam; Minch° Popov, Simpleton; others;
Sofia National Opera Chorus, Sofia Festival Orchestra,
Emil Tchakarov
Sony S3K 45763 (3 CDs only). Michel Glotz, prod. DDD.
TE 3:40:47

This is the second recording to show up in a
couple of years which uses David Lloyd Jones's
1975 critical edition of Mussorgsky's original
score. Like the Erato performance under Rostropovitch (reviewed here in January 1991,
Vol.14 No.1), it is absolutely complete, which
is to say that both the St. Basil and the Kromy
Forest scenes are included. Iliked the Erato performance and Ilike this one—I find that Imiss
Rimsky's clanging and weightiness less and less
and appreciate Mussorgsky's lean, mean approach more.
A pleasant surprise is how fresh Ghiaurov
sounds (although Inote that this was recorded
in '86). His Boris is world-weary from the start,
but he's amazingly potent as well. He can boom
and growl, although perhaps not as vividly as
Christoff, and the portrait he paints is complete.
This is ahard role—we only meet Boris four
times in 31
/ hours, so we have to get to know
2
him fast—and Ghiaurov covers all the bases.
Josef Frank's Shuisky is agood, malevolent foil,
and the Pimen of Ghiuselev is eloquent and
moving rather than didactic. Stefka Mineva's
Marina is slightly more alluring than many
(does anyone sound good in this role?), and Boris
Martinovich scores high points with his Rangoni, arole which benefits from being presented complete. Svedev's Grigory/Dmitri occasionally sounds utterly strangled, but he's
believable. Petkov's Varlaam is awashout, although this could be Tchakarov's fault, and the
rest of the cast is good without knocking us out.
Tchakarov is terrific in the one-on-one moments—the clock scene is truly spooky, the
Marina-Rangoni scene astrange seduction—
but his crowd is awfully well-mannered, and
franldy, the Sofia Chorus is not as good as the
orchestra. The sound, too, seems to favor the
players over the massed chorus, but is otherwise bright and vivid. Irecommend this set for
Ghiaurov (he's more authoritative than Raimondi on Erato) and the personal moments.
This is aBoris which makes astatement about
sadness and sickness; it only misses it in the
larger political sense.
—Robert Levine
RACHMANINOFF: Piano Concertos 2ek 3
Horacio Gutiérrez, piano; Lorin Maazel, Pittsburgh
Symphony
Telarc CD-80259 (CD only). Jack Renner, eng.; Robert
Woods, prod. DDD. TT 73:20

The attractive coupling of Rachmaninoffs two
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finest concerti notwithstanding, the performances contained here are far from memorable
Romantic sweep all too often is amissing commodity, at least on the part of the orchestral
direction, and the milting of the soloist, for all
of his obvious technical skills, places the piano
in too much of arecessed position within the
orchestra. The slightly grainy string tone lacks
silkiness, imaging is adequate but not especially
pronounced, and one does not obtain much
feeling for the hall as asound source.
— Igor Ripnis
RACHMANINOFF: Symphony 2
Semyon Bychkov, Orchestre de Paris
Philips 432 101-2 (CD only). Hans Lauterslager, eng.;
Hein Dekker, prod. DDD. V1 58:20

What apleasant surprise! This Rach. 2has everything Iwant from the work: aheartfelt but
unsentimental approach, neat but spontaneous playing, and, above all, immaculate timing from Semyon Bychlcov. True, he's free with
rubato and aaelerandi, but he reads the emotional
barometer so well that it all works perfectly.
This is one of those performances that feels
right from the word go, and even though you
feel that it can't last, and anticipate the place
where things must almost inevitably fall apart,
I'm happy to say that moment never comes.
The strings of the Orchestre de Paris play
quite seamlessly, and are entirely in tune with
Bychkov's vision and involvement. They respond instantly to his tempi adjustments and
calls to take aback seat when some more intimate detail of orchestration needs nurturing.
Nor is there any weakness in tempi relationship between movements; Bychkov is as strong
in the Scherzo and Allegro vivace as in the beautiful
but potentially elusive Adagio. This one comes
strongly recommended.
—Barbara Jahn
STRAUSS: Four Loot Songs, 13 Songs*
Dame Kin i
Te Kanawa, soprano; Sir Georg Sold, piano*;
Sir Georg Sold, Vienna Philharmonic
London 430 511-2 (CD only). James Lock,JohnDunkerley engs.; Christopher Raeburn, prod. DDD. TE 50:18

Dame Kin has established quite ahigh profile
in Strauss recently; with the role of Arabella
already in her repertoire, the appearance of this
recording and that of her Marschallin in Rosenkavalier coincided with her preparation as the
Countess in Capriccio at Covent Garden. Although Iwouldn't regard her as a typical
Strauss heroine, or German as her most fluent
operatid/ieder language, Iwas, to my surprise,
impressed by this disc.
Neither she nor Sir Georg are prepared to
linger mawkishly over the Four Last Songs, yet
the music loses nothing of its beauty or repose
by being hard-driven, its sentiments tackled
head-on. It is encouraging to hear that these
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1992

performers have confidence in the music per se,
and have no intention of using it as amirror to
reflect their own glory. The VP0 supports
with expected eloquence.
Iwas frankly amazed by Sir Georg's skillful handling of the demanding piano accompaniment to the 13 songs which fill out the disc.
These are wonderful performances, the septuagenarian displaying as much agility and vigor
as Dame Khi does in her singing. Together they
have made afine selection that not only demonstrates Strauss's dazzling diversity but shows
both performers tackling frippery and heartfelt
sentiment with deceptive ease. The recordings
are well-handled too, although the sudden
intimacy of the songs with piano is initially jarring. Irecommend this disc, and will return to
it often.
—Barbara Jahn
WAGNER: Catterammerung
Eva Martón, Brünnhilde; Siegfried Jerusalem, Siegfried;
John Tomlinson, Hagen; Thomas Hampson, Gunther;
Eva-Maria Bundschuh, Gutrune; Marjana Lipovsek,
Waltraute; Theo Adam, Alberich; Jard Van Nes, First
Nom; Anne Sofie von Otter, Second Nom; Jean Eaglen,
Third Nom; Julie Kaufmann, Woglinde; Silvia Herman, Wellgunde; Christine Hagen, Flosshilde; Bavarian
Radio Symphony Orchestra & Chorus; Bernard Haitink
EMI CDCD 54485 (4 CDs only). Wolfram Graul, Peter
Alward, prods.; Martin Wühr, eng. DDD. TE 4:17:42

It's easy to get jaded by the constant flood of
record-company "product" that monthly
drowns my desk: endless, unnecessary recordings of the standard repertoire by no-names
with nothing to say.
Well, everyone should have such problems.
But as Isat on the edge of my seat for the more
than 41
/ exciting hours of this final installment
4
of Haitink's Ring cycle, Ifelt what Ifelt when
Stereophile first hired me: Icouldn't believe Iwas
actually being paid to have such agreat time.
As any critic will tell you, the convincing rave
is the hardest sort of review to write—and the
past few years' embarrassment of recorded
Wagnerian riches has set me to scraping through
the bottom of my barrel of superlatives. The
two new studio cycles of Wagner's Der Ring des
Nibelungen, from James Levine (on DG) and
Bernard Haitink (EMI), both now complete,
have, after not the strongest of starts, moved
from strength to strength. With Levine's Siegfried (Vol.15 No.7) and now Haitink's Cdtterdammerung, both have ended with recordings
that challenge the best of the last 40 years.
In this concluding chapter of his Ring, Bernard Haitink once again proves himself acompellingly dramatic conductor. As much as I
enjoyed Haitink's recording of Siegfried (Vol.15
No3), and Levine's of Giitterdiimmerung (Vol.15
No.2) even more, and Levine's own Siegfried
(Vol.15 No.7) even more than both of those, I
have to admit: of the two new Ring cycles, Hai-
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tink's Giitterdâmmerung is the pinnacle in terms
of singing, conducting, and recorded sound.
As Levine grew into the cycle, seeming to
discover only after recording Rheingold and
Walleare that, yes, he did have something to say
after all, his vision grew ever more grand, noble,
and expansive. His own Gâtterdâmmerung was
very nearly profound, his Siegfried darker, more
foreboding than any other. Levine's is definitely
agod-driven Ring, vast elemental forces passing
shuddering through his monumental worldorchestra. His darkly elegiac grandiloquence
in the Ring's last half almost makes up for his
cold, lumbering emptiness in the first.
Haitink's approach has been quite different,
and—considering his reputation of careful,
balanced scholarship and impeccably "correct"
if unexciting performances of the standard
symphonic repertoire—all the more surprising.
For Haitink has, from the beginning (Die Walküre, Vol.13 No.4), been far more interested in
the tale, in character and motive (this last in the
senses ofboth Wagner and Stanislaysky), in real
people and their problems.
This Gâtterdammerung is atriumph of that
approach. Everything I've always read about
Furtwângler's vision of the Ring, but in his two
extant recordings have never actually heard (a
generational glitch?), Inow hear in Haitink: that
seemingly instinctive feel for the act-long line
and rhythm of this architectonically most challenging of works, that sense of (quite literally)
divinely inevitable unfolding, ofa door opening
upon amusical/dramatic tale ever and already
in progress. Haitink shows no hesitation (as did
Karajan for DG), nor does he drive the music
past itself (as so many accuse Solti of doing);
nothing here is rote (like Janowski), or aprimer
in some revisionist conductoral manifesto
(Boulez). Haitink is spiritual without being too
reverent (like Goodall) or remote (like much
of Levine), and lean without ICrauss's tendency
toward scrawniness. In fact, and despite its
entirely different tonality and pace, Ifind Haitink's Ring most similar to Beihm's: there is that
same strength of pulse and through-line, of a
gripping, necessary tale aching to be told, and
of aconductor as enabler rather than visionary, window rather than interpreter.
Of course, Iknow: to make awork sound as
if it has not been interpreted is in itself the best
sort of interpretation—just as the perfect loudspeaker will sound only "like" whatever music
is being played through it. But there can be more
than one kind of perfection. Where Beihm's
strength was in the effortless Mozartean grace
with which he made Wagner's massive orchestrations glitteringly dance without losing abit
of weight or heft, Haitink's is in his impeccably
right pacing everywhere, in his superb balance,
leading, and accompanying of his singers and
S
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orchestra, and in the burnished, polished,
golden sound of the Bavarian Radio Symphony. For this is atonally sumptuous Gonerdâmmerung for the ages, sounding not at all
"digital," but rich, effortless (again!), and—I
listened to it in asingle 41
/ -hour listening
4
session—absolutely unfatiguing.
With very different emphases, Iwas no less
admiring of Levine's Gâtterdâmmerung—until
Istarted talking about the singers. But even
here, in this dark age of Wagnerian singing,
Haitink's recording—truly asingers' Gâtterdâmmerung—can take its place with the best.
The Brünnhilde, Eva Martón, was the single
drawback of Haitink's Walküre and Siegfried, but
she seems to have got religion for Giitterdâmmerung. The transformation is astonishing. In
the first two operas she seemed to have strength
enough only for reining in her large, impressively rich, dark-toned dramatic soprano, leaving nothing whatever left over for nuances of
character or emotion. Here, for the first time,
she sounds like afully-rounded person in extreme circumstances, and one who also just
happens to be aworld-class vocalist. In fact,
she turns in one of the most emotionally present, exciting, fire-breathing, strong-willed Gotterdâmmerung Brünnhildes I've ever heard, even
rivaling Nilsson in some scenes. Brünnhilde
is acomplex character, ademigoddess newly
awakened into mortality and swinging from
madness to ecstacy to rage several times aday,
and Martón is completely convincing. It's hard
to believe this is the same singer who somnambulated at full cry through Siegfried. Other than
the fact that no one would ever mistake her for
anative German speaker, the only drawback
is what seems to be aslowly growing wobble.
But in aperformance this vital, who cares? Even
Nilsson had intonation problems.
Martón is almost perfectly matched in Siegfried Jerusalem's Siegfried. Jerusalem seems not
to be enjoying himself as much as he did in Siegfried, but here he is in robust, if not exactly finely
honed, voice (though he does seem to tire in
his Act III retelling of the Forest Bird's advice).
He brings an edge to the role that Ihave not
heard before: of aSiegfried in some way aware
of his role, if not its ultimate implications,
within the curse-tangled universe of the Ring,
and on whom the mantle of hero sometimes
chafes. Sure, he'll do what's expected of him,
but he'd really just rather have agood time. This
is aSiegfried as Babbitt, his hail-fellow-wellmet beginning to fray around the edges, but
who keeps on slapping backs because he doesn't
know what else to do; aSiegfried just beginning
to wonder why everyone around him isn't having as good atime as he is, when Hagen stabs
him in the back. This could all just be afactor
of the rough edges ofJerusalem's voice imply-
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SHURE

ing amore complex interpretation than the
singer intended or was aware of, but it works
perfectly, intended or not. For the first time, I
was stimulated to imagine Siegfried at 50. Scary.
Perhaps most impressive in this recording,
because so unexpected, are the Gibich halfbrothers, Gunther and Hagen, sung here by
John Tomlinson and none other than Thomas
Hampson. Haitink's casting of the latter as the
traditionally weak-willed Gunther was astroke
of genius fully equivalent to Solti's choice of
Fischer-Dieskau for the role almost 30 years
ago: you get astrong singer/actor to play aweak
character. Hampson's gorgeous baritone, unique
tonal quality, and considerable dramatic range,
though not quite as transparently, emotionally
accessible as Dieskau's (whose mellifluous croon
turned the usually hapless Gunther into asensitive, reluctant poet-king), still create an interesting, vital character where too often one finds
ageneric doormat.
And Tomlinson's Hagen is, quite simply, the
best since Gottlob Frick's—in some scenes,
even better. The voice is big, dark, and serpentinely flexible, and Tomlinson's Calling of the
Vassals sounds disturbingly real—this is not
pretty to listen to, nor should it be. But listen
too to Hagen's short passage in I,i ("Gedenk
des Trankes im Schrein"), in which he tells his
half-brother and -sister of his idea of drugging
Siegfried to forget Brünnhilde and fall in love
with Gutrtme. In ten short lines he goes from
hushed secrecy to quiet triumph to open gloating, Haitink and Tomlinson taking their time
to fully experience all of this. It's asmall moment, but one thoroughly digested, carefully
observed. The entire opera is conducted and
sung in this way, Haitink's infectious attentiveness to detail ever in the service of the characters
and their inner lives. Listen to Karajan's DG
recording for an example of how adedication
equally punctilious but exclusively musical
robbed an entire Ring cycle of any life whatsoever, subjecting it to the paralysis of undiluted
introspection.
Eva-Maria Bundschuh as Gutrune gives an
introspective, matronly reading in adark, covered voice. She is fully present emotionally,
however, as is the very strong Madana Lipovsek
as Waltraute, who reminded me of Christa Ludwig (the best) when she wasn't reminding me
of herself; aclassic performance. Theo Adam
seems to have entirely recovered the singer in
his Alberich, which in Rheingold had seemed
almost entirely lost. But I've never heard abad
Alberich in this scene; the genius of Wagner's
writing seems to make an exciting, committed performance easy, or inevitable, or both.
The three Noms, including as they do some
of the better singers of their generation (Van
Nes, von Otter), though impervious to techSTEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1992

nical complaint, are also proof against passion.
An argument can be made for this—they are,
after all, the Fates, and hardly human—but I
think it's abad one; the one eventuality these
particular Fates did not foresee was their own
destruction. It should disturb them more than
it does here.
The opera's other female trio, the Fthinemaidens, are simply perfect. Anna Russell once
called Woglinde, Wellgunde, and Flosshilde "a
sort of aquatic Andrews Sisters:' and that description was never more apt as here: the voices
of Kaufmann, Herman, and Hagen—the first
two reprising their Rheingold roles for Haitink
—blend so richly and smoothly that it's difficult to believe they weren't all hatched together in the depths of the Rhine. They sing with
aflawless balance of clarity and too-good-tobe-true seduction (the Rhinemaidens were, after
all, born to entice while themselves feeling
nothing but amusement and curiousity), without the almost too-heavy richness of Soles trio.
Singers, orchestra, conductor, and engineers
all come together perfectly in Act II, that miracle of operatic concision and ever-mounting
tension, joy and horror, celebration and intrigue,
unconscious betrayal and blind revenge. Jerusalem and Marten are savage, drawing blood in
their contradictory oaths on Hagen's spear—
there is little nobility in them as they spit out
charge and countercharge. No, the nobility is
all in the orchestra, and lots of it. The Calling
of the Vassals is electrifying, gripping as in no
other recordings but Solti's and Levine's. Ifollowed the easy-to-read libretto (thanks, EMI)
line for line, on the edge of my seat throughout
the entirety of this act I've heard ahundred times.
The rest of the opera is no less demanding
of the listener's commitment and passion. Haitink gets power, massiveness, and bite from the
orchestra in Siegfried's Funeral Music and Rhine
Journey, and the Immolation Scene has all the
apocalyptically autumnal, dying grandeur it
needs. But do be careful when the Rhine overflows its banks to wash away the Gibichung
Hall: what the engineers have done here outCulshaws Culshaw in special effects, and is
shockingly appropriate. Owners of WA/vi/vIs
and IRS Betas might first make out their wills.
The entirely natural, undigital sound throughout all 41
/ hours is that of areal orchestra and
4
singers in the very real—and excellent—Herkulessaal of Munich's Royal Residenz. Though
it's hard to believe they avoided it, there's no
sonic hint of spotmiking, or of trigger-happy
engineers riding gain on four dozen tracks. Perhaps the most satisfyingly, realistically recorded
studio Giitterdiimmerung ever (this is true for the
entire cycle), and definitely the best-ever thunder
between scenes ii and iii of Act I. Offstage horns
(III,i) are handled as well as I've heard, again
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with no hint of electronic manipulation.
With this Gütterdiimmerung, Haitink's Ring
finally bumps Clemens Krauss's live, mono
1953 Bayreuth recording from my list of Top
Three to Recommend. It's almost as accessible as the Solti, though that and the Biihm still
have the best singing overall. So Haitink is a
very dose third choice for singing and conducting, and first choice for sound. But here's areality check: While listening to this Giitterdâmmerung, Inever once wished Iwas hearing a
different recording, or even thinking that someone else did this bit here better; what little of
that there was all came afterward. Haitink's
recording is completely satisfying, and that's
its glory. If you've never heard the work, it's
aperfect first—and last—recording. And that's
recommendation enough. —Richard Lehnert
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BRAIIMS: Piano Music
Sonata in f, Op5; Capriccio in b, Op.76 No.2; Intermezzo
in e-flat, Op.118 No.6; Rhapsodies Op.79 No.1, Op.119
No.4
Murray Perahia, piano
Sony SK 47181 (CD only). Bud Graham, Christian Meincken, engs.; Steven Epstein, Andreas Neubronner, prods.
DDD. TE 60:24
FRANCK/LISZT: Piano Music
Franck: Prelude, Choral et Fugue Liszt Mepluito Waltz No.1,
Sonetto 104 del Petratra, Waldesrauschen, Gnomenreigen,
Au bord d'une source, Rhapsodic espagnole
Murray Perahia, piano
Sony SK 47180 (CD only). Kevin Boutote, Bud Graham,
Pauline Heister, engs.; Steven Epstein, Andreas Neubronner, prods. DDD. TE 60:14

Both these discs present Perahia at least partially removed from his former, more interior
style of interpretation and now, seemingly,
much more consciously extraverted. In the case
of the Franck/Liszt program, the Prelude, Chorale, and Fugue is astunning example of the
Horowitzian approach, involving considerable excitement but also amost beautiful and
dynamically wide color palette. Some of the
Liszt, likewise, is stunning, notably the superbrilliant, fire-eating virtuosity of the Spanish
Rhapsody but also the dazzling and poetic Dance
of the Gnomes and Au bord d'une source. Not
everything conveys the kind of electricity that
was Horowitz's or, for that matter, the Romantic yearning that so characterizes Lipatti's classic
Sonetto 104. Overall, despite gestures that seem
more calculated than natural, this is an excellent
example of adistinguished pianist opening up
new chapters for himself.
The Brahms collection Ifound projected in
an equally overt manner, but Isorely missed
afeeling of expansion in the late and early
works. The sonata lacks the rhythmic panache
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1992

and typically rhapsodic rapture of the young
Brahms. To be sure, there are some wonderfill moments, none more so than the exquisitely
intimate second movement of that sonata, but
Perahia's Brahms performances also made me
aware of the pianist's two basic moods: breathtakingly quiet in the slow pieces and loud,
extraverted, and not always emotionally convincing or spontaneous in the fast ones. There
is, at the moment at least, not agreat deal in
between. The piano tone varies slightly from
the greater depth and transparency of the Snape
concert hall in England for the Franck and most
of the Liszt to the marginally tighter sites used
for the remaining material (UCLA's Royce Hall
for the rest of the Liszt and the Brahms Sonata,
ahall in Hamburg for the shorter Brahms). Of
the two discs, the Brahms seemed less colorful
and harder.
—Igor Kipnis
CARLOS KLEIBER: 1992 New Year's Concert
Works by Nikolai, Johann Strauss, Johann Strauss Jr., Josef
Strauss
Carlos Kleiber, Vienna Philharmonic
Sony SK 48376 (CD only). Sid McLauchlan, eng.; Cord
Gerben, prod. DDD. TT: 75:14

Those who caught last New Year's Day's telecast from Vienna will need no urging on my
part to acquire some of the greatest Strauss
Family performances to be heard on disc, past
or present. The matching of this unique conductor—to my mind, one of the true greats of
our time—with the Vienna Philharmonic is in
every respect asuperb combination. The selection includes agood number of popular favorites
plus several lesser-known items, all rendered
with incredible verve, marvelous precision,
wonderfiilly detailed phrasing, and rhythmic
élan. The fact that the whole disc is so irresistibly played makes it an essential acquisition,
despite the fact that the reproduction, slightly
shy in the bass (where is the fabled warmth of
the VPO strings?), suffers from adecided lack
of transparency, imaging that is no better than
fair, and surprising harshness in the climaxes.
A few examples will suffice: the cymbals in the
Music ofthe Spheres Waltz lack clarity and openness, the high-pitched winds in the same piece
tend to shriek, and the brass in the Thunder and
Lightning Polka are unpleasantly raucous. None
of the sound can in fairness be described as terrible or disastrous, but it's disappointing to
think of the missed opportunities for really
first-rate sound when one has performances
of this caliber.
—Igor Kipnis
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Music & lyrics by George & Ira Gershwin
Paul Getnignani, conductor
Angel CDC 754618 2(CD only). Paul Goodman, James
P. Nichols, Sandy Palmer, engs.; Thomas Z. Shepard,
prod. DDD. TT: 71:00

Yes, Richard, Iknow you told me that you
already have enough Broadway reviews in the
can to last you the next decade, but Ijust
couldn't help reviewing this one. To fail to do
so would be agreat disservice to Stereophile
readers—not the ornery ones who write lengthy
letters to the editor complaining about how the
reviewer must be insane/ignorant/mistaken for
having praised/panned/criticized aparticular
rock/jazz/classical recording—but the sensible ones, the ones who form the backbone of
Stereophile readership, who open each issue of
the magazine hoping against hope that there
might be some morsel fix them under the "Show
Music" heading. Would you want to disappoint
this faithful horde, who wade patiently through
reviews of other types of music, not to mention those boring equipment reports, just so
they can get their monthly fix of Show Music
reviews? Ididn't think so.
I'll try to keep it brief: Crazy For You is the
"new Gershwin musical," loosely based on Girl
Crazy but with lots of interpolations from the
Gershwins' film music and from other shows,
and it's quite irresistible. Sure, we can moan
about the state ofBroadway that allows amusical with songs written more than half acentury ago to win the Tony Award for Best Musical of 1992, but why not just take it for what
it is and enjoy it? The fact is that Crazy For You
contains wonderful music—much of it familiar,
some not—and sounds as fresh as ifit had been
written yesterday. William D. Brohn's and Peter
Howard's arrangements manage the nearly
impossible feat of sounding both new and appropriate to the period, and the musical leadership of Paul Gemignani is rock-solid. Iwould
have liked someone with more vocal personality than Harry Groener in the male lead, but
Jodi Benson (the voice ofThe Little Mermaid)
does well as his partner, and the entire cast communicates the sort of theatrical excitement that
makes you feel you're listening to areal performance rather than abunch of singers with music
stands in front of them. Great sound from
BMG's Studio A. This is the first recording
under the "Broadway Angel" logo, and the
series couldn't be off to abetter start. Buy it and
write Uncle Richard about how much you
enjoyed it.
—Robert Deutsch
MAUREEN McGOVERN: Naughty Baby (Maureen
McGovern Sings Gershwin)
Maureen McGovern, soprano; Jeff Harris, piano, conductor, Jay Leonhart, acoustic bass; Grady Tate, drums;
Lou Marini, reeds; Mark Sherman, percussion, vibes
CBS MK 45608 (CD only). Ed flak, eng.; Ron Barron,
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1992

prod. DDD. TI': 58:14

This lady is amazing. She has style, charisma,
wit, and the most versatile voice imaginable.
She can bop along in high coloratura realms
one minute and descend to the fruity depths—
shades of Streisand—the next. And she has the
audience in the palm ofher hand. Recorded before 150 guests in Studio A at Clinton Recording Studios, McGovern entices and glows in
the radiated light of her own outstanding talent.
Possibly the most apposite member of the audience, "Frankie" Gershwin Godowsky no less,
was forced to declare, "I only wish that George
and Ira were alive to hear what she does with
their songs: her voice is amiracle!'
She gives 24 numbers, ranging from "Little Jazz Bird" (from Lady, Be Good!) to "Summertime" (Porgy and Bess), and every one is
totally captivating. Ican't choose whether Ilike
her better in slow numbers like "Embraceable
You" or in such zany numbers (and she really
makes them zany!) as "They All Laughed"
and "I Got Rhythm"—she's wonderful in both.
The recording is excellent too; obviously it
includes applause and laughter, but this thankfully brings the deprived armchair listener
closer to an understanding of the incredible
presence of this artist. Ilove this one!
—Barbara Jahn

JAzz
ART FARMER: Yesterday's Thoughts
Art Fanner, fluegelhorn; Cedar Walton, piano; Sam Jones,
bass; Billy Higgins, drums
East Wind EJD-3102 (CD only). Kiyoshi Itoh, Yaschachi
Itoh, prods.; David Baker, eng. ADD. TE 44:55
EASTERN REBELLION: Mosaic
Cedar Walton, piano; Ralph Moore, tenor saxophone;
David Williams, bass; Billy Higgins, drums
Music Masters Jazz 65073-2 (CD only). John Snyder,
prod.; Jay Newland, Joe Lopez, engs. DDD. TE 57:11

It's tempting to call Art Farmer, afluegelhorn
player who concentrates on ballads and makes
them glow, aconservative. In fact he's an original. In the early '50s, on numbers such as his
1952 "Farmer's Market," he played afiery
trumpet style that managed to suggest, if not
fully exploit, his own brand of lyricism. Later,
when he began playing fluegelhorn and traded
fire for light, he blossomed as asoloist. As did
Miles Davis, he became amaster at editing his
phrases, but whereas Davis seemed to expose
atune's skeleton in his tense, haunting lines,
Farmer rubbed the rough edges off of his melodies, burnishing them until their curves were
as warm and homey as abrass pot.
Yesterday's Thoughts, recorded in 1975 in New
York by engineer David Baker, features Farmer
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on such tunes as "What Are You Doing for the
Rest of Your Life?"—a daunting question—
with one ofjazz's best, most practiced rhythm
sections of the day: Cedar Walton, Sam Jones,
and Billy Higgins. This section performed as
atrio, recorded dozens of records under their
own names and with others, and developed a
rapport that continued until Jones's death in
1981. Their repertoire on Yesterday's Thoughts
is mostly familiar: the disc includes acharming
"How Insensitive" that seems to float, graceful
ballads such as "Namely You" and "Alone
Together," Cedar Walton's "Firm Roots," and
the tide cut, aBenny Golson tune. The recording places the band mostly center stage. Farmer's
fluegelhorn seems abit larger than life, and the
piano and bass seem to recede in distance abit
when their solos end. But the disc will be ajoy
to those jazz fans willing to give peace achance.
Not that Cedar Walton's Mosaic is aggressive,
despite aripping blues, "John's Blues," named
for producer John Snyder. This disc features
Walton's group, Eastern Rebellion. Everyone
gets plenty of room: tenor saxophonist Ralph
Moore takes an unaccompanied solo on "My
One and Only Love"; bassist David Williams
plays "One for Kel" by himself; and Billy Higgins's stunning unaccompanied solo is "Shoulders:' I'd say that this disc is worth the price
for the rare chance to hear this master drummer in such acontext. His crisp lines are as
clearly conceived, and as musical, as those of
any instrumentalist. There are other pleasures
here as well, including Walton's short solo on
his ballad "I'll Let You Know." The title cut is
aWalton composition that Art Blakey once
showcased, here given amore expansive performance. Its relaxation, and the masterful
interplay of Walton and Higgins, is typical of
this session. Walton's piano is given abeautifully flail sound. Again the band is heard seemingly at some distance. The imaging is not
strikingly precise, but they sound like aband
having fun together.
—Michael Ulhnan
CLAUDIA GOMEZ: Salamandra
Clarity CCD-1002 (2 LPs, 1CD). Ed Woods, Michael
Spiro, prods.; Bob Porter, eng. A.A.A./DDD. TE 41:42
Availabkfrom Clarity Recordings, PQ Box 411407, San Francisco, CA 94141-1407. Tel: (415) 641-7130.
UAKTI: Mapa
Point Music./Philips 432 965-2 (CD only). Elza Regina
Costa, Carlos de Andrade, prods.; Carlos de Andrade,
eng. ADD. TE 49:09
CAETANO VELOSO: Ciradadd
Elektra 79277-2 (CD only). Arto Lindsay, Lea Millon,
prods.; Patrick Dillet, eng. DDD. TT: 40:04

What acontrast of musical styles is embedded
in the bits on these CDs (and LPs!): Brazilian,
Colombian, and Afro-Cuban melodies on the
Gomez, Brazilian pop on the Veloso, and uncategorizable music on the Uakti. All they have
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in common is the strong Latin American influence surging around and through the music.
Uakti's first album, released five years ago,
has remained afavorite of mine in both sonic
and musical terms. This quartet of talented Brazilian musicians makes music unlike any I've
ever heard, on instruments mainly of their own
design: tuned PVC pipes struck with rubber
mallets or fingertips (the Grande Pan and Trllobita), marimbas made of wood and glass (Marimba de Vidro), stringed instruments of gourds
and wood (the Chorinho and Gig), alarge
wooden box strung with latex bands which are
plucked with the fingers (the Planetário), and
the Aqualung (water cascading through PVC
pipes). Audiophiles take note! The quality of
this analog recording is exceptional. The unique
timbres of the instruments are clearly resolved,
and there are enough low lows and high highs
to awaken even the most comatose systems.
Uakti's leader, Marco Antonio, received his
inspiration from Walter Smetakt at the University ofBahia in Northeast Brazil. The group
is often heard in the company of Brazilian
superstar Milton Nascimento, who co-wrote
"Dança Dos Meninos" (Dance of the Children), acharming dance bursting with joy, life,
and happiness. "Aluá" (Moon) opens the album, and after afree-form intro acquainting
us with Uakti's sound, breaks into alovely,
enchanting melody which is repeated over and
over, tossed back and forth between instruments before fading out. The effect is mesmerizing. "Trilobita" is an exercise in rhythm
featuring the instrument after which the song
is named. "Mapa" (Map) presents amelancholy, haunting melody which could easily be
used as background music for aplaintive scene
in some surreal movie. "A Lenda" (Legend)
reminded me of the music of avant-garde Mexican composer and performer Jorge Reyes. The
music is viscerally primal, sensual, full of
strange rhythmic and harmonic twists. As the
piece unfolded, Ikept wondering where the
secret place this music transports us to is. Ravers
Bolero will have purists hitting the next-track
button, but Ifound it ahoot. Recommendation? Buy this CD. Then buy Uakti's first
album. Your life will be enriched.
There's something happening on Caetano
Veloso's Citruladi3, but I
just don't get it. Despite
the English translations of the Portuguese
lyrics, Ifind it difficult to relate to much of this
music? The album's tide, which means "Cir1A Swiss-born composer who, like Harry Partch, created
new musical systems along with unusual instruments to use
in them
2Me too. Iwent to hear Caetano Veloso live at the 1989 Montreux Jazz Festival, but fell asleep! Too many similar-sounding,
same-tempo songs apparently devoid of energy. As Idon't
speak Pottugese, Isurmised that the appeal of his music must
He in his lyrics—until Iread this review.
—JA
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culator," doesn't help much. Perhaps the opening tune, "Fora Da Ordem," which means "out
of order:' is aclue. One thing Iknow—it sure
ain't bossa nova. Those expecting rehashes of
"Desifinado" will have to look elsewhere.
Veloso, quite astar in his native Brazil, with
several albums to his credit, has an intimate,
seductive voice which he uses effectively in Circulades 11 songs (poems? cantos?), most of
which he wrote. Arto Lindsay and Milton Nascimento each contribute asong, as does the
team of Guio de Morais and David Nasser. In
addition to aprayer and an ode to love, there
are songs about birth, death, hope, and despair.
Ifound "Ela Ela," with its fractured electric guitar and half-spoken, half-sung vocals, jarring;
the lyrical relief of "Santa Clara, Padroeira Da
Televisào" came just in time.
This light/dark, hard/soft juxtaposition of
musical moods pervades the album: "Lindeza,"
agorgeous ballad with Ryuichi Sakamoto's
minimal accompaniment perfectly underscoring Caetano's lilting vocal and doleful guitar,
follows the oblique "0 Cu Do Mundo" (The
Asshole of the World), which includes sampled
cornet in addition to more fractured guitar.
There's no denying an enormous talent is at
work here, but after several plays Ihad yet to
get the full measure of Caetano's craft. His
vocals are affecting and delivered with consummate skill, his songwriting is that of apoet, and
his arrangements are superb. I'm just not tuned
in to it. The (thankfully) sparse production and
recording are first-class. Buy at your own risk.
Claudia Gomez's Salamandra is an intriguing
mix of rhythmic sambas, calypsos, rhumbas,
and Cuban sons. Fortunately, the music does
not stoop to shameless self-indulgence, atendency of many similar recordings. The songs
are served up, smorgasbord style, simply for
your listening enjoyment. Ms. Gomez, anative
of Colombia currently living in the San Francisco area, has agreat voice and knows her way
around the guitar. The other musicians are
competent, making up in enthusiasm what they
lack in finesse. My only gripe is with "Oilandor
What happened to the level on this one? And
is that really anylon-strung guitar Ihear?
When Iwas sent this album, Clarity Recordings' latest release, Iwondered what I'd done
to incur FtI2s wrath. He knows I'm inclined to
be less than kind to recordings that place more
emphasis on sound quality than musical content, and this CD is aimed directly at the audiophile market: "First Generation Direct Master
CD," it says on the cover in big, bold letters.
Only two mikes were used, aprocess Clarity
calls "Naturally Balanced Sound." (The musicians, not knobs on aboard, are moved to achieve
balance.) No limiting, compression, or equalization was used in making the master tape.
S
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So it should sound natural, like alive recording, right?
It does. The palpability of the musicians' presence on certain tracks is uncanny. Check out
"Cancion," as good arecording of voice and
guitar as I've heard—Claudia and Rebecca are
in the room with you. Dynamics, vocal inflections, instrumental timbres, and ambience are
all captured in away which lends believability to the performances and credibility to the
recording technique Over the course of several
days' listening to the CD, Iwas struck by the
absence of what Icall "artifactual noise." 3
The LP of Salamandra was recorded direct to
2-track on an Ampex MR-70 at 15ips and issued as aspecial twofer of single-sided, 180gm
LPs (just like Clarity's first recording, Fine and
Mellow). It sounds great, reinforcing some of
the reasons Ihave such apassion for vinyl, and
demonstrating the still-audible differences
between CDs and LPs: richer vocal and instrumental textures; better bass articulation; more
natural highs; wider and deeper soundstaging
(the rear corners of the stage are much more evident on LP); greater ambience recovery; and
an overall more lifelike presentation. The CD
is good. The LP is better, even though you lose
"Homenaje!' Buy it.
—Guy Lemcoe
DEAN PEER: Mum
Dean Peer, bass
Redstone RR91012 (CD only). Park Peters, eng.; Dean
Peer, prod. DDD. TE 41:36

On Ucross, Dean Peer offers asolo electric
bass performance in the "what-hath-Jaco-andStanley-wrought" mold. I'm all for instrumentalists boldly (or as my wife says, in the case
ofJean Luc, baldly) going where no one has
gone before on their instruments, and Mr.
Peer, author of two books on bass harmonic
techniques, certainly explores new technical
territory. But like too many of his fellow technical monsters, he often falls prey to Ross's First
Axiom: "He who possesses prodigious technique will feel an overwhelming compulsion
to use it at every opportunity."
To head off another misunderstanding with
JA, who loves this album, let me make it clear
that Irefer merely to mechanical technique in
the same way Iwould refer to awriter's vocabulary: neither means much if you have nothing
to say. On too many cuts the music seems but
an excuse to demonstrate some new artificial
harmonics technique. Dean plainly states that
it was recorded in part to do just that. This may
fascinate electric bassists (like JA), but will leave
others colder than the "Lord's Tundra" (about
3Listen to almost any recording from one of the majors; the
audible effects of their recording techniques further distance
the listener from the music. In this age of assembled music,
it's apleasure to hear the real thing.
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which one tune is ostensibly written).
When Peer has something to say, his technique serves him well. "Rodarte" offers fiery
flamenco flourishes that pay appropriate homage to adancer of his acquaintance. "Aaron,"
atribute to composer Copland, is made up almost entirely oflong, volume-swelled tones
with delay that evoke bowed lines. This technique, not innovative in itself, is embellished
with harmonic overtones that add an ethereal
feeling to the piece.
"Antoine and Patty" starts with high-register
notes that effectively recall a78rpm record
coming through an old radio. Interspersed harmonics sound like avibraphone. This all fits
right in with the '30s-style Paris café music Peer
has composed. He then drops register, pulling
us into the present with asound that is much
fuller by comparison—but only by comparison. And therein lies my main problem with
Ucross: sound.
Peer's sound distills everything that is wrong
with many amodern electric bassist's tone. In
the interest of pulling out every last snap,
crackle, pop, and harmonic, Peer and his peers
accentuate the top and bottom frequencies
while removing any trace of mitigating midrange. This sounds not unlike hitting the low
strings of apiano with aball-peen hammer. It's
an interesting tonality in small doses, but one
cannot dismiss the midrange entirely—too much
of music's warmth and humanity resides there
The problem is made worse by directly
injecting the bass into the mixing board with
only digital reverb for ambience, as it removes
any warmth the room or an amplifier and
speakers might have added. At times one hears
more finger noise and metal string than note.
This results in afeathery sound far too light for
an instrument that can and should bear much
more weight. This would not be as much of a
shortcoming if it did not lessen the music's
emotional weight as well.
As bassists veer into soloist territory, abandoning their traditional supportive role, they
would do well to ensure that their sound can
handle the responsibility. jaco's, harmonics and
all, could—at this writing, Dean Peer's can't.
—Michael Ross
SONNY ROLLINS: Way Out West
Sonny Rollins, tenor sax; Ray Brown, bass; Shelly Manne,
drums
Analogue Productions APJ 008 (LP). Original session:
Roy DuNann, eng.; Lester Koenig, prod. Analogue
Productions: Doug Sax, eng.; Chad Kassem, prod.
AAA. TT: 42:58

For years, Sonny Rollins's idiosyncratic trio
album Way Out West has been recognized as a
beautifully—if not perfectly—recorded album
of delightful music. It was recorded in one
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1992

marathon session that started at 3am on March
7, 1957 in Los Angeles at atime when Rollins,
still amember of the Max Roach Quintet, was
making his first visit to the West. It must have
impressed him. He not only recorded "I'm an
Old Cowhand" and "Wagon Wheels," but also
wrote "Way Out West" for the occasion. He
then posed for the cover, standing sideways in
the desert, acow's skull behind him, holding
his tenor and adorned with aStetson hat, holster, and bullets for asix-shooter.
The music, as appealing as the cover, is played
by three masters who sound charmed by each
other, by the wide-open framework of the
pianoless trio, and by the unusual repertoire.
No wonder Way Out West has been afavorite
album of many listeners for 35 years. It's been
afavorite of audiophiles as well. Iwas interested to hear that Chad Kassem of Analogue
Productions was putting out an audiophile edition of Way Out West, partly because the original
pressings sounded so good to begin with.
One reason may be that the true original is
hard to find. Way Out West was first issued by
Stereo Records "In Association with Contemporary Records" as Stereo S7017. That album
was reissued almost immediately by Contemporary itself as Contemporary Stereo S7530—
this LP had slightly different and, Inow believe,
marginally inferior sound. Way Out West made
it to CD in 1986, when it was remastered and
issued as Way Out West Plus.
4In this case, three
alternate takes—of "I'm an Old Cowhand,"
"Come, Gone," and "Way Out West"—were
added. Finally we have this new limited-edition
LP by Analogue Productions, which costs $30
and comes with aguarantee that if you don't
prefer it to your original, you may send it back
to have your money refunded. To make this edition, Analogue has returned to the original
two-track tape, which was recorded on atube
Ampex 350 machine Engineer Doug Sax mastered these tapes with tube electronics. The LP,
we're proudly told, is pressed on "premium
HQ-180 super virgin 180 gram vinyl."
Thanks to Analogue's Chad Kassem, who
lent me his rare, and valuable, first edition of
Way Out West on Stereo Records, Iwas able to
listen to the four issues mentioned—three on
LP, one on CD. The basic sound is, of course,
similar. The band was essentially split in two:
Rollins dominates the left speaker, and Shelly
Manne and Ray Brown are heard to the listener's
right. (Brown sounds like he's alittle more toward
the center than Manne.) The sound is wideopen, as uncluttered as the instrumentation.
There are slight problems. In the original,
the bass is not as tight or as focused as it might
be Manne opens by playing woodblocics, which
4Mobile Fidelity also issued aCD in '83.
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sound relatively distant compared to the rest
of his drumset. Occasionally, as during the
drum solo toward the end of "I'm an Old
Cowhand," his snares sound alittle tinny. In
the Contemporary LP reissue, the bass sounds
even more removed—it seems to wander—
and the woodblocks are as distant as ever. The
CD issue brought Manners woodblodcs forward
—the drums sound more like one instrument—
but did not resolve the bass problem.
Analogue's Way Out West LP successfully
tackles both problems. The Analogue LP has
more presence in general than any of the other
issues, including the CD (now the most readily
available format). Rollins's complex tone is
truer—we hear the near-bark with which he
begins notes in more detail, and with more
seeming accuracy. (He's still alittle off-mike
at the beginning of "I'm an Old Cowhand,"
but that's irremediable) Marine's drums sound
more immediate, although some of the rattle
which was on the original tape is still there On
the Analogue LP, by and large the drums sound
fuller, more solid. The bass is tighter, and shows
less of atendency to wander. Overall, then,
Analogue's Way Out West is the clear winner.
But all the issues of Way Out West sound fine
Iwon't say to those lucky collectors who own
the Stereo Records Way Out West that they need
this new issue Ilove this music enough so that
Iwouldn't trade in my CD, with its alternate
takes. But audiophiles should jump at this album. The music's awinner, and so is the sound.
—Michael Ullman

ROCK
BARENAKED LADIES: Gordon
Sire 26956-2 (CD only). Michael Phillip-Wojewoda,
prod., eng.; Jean Diamont, eng. AAD. TT: 59:15

Barenaked Ladies might more aptly be named
Baresouled Young Fellas: the songwriting speaks
from vulnerability, youthful exuberance, and
the sort of humor that often recedes with the
hairline Gordon, this Canadian quintet's debut,
is adelightful soirée of varied styles, engaging
lyrics, and tasteful production.
The Ladies' sound is freshly acoustic without
ever losing presence or shrinking to hokeyfolky. In fact, the "Jimmy Crack Horns," who
helped out, and Jim Creeggan's double bass,
imbue Gordon with abeguilingly sophisticated
texture, at times camouflaging flippant lyrical content. Mood and tempo changes both
within and between songs reveal amultidimensional talent pool at work and play, and production techniques throughout are tonic to the ears.
Subtle bits of percussion, keyboard, electric
guitar, and vocal bites give each track adistinct

personality while maintaining asignature texture. Gordon smacks of applied intuition.
The Ladies' single most striking feature is
their exceptional vocal prowess. Steven Page's
lead bears apassing resemblance to Mick Hucknail of Simply Red, but well beyond this is their
use of harmony, interplay, syncopation, adash
of scat, and timing worthy of acappella. These
guys have range. Ihalf expected the liner notes
to describe how, as boys, the band had grown
up together as members of the Vienna Boys'
Choir, hormonal changes forcing them to drop
out en masse to immerse themselves in wordly
pleasures and popular culture while honing
their harmonic connection.
"Hello City:' the first track, is asuitable intro
to the Ladies' style The woozy trombone opening cuts to medium-tempo Manhattan Transferesque jazzy vocals depicting urban musings
on the theme of There Must Be More To Life
Than This. "Enid" is the summation of what
may have been afirst "real" relationship, terminated with some questions left unanswered.
"Wrap Your Arms Around Me" (CS&N, move
over) and "Blame It On Me" also speak of love
alternately romantic and frustrating.
To their credit, the Ladies have included equal
parts of humor: "Grade 9" is aska-tinged
update of Chuck Berry's "School Days:' and
"If IHad A $1,000,000" sounds as if the ghost
of Steve Goodman sat in.
Gordon is also rife with contemporary celebrity references, some of which work quite well:
"Be My Yoko Ono" ("I would gladly give up
musical genius just to have you as my very own
personal Venus"), and "Brian Wilson" (as in
"Lying in bed just like. .."). Others, like "New
Kid (On The Block)," and an allusion to Milli
Vanilli, seem forced.
For simple, clever songwriting on apar with
They Might Be Giants, try "Crazy." Do you
hear voices? Ithought so. Well done, Ladies.
—Mark Duran
JOHN WESLEY HARDING: Why We Fight
Sire 45032-2 (CD only). Steve Berlin, prod.; Paul DuGre,
Danny McGough, engs. AAD. VP. 53:38

Ihave seen the future of rock'n'roll, and it
stinks. Why We Fight does not constitute The
Next Big Thing, nor does it sound like Elvis
Costello's next. John Wesley Harding is not the
new Bob Dylan, but he is the next Wesley
Harding Stace, one of those necessary artists
we have been waiting for without knowing it,
and Why We Fight is anecessary record.
Wes Stace, in his open-secret disguise ofJohn
Wesley Harding, is nothing if not amoral being.
He sings, writes, and records in hopes of changing people's lives. As he says in the in-house
interview Sire Records sent along with my
promo copy of Why We Fight: "I remember
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how Iused to play aBob Dylan or John Prine
album. Iimmersed myself in it for weeks, listening to the words. There wasn't arecord Iowned
that Icouldn't name all the tracks on, in order
...
So when people say my music is not for
people with short attention spans, Isay good.
Ilike the fact that there are people out there who
invest the same amount of energy in my records
that Idid with the music Ilove. To me that
means I'm doing something right."
He's also having aterrific time. As on all of
Harding's albums to date, on Why We Fight his
sheer joy of singing and talking, biting through
the multiple mechanical removes of the recording medium, is palpable. When was the last time
you listened to someone who actually sounded
as if he was having the time of his life? JWH
always has; that alone would keep me coming
back to his records.
In that same Sire interview,f3VH also spoke
of his role as a"protest singer." But with the
release of this, his fourth album, he reveals himself as no more atraditional protest singer than
Bob Dylan was with the release of his own
fourth album, Another Side ofBob Dylan. "I don't
talk about specifics. ..
Iam far more interested
in universal situations. ..
All Ithink aprotest
singer should do is broach the subject and ask
the right questions."
However reasonable, however understandable, on the surface this sounds all too familiar: we've been hearing something like it for
the last 20 years or more as mainstream singer/
songwriters avoid taking strong stands on
specific issues, either singing generic platitudes
and plaints, asolipsistic escape clause in every
verse, or choosing targets so patently heinous
that they risk disagreement with no one.
But that's not Harding's way either. He
doesn't so much refrain from choosing sides
as choose all sides at once, writing from within
the issues of compassion, honor, integrity, and
truth-telling. Though some of these songs are
clearly dramatic monologues by asingle voice,
whether Harding's own or one assumed, in
others he seems to speak from within the hearts
of anumber of characters at once or in turn,
ducking into and out of their individualities,
or various facets of his own character, balancing
rootedness in the particular with the broader
perspectives of the moral heights. Harding's
questions, though almost invariably posed as
the bewildered statements of characters reluctant to make any sort of statement at all, are no
less questions for all that. He does not preach.
And that, along with so many other things,
makes Why We Fight his best album, the one in
which his confidence and skills finally match
his enthusiasm and intensity, the one in which
he is finally more artist than fan, in which his
borrowings and homages to the folk tradition
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1992

are finally fully absorbed into the voice of amaster singer, composer, storyteller, film buff, and
joker. Ilike this guy. How can you not like someone who, instead of his own boyish mug, puts
apainting of Phil Ochs on the cover of his own
best album? With such an embarrassment of
his own riches, he can afford to be magnanimous.
As on all ofJWH's albums, lines leap out left
and further left. From "The Truth," aKafkaesque tale of adissenter lost in the bowels of
apolice state disguised as amodern media
democracy: "I was arrested for disturbing the
peace, but, hey, Iwas disturbing the war. ..
It
all made the news but the story was wrong, and
the photo wasn't even of me." From "Into the
Wind": "He threw his hopes into the wind /
To see if they would pin on her again /He threw
his heart against the wall /To see if it would
stick or fall." From "Hitler's Tears": "He's the
only man, most certainly /Who could claim
to have learned from history /Hitler cries himself to sleep, alone in Brazil, no one calls /How
must it feel to be the biggest loser of them all?"
From "The Original Miss Jesus": "She was
naked as atrue apology /For something she
hadn't yet done." From the blistering "Come
Gather Round," which in four lines sums up
the last 20 years of well-intentioned but lame,
and ultimately co-opted, "countercultural" earnestness: "Come gather round and listen, or
watch it on the screen /The campfire burnt out
long ago, the songs all got obscene /And left
us with some rich kids trying hard to be sincere /Let it fly straight out the other after going
in one ear. ..
Don't fall for the new maturity
/It ain't real /They just call it `integrity' /Please
don't grow up /Please blow up your TV. ..
We're so convinced we're different, it makes us
all the same."
Ifind such simplicity, clarity, and straightforwardness breathtaking. Harding seems able
to simply step out of the way of his own words
and voice.
The musical, thematic, and moral axis around
which this "experiment in folk noir" rotates
is formed by two quite different songs. "Ordinary Weekend" is agritty, bleak tale, told in
tragic-ballad style, of the pointless end of an
unexamined life. Our anti-hero, job lost, luck
down, agrees to be the driver for adozen criminals planning aheist, and ends up the only one
identified by witnesses. When he shows up to
collect his share, the other burglars stab him
in the back and throw him in the lake. "I felt
sick and stupid and damned my own brown
hair /Forgetting that the price you pay must
far exceed the share." Harding's delivery is electrifying, aheadlong rush of chords and words.
In "Me Against Me," an instant classic, avery
different "I" claims all of the personal responsibility denied by the waster of that extraor-
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201-837-0020

UT, Salt Lake City
Audioworks
801-364-9999

CA, Mill Valley
World of Sound
415-383-4343

IL, Chicago
HIFI Hutch
708-351-9351

NJ, Upper Montclair
CSA Audio
201-744-0600

VA, Centreville
Gifted Listener
703-818-8000

CA, San Francisco
World of Sound
415-928-3101

IN, Fort Wayne
Authentic Audio
219-482-2069

NY, Albany
Altair Audio
518-452-3525

WI, Madison
University Audio Shop
608-284-0001

CA, Woodland Hills
IN, Lafayette
Wilson Audio Video Entertainment Stereo Consultants
818-883-2811
317-474-9004

NY, Syracuse/Liverpool
Audio Excellence
315-451-2707

PR, Caparra Heights
Precision Audio
809-782-6969

CO, Boulder
C & SAudio
303-443-3053

LA, New Orleans
Wilson Audio
504-866-3457

NY, Rochester
Paul Heath Audio
716-262-4310

CANADA, Toronto
Audio Excellence
416-321-9130

CO, Denver
Gramophone Shop
303-744-1284

MA, Boston
Goodwin's
617-734-8800

NY, Great Neck (LI)
The Discriminating Ear
516-627-4456

FL, Gainsville
Sound Ideas
904-378-0192

ME, Falmouth
HIFI Exchange
207-781-2326

PA, Philadelphia
Chestnut Hill Audio
215-923-3035

FL, Pensacola
All Pro Sound
904-432-5780

MO, Kansas City
Primus Audio
816-421-3555

PA, Pittsburgh
The Audio Gallery
412-521-9500
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Contact us for the dealer
nearest you. This is not a
complete dealer listing.

dinary weekend: "And they say that it's them
and it's us /And they say that it's you and it's
me/But now Ican see that it's me against me
/Against me against me against me." This is the
answer Harding finally delivers, the explanation
promised in the album's title: We fight because
we refuse to own our own lives and actions,
constantly projecting internal strife on others,
absolving ourselves of responsibility. The song,
like the rest of the album, shows apsychological
and social sophistication—unmatched since
Dylan's "Only aPawn in their Game"—even
as its speaker(s) tell us how much they don't
understand. As Isaid, he doesn't preach.
Though artists like Harding are never so
powerful as when they're on stage with just a
mike and aguitar, Why We Fight comes closest
to that purest—and, in this case, truest—folk
romance. (And if you haven't yet heard JWH's
first album, the live, solo It Happened One Night,
or, better yet, seen him in concert, believe me
—you need to.) The music itself is richer, more
melodic than it seems, or simpler than it sounds.
Whatever, it flows more smoothly, with less
effort and more effect, than on any previous
fWH album. There is more air here than on any
of his earlier albums—especially his last one,
The Name Above the Title, on which producer
Andy Paley's horns simply ate up all the space.
New producer Steve Berlin's vision is more that
of an acoustic electric band: real-sounding
drums, bass, acoustic rhythm guitar, carefully
chosen percussion, and Greg Leisz's gritty,
funky lead guitar alternating with his own
pedal steel. It's all reminiscent of late Byrds,
early Eagles, and the lean, loose pickup bands
of Dylan's Blood on the Tracks, sounding not at
all dated or self-consciously referential, but
sharing the freshness of those classic records.
By alarge margin, Why We Fight is Harding's
best, strongest, and most accessible album,
which makes it one of the year's best, strongest,
and most accessible. Expect to spend alot of
time with it—it demands acommitted relationship.
—Richard Lehnert
LOS LOBOS: Kiko
Slash 9-26786-2 (CD only). Tchad Blake, cog.; Mitchell
Froom, Los Lobos, prods. AAD. TT: 52:33
THE NEVILLE BROTHERS: Family Groove
A&M 75021 5384-2 (CD only). David Leonard, eng.;
The Neville Bros., Hawk Wolinski, David Leonard,
prods. AAD. TE 56:40

As aborderline baby boomer, Ican only imagine what it must've been like bringing home
Bringing It All Back Home or Rubber Soul and
slapping it on the changer fresh out of the shrinkwrap. But Ithink that Los Lobos' latest, Kiko,
can provide aclue. Ihaven't been this surprised
by anew album since. ..
maybe never. Could
these really be the same guys who raised Richie
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1992

Valens—three chords, three verses, and out—to
an art form?
Kiko pulls offwhat its flawed predecessor The
Neighborhood took ashot at, taking us back to
those Viewmaster days of childhood, when
dreams were real and feelings outweighed facts.
But Los Lobos owe more to Proust than to
Raffi. Like Swann's Way or Dubliners, songs like
"When the Circus Comes to Town," "Angels
With Dirty Faces," and "Saint Behind the
Glass" depict aworld in Technicolor, ungrimed
by the filter of reason that we adults can't seem
to strip away. In short, this record cuts through
the crap of grownup life like aGinzu knife.
Gone is the almost journalistic quality ofLos
Lobos classics like How Will the WolfSurvive and
By the Light ofthe Moon; on Kiko, poetry replaces
the front page. Listen close and you'll hear the
sound of two of rock's best writers, David Hidalgo and Louie Perez, cranking it up afull notch.
How's this for an image (from "Angels. .."):
"Broken window smile /Weeds for hair /
Strolling 'round the corner /like amillionaire'
Eat your heart out, Rod McEuen.
And as good as the words are, the music's
better. Kiko is asonic tapestry, an album that
celebrates sound for its own sake. The instrumental fills evoke Jimi Hendrix one minute,
Indian snake-charming the next, and Cinco de
Mayo in the barrio after that. If we can accept
as given the musical genius of Hidalgo, who
provides the bulk of the melody on guitar or
accordion, then drummer Pérez deserves most
of the credit. Sure, Kiko features the most eclectic percussion this side of Rhythm of the Saints,
but it's also the most soulful pounding since
Levon Helm's achey-breaky drumming with
the Band. What's more sincere than ahandclap?
Ex-Blaster Steve Berlin's minimalist sax has
areal sense of texture, and let's not forget the
remaining Wolfmen, Cesár Rosas (because he
rocks and he's got agreat beard) and Conrad
Lozano (because bass players never get the
credit they deserve).
I've never been abig Mitchell Froom fan—I
dissed him pretty good in my review of The
Neighborhood—but maybe I'm going to have to
change my tune. He did agreat job on Richard
Thompson's Rumor and Sigh and Peter Case's
Six Pack ofLove, and Kiko is better still. Froom
sidekick Tchad Blake keeps the complex instrumental tracks from collapsing onto each other,
although the bass is alittle tubby and the soundstage is abit narrow and flat.
On the other hand, those elder statesmen of
synth-pop (synthesis, that is), The Brothers
Neville are as consistent as ametronome. The
recipe for aNevilles album goes something like
this: start off with the silkiest r&b this side of
Berry Gordy, throw in arap number or two
(Could the Nevilles make ahomey out of RL?),
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S
hopping for components shouldn't feel like this.
The pressure, the attitude. They
shouldn't be part of shopping for high end
components. At the Listening Room
they're not.
That's why so many people travel a
little further to get here.
Our knowledgeable staff will make you
feel at home. Whether you're interested in
astate-of-the-art media room or anew
CD player, we'll work with you to
choose components that offer maximum
compatibility and value. Without the
pressure. Without the attitude.
Shopping for high end is
finally ajoy.

'sterling room
High end without the attitude.
590 Central Park Avenue, Scarsdale, NY 10583. (914) 472-4558
Adcom •Apogee •AR •Audio Access •Audio Alchemy •Audioquest •Basis •B&O •Bitwise •CAL •Classe Audio
CWD •Day-Sequerra •Definitive Technology •ET •Fosgate •Genesis •German Acoustics •Grado
Graham Eng •Harman Video •Immedia •Janis •JVC Video •Koetsu •Krell •Lexicon •Magnum-Dynalab
Maranrz •M.I.T. •NAD •Nalcamichi •Nitty Gritty •Oracle •Pioneer Elite •Power Wedge •PS Audio •Pro AC
Proton •Purist Audio •Rock Solid •Room-Tunes •Rotel •Sharpvision •Snell •Sonance •Sota •Soundstream
Spica •Stax •Stewart Filmscreen •Sumiko •Target •Theta •Thiel •Tice •V.P.I. •Wilson Audio •XLO •and more
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mix in afew of Aaron's lilting ballads, and top
it off with atruly weird cover (would you
believe Steve Miller Band's "Fly Like an
Eagle?"). Formula? Sure, but it puts their latest,
Family Groove, right next to Brother's Keeper and
Yellow Moon on my gotta-have-it list.
This time out those ingredients mix together
alittle more smoothly, with the Funk-o-Meter
moving alittle closer to Smokey Robinson than
Marvin Gaye. "True Love" and "Take Me to
Heart" are two of Aaron's most luscious love
ballads, but he saves his best singing for the
done-me-wrong song, "I Can See It In Your
Eyes." And even message songs like "Day to
Day Thing" and "One More Day" fit right into
the groove that starts as soon as the laser touches
the pits and don't let go until the leadout holes.
The politeness shows up in the sound as well.
Compared to Brother's Keeper, Family Groove
sounds abit compressed and less dynamic, with
anarrower soundstage; on the plus side, the top
octaves are alittle smoother.
The most memorable track on Groove, "Line
of Fire" could have been the soundtrack of
South Central LA after The Verdict. "Lines are
drawn down every street /Where neighbors
are strangers who never meet /Guns are friends
to anyone /
You don't know where the next shot
is coming from." But so could "Brother Blood"
from Brother's Keeper, so Iwouldn't attribute

too much to the Brothers' clairvoyance. The
message has always been there; maybe now
people are ready to listen.
But if rappers take their cues from Malcolm
X, then the Nevilles come down on the MLK
side of the Black Leadership Bandwidth. Anytime Big ChiefJolly Landry, Professor Longhair, Louie Armstrong, Mahalia Jackson, Redd
Foxx, Sammy Davis, Jr. and Miles Davis can
stand shoulder to shoulder on an album's acknowlegements, then you know the aim is
inclusion.
Two albums from two great American bands,
one as predictable as the sunrise, the other as
surprising as ablizzard in July. But while the
packaging may be different, the message, committed to print in Family Groove's liner notes,
is the same: "The music contained herein is a
testament to the true love we have for mankind." That may sound like just so much talk,
but listen before you judge—these two bands
walk the walk.
—Allen St. John $

Our services include:
High-End Audio & Video
Custom Installation
Handcrafted Cabinetry
Home Theater
Multi-Room Systems
Media Rooms
Single Speaker Listening Room

Plld iEv.'tie.
k
2.1

agents for:

•B&W

• Centauraus
• Lexicon

• Krell
• Rotel

• California Audio Labs
• Mark Levinson

• Apogee

• Mirage

• Custom Subwoofers

• Proceed

• Aragon
• Acurus

•Bang & Olufsen

• Nakatnichi
• Straight Wire

• Day Sequerra
• Vidikron

2036 N. Clark Street, Chicago, IL

60614

Shipping Available
1r 312-549-8100
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Innovative in design...conservative in
philosophy
Conrad-Johnson's new zero-feedback all-tube
preamps and power amps present a musical
picture of stunning accuracy and fluid beauty. The
unsurpassed Premier 8 mono power amps
($13,000/pr) burst forth with the fury of a hurricane
and the subtlety of a summer's breeze. The MV-70
($2895), in effect a miniature Premier 8, reduces
only the volume, not the performance. The Premier
7B ($10,000), and its digital-age partner, the
Premier 10 line stage ($3495), process the musical
signal with that special magic CJ is known for.
Available in New York City at:

SOUND by SIN ;ER
HIGH END AUDIO ... DONE RIGHT
18 East 16th St., New York, NY 10003 (212) 924-8600
Call Toll Free 1-800-882-5271

ietell
Draw a line in the sand...

KRC-2

...and Krell will cross it. While others despaired of
making remote control sound musical, Krell united
the convenience of remote operation with sonic
performance heretofore unavailable in any other
preamplifier. Not content with the musical limitations of previous designs, Krell developed sophisticated digital controls and a motorized precision
potentiometer to ensure that absolute signal integrity is preserved. As a result the KRC ($6000) and
KRC-2 ($3500) preamplifiers provide convenience
with an audio performance that places them
squarely across the line!
Available exclusively in New York City at:

S(
)t_ 'NI) by SIN(

HIGH END AUDIO .
.
. DONE RIGHT
18 East 16th St, New York, NY 10003 (212) 924-8600
Call Toll Free 1-800-882-5271
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Masterpieces of Engineering
Krell's digital components are exceptional in
every respect. For the uncompromising, there
simply is no better combination than the beautiful
MD-10 transport ($6900); and the new SBP 6X
Reference ($12,500) digital processor. The MD-20
($4000) and Studio ($3900) have redefined what
is possible in upper-end digital information
retrieval, and the CD-DSP ($3650) and CD-1
($2800) continue to set the standard for CD
players. Experience the dynamics of the digital
future without losing the beauty of the
analog past. Experience Krell.

MD-20

es()UND by SINGER
Available exclusively in New York City at:

HIGH

END AUDIO

...

DONE

RIGHT

18 East 16th St., New York, NY 10003 (212) 924-8600
Call Toll Free 1-800-882-5271

Designed for real life
As elegant in appearance as it is satisfying in performance, the Aerius ($1995) stands out both for
what it is—a pure Martin-Logan Hybrid ESU
Dynamic Transducer with Curvilinear Line Source
Technology—and what it is not—in a word,
obtrusive. Designed to be placed only one or two
inches from the rear wall and occupy less than one
square foot of area, the Aerius never intrudes on
your space, but, like its larger brother the Sequel II,
engulfs you with the full beauty and breadth of
even the most demanding musical material.

e
s

Available exclusively in New York City at:

()UND by SINGER:,
HIGH

END AUDIO

...

DONE

RIGHT

18 East 16th St., New York, NY 10003 (212) 924-8600
Call Toll Free 1-800-882-5271
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New Jersey's
Newest Name In
High End Audio...
Experienced, Knowledgeable and Courteous Service
Although we're new, our staff has years of experience.

The Highest Quality Brands for
Every Budget and Taste
Conrad-Johnson, Proac, Kinergetics,
B&K, Rotel, Carver, Mod Squad,
Audio Alchemy. JM Labs, Sumiko,
Genesis, M&K, Energy, Denon, Near,
Roksan, Grado, MB Quart, Sound
Anchor, Target, Straight Wire, Cardas,
Apex, Power Wedge, Audiophile CDs
...and Many Other Brands.
Proac Response Series

We're Always Here To Help You

Conrad-Johnson

—No Appointment Necessary
Open 7Days A Week
We Ship Anywhere—Give Us A Call
Trade-Ins Accepted

Stereo Dynamics
1670 Hwy. 35 Middletown, NJ 07748 (908) 671-1559
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M ANUFACTURE R'S C OMMENTS
MERIDIAN CDR
Editor:
Thank you for Bob Harley's careful review of
the Meridian CD Recorder. Isuppose Ishould
start my reply with the D/A converter. The converter chip used in the CDR is the SAA7550—
Philips BSDAC or DAC5—not DAC7 as you
suggest.
It seems that for some reason one channel of
the CDR we sent you is not performing correctly. The fault exhibited (poor linearity
around -90dBFS) is unusual for aBitstream
device. We have checked our manufacturing
records; this machine had perfect linearity on
both channels at QA. We will check it out when
it is returned.
As you point out in the review, we make no
attempt to improve on the stock A/D or D/A
converters. We did decide to leave them in place
because it is useful to be able to monitor adisc
with headphones, or replay on location without
dragging around too much extra equipment.
We really do intend the CDR to be viewed primarily as adigital-domain recorder with "convenience" conversion on-board.
Many owners will never use the A/D section,
preferring either direct digital recording or to
use external converters. As Bob says, the CDR
uses the same A/D IC as our 607, but for aserious or "Pro" user there is no real comparison
in their ultimate performance.
The reason we recommended the 601 DSP
preamp to home users is that it has truly highend A/D and D/A conversion and includes digital LP and 78 equalization. The DSP gives considerable control of the "digital tape-loop";
which, of course, is where the CDR connects.
Concluding the commercial, in our latest 200
and 602 CD transports we have developed a
proprietary servo system that allows unfixed
discs (or CDs without aToC) to be played. This
turns out to be very important if you want to
compile arecording over aperiod of time, and
to use this disc away from the recorder.
Iam particularly happy that you found the
sound of the CDR so pleasing. It really is
remarkable how the sound of the vast majority
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1992

of CDs (and even more of DATs) is improved.
We have made considerable investigation of this
phenomenon and offer two important results.
1) The CDR copies the data exactly. Tests
made both with music examined in hard-disk
editors and with pseudo-random bit sequences
using Audio Precision routinely return zero
(uncorrected) errors on adisc.
2) The sonic improvement results from
improved jitter resulting in the final CD replay
transport. The pits are better-shaped and more
precisely laid out than on pressed production
CDs. (Of course, they are green, too. ..!)
It has been clear since the early days of CDR
that adigital copy sounds derent from the original when replayed on atop-class CD replay
system. On average, Iprefer the CDR—markedly so when the original is not aproduction
CD but aDAT. When we copy aproduction
CD to CDR, what we tend to end up with is
not asuperior recording in any objective sense, but
adisc which is better for the CD player. This
whole phenomenon tells us more about transports and converters than about the recorder.
Iwould, however, like to take issue with
Bob's finding that the bass sounds marginally
less good on recorded CDs. These discs exhibit
alower and better jitter spectrum. It has been
my experience that such jitter reduction
improves all aspects of the sound: Iam not
aware of any loss of bass "drive"; this may be
asystem result.'
The important point in all this is that the
CDR is atrue copy that retains, in the second
and subsequent generations, all the musical
information of the original. This can be clarified
further in listening to material which has been
passed through the CDR medium, where no
character is imposed by this carrier.
We have very good hopes for CDR. In this
upcoming period of many digital sources, it is
good to remember that only CDR and DAT
will give full archive performance in storing
all the data and, in particular, do not rely on
1Interestingly, ageneral finding is that areduction in measured jitter correlates with better subjective bass quality —JA
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FEEDING YOUR SYSTEM
DIRTY POWER?
Just as we are concerned with impurities in our food and drink,
more and more audiophiles are discovering the benefits of the
purified AC power provided by NoiseTrapper products. Enhanced low
level detail. Improved spatial qualities. Amore musical system.
The NoiseTrapper Plus-CD ($419), for low-power use, employs a
500VA transformer, Bil/RFI filtration, and individually isolated
outlets for digital components. The Noisdrapper Powerstrip
($149) offers 8hospital-grade outlets in an industrial-strength
powerstrip. The original Plus, the 2000 (for use with power amps)
and the Powerstrip are all Recommended Components.
Stereopbile says: "1 can't imagine any system, at any

Faragar
311,509•Pufflow

quality level, that wouldn't benefitfrom the improvements it [the Plus]
provides... Recommending the NoiseTrapper Plus and NoiseTrapper2000

512-323-5575

is just about the safest recommendation I'll ever make."
—Corey Greenberg
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* Music Reference
* Parasound
* PSE
* Quicksilver
* Rego
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* Signet
* Spendor

*Spica
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* Unity Audio
*Valve Amp. Co.
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Í 615 Bloomfield Avenue, Verona, N.J. 07004
(201) 239-1799
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early perceptual coders. Given the accuracy of
the recording, we are free to appreciate the real
practical benefits of the CDR medium: namely,
that it is tapeless (with fast random access),
robust, and universally playable. That the CD
which is produced is compatible with upward
of 150 million players in circulation gives a
measure of its unique usefulness. Another
encouraging sign is the quite low cost of Photo
CDs.
At Meridian, we are backing this medium
and hope soon to release ancillary devices using
advanced noise-shaping techniques 2that allow
the subjective dynamic range of CDR or DAT
to be raised to around 19 bits. BOB STUART
Chairman & Technical Director
Meridian Audio
SOUND-LAB A-I
Editor:
It is always alearning situation when aproduct
is reviewed. Seeing one's product through
another's eyes can be very instructive, especially
since Ihave designed the A-1 for myself. The
A-1 represents our continuing effort to produce an extremely accurate loudspeaker. For
over 12 years we have expended much time and
effort to find ways to improve it. As these improvements have evolved, we have been careful
to leave apath so that owners could have their
earlier models updated at alow cost.
Two important issues have come from this
review that should be discussed. The limit of
750 words isn't sufficient, so we invite interested readers to write for amore extensive commentary.
First, three graphs—the impulse response,
waterfall plot, and frequency response [figs.5,
7, and 111—indicate that something is going
on around 15kHz. It is not the diaphragm
going bonkers, as conjectured by JA. We found
that energy was being stored between the fixed
electrodes, causing an acoustical resonance. The
peak did not appear in the panel drive váltage.
Fortunately, asimple solution was found.
The acoustic resistance of the electrodes was
significantly reduced (without changing the
motor constant), and the peak disappeared. The
acoustical response magically flattened in the
15kHz area and extended beyond 22kHz.
Though this anomaly cannot be heard by our
staff, it is in keeping with our philosophy to
eliminate it. All units now being shipped have
had this change.
Second, the comments made about the highfrequency impedance are misleading. Comments such as "complete short circuit," etc., are
not accurate. Even the use of cryogenics could
2Stuart, J. R. and Wilson, R. J., "A search for efficient dither
for DSP applications," preprint 3334, AES 92nd Convention, Vienna 1992.
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not accomplish this. In fact, the A-1 is ahuge
capacitor. Thus, impedance drops with frequency. At 20kHz the calculated worst-case
impedance presented to the amplifier is 1.35
ohms. JA's measured value was 13 ohms, which
is supportive This impedance is obtained with
the brilliance set at maximum. The impedance
increases as the brilliance is turned down. The
logical question is, How tough is this on an
amplifier? Since the energy demands of the
musical spectrum are greatest at low frequencies
(where the A-1's impedance is greatest), and
least at high frequencies (where the A-1 has the
lowest impedance), the amplifier is not ever
required to deliver large amounts of energy
throughout the entire audio spectrum. The A-1
has been in the field for over 12 years. Ipersonally know of no case where an amplifier has
been damaged, providing the amplifier was not
grossly overdriven. At our lab, we use the Boulder 500 in the balanced mode (600W). We clip
it regularly, and in over two years it has never
objected. We have also used many other amplifiers with the same benign result. We conclude
that it is not aproblem, and increasing the
impedance would compromise sensitivity; also,
if the area of the panel was reduced, it would
negatively impact the imaging size. The A-1
has 96 possible combinations of adjustments
for equalization (only 12 are made available on
the top panel). The one chosen for DO was
considered best at the time, but with only two
hours to select it, another combination could
well be more optimal for his room.
Other issues of alesser nature: The "wings"
(indispensable in larger rooms), the SALLIES,
etc., must be addressed in our newsletter. Please
send aself-stamped envelope for acopy. Finally,
quality control has not slipped. DO's units were
tested with a microphone that had been
damaged at the time his units were tested. We
are human, but to the best of my knowledge,
no units have ever left the factory with amanufacturing problem. Thanks for avery extensive review.
ROGER W EST
Sound-Lab
AUDIO RESEARCH PHI
Editor:
First of all, it is evident that, in spite of Mr.
Harley's obvious personal preference for the
higher-priced "competitive" unit that is apart
of his reference system, he made afair-minded
and serious effort to factually appraise the PHI.
We appreciate that.
Iwould simply like to observe that, of obvious necessity, there should be some correlation
between price and performance, all other things
being equal. (Except in very rare instances, it
is not normally possible for agiven unit to have
the better construction quality, the better sound
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WORLD CLASS SPEAKER
Real World Price
'Many loudspeakers favor one type of music over others. The M-3 appears
equally at home with small-scale material—where it relates instruments and
voices in their proper size—and large-scale, dramatic works. From the delicate
rendering of solo voice and guitar to the challenges ofgrand opera, it rarely
gets flustered or comes apart at the (sonic) seams."
Thomas J. Notion, Stereophile, Vol 13, No. 11, Nov. 1990
"Fine transient details are rendered naturally, without undue prominence.
Strings are silky-sweet, yet gusty when calledfor. Guitar had detail and
warmth. Sibilants were clear yet controlled."
Thomas j Norton. .Sterrophile, Vol 13, No. 11, Not'. 1990
"...M-3 is capable of absolutely top performance."

High Fidelity, (Sweden) No.6, 1990
"For most listeners, the M-3 will be the fulfillment of their high end dreams."
HI-F1 High-End (Switzerland) Vo1.4, May/June 1991

MIRAGE M-3
$2500 pair

EXCLUSIVE DEALER IN SILICON VALLEY
PROUDLY FEATURING...
AudioDuest, B&K, Conrad-Johnson,
Definitive, Kimber, Mirage, PAC IDOS
Paradigm, Polk, Sony ES, Sumiko,
Scientific Fidelity, Yamaha, '(IL.

)

CAMPBELL

MT. VIEW

2627 So. Bascom
391 San Antonio
Campbell, CA 95008 Mt. View, CA 94040

408-559-4000

415-949-4000

QUALITY DEMO'S, MATCHED SYSTEMS,
UNBELIEVABLE SERVICE.
Available

for auditioning in our music sites throughout the Northeast.

1.800.724-3305

for the site nearest you.
15 day unconditional satisfaction guarantee on all purchases.

Ultra SYSTEMS
FEATURING

Audio Synthesis DSM UltraAnalog

"At today's front line...
comparable with the very
best references. "
$2485
Martin Colloms, Hi-Fi News &
Record Review, March 1992

1111111116
Sonic Frontiers SFL-I

"A remarkable achievement...this has to qualify
as aminor miracle."
$1395
Dick Olsher, Stereophile,
Vol. 15, No. 8, August 1992

ULTRA SYSTEMS ,Inc. One Walters Lane
Box 570, Point Pleasant, PA 18950
Tel 2150297-0227 Fax 2150297-8661
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quality, and the lower price. Any two of the
three, yes.)
Systems employing equipment commensurate in quality with products such as our SP9,
SP14, and, of course, most earlier units, should
find the PH1 asatisfying improvement in
sound quality at an affordable price.
For those needing aunit of greater resolution, we have amore expensive unit, the PH2,
priced at $2495.
WILLIAM Z.
J
OHNSON
President, Audio Research
NAD 2400THX
Editor:
Imust thank Tom Norton for the tremendous
amount of work he has clearly put in to compile
this detailed appraisal of the NAD 2400THX
power amplifier. The 2400, as he says, is acomplex product, and Mr. Norton has shown an
understanding of its intricacies unparalleled by
any other reviewer. There are one or two technical points which he didn't describe quite correctly (or fully); Iwill come to these later.
The design brief for the 2400THX power
amplifier was that it should drive over 100W
(IHF continuous) while producing sufficient
dynamic power on program material to drive
even insensitive speakers in alarge room (in this
case, over 400W into 4ohms IHF dynamic).
In addition to this, it had to be able to drive
"real" 4ohm speakers (which dip to 2ohms),
and all this with asound quality which would
satisfy the audiophile. The THX licensing indicates that the amplifier is also intended for use
in the highest-quality home theater installations.
Mr. Norton's review clearly suggests that the
2400 has succeeded in all its design areas. It
produces plenty of power ("there's no doubt
that the 2400 sounds more powerful than any
100Wpc amplifier has aright to"). And, most
significantly on video material, "when it came
to sheer power, there was no question that the
NAD outgunned the Rotel."
Now the technical points. First, regarding
the requirements imposed by LucasFilm on a
"THX" amplifier. In fact, dynamic power
capability is not a"major requirement," as Mr.
Norton states. The THX spec calls for aminimum of 100Wpc into 8ohms (continuous) and
aminimum of only ldB of dynamic headroom.
However, NAD quickly realized the potential
of its Power Envelope concept in handling the
sometimes grossly "enhanced" dynamics of
video sound. Mr. Norton experienced the
advantages of this time and time again in the
course of his review, eg: "With the NAD, the
sheer impact and power of the truck/motorcycle chase scene was overwhelming." This is
exactly what good home theater should be.
The Power Envelope circuitry, as applied to
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1992

the 2400THX, employs two separate power
supplies as Mr. Norton describes, one normal
supply and one high-voltage supply (of course,
each actually consists of aplus and aminus supply). This allows the amplifier to drive very
much higher output voltages than aconventional 100Wpc amplifier. The 4ohm/8 ohm
switch alters these voltages slightly so that the
supplies can be re-optimized to get the best out
of each type of speaker without over-stressing
the amplifier.
The additional power available from the
high-voltage supply is there for musical
climaxes and transients—not continuous sinewaves. It therefore has additional protection
to guard against continuous operation in the form
of fuses and PIC (Positive Temperature Coefficient) thermistors. These latter operate abit like
asolid-state fuse with automatic reset. They
have avery low resistance (< <1 ohms) at normal temperatures, but if they pass too much
current for too long (several seconds), their
resistance increases dramatically. If the load is
removed, they quickly cool down and return
to normal operation. As Mr. Norton discovered, the 2400 will operate perfectly normally
with the high-voltage fuses open (or the PTCs
open)—but simply with the power of a"normal" 100Wpc amplifier.
As Mr. Norton also discovered, if the 2400
is operated well outside its specified operating parameters it will protect itself. Thus he
found that the high supply fuses blew when he
was driving sinewaves from the high supply
into 4ohms with the impedance switch set to
8ohms—although no damage was done, of
course. (Under these "abnormal" conditions,
totally unlike normal music or home theater
use, the fuses blew before the FTC protectors
opened.)
He also found it difficult to measure THD
much above 100W, where the high voltage supply cuts in. These measurements are best carried
out dynamically using an FFT analyzer and
tone bursts. The measured 260Wpc into 8ohms
is essentially acontinuous power figure. The
difference between this and the 370Wpd8 ohm
specification is caused by the additional 1.5dB
dynamic headroom afforded by the 2400's high
supply.
Finally, Mr. Norton tried driving the amplifier bridged into a4ohm load with acontinuous sinewave sweep (although it is clearly
marked "minimum 8ohms" in bridge mode).
The result, again, was that the amplifier protected itself. Under these conditions, most of
the power is drawn from the low-voltage
supplies—which are not fused on the secondary side in the same way as the high supplies.
Their protection comes from aprimary side
fuse—which opened in this case, causing the
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Integrated Systems

Golden Dragon
Audio Tubes
Premium vacuum tubes newly
developed by agroup of British
audiophiles and engineers, in
conjunction with the Shuguang
tube factory in China.

MC Reference Preamplifier
and Power Supply

"Judging by the quality and
sonic superiority of the Golden
Dragon 12AX7 and EL34, this
venture is the best thing to have
happened to tubes since the
heyday of the likes of M-0 Valve
and Mullard... the Golden
Dragon goal of premium tubes
rivaling the best ever made
appears to have been realized,"

Avalon

Golden
Audio Cable

Dick Olsher, Stereophile, Vol. 14
No. 11, November 1991.

YOu

Avatar Speaker System
Altis, Apogee, Arcici, API,
Audioquest, Avalon, MSB
Technology, Cardas, Classé,
EAD, Esoteric, Fosgate, Graham,
Kinergetics, Magnum/Dynalab,
MFA, Muse, Nitty Gritty,
Parasound, Pioneer Elite,
Reference Line, Room Tune,
Ryan, SOTA, Sumiko, Symo...

Preamp Tubes
12AT7A
12AU7A
12AX7A
6DJ8
Power Tubes
EL84/6BQ5
EL34/6CA7
6L6GC
6550A
KT66
KT77
KT88
2A3
300B
811A
845

(singles)
$14.00
$14.00
$14.00
$22.00
(matched pairs)
$ 22.00
$ 42.00
$ 42.00
$ 72.00
$ 48.00
coming soon
$ 96.00
$ 96.00
$264.00
$ 54.00
$156.00

To audition our fine Audio Systems,
and Home Theater Video call

Tubes by Design

209-298-8888

P.O. Box 48865, Sarasota, FL 34230

813-925-3483

CENTRAI.
CALIFORNIA
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symptoms observed.
My last point concerns "Soft Clipping." It
is indeed difficult to test this on aPower Envelope amplifier—once again, dynamic signals
should be used. Mr. Norton was able to observe
the more benign harmonic structure in soft
clipping, but he missed its most critical advantage. When aconventional amplifier clips—
particularly at lower-mid and bass frequencies
—the main distortion heard is not harmonic,
but power-supply intermodulation products
—at the signal frequency ±120Hz, 240Hz, etc.
(assuming the amp has unregulated supplies).
Soft clipping acts against aclean reference
voltage and prevents this intermodulation—
making the clipped sound very much more
acceptable. Of course, with the power capability of the 2400, most users would never clip
the amp. But it does offer the customer (possibly more particularly the video sound customer) the possibility of even higher sound
levels on highly dynamic material without the
worry of occasional offensive clipping.
Iam sorry if this letter seems nearly as long
as the review, but the 2400 packs agreat deal
of carefully designed electronics, all primarily in the service of music and the music listener,
into aneat and low-cost package. Icouldn't do
it, or the review,justice in acouple of sentences.
CHRIS EVANS
Director of Engineering, NAD
ROTEL RB-980BX
Editor:
The fax machine whirred into life. Istruggled
out of my chair, glass of Tyrells Long Flat red
vino in hand, and wandered into the other
room, knocking over, in the dark, alarge pile
of papers.
Oh! A Stereophile fax. If it's from Ken Nelson it can stay until morning. No, it's from Tom
Norton. Iwonder what he wants? Page after
page unwraps itself from the printer; Ibegin
to see that it's TJN's review ofa Rotel amplifier.
Time to recharge the glass and settle back and
read while I'm waiting for the fax to end ...
Memories of awonderful dinner in an Indian
restaurant in Santa Fe fill my head.
Iwas visiting John Atkinson, his lovely wife
Laura, little Harry Jr., and Tom Norton. Knowing my love for Indian food, Laura arranged
asurprise dinner at alocal restaurant. Hard to
believe, but Stereophile really does have asuperb
Indian restaurant nearby, which Ihighly recommend! It seems strange to me that Santa Fe
should have such aspot when other American
cities are devoid of this exquisite culinary art
form.
Anyway, it was acold winter's day when I
last ventured down to audiophile Mecca in
Santa Fe. For those who don't know it, Santa
S
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Fe is along way from anywhere. Stereophile's
office isn't exactly easy to get to, since modern transportation doesn't venture close. It's
easiest to fly, then drive.
Ajourney to Santa Fe from the East coast
takes awhile. It's aplane to Albuquerque, then
atwo-hour drive via highway—or go the
scenic route (recommended by JA); it's alittle
longer, but well worth it! Once you've arrived
from your journey, you notice immediately that
you've entered atime zone that is unhurried
and quite relaxed—time is on your side, and you
must allow for it. You can't rush in and rush
out like you can in New York. Ithink this relaxed pace comes across in Stereophik's editorial.
Once in the swing of things, you can visit
atruly picturesque town. The capital of New
Mexico has abeautiful square, filled with trees
and bordered by adobe buildings. When Iwas
there, you could still see the snow on the mountaintops above the low, flat-roofed buildings.
Lovely as it was, Iwas not in town as atourist
but rather to experience the Stereophile demonstration room and to listen to some of my products in their listening space. Rooms have abig
effect on performance; regular readers of Stereophile will know the difficulties encountered
in trying to maximize aroom's potential.
And what about the listening session, you
ask? What an experience it is to be in the same
room auditioning aproduct with TJN, JA, and
LA. Their interaction is energizing. All were
quick to point out that this was not areview
session. Quite the opposite—it was an opportunity for me to learn more about Stereophile
and their criteria for evaluating product.
At Rotel, we care deeply about the sound of
our products—à great deal of time is spent
auditioning products before they are shipped
into the marketplace You can talk about sound,
but until you've experienced it in the listening
room, you can't fully appreciate it.
So get to the point, Bartlett. After spending
time with these talented gentlemen and understanding how they appreciate good-sounding
equipment, Iam more than flattered that TJN
found the Rotel 980 amplifier to be to his liking.
Well, the bottle of Tyrells was well used by
the time I'd digested Tom's words, certainly no
reason for heartburn or even avague hangover.
The Rotel piece did what it is supposed to do:
namely, bring alittle high-end sonic experience to those who can't afford the super stuff.
No, the RB-980 is not built for brute force,
nor is it endowed with expensive front panels
that do nothing for the music. It's designedfor
people to enjoy music, by people who enjoy
music, and when teamed with an RC 980 $500
preamp, they're amasterful combination. And,
if you want real power, a product strong
enough to break your toe, with incredible sonic
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performance, then there's the RB 990, which
is still afraction of the price of aKrell. But that's
another story.
Stereophile and Rotel do share another common ground, and that is to reinforce this message to your readers: When you are shopping
for new audio components, it is extremely
important to find adecent dealer who will let
you hear for yourself the differences between
products. Don't be lazy, and be prepared to
form your own opinion.
M IKE BARTLETT
Rotel America
MELOS SHA—I
Editor:
Iam naturally elated at CG's and JA's responses
to the Melos SHA-1 headphone/line amplifier
in October.
For over ten years Mark Porzilli and Ihave
been designing Melos Audio products. Marketing and artistic designs are executed by
Charles Gavaris.
Mark, Charlie, and Ihave always tried to
develop new products that are state-of-the-art
and affordable, but, most importantly, true to
the music. Your praise tells us that we are on
the right path and makes our work even more
enjoyable.
As Corey mentioned in his review, the original intention of the SHA-1 was to drive headphones. As the topology is identical to all Melos

preamplifiers, we elected to add two sets of
AUX inputs. The SHA-1's overwhelming
reception as aline amplifier has coerced us to
add athird input, increasing the SHA-1's versatility still further while keeping the necessary price increase to aminimum.
Lastly, aspecial thanks to "Unde Joe" Grado
for his insights, ears, and headphones.
GEORGE BISCHOFF
Melos Audio

KAB GLIDING PLATTER

Editor
Again, Iwish to thank Stereophile for including our roller-bearing upgrade, "The Gliding
Platter," for the Nitty-Gritty design record
cleaners. Iwish to inform your readers that this
product has been upgraded to now include a
precision vacuum-aligned platter. The Gliding
Platter+ will improve the operation of all
models. Manuals turn easier, and motordrivens turn smoother. The new price is $15
ppd. Owners of the original bearing kit may
purchase the vacuum-aligned platter for just
$3 ppd. The new platter is only required in cases
where the overall height of the original platter and bearing exceeds W. Call or write if you
have questions.
KEVIN A. BARRETT
President, KAB Electro -Acoustics
Box 2922, Plainfield, NJ 07062-0922
(908) 754-1479

For Artistry in Music, We're Proud to Feature...

We also carry:
Magnum •Monster Cable •B&W •NAD
•Nakamichi •Straightwire •Sumo •Velodyne •
Carver •Rotel •Signet •Target •Arcici •B&O
•Fosgate •Lexicon •Listen Up •Sonographe •
Sony ES •Tice •B&K •Boston Acoustics •
Thorens •Denon •Dahlquist
Apogee
"60 Years in Business, We Must be Doing Something Right."

Square Deal
456 Waverly Ave.. Patchogue, NY 11772

Consult aQuiet Expert, Call:

(516) 475-1857
Others: I 800 DEAL-441
Local:
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W HERE TO BUY STEREOPHILE
Dealers interested in selling Stereophile, please call John Frye at (800) 835-4836.
Stereophile is also available at selected B. Dalton Booksellers and Tower Records stores.
U.S. National Distributors: Bernhard DeBoer, Inc.,
Ingram Periodicals, International Periodical Distributors, Levity Distributors
Sound Factor West
17265 Ventura Blvd
Gardena
Reference Audio Systems
18214 Dalton Ave
ALASKA
Hollywood
Anchorage
World Book and News
Shimeks Audio
1652 Cahuenga Blvd
530 E. Benson Blvd
Lou Angeles
ARIZONA
L.A. Audio Video
101 S. Western Ave
Mesa
Hi-Fi Sales
Robertson Magazine
810 W. Main St
8, Bookstore
Phoenix
1414 S. Robertson Blvd
Sound Advice
Upscale Audio
2230 E. Indian School Rd
330 N. La Cienega Blvd
Sound Alternatives
Monrovia
4126 E. Lewis
Brooks Berdan
110 W. Olive Ave
Sounds Like Music
Real HIM Systems
Mountain View
2734 W. Bell Rd #1306
Sound Goods
391 San Antonio Rd
Scottsdale
Esoteric Audio
Newhall
4120 N. Marshall Way #1
Record Revolution
24262 Lyons Ave
Shakespeare Beethoven
Scottsdale Gavle
North Hollywood
4343 N. Scottsdale Rd
Levity Distributors
6850
Vineland Ave #F
Sedosa
Westside Sounds
Pacific Grove
3131 W. Hwy 89-A
Audio Video Design Group
227 Grand Ave #3
lbcson
Wilson Audio
Palm Springs
2900 E. Broadway
David Rutledge Audio
675 N. Palm Canyon Dr
ARKANSAS
Palo Alto
Little Rock
Audible Difference
Creative Sight 8. Sounds
805 El Camino Real
400 N. Bowman #B-3
Western Audio Imports
River City Compact Disc
4191 El Camino Real
10700 Rod Parham
Pasadena
CALIFORNIA
GNP Audio Video
1254 E. Colorado Blvd
Anaheim
Audiophile Selections
Reseda
8111 E. Oak Ridge Circle
Variety Newsstand
18456
Sherman Way
Berkeley
Audio Chamber
Riverside
17176 University Ave
Speaker Craft
1650 Seventh St
DB Audio
2573 Shattuck Ave
Roseville
Dimple
Records
Music Lovers
1701 Santa Clara Or
1510A Walnut St
Beverly Hills
Rowland Heights
Audio Best
Christopher Hansen
2411 S. Joel Dr
8822 W. Olympic Blvd
Carmichael
Sacramente
Deetes Sound Room
Audio FX
3019 DSt
5825 Manzanita Ave #4
Stereo One
Paradyme AudioNideo
1720 Fulton Ave
6650 Fair Oaks Blvd
Concord
San Diego
Stereo Unlimited
Stereo Design
2151 Salvia AG
9240 Clairemont Mesa Blvd
Costa Mesa
Stereo Unlimited
Upscale Audio
3191 Sports Arena Blvd
1835 Newport Blvd
San Francisco
Culver City
Sounds Alive
731 Florida St
Armadillo &Company
5795 W. Washington Blvd
Sausalito
Daly City
Music by Design
107 Caledonia St
Audio Vision
55 First Ave
Stereo Plus
2201 Market St
Encino
All American Newsstand
Ultimate Sound
18001 Ventura Blvd
141 Kearny St
ALABAMA
Auburn
Accurate Audio
Route 5Box 57
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San Jose
Sound Shop
Books, Inc.
528 S. Tejon
420 Town &Country Village SoundTrack
Santa Barbara
1230 N. Academy Blvd
AudioVision #1
Denver
612 N. Milpas St
Listen Up #2
Cymbaline Records
999 S. Logan St
1035 State St
Second Sound
Lenz Arts
1875 S. Broadway
142 River St
Sound Hounds
Santa Monica
1575 S. Pearl
Optimal Enchantment
SoundTrack
522 Santa Monica (by appt. )1298 W. Alameda Ave
Shelley's Stereo
SoundTrack
1520 Wilshire Blvd
2553 S. Colorado Blvd
Santa Rosa
Fort Collins
Sawyer's News
Ovation
733 Fourth St
236 S. College
Torrance
SoundTrack
Stereo Hi Fi Center
4606 S. Mason St
22926 Hawthorne Blvd
Highlands Ranch
Tustin
SoundTrack
The Digital Ear
2680 E. County Line Rd
13011 Newport Ave #100
Littleton
Upland
SoundTrack
Audio Haven
9350 W. Cross Dr
1937 W. 11th St AG
Thornton
Van Nuys
SoundTrack
Audio Den
930 E. 104th Ave
15600 Roscoe Blvd
Westminster
The Audiophile Network
Westminster Newsstand
14155 Kittridge St
5088 W. 92nd Ave
Vernon
Wheat Ridge
Kinergetics
SoundTrack,
4260 Charter St
Pearce Electronics
Walnut Creek
9901 W. 50th Ave
Sound Distinction
1919 Mt. Diablo Blvd
CONNECTICUT
Westminster
Bristol
Upscale Audio
Sound Unlimited
15251 Beach Blvd
169 Church St
West Sacramento
Danbury
Mts Inc ./Tower Magazines
Carston Stereo
2500 Del Monte Bldg C
146 Old Brookfield Rd
Westminster
Hartford
Audio Today
Al Franklin's Music
14306 Beach Blvd
1Civic Center Plaza
Woodland Hills
Middleton
Laser's Edge
Madrigal
Audio Lab
20929 Ventura Blvd #24
2081 S. Main St
Wilson Audio Video
New Haven
Entertainment
Take Five
20044 Ventura Blvd
105 Whitney Ave
New London
Roberts
COLORADO
90 Bank St
Arvada
SoundTrack
6490 Wadsworth Blvd
FLORIDA
Aurora
Boca Raton
SoundTrack
Stereo Shoppe
15022 E. Mississippi Ave
279 N. Federal Hwy
Boulder
Clearwater
Earls News &Smoke Shop
Rising Sounds
1715 28th St
28901 US 19 N.
Listen Up
Fort Pierce
2034 E. Arapahoe
Sound Insights
SoundTrack
2302 S. US #1
1685 28th St
Fort Lauderdale
Stereo-Image
Audio Center
1939 Pearl St
4134 N. Federal Hwy
Colorado Springs
Hollywood
Listen Up #3
Hollywood Sound
230 N. Tejon
523 S. 21st Ave

Jacksonville
House of Stereo
3505 Southside Blvd #10
Key West
Audio Video International
1436 Kennedy Dr
Madeira Beach
Book Nook of Madeira
15029 Madeira Way
Miami
Audio by Caruso
13831 S. Dixie Hwy
Audio Plus
6214 S. Dixie Hwy
Disctronics Corp.
2315 NW 107th Ave
Joe's News
1549 Sunset Dr
Sound Components
11927 S. Dixie Hwy
Tampa
Audio Visions South
3953 W. Kennedy Blvd
GEORGIA
Atlanta
Music Masters
931 Monroe Dr NE #109
Marietta
Audio Atlanta
19 Atlanta St
Music Audio
2100 Roswell Rd NE #400-L
Stereo 8. Video Systems
1253 Powers Ferry Rd
Martinez
Stereo Shoppe
104 Chamilla Ave
Tucker
Audio Solutions
4880 Lawrenceville Hwy
HAWAII
Honolulu
Audio Direction
3184A Waialae Ave
IDAHO
Boise
Stereo Shoppe #3
8778 Fairview Ave
ILLINOIS
Champaign
Record Service
621 E. Green St
Chicago
Jazz Record Mart
11 W. Grand Ave
Sound Choice
928 W. Diversey Pkwy
Speakerworks
5704 N. Western Ave
Superior Audio Systems
833 N. Milwaukee
Evanston
Audio Consultants
1014 Davis
Chicago Main Newsstand
860 Chicago Ave
Homewood
Record Swap
18061 Dixie Hwy
Mt. Morris
Walden Books
4279 W. Rt 64
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Naperville
Quintessence Audio
20 W. Jefferson St
Select Sounds
1220 W. Ogden
Norridge
Rolling Stones Records
7300 W. Irving Park
Rockford
Absolute Audio
4227 Moray Dr
Saint Charles
Audiophile of St. Charles
411 S. Second St
Skokie
Digital Sound
7435 Tripp Ave
Springfield
King's Stereo
225 Highland Ave
INDIANA
Fort Wayne
Three Rivers Audio
4003 S. Wayne
Indianapolis
Tone Studio
820 E. 64th St
IOWA
Bettendorf
Sound Environments
2304 Spruce Hills Dr
Davenport
Audio Odyssey
1718 E. Kimberly Rd
Des Moines
Audio Logic
5733 Urbandale Ave
Iowa City
Hawkeye Audio
401 S. Gilbert St
KANSAS
Wichita
Compact Disc Center
7825 E. Harry
Custom Sound
830 S. Hillside
KENTUCKY
Louisville
Four Seasons Records
3636B Brownsboro Rd
Chenoweth Plaza
LOUISIANA
Baton Rouge
Art Colleys
Audio Specialties
711 Jefferson Hwy
New Orleans
Wilson Audio
8001 Maple St
MARYLAND
Baltimore
Record Masters
711 W. 40th St
Soundscape
406 W. Cold Spring Ln
Burtonsville
JS Audio
15454 Old Columbia Pike
Ellicott City
Gramophone
9005 Chevrolet
Kensington
Soundworics
10534 Connecticut Ave
Laurel
High Tech Service
&Exchange
14209 Baltimore Ave
Lutheran's
Gramaphone
10801 Tony Dr

Rockville
Needle in aHaystack
785 Rockville Pike
SlIverspring
Capitol Classics Newsstand
14446 Layhill Rd
Towson
An Die Musik
One Investment PI,
Annex Bldg
MASSACHUSETTS
Boston
Listening Studio
23 Stillings St
Looney Tunes Records
1106 Boylston St
Brookline
Audio Studio
414 Harvard St
Cambridge
Looney Tunes II
1001 Massachusetts Ave
0Audio
95 Vassar St
Everett
Everett Music Shop
30 Norwood St
Framingham
Natural Sound
401 Worcester Rd
Northampton
Sound and Music
351 Pleasant St
Worcester
O'Coin's
239 Mill St
MICHIGAN
Ann Arbor
SKR. Classical
539 E. Liberty
Dearborn
Almas Hi-Fi Stereo
15031 Michigan Ave
Dearborn Music
22000 Michigan Ave
East Lansing
Jemstone Audio
2800 E. Grand River Ave
Ferndale
Imagery
2907 Horton
Lansing
Contemporary Audio
3800 W. Saginaw
Rochester
Audio Video Systems
3250 Rochester Rd
Royal Oak
Audio Dimensions
4128 N. Woodward Ave
Saginaw
Listening Room #2
1305 Court St
havens City
The Sound Room
1319 S. Airport
MINNESOTA
Hopkins
Audio Video Dimensions
1011 E. Excelsior Blvd
Hi End Audio
740 11th Ave S.
Minneapolis
HiFi Sound Electronics
1226 Harmon PI
MISSOURI
Blue Springs
Seventh Heaven
600 S. Seven Hwy
Columbia
Keith Audio Group
10 W. Nifong Blvd
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Kansas City
Primus Audio
1104 Baltimore
St. Louis
Best Sound Company
227 N. Lindbergh Blvd
Flip's Stereo Place
9556 Watson Rd
Great St. Louis Sound Co.
1341 S. Lindbergh #1
The Sound Room
747 N. New Ballas Rd
NEBRASKA
Omaha
Stereo West
7425 Dodge St
NEVADA
Las Vegas
Union Premiums
1325 E. Flamingo Rd
NEW HAMPSHIRE
Hanover
Camera Shop of Hanover
47-51 S. Main St
Dartmouth Bookstore
33 S. Main St
Nashua
Audio Ensemble
419 Amherst St
Peterborough
Old Colony Sound Lab
305 Union St
Ridge Center
DB Systems
Main St
NEW JERSEY
Deptford
Hi Fi Connection
136 Rt 41
Little Falls
Film &Music by
Audio Video Interiors
Rt64 E.
Marlton
Hi Fi Connection
RD 1, Rt 73
Middletown
Stereo Dynamics
1670 Hwy 35
Millburn
Professional Audio
Consultants
182 Essex St
Morristown
Sight &Sound
60 Speedwell Ave
South Street Stereo
20 South St
Northfield
Sound Inc.
900 Tifton Rd
Nutley
Bernhard DeBoer
113 E. Centre St
Ridgewood
Sounding Board
75 Franklin Ave
'Renton
Hal's Stereo &Video
US Rt 1at Texas Ave
Verona
Audio Connection
615 Bloomfield Ave
Westfield
Stuart's Audio
544 North Ave E.
Woodbridge
Woodbridge Stereo Center
751 Amboy Ave
NEW MEXICO
Albuquerque
Hudson's Audio Center
7611 Menaul Blvd NE

Page One Newsstand
11200 Montgomery Blvd NE
Santa Fe
The Candyman
851 St. Michaels Dr
Downtown Subscription
376 Garcia St
Galisteo News
201 Galisteo St
Garcia Street Books
376 Garcia St
Rare Bear
1303 Corrillos Rd
NEW YORK
Albany
Altair Audio
1980 Central Ave
Records NSuch
Stuyvesant Plaza
Buffalo
Speaker Shop
3604 Main St
Great Neck
Discriminating Ear
937 Northern Blvd
Jamaica
RAF HiFi/Stereo
JFK Airport, Bldg 80
Lake Grove
Audio Den
Smith Haven Plaza
2021 Nesconset Hwy
Latham
Clark Music In Albany
1075 Troy Schenectady Rd
Liverpool
Audio Excellence NY
4974 Alexis Dr
Signature Sound
8409-8 Shallow Creek Rd
Lynbrook
American Audiophile
Trading Corp.
373 Sunrise Hwy
Merrick
Performance Audio
2064 Sunrise Hwy
Mount Kisco
Accent on Music
175 Main St
Fox &Sutherland
15 S. Moger Ave
»meet
Eardrum Audio &Video
148 E. RI 59
New York
Dina Magazines
270 Park Ave S.
Electronic Workshop
10 E. 8th St
J&R Music World
23 Park Row
Lyric Hi-Fi
1221 Lexington Ave
The Magazine Store
30 Lincoln Plaza
Park Avenue Audio
425 Park Ave S.
Sound by Singer
18 E. 16th St
PleasantvIlle
Audio Excellence
343 Manville Rd
Queens
ID. Electronics
115-36 229th St
Rochester
Fairport Soundworks
3400 Monroe Ave
Paul Heath Audio
217 Alexander
Rowe Audio
1737 Mt. Hope
Sound Concepts
2314 Monroe Ave

Rockaway Park
Hi Fi Classics
115-09 Rockaway Beach Blvd
Scarsdale
Listening Room
590 Central Park Ave
Stonybrook
Esoteric Sound Systems
Coventry Commons
Ftt 347
Syracuse
Clark Music
2922 Erie Blvd E.
Superior Sight &Sound
2780 Erie Blvd E.
West Babylon
Audio Visions
1067 Montauk Hwy
NORTH CAROLINA
Boone
Mr. Audio
809 Blowing Rock Rd
Cary
Advanced Audio
1263 Kildaire Farm Rd
Charlotte
Mr. Audio
601 S. Kings Dr #F
Durham
Audio Visions
4600 Chapel Hill Blvd
Raleigh
Audio Advice
3532 Wade Ave
OHIO
Cincinnati
Stereo Lab
4582 Montgomery
Stereo Lab #1
11419 Princeton Rd
Columbus
For The Record
1386 Grandview Ave
Needle in aHaystack
2384 Wellesley Ln
Progressive Audio
1764 N. High St
Stereo Lab
2244 Neil Ave
Dublin
Audio Encounters
4271 W. Dublin
Granville Rd
Fairborn
Audio Etcetera
2616 Col. Glenn Hwy
Findlay
House of Hindenach
830 N. Main St
Lakewood
Play It Again Sam
12611 Madison Ave
Lyndhurst
Hi-Tech Hi Fi &Video
5280 Mayfield Rd
Toledo
Boogie Records
3301 W. Central
Jamiesons'
5431 Monroe
University Heights
Atlantis Home
Entertainment Systems
2220 Warrensville Rd
OKLAHOMA
Oklahoma City
Audio Dimensions
10407 N. May Ave
Use
K-Labs Audio
4715 E. 41st St
The Phonograph Ltd.
5150 S. Memorial SH
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Bourbon Balls & Blue Grass
New tweeks for your Hi-Fi? Maybe amysterious herb to increase
your enjoyment of music? NO! The only connection with audio
is that they both, like the new THIEL CS 3.6, come from
Kentucky, USA. Who would have thought that the best $4000
loudspeaker would come from the land of the Mint Julip?
Adcom, AR, AudioQuest, Audio Research,
B&W, Cardas, Celestion, Forté, Kinergetics, Krell,
Signet,

Sonus Faber, SOTA, Sumiko, Thiel, VPI

AUDIO
Ei‘

It's the truth ...
Everybody's favorite rogue hi-fi store.
1060 Massachusetts Avenue
Arlington, MA 02174 617-648-4434

What Does It Take To Be The
World's Finest Audio Cables?
Quality -Handcrafted,
\)i.l:e41441t)

Call
716-223-1520
To Order
or For Additional
Information
Interconnect Cables
System 1 $129/1 Mtr. Pr.
stem 2 $229/Mtr. Pr.
Reference $329/1 Mtr. Pr.
Digital
$149/1 Mtr.
Balanced Versions of
Above Available
Speaker Cables
System 6 $200/8 Ft. Pr.
System 4 $360/8 Ft. Pr.
Reference $680/8 Ft. Pr.
All Speaker Cables are
Terminated with Spades
Other Ends May Be Used
Power Cords
6Ft. Cord with Hospital
Grade Ends $99
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high purity silver-plated copper
construction using our own proprietary geometry

Sound -RC Audio cables exhibit the ultimate in
neutrality, transparency, imaging and tonal balance. Music
will present itself with avivid sense of realism and dynamics.
Value -While RC Audio cables outperform

even the
costliest competitors, their reasonable price will surprise you.
They outperform cables costing up to four times their price.

System Compatibility -Take thirty days to
audition RC Audio cables in your system. If you don't agree
they are the finest cable investment you can make in your
system simply return them undamaged for acomplete refund.

-Rea
-udio>

The Single Biggest Improvement
You Can Make To Any Audio System...Guaranteed!
RC Audio /3349 Monroe Avenue /Suite 252 /Rochester, NY 14618
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OREGON
Corvallis
Northwest Audio Labs
1557 NW Monroe
Portland
High Fidelity Unlimited
1428 SE 36th Ave
Sixth 8, Washington News
617 SW Washington St
PENNSYLVANIA
Berwyn
Soundex
747 Berwyn Ave
Carlisle
Sound Solutions
150 M.J. Mall
Erie
Custom Audio
1550 W. 26th St
Harrisburg
I.P.D. Distribution Services
2323 Woodlawn St
Jenkintown
The Stereo Trading Outlet
320 Old York Rd
Philadelphia
Chestnut Hill Audio
149 N. Third St
David Lewis Audio
8010 Bustleton Ave
Pittsburgh
Audio Options
5824 Forbes Ave
Monks Audio
3047 W. Liberty Ave
Selinsgrove
Stereo Shoppe
19 N. Market St
Williamsport
Malizia Sound Systems
1933 W. Third St
Willow Grove
Soundex
1100 Easton Rd
SOUTH CAROLINA
Columbia
Sound Advice
1807 Bush River Rd
Greenville
American Audio
597 Haywood Rd
Bravo
707 E. North St
Rock Hill
Record Cellar
Rock Hill Galena
2301 Dale Lyle Blvd #192
TENNESSEE
Chattanooga
Chattanooga Valley Audio
40 Cora Ann Dr, Rossville
Knoxville
Hi Fi House
8373 Kingston Pike #900
La Vergne
Ingram Periodicals
1226 Heil-Quaker Blvd #31
Nashville
Cumberland Audio
4119 Hillsboro Rd
Nicholson's Stereo
115 19th Ave S.
TEXAS
Amarillo
Don's Hi-Fidelity
7402 W. 34th St
Sound Systems
2502 Paramount
Austin
Audio Systems
1102 W. Koenig Ln
Cochran Corp.
2830 Real St

Dallas
Audio Insight
13929 N. Central Expwy
#6441
Fine Print Distributors
6448 Hwy 290 E. #B-104
Omni Sound
19120 Preston Rd
Shakespeare Beethoven
Galleria #3200
El Paso
Soundquest
6800 Gateway E 1D
Houston
Audio Concepts
2200 Southwest Fury
Esoteric Ear
15219 Stuebner Airline
#32-B
The Groove Audio Video
2624 Westheimer
Lubbock
The Sound Wave
Salem Village
4601 S Loop 289 #13
Mesquite
MJM Audio
1515 Towne E. Blvd #197
Wichita Falls
Pro Audio
4020 Rhea Rd #5-8
UTAH
Salt Lake City
Audio Design
1500 S. 15th St E.
Audition Audio
2144 Highland Dr
Sandy
Compact Music/CCM Inc.
1105 Webster Dr
VERMONT
South Burlington
Audio Den
100 Dorset St
VIRGINIA
Arlington
Needle In AHaystack
Ballston Metro Center
901 N. Stuart SI
Centreville
Gifted Listener Audio
5720 Pickwick Rd
Charlottesville
Disctraxshuns
238 Zan Rd
Falls Church
Audio Buys
5177 Lisberg Pike
The Sound Exchange
228 W. Broad St
Richmond
Audio Art
2215 E. Broad St
WASHINGTON
Bellevue
Eastside Daily Planet News
156600 NE Eighth #33
Hawthorne Stereo
13107 Northup Way
Seattle
Bulldog News
4208 University Way NE
Definitive Audio
6017 Roosevelt Way NE
University Bookstore
4326 University Way NE
Silverdale
Nuts About Hi Fi
10100 Silverdale Way
Spokane
Recorded Memories
N. 1902 Hamilton

WASHINGTON, DC
Serenade Records
1800 M St NW
WEST VIRGINIA
South Charleston
Absolute Sound
4008 MacCorkle Ave

NOVA SCOTIA
Halifax
Atlantic News
6650 Morris St

ONTARIO
WISCONSIN
Chatham
Cudahy
Absolute Sound
Cudahy News 8Hobby
725 St. Clair St
4758 S. Packard Ave
Concord
Eau Claire
Audio One
Elite Audio
3200 Steeles Ave W.
4060 Commonwealth Ave
Eues
Glendale
Disc 'n Dol AudioNideo
Sound Investments
5Frances CI
2500 W. Silver Sphng Dr
Hamilton
Green Bay
McMaster University
Hi Fi Heaven
Bookstore
2781 S. Oneida St
1280 Main St W.
Madison
Thompson's Select Audio
University Audio
610 Upper James St
402 S. Park St
Village Audio—Westdale
Monomee Falls
1059 King St W. #2
Nobis Technologies
W. 141 N. 9316 Fountain 8Ivd Kingston
House of Sounds
Wisconsin Rapids
277 Princess St
Salon I
Vern Napier's Cameras
2551 Eighth St S.
333 Princess St
London
Multimag
150 Dundas St #3
Mississauga
CANADA
Laserland
National Distributor
2200 Dundas St E.
DeWinton, Alberta
North Bay
Ruehle Marketing
Popular Audio
Box 24, Site One, RR1
144 Main St W.
ALBERTA
Oakville
Oakville Audio
Calgary
2347 Lakeshore Rd W. #3
The Boutique of Sound
1333 Eighth St SW
Ottawa
Distinctive Audio
KW Audio
344 17th Ave SW
903 Carling Ave
Euphonics Audio 8Video
Loyalty Sound
1107 Eighth St SW
685 Bank St
Stereo Trading Post
Sounds of Music
242 1
/ Bank St
2
220 Seventh Ave SW
Peterborough
Edmonton
The Audio Room
Audio Ark
300 George St N.
10746A 124th St
Flexdale
Audio Plus
Audio Empire
9934 82nd Ave
1003 Albion Rd
Medicine Hat
Richmond Hill
Sounds Fantastic
American Sound
222 S. Railway St SE
9108 Yonge St
BRITISH COLUMBIA
Sudbury
Coquitiam
Total Sight 8. Sound
Austin Books
818 Barrydown Rd
1105 Austin Ave
Thornhill
Kelowna
Stereo Factory
KM Audio
7616 Yonge St
453 Bernard Ave
Timmins
Richmond
Professional Sound
Book Warehouse
175 Third Ave
6340-9 No.3 Rd
Toronto
Vancouver
Brack Electronics
Book Warehouse
69 Front St E.
632 W. Broadway
Disticor
1150 Robson St
155 Gordon Baker Rd #213
The Magic Flute
Great National Sound
2100 W. Fourth Ave
615 Oueen St W.
Sikora's Classical Records
.
. .
LAtelier Gngonan
432 W. Hastings St
70 Yorkville Ave
The Soundroom
Toronto Home of
2803 W. Broadway
Audiophile
Victoria
71 McCaul St #E8/E9
Sweet Thunder Records
Waterloo
575 Johnson St
Soundstage
MANITOBA
59 Regina St N.
Winnipeg
Whitby
Creative Audio
Whitby Audio Video
214 Osbome St S.
233 Brock St S.

QUEBEC
Amu
Son-Or
7339 St-Zolique
Montréal
Opus Audio
5181 boul. (Wane
Guébec
C.O.R.A.
131-18 Rue E
Ste-Foy
ROTAC électronique
2873 Chemin Ste-Foy
AUSTRALIA
National Distributor
Hawthome, 3122 Victoria
Audio 0Imports
544 Burwood Rd, 1st Floor
Pirimai Hi-Fi 8Video
Westfield Shopping Town #54
Burwood Rd, Burwood
Melbourne, Victoria
McGill's Authorised News
187 Elizabeth St
BELGIUM
Hassell
Ghijsens Hi Fi
Sint-Truidersteenweg 14
BERMUDA
Hamilton
M8iii4 International
61 Church St
CROATIA
Split 58000
Media Audio
Trogirskih Zhava 1
DENMARK
National Distributor
Graestad
Matrix
Bylyngen 4. Blistrup
Copenhagen
Hi-Fi Entusiasten
Tagensvej 162
KT Radio
Vesterbrogade 179-181
Aalborg
KT Radio
Noerregade 19-21
Aarhus
Cilia Hi-Fi
Ny Munkegade 65
KT Radio
M.P Bruunsgade 36
GERMANY
National Distributor
Frankfurt
Audio International
Gonzenheimer Str 2b
HONG KONG
The Sound Chamber
Dina House #1001
11 Duddell St
YK Audio Ltd.
Room 203, Man Yee Bldg.
60 Des Voeux Rd
YK Audio Ltd.
248 Ocean Terminal
Kowloon
IRELAND
National Distributor
County of Dublin
Cloney Audio
55 Main St Blackrock
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REAL SYSTEMS SUPPORT,
HOME TRIAL...CABLES & MORE.
INTRODUCING the logical upgrade to any CD Transport...
Digital Transmission Interface

chemy

from AUD,
r1
IMPEDANCE MATCHED
INPUTS AND OUTPUTS

Auefiocherny

,

OPTICAL AND
COAX INPUTS

$349 (Call for Specials)
DTI attacks "jitter"—the weakest link in the digital chain. Jitter comes from
the imperfect rotation of the servo mechanism and other sources causing all
forms of flat, edgy "CD sound". From the lowliest CD changer, to the best
esoteric transport, DTI filters and reclocks the signal to virtually eliminate jitter.
Now the converter reads an uncorrupted datostream. Borrow the DTI for 2
weeks audition in your system. Home demo available, call for details.
*ATTENTION DDE OWNERS*
THE CABLE COMPANY & AUDIO ALCHEMY WILL BUY 100 USED DDE's
FOR $250 EACH IN TRADE TOWARDS THE DTI/XDP/PS2 COMBINATION.

30 YEARS OF RESONANCE
RESEARCH YOU CAN

TUNE YOUR SYSTEM,
TUNE YOUR ROOM.

HEAR IN 30 SECONDS.

Ile
\ Dots

\ Belts

COMBAK...
YOU CAN'T BUY A BETTER
TUNING DEVICE AT ANY PRICE.
Set of 8with Application Guide

RooniTun€
COMPLETE SETS AVAILABLE.
30 Day Satisfaction Guaranteed.
2 RoomTunes
2 EchoTunes
4CornerTunes

THE CABLE COMPANY 1•800•FATWYRE
PO Box 579, Point Pleasant, PA 18950
WorldRadioHistory
Tel 215.297-8824
Fax 215.297-8661

$229
3950
79

L

# 1SOURCE
FOR LINE FILTERS _à

:11
tse

ICELAND
National Distributor
125 Reykjavik
Steini HF, S. Danielsson
Skulagata 61
ISRAEL
National Distributor
Tel Aviv
David E. Tadmor
Levi-Tadmor
4Koifman St

Power
Enhancer $2/9

ITALY
National Distributor
Lucca 55100
Sound 8Music
Via della Formica 496

Model 114 $449

THE NEXT GENERATION.

POWER WEDGE
Full range of new models
from $229 to $569.

WAVE PERFECT
Custom transformer line
filters for electrostatic
speakers...with no equal.

TPT treated.
Audition the complete line.

Dead Quiet..
for the dirtiest power lines.
Home demo available.
Cable Company features...
308 different

CABLES

JAPAN
National Distributor
Tokyo
AXISS Corporation
210 New Kokusai Bldg
3-4-1 Marunouchi,
Chiyoda-Ku
MALAYSIA
National Distributor
60000 Kuala Lumpur
The Sound Stage Sdn Bhd
10 Jln Tun Mohd Fuad
2Taman Tun Dr Ismael
MEXICO
National Distributor
Mixon 1384
Mexico 19, DF
Diseño Activo, SA
Blvd Adolfo Lopez Mateos
NETHERLANDS
National Distributor
2611 RV Delft
Tannoy Netherlands
Ezelsveldlaan 52
Amsterdam
RAF HiFi Stereo
Rijnstraat 142-150
NEW ZEALAND
National Distributor
Petone, Wellington
D.R. Britton
3Sydney St
PHILLIPINES
National Distributor
Duey» City
Ramcar
78 Greenmeadows Ave
Greenmeadows Subdivision
POLAND
National Distributor
Warsaw 02-743
Horn Distribution
UL Bacha 101303

HOME DEMO

PORTUGAL
National Distributor
2700 Amadora
Ajasom
Praceta Jose Regio N8-A
Damaia de Baixo

CONSULTING

SINGAPORE
National Distributor
Stereophile Audio
1Coleman St

Comprehensive library.
Free and authoritative

tubes, accessories, more. WorldRadioHistory

#04-40/45 The Adelphi
Singapore 0617
SPAIN
National Distributor
Valencia
Sane Audio Elite
Padre Jot re, 22
SWEDEN
National Distributor
Stockholm 11438
HiFi Art
Grev TUregatan 24
SWITZERLAND
Geneva
Hi-Fi Portier
11 Rue Verdaine
TAIWAN
National Distributor
Taipei
Audio Vertex
4F No.2 141 Ln
Chung Shan N. Road Sec. 7
THAILAND
Bangkok
Focal
207 Bangkok Bazaar
Rajadamri Rd
Future Land
Amans Plaza, 3rd Fl
Pleonchit Rd
Pathumwan, Rumpinee
SM8M Marketing Co.
Peninsula Plaza, 3rd Fl
153 Rajadamri Rd
UNITED KINGDOM
National Distributor
Wilstead, Bedford
Moth Mar ,lting
10 Dane Ln
Glasgow G2
Music Room
98 Bath St
London
Audio T
190 West End Ln
Douglas Brady Hi Fi
18 Monmouth St
Covent Garden
KJ Leisuresound
26 New Cavendish St
Manchester
Music Room
50 Bridge St
Reading Barks
Reading Hi Fi
Harris Arcade, Friar St
VENEZUELA
National Distributor
Caracas
Ardica
Centro Comercial Concresa,
Piso 1
Local 321 Prados del Este
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CARVER AMAZING
LOUDSPEAKER PLATINUM
EDITION MK IV
Manufacturer: Carver Corp., P.O. Box 1237,
Lynnwood, WA 98046. Price: $2499.95 (oak
finish), $2899.95 (black lacquer). Source:
Manufacturer's loan.
After reviewing the smaller Silver Edition of
the Carver Amazing loudspeaker acouple of
years ago, Iwas eager to audition the larger
version (four woofers as opposed to three, and a
5' as opposed to a4' ribbon driver). But when
the MK Ill version of the speakers appeared in
my listening room, my initial excitement turned

"... these speakers set a value
standard that Ihave heard no other
speaker approach."

to disappointment as the speakers evidenced a
definite buzz when hit hard at certain frequencies. The buzz never did disappear, which was
quite frustrating, because other than that, they
sounded really outstanding, clearly cleaner on
the bottom end than the Silvers. After many
months of intense effort, Bob Carver solved the
problem and shipped the MK IV version of the
speaker — and it was worth waiting for. Many
changes have taken place in the Amazing
speakers since the Silver Edition review. The
woofers are now in phase with the ribbon, the
external control box is gone, and the net result
is aspeaker that sounds even better than its
predecessor, which was already head and
shoulders above other speakers in its price
range. Because Joe Cierniak, our new
"European correspondent," has prepared a
thorough comparative review of the Amazings,
Iwill make my remarks brief. Basically, what I

"Their bass is outstanding — clean
and powerful down into the low 20's,
outdoing most of the separate
subwoofers on the market."

have to say is that these speakers set avalue
standard that Ihave heard no other speaker
approach. Their bass is outstanding — clean
and powerful down into the low 20's, outdoing

The Sensible Sound
Reviews Carver
Karl Nehring and Joe Ciemiak

most of the separate subwoofers on the market.
Until you have heard the bottom end of these
things, you probably have not heard the bottom
end that exists on some of your CDs. But at the
same time, they never sound chesty or overly
warm when the material does not have bass.
The next outstanding thing about the Amazings
is that they are amazingly flat in their frequency
response. There are other publications that have
taken measurements on these things — as
Casey Stengel said, "you could look it up." A
quick test is to play asweep tone from atest
CD. On most speakers, you will hear peaks and
valleys as the frequency rises, but with the
Carvers, it is smooth climb from the bottom to
the top. This translates into musical enjoyment,
with no unwanted emphasis at any frequency.
Finally, distortion seems to be really low. You
can play them loud, and Imean loud, and your
amp will most likely give out before these
speakers ever do — but they will keep on
sounding smooth and clean. With their bass
capacity and their ability to throw alarge
image, these are the premier speakers for large

"The next outstanding thing about the
Amazings is that they are amazingly
flat in their frequency response."

orchestral works. Fans of Mahler, Bruckner,
Wagner, and Shostakovich owe themselves a
listen to these speakers. But so should fans of
Metallica, John Hiatt, Pavarotti, George Jones,
etc. — in short, anyone who loves music,
because the Carver Amazing Platinum Edition
Mark IV loudspeakers are outstanding
reproducers of all kinds of music. Drawbacks?
They need plenty of room, and they dominate
the space into which they are placed. Although
they are reasonably efficient, they really need
plenty of power to make them sing. And no,
they are not inexpensive. Honestly, however,
they are abargain at their price. If you cannot
afford them, there is always the Silver Edition.
Highly recommended. —KWN
This review started out to be acritique of the
Carver Amazing Loudspeaker Platinum Mark
IV Edition, more commonly known as the
Amazing. It didn't take long for me to realize,
however, that agolden (platinum) opportunity
presented itself to do areview in which Icould
compare the Amazings directly to another
speaker. In this case the other speaker is the
B&W 801 Matrix/Series 2, more commonly
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known as the 801. The golden opportunity
presented itself very simply: Iam the owner of
apair of 801's, which Ihave lived with for two
years. Before Igo any further in this review, I
want to make sure that T$S readers are aware of
what aformidable challenge the 80I's present
to the Amazings. The 80I's are no slouches.
They represent state-of-the-art sound for both
audio professionals and tweaks alike, and have
been used to monitor many recordings,
particularly orchestral sessions in Europe. I
want to emphasize that my comparison of the
Amazings and the 801's was done in the same
room and in real time. This type of comparison

the resonance point of the woofers from 28 Hz
to approximately 22 Hz. Iknow this isn't
interesting stuff, but it's important to follow the
directions. During the break-in period, Iplayed
CD's containing prodigious amounts of bass
and wide-dynamic range; and Iplayed these
CD's loudly — very loudly. Ihadn't intended
to begin the Amazing vs. 801 comparison so
soon, but Icouldn't ignore the obvious; the
Amazings could play much more loudly than
the 801's. One of the problems with the 801's
is their annoying tendency to cut out just as the
cannon shots, bass drum whacks, airplanes (SR71), train engines, rockets (Atlantis at lift off),
symphony orchestra at full blast, etc. are
beginning to sound life-like. This cutting out is
the result of built-in protective circuitry called
"audio-powered overload circuit," or APOC for
short. After this break-in period, "D" day
arrived. The Amazings were broken in and
sitting at one end of my listening room, the
80I's sitting at the other end. Ididn't move the

"With their bass capacity and their
ability to throw a large image, these
are the premier speakers for large
orchestral works."

is an ideal situation for areviewer and, Imight
add, afair way to compare. Iwas able to make
"A" and "B" (&W) comparisons relying on
very short-term aural memory, which is much
more reliable than the long-term variety. Hov,
short is (very) short term? Oh, about the time it
took me to switch speaker cables — at the
amplifiers — from the Amazings to the 801's or
vice versa. An interesting aspect of this "direct
comparison" review is the divergent design
paths of these two speakers. The 801's are a
traditional three-way box speaker, consisting of
awoofer (ported), midrange, and tweeter. The
design may be traditional, but it's honed and
polished to the nth degree; e.g., the woofer
enclosure is of amatrix construction (reducing
significantly enclosure radiation), the low end
goes down to 19 Hz (-3 dB point), etc. My two
years of listening experience indicate the final
result is excellent sound. The Amazings, on the
other hand, are of adifferent breed — and how!
Each speaker consists of a60" ribbon radiator
surrounded by 36' of bar magnets. For the low
end the ribbon crosses over to four 12" woofers,
with both ribbon and woofers mounted in a
trapezoidal-shaped open baffle, 66" high. Upon
receiving and unpacking the Amazings (they
weigh in at 110 lbs. apiece, exactly the same
weight as the 801's), the first thing Idid was to
read the instruction manual (makes sense,
right?). The Amazings' manual isn't exactly
something that brings back memories of those
wonderful Heathkit manuals, but it's passable.
Two things stood out in the Amazings'
instruction manual. One, the Amazings must be
placed at least 3' from the back wall. Two, the
Amazings need approximately 20 hours of
break-in time, being played loudly with music
containing lots of bass and wide dynamic range.
The placement requirement is because the
dipolar radiation pattern of the Amazings. The
20 hours of break-in time are required to take
stresses and strains out of the ribbon (incurred
during the manufacturing process) and to reduce

"
Ihave always enjoyed live opera
but couldn't stand the recorded
variety. With the Amazings and the
801's in the same room, for direct and
almost instantaneous comparison, I
realized that a box speaker just
doesn't reproduce the human voice
accurately, a la the 801's. The
Amazings, on the other hand, do such
a superb job of reproducing the
human voice that for the first time in
my audiophile life Iam listening to
recorded opera and enjoying it."

80I's, because almost two years of listening
experience had established their ideal
placement, and, believe me, ideal placement
was arrived at only after moving these
mini-behemoths (110 lbs. each) to every nook
and cranny of my listening room. The 80I's
were mounted on their optional stands, and the
bass alignment filter was always in the circuit.
Let the comparison (battle!) begin. But one
more tidbit before Istart — alist
of the ancillary equipment Iused during the
listening sessions: Carver Silver 7t monophonic
power amplifiers; Carver C-16 preamplifier;
Sony CDP-X55E, Sony CDP-C85ES, and
Carver SD/A-490t CD players; Denon DP-59
turntable; Denon DL-1000A cartridge.
Contrary to my usual practice, the first
comparison Imade was with CD's containing
the human voice. Why? The human voice is
something everyone is familiar with and
therefore makes agreat common reference in
comparing speaker sound for accuracy and an
excellent way of comparing the accuracy of two
different speakers. To put it somewhat more
eloquently: what better way to compare
speaker accuracy than with this universal
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instrument — the voice — which is played
almost continuously for us, from conception to
death (wow!). Iplayed numerous CD's
containing the voice and (usually) other
instruments. A long-standing personal conflict

"The Carver ribbon simply sounds
more real on voice — stunningly real.
Yes, this stunningly real also applies
to the whole sound spectrum; it's just
that the voice makes one realize the
superiority of the Amazings with the
very first listening comparison. The
Amazings are ...seamless."

of mine was finally resolved when Ilistened to
opera with the Amazings and the 80I's. The
conflict was why Ihave always enjoyed live
opera but couldn't stand the recorded variety.
With the Amazings and the 801 's in the same
room, for direct and almost instantaneous
comparison, Irealized that abox speaker just
doesn't reproduce the human voice accurately, a
la the 801's. The Amazings, on the other hand,
do such asuperb job of reproducing the human
voice that for the first time in my audiophile life
Iam listening to recorded opera and enjoying it.
Opera is not only abrutal test of voice accuracy
— it has wide dynamic range and also
automatically incorporates afull utilization of
the audio frequency spectrum, from very high to
very low; e.g. "Carmen" by Georges Bizet,
Orchestre National de France, conducted by
Seiji Ozawa (Phillips CD #422 366-2). Sorry
B&W, but the Amazings and their open baffle
ribbon/woofer design do abetter job in accurate
voice reproduction — period. The weakness of
the 801's in reproducing the voice is due to the
very nature of the box speaker. This design
weakness is avoided by the Amazings due to the
use of aribbon radiator. How? The human
voice has arange of approximately 100 Hz to
4,000 Hz (This last figure includes overtones).
All sorts of scientific studies, too numerous to
mention, (drop me aline if you want some
references) plus common sense indicate that the
evolutionary process has made us very sensitive
to this range of sound frequencies; i.e., if it isn't
just right the ear will detect the problem. The
Amazings cover this frequency spectrum with
the ribbon acting as asingle coherent radiator.
The 80I's, with their conventional design,
require three speakers to cover this same range.
The Carver ribbon simply sounds more real on
voice — stunningly real. Yes, this stunningly
real also applies to the whole sound spectrum;
it's just that the voice makes one realize the
superiority of the Amazings with the very first
listening comparison. The Amazings are best
described as seamless: there are no crossover
notches from 100 Hz to inaudibility. The single
ribbon eliminates crossover compromises in
99.5 percent of the audio frequency spectrum!
To be accurate (and more important, fair), Iwill

mention that the Amazings have acrossover
point at 100 Hz, almost exactly where the voice
sound spectrum begins — very few voices go
this low. At this frequency the four 12-inch
woofers take over and carry the frequency
response to 17 Hz (-3 dB cut-off point). With
this range of frequencies (100 Hz and below),
the cone speaker has no peers. Now for the part
of the review that is my own favorite — the
bass response. Before Istart my comparison,
let's keep something very simple in mind.
When it comes to bass response (e.g., abass
drum tuned to 35 Hz that is whacked very hard),
the more air your speaker can move, the more
realistic the sound; that's why woofers are the
larger of the speakers in athree-, two-, or fourway box speaker — they have to move alarger
amount of air to create arealistic bass sound.
The Amazings have four 12" woofers per side.
The 80I's have one 300 mm (11.81") woofer.
If my arithmetic is correct, this means that the
Amazings have 312.9 percent more woofer
cone area than the 80I's. This larger airmoving capability of the Amazings translates
into a"you are there" experience as Ihave
never heard from any speaker. When sound

"... the Amazings reproduced bass
sound so realistically that Ican't
imagine it being better, except in a
concert hall."

accuracy is added to this equation, the final
result is unequalled by the 801's and, I'll bet, a
heck of alot more expensive speakers. Iwill
mention just one CD if you want as an example
of this accuracy and air-moving capability. The
CD is Delos #DE 3104, Out West-Tone Poems
of the American West with the Seattle
Symphony conducted by Gerard Schwarz. Go
to track 6— Billy the Kid Suite by Aaron
Copland — and listen from time 13' 36" to 15'
25". There's the repeated sound of abass drum
tuned to 35 Hz-36 Hz. According to Bert
Whyte, who reviewed this CD in the September
1991 issue of Audio magazine, the higher
tuning provides considerably more acoustic
output than the normally tuned range of 31-32
Hz. To quote Bert: "Be warned: This is a
violent, high-level sound on this CD. To
cleanly reproduce the gut-thumping, explosive
transients on this record requires gobs of power
and loudspeakers that can move alot of air." I
have both in spades — and I'm quite pleased
with myself for using this CD as my ultimate
system demo even before Iread Bert Whyte's
review. Great audio minds always come to the
same conclusion! The 801's were out of the
running in this comparison. If Itried to play the
above CD at realistic levels, the 801's
protective circuitry cut them out. And when I
played this CD slightly below the cut-off point,
the sound just wasn't as accurate compared to
the Amazings. Bottom line — with this CD
(and others too numerous to mention), the
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Amazings reproduced bass sound so realistically that Ican't imagine it being better, except
in aconcert hall. Two more demo CD's:

interesting. Yes, the 801's were the better
speaker; the interesting thing was that the
1530's held up very well against the 80I's. The
improvement in sound wasn't nearly what Iwas
expecting from speakers (801's) that were
designed and built 8to 10 years later than the
1530's. Unfortunately, the pricing is inversely
proportional to these improvements, or to put it
more simply and bluntly, "You pay through the
nose." Did Imention pricing? The 80I's sold
for $5,900 per pair — with higher pricing for
some exotic finishes. The Amazings (oak
baffle) sell for $2,499.95 — complete! Let me
say it again: $2,499.95 — complete! That's
$3,400.05 less for the Amazings. Fact: With a
savings of $3,400.05 you can buy another pair
of Amazings (for the den) and still have
$1,000.10 left over. Have Imade my point?
Summing up — the Amazings are aspeaker that
are in aclass by themselves, regardless of cost.
If you're going to spend good money on
speakers, go the Amazing route — and don't
forget to send me athank you note!

"The bass capability of the Amazings
is so outstanding that you may forget
that what this brash and talented
American (Bob Carver) accomplishes
so effortlessly has eluded the speaker
designing gurus since day one! He
has gotten accurate and deep bass, at
realistic levels, from an open baffle!"

Bainbridge CD #BCD 6285, "Sonic Booms
tracks 33-37, "Space Shuttle Atlantis" and
Bainbridge CD #6276, "Sonic Booms", track 2,
"SR-71". This last CD captures the sound of an
SR-7I "blackbird" making alow-level pass at
the Reno (Nevada) International Air Race Show
of 1986. When Iplayed this track through the
Carvers, one of my German neighbors told me
that the resulting sound caused him to look
skyward — and he's two houses up the street!
The bass capability of the Amazings is so
outstanding that you may forget that what this
brash and talented American (Bob Carver)
accomplishes so effortlessly has eluded the
speaker designing gurus since day one! He has
gotten accurate and deep bass, at realistic levels,
from an open baffle! Until he did this, it was a
universal audio law that it was impossible —
akin to Einstein's theoretical prediction that no
physical mass can exceed (or equal) the speed
of light. How does he accomplish this? I'll try
to explain (forgive me, Bob). An open baffle
attenuates bass response at acertain rate, but the
specially designed woofers (small magnets, 2"
total excursion(!), super lightweight cone
material, etc.) accentuate the bass at the same
point and at the same rate, resulting in flat bass
response down to 20 Hz. There's more to it
than this, of course; i.e., the trapezoidal shape
and dimensions of the baffle play apart in
producing the desired result. There are times
when aparticular audio component A is better
in individual categories than component B, but
when A and B are evaluated against each other
in their totality, B gets the nod. That said, this
isn't the case — not even close. The Amazings,
taken as awhole, are even better than their
separately reviewed categories would indicate.
The Amazings give awidth and depth to the
sound that the 80I's can't match. In addition to
this, the Amazings' more accurate sound,
dramatically superior bass, and almost
unlimited power handling capability, results in
an almost perfect speaker. As afurther test of
box speaker sound, Iresurrected my ADS
1530's (circa 1983), which were quietly sitting
in another room. These speakers have been
used by Telarc as their recording monitors. At
115 lbs each, moving "2001"-looking monoliths
wasn't easy or fun. The comparison of these
two box speakers (1530's and 801's) was very

" ... the Amazings are a speaker that
are in a class by themselves,
regardless of cost."

ADDENDUM — After Icompleted this
review, B&W announced anew speaker and an
improved speaker. The new speaker is the
model 800 with an additional mid-range driver
per side, an additional 11.81" woofer per side,
and the absence of any protective circuitry —
sort of like two 80I's on each side, one on top
of the other. Although they move more air than
the 80I's (but the Amazings still have an
advantage of 106.5 percent more woofer cone
area), and there's no protective circuitry to limit
output; this addition (woofer) and elimination
(protective circuitry) give credence to my
already-stated criticism. And at $15,900 per
pair (bare bones model), I'm again on the mark
about the law of diminishing returns.
The improved B&W model is arefinement to
the Series 2speaker that was pitted against the
Amazings in this review — the 801 Matrix,
Series 3. For the Series 3,B&W has lowered
the price somewhat but made the bass equalizer
an extra-cost option. Crossover layout and
performance are also said to be improved.
Enough said, except abox speaker, whether
new, improved, new and improved, etc., is still
abox speaker. Ishould know, Iown two pairs!
—JAW
Excerpted with permission from Issue #46, Fall
1992, of The Sensible Sound. Subscriptions to
The Sensible Sound are available for $20 per
year by check to 403 Darwin Drive, Snyder, NY
14226 or through Visa/MC by phone (800-2925843) or FAX (716-299-2264). You may also
purchase aset of all available back issues
(currently 30 issues) for $49, shipping included.
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Audio/Video •Compact Discs

Di ital

g Ear offers a distinctive blend of audio
hardware, displayed in four elegantly appointed
sound rooms.
Our audio/video specialists excel in personal,
professional service, offering consultation and
custom installation.
In addition, Digital Ear features over 30,000 CD's.
You'll find one of the most comprehensive selections
of classical, rock and jazz, as well as country, folk
and blues. Open 7 days.
— FEATURING

-

and Krell Digital
Acurus •Adcom •Air Tight •Altis •Apogee •Aragon •Audioquest •B&W
Cal Audio Labs •Cello •Day-Sequerra •Denon •Golden Dragon •Kinergetics
Krell & Krell Digital •Lexicon •Magnum Dynalab •Niles •OCOS •Pioneer Elite
Scientific Fidelity •Sony ES •Sound Anchors •Swans •Theta •Thiel
Valve Amplification Co. •Velodyne •XLO Electric
— VIDEO —
Pioneer • Proton •Sony
Digital Ear • 13011 Newport Ave. •Tustin, CA 92680 •(714) 544-7903

Why don't you own a CD Absolver?
This optical filter will enhance the sound of most players and
transports without putting unnecessary strain on the motor. And
the sonic benifits are not subtle. Read these testamonials:

"We'd like to build it into our players." - Audio Manufacturer"The best mat we've auditioned."

- Retail store owner -

"Makes my cheap player sound like my friends megabuck model !"
-Proud audiophile "Our CDs' sound like our master tapes with the CD Absolver."
-Recording engineer"Better

than any other CD mat made.

-Unbiased inventor of the CD Absolver-

SEE!?
For only $45 you have so much to gain!
Run to your IMMEDIA dealer and get one today.
International distribution through MEDIA Ph (510) 654-9035 Fax (510)654-9039
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A UDIO M ART
RATES: Private, 90¢ per word, $18 minimum on phone-in ads; Commercial, $2.75 per word, $110 minimum on all commercial ads. (A word is defined as one or more characters with aspace, dash, or slash on either
side.) PAYMEN11 All classified ads must be prepaid with order. Phone-in ads are credit card only: Master
Charge, VISA, American Express. MAIL TO: Stereophile, Classified Ad Department, P.O. Box 5529, Santa
Fe, NM 87502, or CALL: (505) 983-9106. DEADLINE: Ms are due on the first working day of the month,
two months in advance of the issue in which your ad will appear. No refunds.

FOR SALE
ANNOUNCING HI-FI '93, THE STEREOPHILE
HIGH-END SHOW, in San Francisco, March 12,
13, and 14, 1993. At the San Francisco Marriott, 55
Fourth Street (next to Moscone Center), downtown
San Francisco. Hi-fi heaven! Marvel at more than 75
premier high-end hi-fi systems, many set up and
tweaked by their inventors, designers, engineers, and
manufacturers. See and hear experimental/pre-production models. Evaluate more high-end equipment
in asingle day than you could see and hear in months
of regular store visits. Enjoy live concerts. Participate in question-and-answer sessions with Stereophile's
editors and writers. Shop from awide selection of LPs,
CDs, recorded rarities, and accessories. Tickets by
mail, $15; at the door, $25. Each ticket is valid for all
show days. Write or Fax: Hi-Fi '93, The Stereophile
High-End Show, 208 Delgado Street, Santa Fe, NM 87501,
Fax (505)984-1737. For exhibitor information, contact Ken
Nelson, Nelson & Associates Inc., 62 Wendover Road, Yonkers, NY 10705, phone (914)476-315Z Fax (914) 9692746. Overseas calls and Faxes welcome!
MIRROR IMAGE, AUDIOSTATIC, NEAR, VAC, Enlightened Audio Design, Scientific Fidelity, SymphonicLine, CODA, XL0, Eminent Technology, 'Clyne, Dynaudio loudspeakers, IDOS, Definitive Technology, Audio
Alchemy, Celestion SL, Magnum Dynalab/OCM, Space
& Time, Reference Line, Lyra cartridges and turntables,
Musical Design, Marantz, MAS, Ardes, Bright Star, WellTempered, Power Wedge, Wheaton, Fosgate, TFIX, many
more. Straightforward guidance. Krystal Clear Audio, 4433
McKinney Avenue, Dallas, TX 75205, (214) 520-7156.
HIGH-END AND HARD-TO-FIND audio components. Daily specials. CD players, D/A converters, turntables, cartridges, cassette decks, tuners, amplifiers, and
speakers. Available now. New lines of European tube electronics. Featuring: Forsell turntables and CD transport,
L.A. Audio, Symphonic-Line, and much more. Audio
America (VA). Call (703) 745-2223.
PROAC RESPONSE III (rosewood), $4500; Rowland
Consonance, latest, $2500; ICinergetics KCD-40, $1200;
CAL Aria Mk.III, $1200; Revox B261 tuner, $500. All
mint, boxes. Call (512) 824-5561.
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BERNSTEIN FOR PRESIDENT!!! Make your audio
dreams come true: Call me and save 40-70% on as-new
pre-owned Accuphase, Acoustic Energy, Alchemy, Altis,
ARC, B&K, B&W, Cello, Counterpoint, Esoteric, Esprit,
Genesis, Goldmund, KEF, Krell, Levinson, Marantz/
McIntosh tube, Meridian, MFA, Monitor-Audio, Nakamichi, Quicksilver, Quad, Sequerra, Spectral, Threshold, Wadia, Audiophile Reference' tubes, and lots more!!!
We trade!!! Export specialist!!! Finest cable design extant
with US patent for license or sale to others. Free 10-page
mailer. Allegro Sound /AudioWorks, 20 years same location,
15015 Ventura Blvd., Sherman Oaks, CA 91403, (818) 3775264 anytime.
GENE RUBIN AUDIO, LOS ANGELES—Franchised
dealer for: Naim, Roksan, Spendor, Creek, Rega, Epos,
Totem, Rotel, Sound Organisation, JPW, Dynaco, 0C-9,
Sumiko, Goldring, Revolver, Target, and more. Always
lots of used gear. Established way back in 1979! (818)
307-6467.
"SOUND YOU CAN TOUCH," featuring: Apogee,
Audio Alchemy, AudioQuest, Cary Audio, Classé Audio,
Enlightened Audio, Grado, Koetsu, McCormack, Magnum Dynalab, Music Metre, NEAR, Power Wedge,
ProAc, Straight Wire, Target, Well-Tempered. Custom
cable terminations. Audio Excellence, Liverpool, NY, (315)
451-2707. Visa/MC/Amex.
USED AND DEMO EQUIPMENT SALE. Mark
Levinson No.27, Apogee Centaurus Minor, Duetta, Krell
KSL, Jadis JA 80, Magneplanar MG-IIIA, Lien LP-12
Lingo w/Ekos, Adcom GFA-555, GFP-555, GTP-500
II, GFA-545, Bryston .4, 2B, 3B, McIntosh XRT-18,
Nakamidii CA-5A11, Spica SC-30, misc. Lwcrnan & Rotel.
Audition Audio, (801) 467-5918, Fax: (801) 467-0290.
MAGNEPAN 2.5/R, perfect condition, $850. (408)
663-3339.
AMERICAN HYBRID TECHNOLOGY introduces
Ultra Resolution" 13 2 Twin-Balanced' interconnects,
$350/1m. The best at any price. Write or phone for other
Ultra Resolution products, including custom-made amplifiers and preamplifiers. American Hybrid Technology, 549
Centennial Avenue, Trenton, NJ 08629, Fax/phone (609)
599-3828.
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150 FIFTH AVE.
NYC, NY 10011

212'691'5823

CHARIO
Academy 2
Speakers

AIRTIGHT ATM-2
Power Amplifier

The
Italian
Classic
Design
By Charlo.

ATM-2 "Class A" rated...
Best Amplifier!

Sound Advice, Sound Equipment & Sound Deals!
Authori7ed Dealers For AIRTIGHT, CHARIO CAMBRIDGE, TRIAD, ETI, KLIPSCH, ENERGY, TANNOY,
EAD, JVC SUPERDIGIFINE. CARY, TARALAB, DENON, HARMAN KARDON, AUDIO ALCHEMY,
ACROTEC, AUDIO STATIC, A/D/S, COUNTERPOINT, MUSEATEX, DAHLQUIST, AUDIOLAB

The Smart Way To Buy &Sell
Used AudioNideo Equipme t!

Equipment lists from dealers and indivuals are continuously updated
on our computer and mailed to our subscribers on the 1st and the
15th of each month. Our alphabetized format makes it easy
to find the equipment you want and our frequency of
publication assures you of current, up-to-date
information.
AUDIO TRADING TIMES
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AUDIO BEST L.A., Orange, San Bernardino, California.
Hot components: NEAR M-50, API Power Wedge,
Celestion 100, TARA, Counterpoint, PS UltraLink, Audible Illusions Modulus 3, Hailer 9000, Musical Concepts,
Mod Squad, Acoustat, Spica, VMPS, Magnum, Fosgate,
B&K, Music Reference, Sound-Lab, Monster, Straight
Wire, AudioQuest. (714) 861-5413. Appt.
AUDIO UNLIMITED in Colorado offers Acoustic
Energy, Acrotec, Air Tight, Audiomeca by Pierre Lumé,
Audio Note, Aural Symphonies, Benz-Micro, Bitwise,
Chario, CODA, Dynavector, Ensemble, Ikeda, JM Labs,
Lazarus, Magnum Dynalab, Musical Design, McCormack, Muse, Roksan, RoomTunes, SOTA, Tice, Unity
Audio, Wheaton Triplanar, and more. ..Calljohn Barnes,
(303)698-0138, or Fax (303)922-0522. 2341 West Yale Ave,
Englewood, CO 80110.
ACCENT ON MUSIC—WESTCHESTER COUNTY, NY. New arrivals! Linn CD player, Kairn preamp,
Roksan Radius turntable, Naim CD player, Deltec processors, Epos ES-11, McCormack CD drive and electronics. All on demonstration. Our affordable products—
Rotel, Creek, Arcarn, llega, Castle, and Ftoyd—are musical
and should be auditioned. We care about your needs,
regardless of budget. 175 Main Street, Mount Kisco, NY
10549, (914) 242-0747.
AN MART IN SO. CALIF. Monthly Special Offer:
Audio Alchemy, Cardas, Dynaco, Kinergetics, Esoteric,
Sony ES, Infinity Kappa and Modulus, Mission, Rotel,
Paradigm, Pioneer Elite, Monster, Bose, Onkyo, Acoustat.
Velodyne subwoofers, Mission 753 Rosewood in stock,
Adcom 565 (D), $1180/pair; Cardas TwinLink lm interconnect free with $1000 purchase. Call Fred, (818) 282-0520
ab SORBO spheres0 —Tiny vibrations veil, distort, or
even blot out musical nuances. Use the Sorbothane" feet
to "clean up" your sound. Direct mail allows you to SAVE.
Three feet per package. Send 82250 (plus 83.50 shipping
and handling) to: the audio analyst©, RD 1Box 357, Port
Matilda, PA 16870.

GUARANTEE 5% MORE than what my competitors
quote you on your ARC, Cello, Krell, Levinson, Spectral, Threshold, Wadia, etc. Call me last. Dealer for Alen,
Aragon, Acurus, Audio Alchemy, ATC, Counterpoint,
Dynaco, Kimber, Space & Time, XLO. Audio Chamber,
(510) 549-2178.
MUSEATEX MEITNER PA6i preamplifier and STR55
power amplifier (updated 9/90 from PM and STR50), with
black lacquer cabinets, $1300 and $800 respectively. Sony
705ESD CD player, $500. Nalcarnichi CR7A cassette deck,
$750. Yamaha NS-1 loudspeaker, 2650. (904) 646-4703.
THRESHOLD FET9 preamp, mint condition, $1100
OBO. Stan, (708) 898-4196 anytime.
GOLDMUND MIMESIS 9 AMP, very recent s.n.,
$6300 ($12,000); Nakarnichi 1000 MB disk drive, $3850
($6400); Dick Sequerra FM-1 Reference tuner (recent
update by Dick himself), $5500 ($12,000); Goldmund
Analogue speakers, flawless, $21,500 ($36,000); Golmund
Mimesis 7preamp with phono, $3100 ($5500); Goldmund Mimesis 6amp, mint, $1950 ($3800). New York,
(212) 925-9376, Fax (212) 941-8321.
THETA DATA/AT&T, $2100 (optical cable included). Krell
KIVIA-100 II monoblocks, $2900/pair; ARC DAC1-20,
$2575. Wilson WATT 2/Puppies (Puppy 2 upgrade),
$6800. All mint. Boxes. (205) 995-0926.
SWAN'S SPEAKERS! LEDA/GEMINI satellite/subs.
Absolute mint condition with external crossovers. Black
ash, fresh in box from latest factory upgrades. Original
$9400, now $4500 delivered in US. Miler; (512) 345-9269,
6-10pm Central.
NAICAMICHI DMP100 digital mastering processor,
includes actra power supply and five Sony NP-1 rechargeable batteries, $950. Call (914) 424-4425 EST

Aek

SME 3012-R: The latest version of this superb mediummass archival tonearm. Suitable for all recorded sources
including LPs, 78s, 16" transcriptions, acetates, and metal.
SME owners: Upgrade through Exchange!!! Trade in older
Series II and Series II Improved tonearms for significantly
updated 3012-R and 3009-R. Offer also applies to SME
Series III. SME headshells, SME Fluid Damper kits for
3012-R, 3009-R, Series II, Series II Improved, and Series
III-S; SME damping fluid, manuals, protractors, templates,
and parts. Audio "78" Archival Supplies,' PC! Box 38Z Pace:
ica, CA 94044. Tel: (415) 359-7431.

IN HIGH END

At Audio Ensemble you will find
that high end doesn't have to mean
pretentious. Perhaps that's why so
many customers are willing to travel
just alittle further for our advise.

PIONEER CD PLAYER (Elite PD75) and Vortex K.RS
speakers, top of line. PA, (215) 567-4626.
SAN DIEGO AREA: Hales, SCYTA, and Epik speakers.
The unequaled CAI preamp. Symphonic-Line, CODA,
Enlightened Audio. Promethean passives and power conditioners. SOTA and Benz analog. High-end cables (great
values). Damping/basing products from Sound Anchor,
Bright Star, 1Combak, Microscan. By appointment. Audio
Archives, (619) 455-6326.
SCHOLARS AND AUDIOPHILES: Vandersteen, KEF,
Snell, NEAR, Epos, JM Labs, Paradigm, Pattern, B&K,
Creek, Coda, YBA, Aragon, Boulder, McCormack,
Symphonic-Line, Melos, Parasound, Micromega, Audio
Alchemy, EAD, llega, Oracle, Roksan, Magnum Dynalab,
Stax, Grado, Power Wedge, AudioQuest, TARA Labs,
OCOS, XL0. University Audio Shop, 402 S Park St., Madison, WI 53715, (608) 284-0001.
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A U I) I0
ENSEMBLE
419 Amherst Street •Nashua, NH 03063
603-886-4742
No sales tax in NH
Audioquest •VPI •'Martin Logan •Classe •Jeff Rowland
•'Aerial •CAL •Hailer •EAD •Vondersteen •'McIntosh
•Ratel •FMS •"Celestion •Forte •'Avalon Avatar •
Morontz DCC •'Muse • 'Polk Audio •Room Tone •
Ensemble •Quality Used 8 Traded in products available
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TRY OUR CABLES IN YOUR S
YSTEM
FOR 15 DAYS... RISK FREE.
I
NIRODUONG THE HRST UNE OF ALDK )CARIES DESIGNED TO CORRECTLY INIERACT wrm spEcific COMMENTS. Throughtheutilimdon of advanced, proprietary cable technologies, Synergistic
Research has developed aseries of four interconnects and two
speaker wires, each with its own unique design.
By matching our cables to your components, asynergistic
effect then occurs whereby yourseparate audio components, acting in concert, then become atrue
music system'.

S
YNERGISM RESEARCH

200 MAL\ S
TREET. TrE 1ü4-525 HuNTN;ToN
CulfoRmA 92648 •(714) 963-9556
liantkrafted cablesfor audiophiles and nu&clovers wbo keen we !heir ears.

15-DAY
RISK-FREE
AUDITION PERIOD
Only you can determinewhichofour
cables is best for your
system.Therefore,weship
you our entire line of interconnects orspeakerwires
so you can find the
match that best suits
your system.
Call us and audition our
cables in your system
today... risk free.
1(800) 57-UNITY
in the United States

electronics
AUDIO RESEARCH
BRYSTON •DENON
KLYNE •MAGNUM
NAO. •THRESHOLD
loudspeakers
INFINITY •M & K
MARTIN LOGAN
PARADIGM •THIEL
VANDERSTEEN
phono & c.d.
CARNEGIE •DUAL
EMINENT TECHNOLOGY
GRADO •MERIDIAN
ORACLE •SME
SONOGRAPHE •SOTA
SUMIKO •THORENS
VPI •van den HUL
cables
Audioquest •M.I.T.
MONSTER /SIGMA
other good stuff
A.S.C. Tube Traps
C.W.O. furniture
The PHANTOM Shadow

Over the past eight years, we've been chosen
by these eight manufacturers to be their
exclusive dealer for all Long Island:
Audio Research
Bryston •Klyne
Martin Logan
Oracle •Proceed
Thiel •Threshold
Visit us...We'll become YOUR choice, too!
4 Large Music Rooms

• Private Demos by Appointment

Delivery and Expert Installation throughout Metro New York
"Nothing

matters

but the music!" Lermontov. The Red Shoes (1947)

aFine Collection of

.tAudio0ne

real records •c.d. discs
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1067 MONTAUK HIGHWAY
•W.BABYLON .NEW YORK •15161661-3355

EXPRESSIVE TECHNOLOGIES IC-1 INTERCONNECT: "This is extraordinary interconnect that reveals
detail and timbral shadings Inever knew existed in my
music collection!' Robert Harley, Stereophile Vol.13 No.12,
December 1990. Also available: the SU-1 moving-coil
step-up transformer, which improves the performance
of the world's best preamplifiers. Customer and dealer
inquiries invited. Expressive Technologies, PO Bcor 6401, Holliston, MA 01746, (508) 429-1219, Fax (508) 429-6583.
STOP BUYING OVERPRICED JUNK! We have available most of the finest tubes ever made. Amperex, Gold
Lion, Mullard, Telefunken, military and industrial types,
etc. Only the real thing. Call for current stock. Enlightened Audio, 6392 Parie Ave, Garden Grove, CA 92645, (714)
897-2631.
MADRIGAL PROCEED PDP 2DAC, mint condition,
upgradable to PDP 3through any Madrigal dealer, best
offer. (206) 591-6713 business hours, (206) 851-7940 evenings PST
SONY ES COMPONENTS: TA-E77ESD ($1200), now
$449; SDP-777ES surround-sound processor ($850), now
$380; SEQ-333ES equalizer ($600), now $249. Excellent condition with manuals and boxes Trm, (608) 269-4349.
FORTE MODEL 40 PREAMPLIFIER, absolutely mint
with phono and separate power supply. Pure class-A
equipment. Retail $1300, asking $800. (313) 948-1057.
BERNING TF12 PREAMP with remote, perfect, $1700.
(305) 937-1935.
MARK LEVINSON 23.5, $4500; Bitwise MS-1 Mk.II,
$1400; XL0 bi-wire Type 58' and interconnect, cheap.
Best offers, shipping included. (808) 737-8856.
TARA LABS CABLE CLOSEOUTS!!! Savings 45% to
60%! Save on Quantum II, Quantum III, Temporal Continuum, Pandora, TFA Return, Quantum Reference, and
others. Over 300 pairs of new and demo TARA cables
available. Call for complete listing today! Other current
specials: Acoustat Spectra 1100BK, $995/pair; Celestion
100, $720/pair; Nitty Gritty 1.0, 8175; Stax Lambda Signature, $1199. Authorized dealer: Straight Wire, EAD,
Power Wedge, Aragon, Counterpoint, Audio Alchemy,
XLO, B&K, NAD, Music Reference, AudioQuest, and
others. HCM Audio, (800) 222-3465, (916) 345-1341, Fax
(916) 345-7269.
FOCAL AUDIOM 7As. Phenomenal midranges! Offers.
Andy, (417) 863-1592.
THETA DATA SERIES II universal transport with AT&T
fiber optic transmitter, 2m ST-2 fiber optic interconnect,
$2500. Pioneer LD-V2000 laserdisc player, $300. (505)
662-1415 or (505) 667-133a
CELLO EQUIPMENT FOR SALE, absolute mint. Performance amps $13k, Palette $9k, and Suite $10k. Call
(213) 385-4898.
USED TEST EQUIPMENT Hewlett-Packard 3561A
spectrum analyzer with bubble memory, Amber 5500
Programmable Audio Analyzer and Measurement system.
Includes many extra options including high-speed sweep.
Operate stand-alone or via GPIB interface to aPC. HP
7475A plotter for use with above. Leader AM/FM stereo 3216 Programmable Signal Generator. Many other
odds and ends for ahigh-quality audio test and measurement lab. Call for pricing: (802) 895-4295.

ROTEL & PRISM OWNERS! Ogre Systems has digital and analog upgrades that result in aspectacular increase
in depth, width, and air, asweeter high end rich with detail,
and bass with real power and articulation. No magic, just
sound engineering and the highest-quality components.
Money-back guarantee. Call (708) 879-8457, Ogre Systems, 11 N.Jefferson, Batavia, IL 60510.
THE ELECTRONICS UNDERGROUND describes
adark gray market selling products and services for potentially illegal uses. Technologies include cable TV, satellite
TV, secret surveillance, cellular telephone eavesdropping
and modifications, electronic weapons and jammers, and
many more. Book discusses each market, and lists specific
companies dealing in products, parts, and services that
could support cheating or illegal consumer activity. $39
inc. s&h, MC/Visa/Amex. Index Publishing Group, (800)
334-8152, 8-5:30 PST, M-F.
LEVINSON ML-3, serial #484, original owner, mint
condition, with thick satin-finish faceplate. (301) 655-1083
evenings.
B&W MATRIX 800, 801, 802, 803, 804, 805 OWNERS:
Would you like to improve on the great sound you already
have? Try apair of "Golden Flutes" by JPS Labs, anecessity
for your B&Ws. Please query your B&W dealer, or call
(716) 822-0159 anytime.
KEF, KF-F, KEF, KEF, KEF, KEF, KEF owners—Finally!!!
A much-improved "KUBE" bass equalizer is available
in the form of a"Golden Flute." Please callJPS Labs at
(716) 822-0159 anytime to drastically improve your listening
pleasure.
SONOGRAPHE SG3 TURNTABLE with Premier FT-3
arm and AudioQuest Clamp, excellent condition, all boxes
and manuals, $475 plus shipping. (401) 232-0951 EST

New Arrivals —
Classe' Audio Seventy Amplifier
Avalon Acoustics Eclipse & Avatar
Classe' Audio M-700 Amplifiers
Artemis EOS Loudspeaker
Meridian 204 Mk 11 FM Tuner
ViMak DS-I800 DIA Processor
Esoteric P-7(N) CD Transport
V.A.C. CPA/I Pream'¡lier
Cardas •Audioquest •Kimber
Tara Labs •X1.0 •Air •NAD
Acoustic Energy •B&K •Coda
Celestion •EAD •Ensemble •PSE
Lexicon •Muse •Magnum Dynalab
Rega •Stax • Tice • Tesla •PSB
Velodyne •Sonrise • Target

301-989-2500

B&W 802 MATRIX SERIES H, $3200; 1pair OCOS 10'
cables, $250; Levinson No.27 amp, $2800; and No.28 preamp, $2300; and assorted MIT 330 interconnects. Prices
do not include shipping. Bill, (312) 871-1792.
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15454
Old Columbia Pike
Burtonsville,
Maryland 20866
FAX (301) 9892552

VISA, MASTERCARD
& AMERICAN EXPRESS

B.J. Audio, Inc.
991 Beechmeaclow Lane
Cincinnati CH 45238

(800) 736-5533
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AC Line Purifier

Civaranteed to be the be

PC purifier or ytxtr money back!"

Call today for pricing and availability!

Acoustic Image
the finest in high-end audio
In Los Angeles
Unity Audio Speakers
Forsell Turntables
NRG Control

Klyne Audio Arts

Purist Audio

Atma-Sphere

Sound-Lab

LA Audio

Anodyne

Micromega

OCM/Belles

Forsell Transports

Koetsu
Power Wedge

Magnum-Dynalab
and more.

•

Reference Line

If you are looking for something that's not listed, please call.
We have access to many hard to find lines.
phone 818-762-1501 fax 818-752-9709 by appointment only
11124 Sunshine Terrace Studio City, California 91604
278
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SOUNDSTREAM C-1 PREAMP and T-1 tuner, mint,
boxes and papers, new $2300, asking $800. (606) 2661610 mornings.

CONRAD-JOHNSON MV-75A tube amp with cage,
box, manual, new tubes. Mint condition, $975 OBO.
(407) 283-3243 after 6pm.

POWER WEDGE IV LINE CONDITIONER by API,
new in box, $299 plus shipping. (503) 835-6661.

ROWLAND COHERENCE ISERIES II, $2900; Model
7Series III, $6200; Martin-Logan Monolith Series III,
$4200; Conrad-Johnson Premier 4, black, $1795. All
excellent condition. (317) 578-3145.

JADISJA 500 MONO AMPS, absolutely pristine, less
than 3months old, new $25,000, $14,950 OBO; Vimak
DSR-1800 D/A with AT&T, less than 6months old, $2300
OBO; Enter L2-F20 powered subwoofer, new in box,
$3850; tri-wired pair )(LO Type 5, 6' pair speaker wire,
new, $950/pair; XL0 Type 5, 30" pair for Avalon or similar speakers, $550/pair. Barry, (314) 434-3252, leave message.
KRELL: MDA-300, $6995; KRC, $4795; KSL, $1295.
Proceed PCD 2, $1295. AQ Lapis silver: 1.5m/XLR, $295;
5.5m/XLR, $595. Wadia (latest): WT-2000 "S," $4650;
X-64.4, $3750. (315) 426-0513, 476-2411 before lOpm EST
ESOTERIC P-2, MINT CONDITION, with box and
manuals. Audio Concepts Sapphire and Saturns with
stands. (912) 882-7544 evenings.
HEAR THE VERY BEST Boulder Amplifiers and Mach
1Acoustics loudspeakers New England audiophiles, listen
to the "stunning" Accuton" drivers flawlessly executed
in the most revealing speakers designed to date. Driven
by ultra-low-distortion Boulder electronics For an audition in southern New Hampshire, please call (603) 654-9826
BLUE POINT CARTRIDGE OWNERS, UPGRADE
to better performance. Get ultra-rigid coupling to
tonearm. Use our aluminum adaptor to replace original
plastic Results: better resolution, imaging, and bass definition. $35. Easy to install. Meadow Song Labs, 6Adelaide
St. East, Suite 310, Toronto, Ontario M5C 1H6, Canada. Tel:
(416) 941-1595.
AUDIO FURNITURE—WHY PAY MORE? Our
modular oak units are available factory-direct at huge savings. Mix and match different units to create custom wall
systems. Beautiful, handcrafted, and very affordable. Free
brochure. Northwood Design, POBox 83, C,onover, WI 54519,
(715) 479-7532.
SIMPLY BETTER TECHNOLOGY from North Creek
Music Systems—loudspeaker components and kits for
the discriminating audiophile. Please call or write for a
complimentary brochure. 500E Route 8, Speculator, NY
12164, (518) 548-3623.

EAD D/A, $1100; transport, $1650. Mirage M-1, $2850.
ARC LS2, $1800. Counterpoint SA-100, $999. David
Beming EA-2101, $2900. Trades considered. Kim, (213)
254-6140, 6-10pm, leave message or Fax.
QUAD ENTHUSIASTS: Factory-authorized service and
replacement parts. Reconditioned Quad 303s, 405s, and
ESLs in stock. For all technical, service, parts, and/or reconditioned equipment inquiries, contact: QS&D, Inc., 33
McWhirt Loop #108, Fredricksbutg, VA 22406 (703) 372-3711,
Fax (703) 372-3713. Visa/MasterCard accepted.
MERLIN 4B+ SPEAKERS, $2000; Mod Squad Prism
(473-based), $600; Cardas Quad speaker cable, two 8'
pairs, $200/pair; NYAL Superlt phono preamp (Mod
Squad-modified), $291 (817)778-2608, 8am-lOpm Central
VANDERSTEEN 2Ce with Sound Anchor stands, original boxes/papers, <6 months old. Moving 2months,
price: $1175. Adcom GFP-555 preamp, $275; GFA-555
amp, $475; GFT-555 tuner, $200. Harman/Kardon
HD7600 CD, $350. Greg, (201) 947-8140.
THETA GENII D/A converter with Cardas Powercord
and WonderLink digital interconnect, absolutely mint
condition, $1900. (718) 338-0894.
VTL 300W TUBE AMPS, mint, $3200; Denon 3520 CD
player, new $1500, $650. (214) 250-6241, askfor Tom, before
9pm CST
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HI-Fl CLASSICS—CFT FCT USED HIGH-END components bought/sold/traded. Inventory list available. Helpful, competent sales department. The best prices in any
town!! Tr!: (718) 318-9618, Fax: (718) 318-9623.
ARAGON 4004 MK.II, $1199; 24K SP preamp, $699;
Nakamichi RX-505, $799; Tandberg 3014A, $899;
Acoustat Spectra 22, $999; Counterpoint PAC-15 amp
filter, $250; AudioQuest cables also available. Need money
for school. (215) 678-4019.
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ACOUSTAT 3300s, like new, with dark oak finish and
black cloth. (402) 443-5347.
PASSIVE "PREAMP," dual-mono, Bourns pots, two
inputs, silver/Teflon wire, $225; B&K Pro5, mint, $235.
Jeff, (908) 788-9149, 7:30-8:30pm Eastern time.
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AUDIOQUEST EMERALD, two impairs, $150 each;
TARA Labs, one lm pair, $100. (604) 852-3376.

THE BEST-SPENT $IN AUDIO!! Have your room analyzed by the experts! Send or Fax (216/852-2363) your
room diagram with dimensions and equipment/furniture details to: RoomTune, Inc., P.O. Box 57, Sugarcreek, OH 44681.
$39.95 Visa/MC. Phone (216) 852-2222 for more info.
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•Acarlan Systems •Adcom .Aragon •B&K
'CAL •Cardas •Celeslion 'Coda 'Conrad-Johnson
•Deflnailve Technology 'Elite by Pioneer •Fosgate
•Magnepan •Mcrantz 'Mirage •MfT 'Monster Cable
'NAD •Nckcrnichl •Pcradgm 'Proton 'Rogers
•ScientIc Ripley •Sonus Faber 'SOTA etax
•Sumlko "Theta DigItd .Velodyne .V11

Long Island
Exclusive

mar-Hri>r,,
evinson

Heightened Awareness
will enhance your audio visual experience.
Come, visit during our October November
manufacturers receptions. Call for details:
,
2021 Smith Haven Plaza •Lake Grove, NY 11755

Receiver 1(Retail $980)
Receiver 2(Retail $579)

Nakamichi

Receiver .
%(Retail $399)
CD Player 1(Retail $2000)
CD Player 2(Retail $799)
CD Player 3(Retail $599)

$639
$449
$279
$1169
$559
$439

Cassette Deck 1(Retail $899)

$569

Cassette Deck 1.5

$

CLOSE° TIS1

(Retail $700)

LIMITED QUANTITIES Cassette Deck 2(Retail $399)

499
$ 279

Our Lowest Price Ever!!
VISIT OUR SHOWROOM — 366 E. COLLEGE AVENUE

ifi House
The Audio/Video Professionals
WorldRadioHistory
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A $10,000 SPEAKER SYSTEM for half price! The Facet
is the avant-garde of speakers. Not another box or dipole
Hand-crafted with the finest components. Write for free
information package: Sonic Systems P.O. Box 15183, Las
Vegas, NV 89114-5183.
AUDIO RESEARCH SP-15 MK.II (bought 8-92), retail
S6000, sell $4600; Esoteric R-1 Professional DAT, retail
$8000, sell $3950; PS Audio UltraLink, $1600; EAD T7000 transport, $1650; Acoustic Energy AE-1 Mk.IIs,
retail $1900, offer; Conrad-Johnson Evolution 2000,
$4100; XLO Type 5speaker cable, two 6' pairs, retail
$1520, sell $475 each; Cardas Golden Five, RCA-RCA,
1m, $375; AudioQuest Silver Dragon speaker cable, 3'
pair, retail $1200, sell $500; XLO Type 1, RCA-RCA, 1m,
$200; Tice Block II and Titan II, offer. UPS COD
included. (818) 858-4794 before 9pm PST, leave message or
Fax. All calls and Faxes promptly returned.
UNPRECEDENTED INTERCONNECT AUDITION
OFFER from Solid Core Technology! You get $5 for
auditioning the Cormorant interconnect, the unique, noninductive, remarkably real-sounding cable designed in
harmony with the Laws of Physics. Pay $124/1m, $5 off
the regular price, plus $3 shipping. If not delighted with
the sonic improvement, return within 60 days for refund
including shipping both ways, plus $5! Fair enough?
Enjoy! Stewart Grand, Solid Corr Technology, 3808 Westview
Avenue, West Palm Beach, FL 33407, (407) 842-7316 or (800)
484-8271, code 7281.
GIANT CLEARANCE SALE—BLOWOUT PRICES!
Audire Crescendo, $350; Focus .7s, $500; B&K Pro 5,
$275; B&K 202+, $540; Superphon SP100, $275; and
more. We represent best-buy products from Belles, B&K,
ESS, EAD, Parasound, Musical Concepts/Design, Music
Reference, Fried, Linaeum, NEAR, Audio Alchemy,
Melos, Period, many more! Stereo Consultants, Lafayette,
IN, (317) 474-9004, 11-7pm EST
AUDIOPHILE-GRADE PARTS: MIT MultiCap, WonderCap, Bel-Cap, Solen, Wima, Siemens; Vishay (stock
VTA and custom $102K series), Holco, Matsushita; Alps,
Bourns, Grayhill, ShallCo custom mono ladder attenuators; Cardas, Tiffany, WBT, Edison Price Music Posts,
Neutrik; Cardas hook-up wire/shielded cable, Teflon wire;
Gold Aero tubes; RAM TubeWorks; Curcio Daniel Mk.I
and Mk.I1 preunp kits/Dynaco rebuild kits; upgrade kits;
Pearl Tube Coolers and Isosockets; Analog Devices
(AD827JN, AD847JN); tube sockets, etc. Discounts up
to 30%. Call, write, or Fax for free 1992 catalogue Sonic
Frontiers Inc., 760 Pacific Road, Unit #19, Oakville, Ontario
L6L 6M5, Canada TeL (416) 847-3245. Fax (416)847-5471.

SELL FOR CASH, or trade your audio and video equipment. Authorized: Acurus, Sumo, Rotel, H/K, Denon,
Marantz, Signet, Energy, Niles, Monster, AudioQuest,
et al. Stereo Classics, 75 Church Street, New Brunswick, NJ
08901, (908) 220-1144, FAX (908) 220-1284. Buy, sell, trade,
service. Amex, MC, Visa, Discover.
WE ALWAYS PAY BETTER! Don't let go your ARC,
Aragon, Cello, C-J, Krell, Levinson, Proceed, MIT, or
Threshold without calling us. Ship in UPS/COD. Call
Superex Products Inc., CA, (209)298-7931, Fax (209) 2970359, Sennie.
SPECTRAL DMA-200, $3199; Power Wedge, $375;
Madrigal PCD, $899; PDP, $799; Celestion SL-700 with
stands and grilles, $1499; CODA 02, $1050. Best offer
or trade WTD: JM Labs Utopia. (818) 858-4794 before
lOpm PST, leave message or Fax.
AUDIOQUEST MIDNIGHT speaker cable, 10', $125;
Audire Crescendo amp, 100Wpc, $195 OBO. Mark, (606)
623-8258 before midnight EST
THERE IS HOPE! High-end comes to the Southeast.
Sight & Sound Design is now offering fine audio for
everyone. Custom home A/V design and installation is
our specialty. Sight & Sound Design, P.O. Box 5538, Hilton Head Island, SC 29928, (803) 842-6932.
FOR SALE: MARK LEVINSON 23.5 amplifier, $4900;
26 preamplifier, $3700; Wadia X64-4 processor with
AT&T connector, $3500; 32 transport, $1800. All equipment in absolutely mint condition, less than 1year with
original boxes and literature. Call (212) 912-0879.
ADCOM 575 CD, $300; CAL Labs Tercet Mk.III, new,
$800; Systemdek ID( with arm, $300; Spendor SP1, teak,
mint, $775; Epos ES11, new, $575; Mordaunt-Short 442,
$1200. Call (615) 928-3256.
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MUSIC METRE CABLES, INTERCONNECTS:
Music Metre II, $105; Calibre, $165; 121 Reference, $250;
Silver, $400/meter. Speaker cable: $15/foot. New Solid
Silver digital cable, $200/meter. Send for info, reviews,
and dealer list. Second Opinion Audio, 249 N. Brand #701,
Glendale, CA 91203. Tel: (818) 242-4535, Fax: (818) 2424415. Dealer inquiries invited.
HIGH-END AUDIO IN CENTRAL NY—Reliable
source for Apature, Arcici, Cardas, Dynaco, Merlin, Music
Reference/RAM Labs, Parasound, Philips, Promethean
Audio Products, PS Audio, RoornTune, and TARA Labs
products. Call Mark or Rich for sound advice—sound
price Signature Sound, P.O. Box 2814, Livetpool, NY 13089.
(315) 622-9066, (315) 622-4137.
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CAL AUDIO DELTA DRIVE, new, $625 ($800 list);
NoiseTrapper Power Strip (Recommended Component),
$100 ($150 list). Tim, (806) 756-4425 before lOpm CST
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SAVA\T
A„DICD
Providing The Ultimate
In ProdUcts
Services

Consultancy •Custom Systems
Acoustic Treatment •Insiallation
Home Theater •Retail •Worldwide
Air Tangent •Allego •Apex
Arcici •Athena •Air Tight
Audio Prism •AudioQuest
Audiostatic •Basis •Benz
Bitwise •Cardas • Chario
Chesky • Clarity Audio •Creek
CWD •Delos •Dorian •EAD

CHESKY
RECORDS
You've Never Heard Choral
Sound Like This Before!
Westminster
Choir-0 Magnum
Mysterium (COO))
Chesky Records
goes the extra
length to bring you
not only the finest
recorded sound
but the best music.
Thrill to the choral
writings of Brahms,
Foss, Stravinsky, Verdi. Bri ten and 11 others.
Revel to a three-dimensional representation of
achurch with large chorus and organ.

More New Analogue Jazz LPs
McCoy TynerNew York Reunion
(JR51)

EKSC •Electron Kinetics
Eminent Technology •Ensemble
Epos •Essence •First Sound
Fosgate •Geman Acoustics
Harman Video •Harmonia Mundi
Kinergetics •Klyne •Last
Magnan •Merrill •Mod Squad
Mogami •Morch •Nestorovic
Neutrik •Nimbus •Opus3

Overwhelming
pressure from the
Audiophile
community
has
prompted McCoy
Tyner 's New York
Reunion
to be
released on vinyl.
Weighty performance combined with weighty
nyl (180 grams). Hear more of this legendary
recording than you've ever heard before!
JVC Jazz Festival
Presents: A Night
of Chesky Records
Jazz, Live! From
Town Hall, New
York (JD82/JR82)

Power Wedge •Presence Audio
Pro Ac •Proprius •QED
Rega •Reference Recordings
Roksan •Room Tune •Rote!
Sequerra •Sheffield Labs •Sims
Sumiko •Symphonic Line
Systemline •Tara Labs
Target •Tice Audio •Wadia
Water Lily •WBT
and More
Serving The World
1-800 628-0627
609-799-9664

2S:2

First,
the
live
concert! Now the
LP and CD! Re-live
the Chesky Live
Experience in the
comfort of your own home. And finally, compare
these LP's and CD's, made with our latest
technological innovations.

clue RECORDS
you

can hear the difference

Chesky Records CDs are available in Fine Audio and Record
Stores, or order direct with Visa/MasterCard by calling I
-800-3311437 or 212-586-7537 or send check or money order for CDs
$14.98 plus postage and handling (add 8.25% sales tax M NY
State) to: CHESKY RECORDS Radio City l=
Station. PO Boa 12268. New York, NY 10101
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PREMIUM-GRADE PARTS for audio projects! Silvercontact toggle and rotary switches/attenuators; MIT
MultiCaps, Rd-Cap, SCR, Solen, Wonder Caps/solder/
wire; Vishay, Caddock, and Holco resistors, all types audio
connectors, chassis wires, high-pass modules, tubes, isolation feet, custom cables and terminations, hospital-grade
AC outlets and plugs, tools and accessories, request catalog! Michael Perry, Box 526, Inverness, CA 9493Z (415) 6697181, Fax 669-7558.
UPGRADE FOR LESS. Offering best prices on used
audio components. Buying and selling all types. (509)
966-4431.
BACK ISSUES—STEREOPHILE, Vol.] No.1 -Vol.5
No.10, 55 issues, $400 or best offer. Also available: TAS,
Vol.1 Na 1- Vol.7 No32, $300; also JAR, TSS, AJ,
StereOpus, AA, SA, TAC. (214) 539-8739.
ROWLAND 7MONOBLOCKS, unbalanced, gold,
mint, $5250/pair; Athena ML-1 line Polyphasor (new
$500); Tice Power Block, $800; four Milab LC25 condenser hand-held vocal mikes (new $575), $300 each;
Orban 464A stereo compressorIlimiter (new $1200), $800;
Nalcamichi DMP-100 digital processor with Apogee
filters, $650; Star (anvil type) 12-space rack case (new
$365), $185. (707) 964-5857, CA.
SINGING LESSONS FOR CD PLAYERS. The best
upgrade is still less. Most Japanese brands plus Philips,
Magnavox, and Rotel. Just $259. Stan Warren, (503) 3443696, 10am-6pm PST
ADCOM GFP-555 PREAMPLIFIER, $225; GFA-555
power amplifier, $325; RH Labs subwoofer and crossover, $175; pair Raven Ribbon speakers (originally $2000),
$500. $1100 takes all. (212) 222-6816.

APOGEE STAGES, excellent condition, $1450. CallJohn,
(512) 691-2933.
B&W MATRIX 801 SERIES II, black ash, filter, boxes
and manuals, less than 200 hours use, immaculate, make
offer. Chris, (717) 569-9981, leave message.
SOUND-LAB A-Ills; Naim 42.5, Hi-Cap, and 250 amp;
Quad ESL-63s, 402-5 amp, and 34 preamp; Sonographe
CD player: McIntosh MR-77 tuner; Nakamichi CR-7A
cassette deck. BO. (503) 585-5413.
AUDIO TUBES/VALVES: If you require top-quality new
audio tubes by original UK manufacturers, why not try
us. We are one of the largest UK distributors. Over 6000
types in stock. Special-quality military versions by Mullard/Brirnar available Obsolete tubes/transistors aspecialty.
Telephone/Telex/Fax for an immediate quotation: Langrex Supplies Ltd., 1Mayo Road, Croydon, Surrey, England
CRO 2QP, Tel: 081 684 1166, Fax 081 684 3056, Telex
946708.
CALL 1-800-USA-DENON for Denon products. Also
Sony, JVC, TDK, Maxell, Fuji, BASF. We will beat any
price DAT decks from $599, portables $699. Receivers,
CD players, cassette decks, mini-systems. Tape World, 220
Spring St., Butler, PA 16003, (800) 245-6000.
ROWLAND DESIGN MODEL 7Bs, pair, latest with
all mods, $6975; pair 4.5' AudioQuest tri-wired Clear,
factory-terminated, $700. Dr Tnke (719) 473-1879 or (719)
471-4164.
SOTA SAPPHIRE with rosewood base, with Premier,
P1B/1, Fil arm, Grado Signature TLZ. Mod Squad
Phono Drive with interconnects. All excellent condition
with original boxes, $2250. (907) 586-8351, evenings after
5pm PST

CAT SL1R MK.II, latest version, excellent condition,
$2400; Sound-Lab B3S stereo electrostatic subwoofer,
$3200. Custom crate, will pay shipping. Sean, (619) 552-1a52.
SOUND-LAB ELECTROSTATIC LOUDSPEAICER
SYSTEMS now available in Central Ohio. Factoryauthorized dealer exclusively offering Sound-Lab's complete product line. Auditions in arelaxed environment
by appointment. Trade-ins welcome John Durrett Audio,
Columbus, OH, (614) 436-3123.
PS AUDIO ULTRALINK, 1month old, $1575; Krell
KSL, 4months old, $1500; Straight Wire, Maestro, 1m
interconnect, balanced, new, $200. (919) 834-3638.
ROWLAND RESEARCH COHERENCE, $2195
($4600 new), Carver tuner/preamp ct6, $349; B&K M200, one side, $649; Bed( Pro5, $299; Premier MMT arm,
$199; Grado MCZ, $199; Parasound HCA-800 II, $299;
Sumo preamp, $289. (714) 598-7530.
KEF 105/3 WITH KUBE, $2600; KEF 104/2, $1600;
KEF 103/4, $1250. Vandersteen 2Ce with bass, $1115;
Vandersteen 2W powered subwoofer, $1050. Everything
new, factory-sealed. (601) 982-7054 evenings
VANDERSTEENS: brand-new lBs with Sound Anchor
stands, oak with black grilles, under warranty, $575. (215)
238-0126 or (609) 547-5629.

Start Collecting
CDs NOW!
Searching for the best CDs at a
LOW price?
We specialize in only the best.
With our already DISCOUNTED
prices, enroll in our incentive
program FREE and receive
BIGGER SAVINGS!
We carry:
Audioquest, Chesky, Dorian, EMI,
Harmonia Mundt London, Mercury,

Ref.

Recordings, Sheffield, Wilson, &

a variety of "special selections"

ICRELL: KSP-7B, $1800; KST-100, $1700; KSA-150,
$3000; KSA-250, $3900. All are immaculate, with boxes.
(718) 277-6123.

For more information and FREE catalog:

NITTY GRITTY MINI PRO 2, new, sealed box, $475
plus shipping. (714) 982-2386, 8am-lOpm PETE

or (714) 974-9669, FAX: (714) 283-2857

CALL 1-800-998-9669

CONRAD-JOHNSON MV-50, recently re-tubed by
factory, simple to bias, very compatible with 2Ci's and
others. $850 OBO. (517) 482-8975 anytime.
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CUMBERLAND
AUDIO GROUP

In Southern California

.Den

a •
.
• •

•

Service & Selection

Audio Den proudly offers hidefinition audio &video for the
discriminating music lover.
We specialize in custom home
installation and personal service
for those who seek excellence in
the reproduction of music.
f
Electronics

Accessories

Counterpoint
Bryston
McIntosh
Mod Squad
Sonographe
NAD
Luxman
Denon
Marantz
McCormack
Dynaco

Audio Quest
CWD Furniture
Mod Squad
Signet
Sumiko
Nitty Gritty
Kimber Kable
AKG
Beyerdynamic
WBT
Esoteric Audio
CD Stop Light

REPRESENTING:
AUDIO OUEST •
AUDIO RESEARCH •B&K AUDIO •
B & W •BASIS •
CALIFORNIA AUDIO LABS •
CELESTION 'CLASSES
CONRAD-JOHNSON •
DAY SEOUERRA •GRAHAM •
LINN •LYRA •MIT CABLE •
MOD SQUAD •ORACLE •
REGA •ROTEL •
JEFF ROWLAND DESIGN GROUP •
$TAX •STRAIGHTWIRE •
SUMINO •TARGET •
THETA DIGITAL •VANDERSTEEN •
VAC. •WELL TEMPERED •
WILSON & MORE •CD's & LP's •
CREDIT CARDS •DELIVERY •
SET UP •MON -SAT II-6

4119 HILLSBORO RD •
NASHVILLE, TN 37215
1615) 297-4700

SOUND
RESOURCE

Speakers

Turntables

Ohio's Exclusive Dealer For:

Acoustat
M&K
Mirage
Sonance
Vandersteen

Thorens
Sonographe
Denon

Air Tangent •Avalon •Basis •Dynaudio
Enlightened Audio •Graham •Gryphon
Hales Audio •ladis •Klyne •MEA
Oracle •ProAc •Quicksilver
left Rowland Model 9's •Wadia Digital

Also On Display:

Video
Proton
NAD
Fosgate

Pioneer
Hitachi
1

15600

Roscoe Boulevard
Van Nuys California 91406

Audio Quest •Cardas •Eminent Technolog
Genesis •left Rowland Design Group
Koetsu •Lyra •Magnum Dynalab
Mod Squad •PS Audio •OCOS •Rote)
Sanus Systems •SME •SOTA
Sound Anchors •Sound Lab
Sumiko •Tice •VP!

(818) 781-4700
284
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12621 Larchinere Blvd.
Cleveland, Ohio 44120
216/791-6363 FAX 216/791-3131
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TWO EACH lm SILTECH HF-6 digital cable with wErr
connectors, $175 retail, $90 each; 2pairs 1m TARA Labs
Pandora interconnects, $295 retail, $150/pair. (206) 322-6846
THREE PAIRS lm XL0 Type 1interconnect, $275 list,
$160/pair; three each 1m XLO Type 4digital cable, $150
list, $80 each; 1pair 45m XL0 Type 1interconnect, $500.
(206) 322-6846
AUDIO RESEARCH LS1 PFtEAMP with black faceplate,
excellent condition, $1200 OBO. Thomas, (908) 919-0660
McCOR/v1ACK PRISM II CD player, absolutely mint
condition, packed in box with warranty. Retail $1895,
asking $895. (313) 948-1057.
DIVORCE SALE: Onlcyo AVS 810PRO Surround amp,
$650; Onkyo T-4700 tuner, $275; Sony CDP-C8ESD
disc changer, $275. All very low hours, mint condition.
(615) 371-8915.
LPs SOUND GREAT when treated with Gruv-Glide.
Enhance fidelity, reduce wear and static, improve tracking,
excellent cleaning. See Stervophile review, December 1986,
p.41. $21.95 per kit. Check/MO to Rozoil Lubricant Co.,
Box 19003, Las Vegas, NV 89132.
SELLING LARGE PRIVATE CLASSICAUBROADWAY
vocal LP collection. Many rare items. For list, write:
Records, PO. Box 795, New Hyde Park, NY 11040.
JAZZ ON VINYL LIVES! Personally selected factorysealed LPs, bebop-present. Free informative catalog ($3
overseas). LG'sJazz, 53 Beilefontaine, Framingham, MA 01701.
AUDIO. ..
BY GEORGE has acomplete stock of Reference Recordings, Sheffield Recordings, and Chesky
Records. And we are expanding our stock of Opus One
records. To receive acurrent list without charge, call (716)
377-0432.
AMAZING FIND! Missouri Breaks soundtrack, sealed
first pressings, $40! A "Record To Die For"! Also
Unplugged, $75; CD, $30. Call for free catalog: classical
or audiophile. Lots of great LPs from $10-$20. Better
Records, (800) 487-8611, 12-12am. L.A. store now open!

KRELL 64X D/A CONVERTER, 6months old, $5000;
%vox B226 CD player, $600. Must sell. Both with warranty. Tony, (708) 885-4440 evenings; (708) 885-1586, leave
message.
SINCE 1951, MAILDISC has been your number-one
source for CDs, LPs, and cassettes at the lowest prices.
Send an SASE with 52e postage for our CD or LP catalog,
Maildisc, Box 131588sa, Richmond, NY 10313, (718) 698228Ct Visa and MasterCard.
$50 PAID FOR MINT STEREO RCA LPs: LSC 1806
(Strauss), 1817 (Offenbach), 2225 (Witches'Brew), 2400
(Fistoulari), 2449 (Gibson), LDS 6065 (Royal Ballet).
Others wanted! Randall Goldman, PO Box 2806, Rancho
Mirage, CA 92270.
CASH PAID FOR AUDIOPHILE LPs. Mobile Fidelity,
Nautilus, CBS Mastersound, Super Disc, Sweet Thunder,
Japanese pressings, RCA Living Stereo, Mercury Living
Presence, English Deccas and EMI. Must be sealed or in
mint condition. Call Bobby at (913) 823-7211.
WANTED: McINTOSH MC275 TUBE AMPLIFIER
Working condition essential. Randall Goldman, Box 2806,
Rancho Mirage, CA 92270.
WANTED: OLD MAGNAVOX 7" REEL-TO-REEL
TAPE RECORDER in good working condition. Model
H 701250-3, AC 117V, 35W. George E. Van Brunt, 760
Summer St., Stamford, CT 06901, (203) 359-0700 days.
WANTED: CELLO ENCORE preamp. (315) 426-0513,
476-2411 before 10pm EST
UPGRADE FOR LESS. Offering best prices on used
audio components. Buying and selling all types. (509)
966-4431.
WANTED: SONY PCM-2700 digital audio recorder.
Prefer new or mint. Marty, (818) 349-1083, CA

CD STORAGE-F

HAWAIIAN MUSIC!!! TRADITIONAL & CONTEMPORARY: Over 500 CDs and cassettes available.
We'll help you locate that special music! Catalog—Send
$1 (refundable with first order) to: Cord International, P.O
Box 152, Ventura, CA 93002.
AUDIOPHILE RECORD WAREHOUSE! Out-ofprint direct-to-disc, halfspeed, Quint II, and import pressings. Great selection of in-print records and CDs. ATR,
Chesky, East-Wind, Mobile Fidelity, Opus 3, Wilson.
and many more. Call for free catalog. Elusive Disc, 5346
N. Guilfoni Avenue, Indianapolis, IN 4622Q (31 255-3446.
WE BUY AND SELL LP VINYL RECORDS. Over
100,000 titles in stock. Mail orders and most major credit
cards accepted. G&A Rare Records, Ltd, 139 West 72nd Street,
New York, NY 10023, (212) 877-5020, Fax (212) 595-2941.
RCA LSC "SHADED DOGS:' Mercury 90,000, London
FFSS "Bluebacks," Lyrita, Argo, EMI ASD, British Decca,
rare monos. Call (212)496-1681, Fax (212) 877-1274 Harvey
Gilman, 243 W. 76th St., Apt. 1B, New York, NY 1002.3.
WORLD'S LARGEST SELECTION OF AUDIOPHILE LPs and CDs. Mobile Fidelity, Sheffield, Reference, Chesky, Analogue Productions, Wilson, Klavier,
AudioQuest, Nautilus, Opus 3, TBM, Proprius, Harmonia Mundi ...
many more current, rare, and out of print.
Catalogue $3 in US, $5 elsewhere. Information: (913) 8258609. Fax: (913) 825-0156 Orders: (800) 525-1630 Acoustic
Sounds, Box 2043, Salina, KS 67402.

S
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No. A150

This unit stores 150 CD's behind glass doors.
Three adjustable shelves with brass bookends
hold single & multiple CD's, Videos and
Cassettes — in any combination. Comes in Solid
Oak, Walnut, Teak or Cherry. Can stack or
wall mount.
For FREE Literature &Prices an our Full Line:
Call 1.800432-8005 FAX 1.201.748 ,2592

L1. SORICC
_
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Nutley, NJ07110_)
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CD
Magic

Acurus
Apogee
Arcici
Aragon
Audio Alchemy

Improves CD playback to audiophile
quality.

B &K
Centaurus
Counterpoint

CD Magic makes CD Music come to life.

Dahlquist

You haven't really heard your CD
until you hear it with CD Magic.

E.A.D.
Forte'

CD Magic sprays an invisible film on
the playing side of your compact discs.
Hear these musical improvements with
CD Magic:
Stops CD Skipping.
Beautifully increased detail.
Clear, marvelous vocals.
New, lifelike musicality.
Clean highs, tighter lows.
Vivid stereo sound stage.
Super musical clarity and enjoyment.

Fosgate
Kinergetics
Mordaunt-Short
Parasound
Philips
Premier
Revolver
Room Tunes

Spray it on. Wipe it off. That's all!
No polishing. Chemically neutral. Will not
alter or harm CDs. Removes by washing.

Rotel
SME
Siefert Research

CD Magic improves 200 compact discs.
Send flit.% for CD Magic postage paid.

Signet

ID

Threshold
VPI
van den Hui

Give CD Magic a Try! You'll like it!
Compact Dynamics Co.
P.O. Box 32014 - Euclid, Ohio 44132

ACCURATE_-AUDIO

VIDEO

DALLAS' FINEST AUDIO VIDEO STORE

AMX
Audioquest
Audio Alchemy
Audio Source
B+K
BIC
Celestion
Draper

Niles
Pioneer
Proton
Pulsar
Revolver
Rocksan
Rockustics
Runco

KRELL & KRELL DIGITALIB&W
ADCOMaNAKAMICHlaP S AUDIO
PRO ACaKINERGETICSIMIRAGE

Jamo
JVC
Lexicon
NHT
MB quart
McCormack
Mod Squad
M+K
NAD

i=e1

Standesign
Stewart
Target
Camelot Technology
Tice
Toshiba

VELODYNEIROTELaMOD SQUAD
APOGEE
B&O 'STRAIGHT WIRE
MAGNUMDYNALABaMIT
STAX u OPTONICA u SUMIKO
AKG u BEYER a TARGET u YAMAHA
WELL TEMPEREDIPINNACLE

VP'
Velodyne

AIMMA

Consultation •Sales •Installation
Available throughout the United States.
PHONE (214) 692-6597

8511 MANDERVILLE LANE /DALLAS TEXAS 75231
—

2.86
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WANTED: SANSUI TU-9900 TUNER, absolute mint
condition including original packaging and manuals. Also.
AU-11000A integrated amp. (203) 528-8996 anytime.
WANTED: APOGEE STAGE SPEAKERS, modifications, improvements, ideas, subwoofers. Call Chris ben
9pm Central, (314) 993-1603.

VAMPIRE WIRE TM

WANTED: ML 20.6, THRESHOLD SA-1, Naltarnichi
TX1000 and 1000ZXL Limited. Call (213) 385-4898.
WANTED: DYNACO STEREO 400 amplifier, any condition. Robert, (714) 676-8020 or (714) 676-7202.
WANTED: MARANTZ 9MONOBLOCK amplifiers.
Working condition essential. Randall Goldman, P.O. Box
2806, Rancho Mirage, CA 92270, (619) 325-7851.
WANTED: SONY AMPS: TA-3200F, TA-3130F, TA3140F, TA-3060F, TA-1130F, TA-2000F; Yamaha amps.
M-2, M-4. Paul, (313) 274-5983.
WANTED: GOLDMUND turntable relief mat.Jim, (414)
845-5055.
WANTED: SONY SDP-505ES surround-sound/ambience synthesizer. Call anytime, (201) 484-2138.
CASH PAID for all types used audio equipment. We buy
and sell by phone, top dollar paid. Authorized dealers for
B&K, Ariston, AR, Celestion, Parasound, Counterpoint,
etc. The Stereo Trading Outlet, 320 Old York Road,Jenkintown, PA 19046. (215) 886-165a
WANTED: OLD AND NEW McIntosh, Marantz, Dy naco, Audio Research, Conrad-Johnson, Levinson, Krell.
Counterpoint, Berning, Electrovoice, Jensen, JBL, Citation, Fisher, Rowland, Threshold, Boulder, Classé, Klyne.
Dahlquist, Eagle, Quicksilver, Fulton, Sequerra, Cello.
Robertson, Tannoy, tube and solid-state. (713)728-4343,
Fax (713) 723-1301, Maury Cork, 12325 Ashcroft, Houston,
TX 77035.

SOUND CONNECTIONS INTERNATIONAL, INC:
203 Flagship Dr., Lutz, FL. 33549 PK (813)948-2207

Straight Talk....
For 32 years we have provided

If There Is A
Passion For Vusic,
AVoment In The Soul
Can Last ALifetime.
IN TRODU CIN G

...audible results with the
finest
in connecting components!

the best quality, selection, and
advice to music lovers
throughout the central U.S.
at very competitive
prices!

106 Brands Available!
Actzus
Adcorn -ADS -Audio
Prism - B&W - Boston -CWD Denon - Esoteric Audio Fineline - Forte - Kef - Ki-nber

..

the SPECTRAL DMA-180

Kable
Klipsch - Martin-Logan Mitsubishi - Monster Cable - NAD
f•lakamichi
Onkyo - Paradigm Parsec - Phase Technology Phillips - Reyox
Sanus
Sennheiser
Shue - Signet -SME -Snell -Sony Sony ES - Sias -Sumko - Target Threshold -Velodyne -Yamaha 8IOl5

More -Call

tsg_unit$ not

Phon•: 913 -842 -1811

teed

Est-6

24th & Iowa, Lawrence, KS 66044
Mon-Thu: 10am-8pm Fri & Sat: 10am-riprn

2125 Central Ave. sMemphis, TN 38104

(901) 272-1275
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18.000 Display of World Class Audio
12 Sound Rooms -25 000+ CDs
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DON'T LOSE

YOUR SYSTEM
TO SURGES, SAGS

9

DROPS AND POPS !
PROTECT YOUR EQUIPMENT WITH ATOP
QUALITY POWER CONDITIONING UNIT
FOR ADIFFRENCE YOU CAN HEAR.

1-800-NOW-DIAL

«ripp Lite Power Conditioners American Power Conversion
,.0-1800 $269.95 11,2400 $349.95 BK•600 $459.95 BK•900 $599.95
Rack Mount LCR-2400 N.95 Rack Mount AP-600 $799.95
ISOBAR 8-12889.95 Surge Arrest SA-7849.95
RM12-12 $129.95 SAP-7 679.95
The Power Wedge

The best disc and tape
storage system in America
Free mailorder brochure
(please mention Stereophile)

and others

Per Madsen Design (415) 928-4509
PO. Box 330101, San Fra nciqco, CA 94133

STREET SMART POWER SYSTEMS
SERVICE (614) 761-8933 FAX (614) 761-8955

GOOD THING
OUR STORE'S
BIGGER THAN
THIS AD.
ASC •ADCOM •Audioalchemy •Audio
Quest •B&K •B&O •B&W •CWD •Denon
•EAD •Klipsch •Lexicon •Mark Levinson •
Magnum Dynalab •Monster Cable •Martin
Logan •Mitsubishi •Nakamichi •Nitty
Gritty •Proceed •Rotel •Revolver •Jeff
Rowland •Reference Line •Stax •Sumiko
•Triad •Theil •Velodyne •Yamaha
(Come

VISA

Stores

The Cube

306 CDs

by Lorentz Design

or any combnation
CDs,VHS.
Cassettes, etc

•Featunng our patented ALLSTOP STORAGE S
Y
STEM ,no slots,
no plastic molds, no wasted space •Full-extension drawer
slides sFrom high quality oak veneers and hardwood •
23 Hx191/7 W x17 1/7 D. •Fully assembled •Stackable •
Available in light, Medium, Dark Oil Stain ($219) &
Black ($229)-Prices include shipping in Cont. U.S.

listen. We've got pienty of room.)

To order or for free brochure

HAL'S STEREO & VIDEO
609-883-6338

US RT 1&TEXAS AVE LAWRENCEVILLE. NJ
WorldRadioHistory

800-933-0403
Lorentz Design, Inc. •287 S.Clarkson St.
Denver, CO 80209 •Fax 303-744-9519
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A DVERTISER

INDEX

THESTEREOPHILE ADVERTISING STANDARDS
Advertising published in Stereophile is accepted on the premise that the merchandise and services as
offered are accurately described, and are available to customers at the advertised price. Advertising that
does not conform to these standards, or that is deceptive or misleading, is never knowingly accepted. If
any Stereophile reader encounters noncompliance with these standards, please write Nelson at Associates, Inc., 62 Wendover Rd., Yonkers, NY 10705.

Accurate Audio Video
Acoustic Image
Acoustic Sounds
Adcom
ARS Electronics
Artech Electronics
Audio Advisor
Audio Classics
Audio Connection
Audio Den
Audio Den Ltd
Audio Ensemble
Audio Express
Audio Gallery
Audio Nexus
Audio Outlet
Audiophile Selections
Audiophile Systems
Audio Power Industries
AudioQuest
Audio Research
AudioStream
Audio Trading Times
Audio Video Today
Audio Vision
Audio Visions
Aural Symphonics
Avalon Acoustics
B&K Components

286
278
125,129
62
210
118
98,220
218
254
284
280
262,275
254
258
234
226
283
110,120
214
122,292
36
14
274
236
264
276
116
118
94

Kinergetics
Krell Digital
Listening Room
Lorentz Design
Lyle Cartridges
Madrigal Audio
Magnum Dynalab
Manin-Logan
McCormack
McIntosh Laboratories
Meridian
Mobile Fidelity
Monarchy International
Mondial
Monitor Audio
Muse Electronics
Musical Surroundings
Music Hall
NAD
NEAR Loudspeakers
Nimtec
Now Hear This
OCM
Omni Sound
Parasound
Paul Heath Audio
Perfectionist Audio
Per Madsen Design
Precision Audio

B&W Loudspeakers
Beyerdynamic
Billy Bags
BJ Audio
Bose Express Music
Bryston Manufacturing
Cable Company
Cable Concepts

2 51
106
208
278
242
108
266-267
288

ProAc
PS Audio
PSB
RC Audio
RoomTune
Rotel America
Rush Sound
Sanas Systems

Carver Corporation
Cary Audio Design
Celestion
Cello
Chattanooga Valley Audio
Chesky Records
Classé Audio
Compact Dynamics

268-271
48
88
224
286
282
26
286

Savant Audio & Video
Sennheiser
Signet
Solo Enterprises
Sonic Frontiers
Sorice
Sound & Music
Sound by Singer

Conrad-Johnson
Counterpoint
CSA Audio
Cumberland Audio
Denon
Digital Ear
Discriminating Ear
DMP Records
Energy
Ensemble
Forté
Gryphon USA
Hat her
Hal's Stereo
HiFi City
HiFi House
Icon
Immedia
Innovative Audio

96
81
238
284
84
272
279
216
54
208,210
28
206
92
288
274
280
200
272
202-205

Sound Concept, The
Sound Connections
Soundex
Sound Goods
Sound Resource
Square Deal
Stereo Dynamics
Stereo Exchange
Stereo Plus
Straight Wire
Swan's Speaker Systems
Synergistic Research
TARA Labs
Theta
Tubes By Design
Ultra Systems
Underground Sound
Univocal
Valve Amplification

JS Audio
Kid's Audio/Video
Kimber (able

277
287
206
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Vandersteen
Wadia Digital
WireWorld
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70
46
248
288
230
12,24
65
13
214
10
58
128
201
16
78
I10
232
120
22
246
56
6
73
222,240
60
249
210
288
244
208

e

30
264
102
19
116
38
282
68
126
200
74-75
285
262
112-113,250-251
281
286
228
256
284
260
252
212-213
286
104
201
276
42
34
258
256
287
116
90
32
291
86
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F INAL

Isometimes do crazy things to experience live
music In my late teens Imet awoman—a friend
ofa friend of my girlfriend—who was aflautist
attending the Mannes School of Music in New
York City. She was aclassic New Yorker, from
aclassic New York family. Though apparently
demure and retiring, she had fearlessly ridden
the city subways since childhood, taking the
Broadway line at any hour of day or night (her
stop was Dyckman Street, above 200th). All
of her parents' money and energy, such as it
was, had gone into their daughter's musical
career, and Iwas so inspired by this level of
focus and devotion that Ihitchhiked from Boston to New York and back in order to attend
her first concert, aperformance of the two
Mozart flute concerti. My presence was remarked upon as the act of atrue friend, but I
was the beneficiary: It was agreat concert, and
agood start to alife of experiencing the "call"
of live music.
The most recent episode came just last week.
A couple of months ago Iwas invited by alaw
firm to aperformance of Yo Yo Ma with the
Phoenix Symphony. My brother Dave has
extolled Ma ever since an evening he spent at
Tanglewood last summer in which Ma played
all six of Bach's Suites for Unaccompanied
Cello. Dave was most impressed by the 10- or
15-second silence which followed one of the
suites—the audience was so moved by the
aching tenderness of Ma's interpretation that
they simply didn't know what to do when he
stopped playing.
Ihad already been interested in Yo Yo Ma.
He went to the same school that Idid (Harvard),
and lived in the town Igrew up in, and where
my mother still lives. I'd always imagined him
living in the same neighborhood as ahighschool friend of mine, also acellist, and I'd
somehow gathered that he possessed an openness striking in someone so illustrious.
A week or so after the invitation arrived, I
read that Ma would also be playing in Albuquerque the night before the Phoenix date. My
little brain started churning: what agreat opportunity! Hear one of the world's greatest cellists on two successive nights, with two differ290
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ent orchestras and conductors, playing two
completely different programs. Also simmering
away was the idea that Imight actually get to
meet Ma at adessert which was to follow the
Phoenix performance.
Yo Yo Ma perfectly exemplifies the used-car
slogan: "Must see to believe." I'm far from
being an authority on his recordings—though
Inow plan to become more of one—but I'd
gotten the idea that all the commotion about
him wasn't justified by the reality.
Well, in person it is. Yo Yo Ma is the most
singular musician to watch that Ihave ever seen.
It's not simply that he brings charisma to a
performance—many great soloists do that—
but that he presents himself humbly, locks into
atrance with the other musicians, spends much
of his time in active communication with those
musicians, and plays aphenomenally communicative instrument (the same Stradivarius
once owned and played by Jacqueline du Pré)
with tremendous beauty and insight.
Sometimes in the presence of amaster you
are made aware of the mastery, the thoroughness with which apiece of music is known; you
leave feeling that no depths have been left
unplumbed. With Ma it was different: Ifelt that
each playing of the work might yield some
completely new discovery, that each combination of soloist and orchestra would be unique
Yes, it was crazy to squeeze not just one night
of music 60 miles away into abusy schedule,
but to fly 500 miles to see the same person the
very next evening. It was phenomenally worth
it. If you have the opportunity to see Ma play,
don't pass it up under any circumstance.
Best of all, Idid get to meet the man. He was
as open as Ihad guessed (and learned from Barbara Jahn's very interesting conversation with
him in Vol.13 No.1). Best of all—from my
standpoint—he does live in the same neighborhood as my high-school cellist friend!
Hi-fi does its best to re-create the sonics of
live music, and we too often fail miserably. Even
at our best, many years from now, we'll never
capture the unique excitement of alive performance which happens just once. Vive la différence.
—Larry Archibald
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WA DIA

W en we chose to

consolidate technologies, we
couldn' tdo so without major
advancements.
Introducing the Wadia 6 CD Player.

The

challenge of producing a CD player bearing
the standards inherent at Wadia drove us to
advance the potential of the product category in ways that have never been considered
previously.

The Wadia 6 utilizes a truly all-

digital volume control. Accessed by remote,
it negates the need for a traditional preamplifier.

Chassis design and construction
techniques were chosen to
maximize performance. The
unique transport, manufactured exclusively for Wadia,

was designed with characteristics which compliment
the 32 times resampling of
the digital information in the
decoding computer.

The

bottom line is Music... and
we think you'll love what we
have done. See and hear it
at your Wadia Dealer.

Weia DIGITAL.
624 TROY STREET

WorldRadioHistory
RIVER FALLS,
WI 54022 PHONE 715-426-5900

FAX 715-426-5665

Push the envelope!
FIBER OPTIC CABLES

—TOSLINK &ST STANDARD—

In the world of high technology
the term "envelope" is used to describe the performance limitations
of the equipment. In the world of
music and wonder, adiverse
group of technically competent
products from AudioQuest lets
you expand the performance
envelope of your audio or video
system.
The common thread running
through all the AQ products is
that they offer the most improvement for the least money. No
system is so poor or so perfect
that using AudioQuest products
won't make awonderful improvement. The only proof is in the
products themselves -please put
us to the ultimate test -listen and
look for yourself.

VIDEO CABLES

ULTRACONNECT

—COMPOSITE AND S-VIDEO—

SORBOTHAPIE FEET

LP'S AND CD'S

RF STOPPERS

0

"IV

—GREAT MUSIC-GREAT SOUND—

auckquest.
P.O. Box 3060 San Clemente, CA 92674 USA TEL (714) 498-2770 FAX (714) 498-5112

WorldRadioHistory
Distributed in Canada by Audio Products International, 3641
McNicoll Ave., Scarborough, Ontario M1X 105 Tel: 416-321-1800

